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Preface

The field of fluid mechanics is vast and has numerous and diverse applications
in many areas of applied mathematics and engineering sciences. AFM 2012
is the ninth International Conference on Advances in Fluid Mechanics held
in Split, Croatia in 2012. The conference is reconvened following the success
of all previous meetings. The papers in this book cover a wide range of
topics in the area of advances in fluid mechanics. The meeting was organised
by the Wessex Institute of Technology, UK and the University of Split,
Croatia.
The conference has reconvened every two years since 1996, and originated
a very successful book series on the same topics which has resulted over 65
volumes since then. The first conference in this series took place in New
Orleans, USA (1996); followed by Udine, Italy (1998); Montreal, Canada
(2000); Ghent, Belgium (2002); Lisbon, Portugal (2004); Skiathos, Greece
(2006); the New Forest, UK (2008); and the Algarve, Portugal (2010).
The papers in the book are arranged in the following sections: Computational
methods; Environmental measurements; Hydrodynamics; Fluid Structure
interaction; Multiphase flow; Applications in biology; Electronic components;
Environmental fluid mechanics; Heat and mass transfer; and Industrial
applications.
This volume is part of the Transactions of Wessex Institute series, published
in paper and digital format and distributed throughout the world. In addition,
all papers are archived within Wessex Institute electronic library (http://
library.witpress.com) where they are permanently and easily available to the
world scientific community.

The Editors are indeed indebted to all authors as well as the members of
International Scientific Advisory Committee who helped review the papers.
The Editors,
Split, Croatia, 2012
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Abstract
This paper deals with the classical theory of the perturbation method to determine
the solution of wave forces on a circular cylinder in regular waves. Nonlinear
diffraction of water waves is considered here to demonstrate the powerful
perturbation technique. The solution obtained by this method is compared with
the available experimental data. It is found that the analytical solution agrees with
the experimental data quite well. When we talk about wave effects on offshore
structures, it is necessary to distinguish between small and large dimensions in
relation to the characteristic wavelength and the wave amplitude. It is well known
that the Morison equation displayed an empirical relationship in terms of the
coefficient of mass, CM , and of the coefficient of drag, CD , the two hydrodynamic
coefficients used to calculate wave forces on a small submerged cylinder. This
relationship involves the inertia force and viscous drag force on the cylinder and
assumes that the object is small so as not to disturb the incident wave field.
However, as the diameter of the cylinder becomes large compared to the incident
wavelength, the Morison equation does not apply and a diffraction theory must
be used. In this case, viscous drag forces are assumed to be insignificant for
smooth dimension structures (cylinders) and the inertia forces predominate. In this
paper we discuss the theoretical formulation of second order wave loads. We have
obtained the mathematical expressions for the forces and moments to predict the
wave loads on large monolithic offshore structures.
Keywords: Morison equation, inertia force, drag force, nonlinear diffraction,
radiation, wave forces, moments, perturbation method, second-order theory,
offshore structures, cylinders, diffracted waves, incident waves.
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1 Introduction
The determination of wave forces on offshore structures is essential to study
the effects of waves, wind and current on them. The offshore structures should
experience minimal movement to provide a stable work station for operations
such as drilling and production of oil. The solution to the problem of ocean wave
interaction with offshore structures is usually very complex. In many cases, only
an approximate solution is sought. Some of the mathematical techniques required
for the hydrodynamic problem associated with the design of offshore structures are
analytical while many are numerical in nature. While the evolution of computers
has made the numerical methods more advantageous over the classical analytical
methods, numerical methods alone cannot find absolute success without being
complemented by either analytical methods or at least experiments; in this sense
analytical methods become a cost efficient and handy technique for designers in
most cases.
Morison et al. [1] gave an empirical relationship in terms of coefficient of mass,
CM , and of coefficient of drag, CD , the two hydrodynamic coefficients to calculate
wave forces on a small submerged cylinder in regular waves. However, when the
size of the structure is large compared to the wavelength, there are considerable
scattering and diffraction in the wave pattern and in that situation the Morison
equation is not suitable to calculate the wave loads and we must use the diffraction
theory. A linear diffraction theory was first formulated by MacCamy and Fuchs
[2] to calculate the wave loads on a vertical circular cylinder. The cylinder extends
from well above the surface to the bottom of the sea. A number of investigators
including Mogridge and Jamieson [3] have used this theory to obtain the wave
loads on large submerged cylinders in the sea. In all these investigations, the
analyses were restricted to linear theory only, which has very limited applications
in a practical field because the character of the ocean waves is very often nonlinear.
To improve the correlation between experimental data and theory, it is necessary
to include the nonlinear effects in the diffraction theory.
Taking into consideration this motivation, many investigators have directed their
attention towards nonlinear theory in water waves. Chakrabarti [4] obtained an
expression for wave forces on a cylinder using Stokes’s fifth order theory, but
the kinematic boundary condition was not satisfied in the vicinity of the cylinder.
The results obtained were compared with the second order theory of Yamaguchi
and Tsuchiya [5] and he concluded that his theory and experimental showed
good agreement with their experimental data. Raman and Venkatanarasaiah [6]
obtained a nonlinear solution using a perturbation technique. Unfortunately, their
experimental results were obtained using a relatively small diameter cylinder, for
which the previous workers had assumed the viscous drag forces to be significant.
This paper deals with the theory of second-order wave load expressions to
predict the wave forces and moments on large monolithic offshore structures.
The theory is applied to a surface-piercing cylinder in regular waves. Following
Stoker [7], we have developed a mathematical model of the nonlinear wave theory
to correlate with nature. A perturbation technique has been used to solve the
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nonlinear diffraction problem. For the case of fixed offshore structures, closed
form solutions for drift forces and moments have been obtained using the secondorder theory, and the predictions have been compared with available experimental
data.

2 Mathematical formulation
A rigid vertical surface-piercing circular cylinder of radius a and the diameter
D = 2a is acted upon by a train of regular surface waves of height H, progressing
in the positive x− direction (Figure 1). It is assumed that the fluid is incompressible
and the motion irrotational. When the amplitude is large, the small amplitude
theory does not hold good. In practice, the finite amplitude wave theory, namely
the nonlinear wave theory, is of primary importance. In linear wave, the wave
amplitudes to the second and higher orders are considered negligible, whereas in
the finite amplitude wave theory these higher order terms are retained so as to give
an accurate representation of the wave motion.
Let φ(r, θ, z, t) denote the total fluid velocity potential and let z = η(r, θ, t) be
the equation of the free surface, where (r, θ, z) are the cylindrical coordinates.
Then everywhere in the region of the flow, the fluid motion is governed by
Laplace’s equation.
z

incident wave direction

x

eta

y
r

b

theta

h

x

Figure 1: Definition sketch for a surface-piercing circular cylinder in regular
waves.
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The motion is governed by the equation:
∇2 φ =

1 ∂2φ ∂2φ
∂ 2 φ 1 ∂φ
+ 2 2 + 2 = 0,
+
2
∂r
r ∂r
r ∂θ
∂z

(1)

in the region
a ≤ r < ∞; −h ≤ z < η; −π ≤ θ ≤ π.
Here ∇ is the Laplacian operator. Equation (1) is Laplace’s equation and it is
derived from the fluid continuity equation. The boundary conditions associated
with the equation (1) are as follows:
Bottom boundary condition:
Assuming the floor of the ocean to be flat, the boundary condition at the ocean
bottom states that the vertical component of the velocity is zero at the bottom
∂φ
= 0 on z = −h;
∂z

(2)

Body surface boundary condition:
On the surface of the body the velocity of the fluid must be equal to zero
∂φ
= 0 on r = a; −h ≤ z ≤ η
∂r

(3)

Dynamic free surface boundary condition:
The dynamic free surface condition is derived from the Bernoulli equation, on
the assumption that the atmospheric pressure outside the fluid is constant.


1 ∂φ 2
1 ∂φ 2
∂φ
∂φ
+ gη +
) + ( )2 = 0; z = η, r ≥ a.
(4)
( ) +(
∂t
2 ∂r
r ∂θ
∂z
Kinematic free surface boundary condition:
The kinematic condition states that a particle lying on the free surface will
continue to remain on the surface. Mathematically,
∂φ ∂η
1 ∂φ ∂η
∂φ
∂η
+ ( )( ) + 2 ( )( ) =
; on z = η, r ≥ a.
∂t
∂r ∂r
r ∂θ ∂θ
∂z

(5)

In addition to the above boundary conditions, there is the Orr-Sommerfeld
radiation
condition to be satisfied by the scattering potential Φs , where φ =

Re (ΦI + Φs )e−iσt in which ΦI and Φs are defined to be the complex incident
and complex scattered potentials respectively. This boundary condition states that
the diffracted wave must vanish at infinity and mathematically can be defined by
the Orr-Sommerfeld condition


√
∂
± ik Φs = 0,
(6)
lim r
r→∞
∂r
√
where −1 = i and k is the incident wave number. Here Re stands for the real
part, σ is the wave frequency.
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The velocity components in cylindrical coordinates are V = ∇φ, i.e.
vr =

∂φ
1 ∂φ
∂φ
, vθ =
, and vz =
,
∂r
r ∂θ
∂z

where φ is the total velocity potential, η is the height of the free surface, h is
the depth of water below the still water level, vr , vθ and vz are the velocity
components, g is the acceleration due to gravity, k is the incident wave number (=
2π/L), x, y, z are rectangular coordinates, r, θ, z are the cylindrical coordinates,
t is the time variable and L is the wavelength. The Cartesian form of (1) is
∇2 φ =

∂2φ ∂2φ ∂2φ
+ 2 + 2 =0
∂x2
∂y
∂z

(7)

where x = r cos θ, y = r sin θ and z = z.
The formulas for the forces F and moments M of the fluid on the body S can
be written in vector form as follows:


F
M




=

P
S

n
r×n


dS,

where n is the outward normal vector from the body surface, P is the pressure
field which can be obtained from the Bernoulli’s equation as illustrated in the next
section and r is the radial distance vector.

3 Perturbation method of solution
The problem is to work with the complete form of the equation to assume that the
solution can be represented in terms of a power series expansion of the parameter
ε where ε = kH/2 = kA. A is the amplitude of the wave. Thus expanding φ, η
and P as a series in powers of ε yields
∞

φ=

εn φn ,

(8)

εn ηn ,

(9)

εn Pn .

(10)

n=1
∞

η=
n=1
∞

P =
n=0

The sum of the terms up to index n represents the nth-order theory for any
particular quantity, P represents the pressure field, and φ, η and P are all functions
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of x, y,z and t. At the free surface, z = η(x, y, t), and so we have
φ(x, y, z, t) = φ[x, y, η(x, y, t), t].

(11)

The modified velocity potential at the free surface is
φ(x, y, η, t) = εφ1 (x, y, 0, t) + ε2 [φ2 (x, y, 0, t) + η1 (

∂φ1
)z=0 ] + O(ε3 ).
∂z
(12)

Substituting the series into the dynamic and kinematic free surface boundary
conditions, it is found that the first-order potential φ1 and the second-order
potential φ2 satisfy the following equations, respectively:
∂ 2 φ1
∂φ1
= 0 on z = 0,
+g
∂t2
∂z


∂ 2 φ2
∂ ∂ 2 φ1
∂φ2
∂φ1
=
−η
+
g
+
g
1
∂t2
∂z
∂z
∂t2
∂z


∂φ1 2
∂φ1 2
∂
∂φ1 2
) +(
) +(
) , r ≥ a.
−
(
∂t
∂x
∂y
∂z

(13)

(14)

The pressure P (r, θ, z, t) may be determined from the Bernoulli’s equation and
on substitution for φ as a series in power of ε, leads to
1 ∂φ1 2
∂φ2
∂φ1
− ε2 ρ[
+ ((
)
∂t
∂t
2 ∂r
∂φ1 2
1 ∂φ1 2
) + 2
) )] + O(ε3 ).
+
∂z
r ∂θ
The total horizontal force is
P = −ρgz − ερ

2π

Fx =

0

η
−h

(15)

|P |r=a (−a cos θ)dzdθ.

(16)

Now let us write Fx as a perturbation series up to order ε2 as follows:
Fx = εFx1 + ε2 Fx2 ,
where the first order contribution is
εFx1 = aρ

2π



0

(17)


∂φ1
)r=a cos θdθ
(ε
∂t
−h
0

(18)

and the second-order contribution is
ε2 Fx2 = aρ

2π
0

+ ε2

[
0

−h

εη
0



(gz + ε

∂φ1
)r=a dz
∂t

∂φ2
1 ∂φ1 2
1 ∂φ1 2
+ (
) + 2(
)
∂t
2 ∂z
2a ∂θ


r=a

dz] cos θdθ.
(19)
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It is to be noted here that in the second-order force evaluation given in (19), the
first term on the right can be defined as the waterline force, the third term as the
dynamic force and the second term as the quadratic force as stated by Lighthill [8].
The expressions for φ1 and φ2 are given as follows (Rahman [9]):
∞

σ cosh k(z + h) −iσt
e
δm im Am (kr) cos mθ,
k 2 sinh kh
m=0
 ∞

−2iσt ∞
σe
φ2 =
Dm (k2 )Am (k2 r) cosh k2 (z + h)dk2 cos mθ.
2k 2 m=0 0

φ1 =

with the dispersion relation which is σ 2 = gk tanh kh.

4 Forces and moments on the circular cylinder
Using the results presented by Rahman and Heaps [10], the non-dimensional forms
of the first-order and second-order components of the total forces may now be
written as
tanh kh cos(σt − α1 )
Fx1
,
(20)
=
.
3
ρgD
2(ka)3 |H (1) (ka)|
1

Figure 2: Comparison of linear and second-order wave forces with the
experimental data of Chakrabarti [4].
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Figure 3: Potential drift force on fixed circular cylinders, h/a = 1.16: Comparison
with the numerical data of Garrison [11].

Figure 4: Potential drift moment on fixed circular cylinders, h/a = 1.16:
Comparison with the numerical data of Garrison [11].
and
 −2iσt

Fx2
tanh kh ∞
e
=
G(k2 )dk2 + c.c.
ρgD3
8(ka)
0
−

1
4π(ka)4

∞

(−1) [(3 −

=0

( + 1)
2kh
)+
sinh 2kh
a2 k 2

2kh
× (1 +
)] × [C cos 2σt − S sin 2σt]
sinh 2kh
−

1
4π(ka)4

∞

[(1 −
=0

( + 1)
2kh
)E ]
)(1 +
a2 k 2
sinh 2kh
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Figure 5: Comparison of predicted and measured forces and moments on circular
cylinders (Experimental data of Mogridge and Jamieson [3]).

where
G(k2 a) =

∞
ka

A1 (k2 r)B1 (kr)d(kr)

(k2 a) (k2 a) −

4ka tanh kh
tanh k2 h

(1)

H1

(k2 a)

.

(22)

The second-order force (21) contains two parts; one oscillatory and the other
steady state. They are defined, respectively, as
Fx2
F OS
F SS
= 2 3 + 2 3.
3
ρgD
ρgD
ρgD
Similarly, the non-dimensional forms of the linear and of the second-order
moments are given by
(H/L)π
εM1
[kh tanh kh + sechkh − 1] cos(σt − α1 ),
= CM
ρgD4
16(D/L)(ka)
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and
ε2 M 2
(H/L)2 (h/D)
=
ρgD4
4π 3 (D/L)4

∞

[
=0

( + 1)
B − C]E
k 2 a2

(H/L)2 (h/D)
+[
tanh khe−2iσt
8(D/L)2
−

(H/L)2 (h/D)
4π 3 (D/L)4

∞

∞
0

(−1)+1 [A +

=0

G(k2 a)λ(k2 h)d(k2 a) + c.c.]

( + 1)
B]
k 2 a2

× [C cos 2σt − S sin 2σt].

(24)

The second-order moment (24) contains two parts; one oscillatory and the other
steady state. They are defined, respectively, as
M2
M2OS
M2SS
=
+
.
ρgD4
ρgD4
ρgD4
The graphical representations of these results are displayed with the comparison
of the experimental and numerical data. It is worth mentioning here that all the
parameters defined here are found in the work of Rahman [9].

5 Results and conclusions
The analytical and numerical and experimental results are displayed and discussed
in this section. In Fig. 2, both the first-order and the second-order solutions (see
Rahman [9]) are compared with the force measurements of Chakrabarti [4], which
are generally seen to be closer to the second-order predictions. The normalized
dynamic drift forces and moments are potted against the diffraction parameter
ka in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 using the analytical results. This results are compared
with the numerical solutions obtained by Garrison [11] and the present predicted
results quite agree with the Garrison’s numerical data. Garrison used the Green
function method to determine the drift forces and moments. In Fig. 5, analytical
solutions are compared with the experimental data of Mogridge and Jamieson [3]
for a vertical circular cylindrical structure. These results were computed taking the
averages of the positive and negative maximum loads. The theoretical predictions
of moments seem to agree very well with the measured values for the given range
of parameters.
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Abstract
The amount of solar energy that can be produced in the US and throughout the
world has seen an unprecedented potential to fulfill growing energy demand.
Solar panels can be installed on the ground or on the roof of a building. Roof
mounted solar panels could experience occasional high wind loads especially lift
and drag forces. Solar panels are bolted directly onto the roof and are secured
using ballasts as counter weights against the wind loads. We propose the use of
efficient wind deflectors designed and strategically placed in front of the panels
as reported here. The deflectors under study were proven to minimize the wind
loads on solar panels, ensuring the safety of civilians and surrounding property.
The present study utilizes wind tunnel testing and computational simulation
using the commercial computational fluid dynamics software ANSYS Fluent for
a steady, turbulent wind flow (standard k-ε model) over an inclined rooftop-solar
panel. The study shows promising results in the prediction of the wind forces for
an effectively designed wind management system. As specified earlier, results
were compared and validated by both wind tunnel experiments and
computational simulations for a meaningful conclusion. Solar panels with
various aspect ratios for high incoming wind speeds in the range 40–50 m/s (i.e.
90–110 mph) with several angles of attack were modeled and simulated. We
report the analysis of high wind loads on the solar panels leading to the design of
an optimized wind deflector to counter such loads. It was concluded that an
elliptically profiled wind deflector, with uniformly spaced short fins that were
positioned before the tilted panels, was proven to minimize the high wind loads
by as much as half, compared to the wind loads without the deflector.
Keywords: rooftop solar panels, solar panel deflectors, wind loads, ballast.
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1 Introduction
Solar power has gained several increasing domestic and commercial applications
as a renewable source of energy [1]. The two most common methods of solar
panel deployment are on the ground or on the roof. Ground-mounted solar panel
racks need open land that can considerably increase initial project investment
and also the system installation costs. The more logical and cost saving
alternative would be to mount the solar panel racks on the roof of a building
without the need to purchase or lease an open lot to install the solar panel
system. This also enables the solar panels to be installed even in densely
populated locations where space costs are at a premium. Other advantages of
installing the racks on the roof are the ease of installation and maintenance in
that there is no need to dig holes for the support beams of the solar panel racks as
there is for ground-mounted racks.
Earlier research studies indicate that the optimum tilt angles for the solar
panels are between 22o and 48o which can allow sufficient sunlight in solar
panels. Tilt angles close to about 30o are the best for various regions in the US as
indicated by figure 1. One previous study [2] has presented some good strategies
for mounting solar panel arrays on roofs. It is important to mention here that
these tilt angles are influenced by the latitude of the location and the solar
azimuth angle. A recent study [3] reported that wind tunnel experiments can
successfully analyze wind uplift on solar panel models. The study also discussed
the effect of guide plates for the reduction of lift forces in various experimental
configurations of the solar panels. A more recent study revealed the usefulness of
wind tunnel experiments and computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis for
roof-mounted solar photovoltaic arrays in correlating CFD simulation results
with the wind tunnel test data [4].

Figure 1:

The solar azimuth angle for a photovoltaic array situated in the
Northern hemisphere [5].
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The solar panel racks can be installed on almost any type of flat roof surface
made of tar, gravel, or rubber. Major considerations for the roof-mounted panel
racks are wind speed and wind direction resulting in aerodynamics forces or
wind loads on the racks. General wind data maps [2] help determine the ranges
of wind speeds, their direction, and the angle of attacks in the continental United
States throughout the year. Similarly, general wind data maps of other continents
and countries can also be used to estimate the ranges of wind speeds and their
direction/angle of attacks. Wind loads often necessitate the use of heavy ballast
to counter such loads. The ballast weight, however, could exceed the allowable
structural load on the roof. Therefore, efficient wind deflecting systems could
reduce or ideally eliminate use of ballast.
A recent study revealed the usefulness of wind tunnel experiments and CFD
analysis for roof-mounted solar photovoltaic arrays [6]. With the aid of CFD and
wind tunnel facilities, the current work presents the design of wind deflectors to
minimize the wind loads, especially the drag and lift forces, on the solar panels.
The computational analysis comprises the use of CFD software ANSYS Fluent
in an iterative mode for one-quarter and full scale models. These results were
further validated with wind tunnel tests. Several geometries of wind deflectors
were designed and analyzed to minimize wind load reduction and the one that
reduced the overall drag and lift forces the most was ultimately chosen and
offered to the research sponsor – Northern States Metal, NSM, Youngstown,
Ohio, USA [7] – for possible development and marketing.

2 Theory
An algorithm with a set of governing equations including i) the mass/continuity
(eqn (1)), ii) the momentum/Navier-Stokes (eqn (2)), iii) the turbulent kinetic
energy (eqn (3)), and iv) the dissipation rate equations (eqn (4)) are used for
mathematical modeling of the wind flow domain around the solar panel. These
governing equations are embedded within ANSYS Fluent to analyze the fluid
properties, specifically the lift and drag characteristics on (i) the solar panel and
(ii) the solar panel with the deflector placed in front of the panel. Mathematical
modeling was carried out in order to analyze the wind forces of the incoming
high-speed wind on the given panel model and the deflector. The standard k-ε
turbulence model for the turbulent flow was chosen for ANSYS Fluent [8, 9].
Mass – Continuity Equation:

(1)
Momentum – Navier-Stokes Equations:

(2)
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(3)

(4)
(5)

where the nomenclature for the symbols has the usual meaning and they are
defined below [7]:
ࢂ

= total velocity vector of the fluid

u , v, w  x-, y-, and z-components of the velocity, respectively

f
k
ε
µt

= body forces
= turbulent kinetic energy
= the rate of dissipation.
= the turbulent viscosity
Gk  generation of turbulent kinetic energy due to the mean velocity gradient

Gb  generation of turbulent kinetic energy due to buoyancy

YM  contribution of the fluctuating dilatation in compressible turbulence
overall dissipation rate
S k  user defined source term

S   user defined source term
Other arbitrary constants in Eqns. (3) and (4) are used from the ANSYS
Fluent Manual: C1ε = 1.44, C2ε = 1.92, Cµ = 0.09, σk = 1.00, and σε = 1.3. These
values are acceptable for wall-bounded and free shear flows and are appropriate
for a CFD study of solar panel racks positioned in a wall-bounded fluid domain
[8, 9].

3 Methodology
As ballast for the solar panel to add substantial weight on a roof mounting, a
wind deflector was conceptualized as an alternative solution to reduce or replace
the use of such ballast. Based on the study, it was recommended that wind
deflectors were placed on all sides of the solar panel racks as a complete wind
management system to reduce the head-wind and side-wind effects. If all sided
wind deflectors are not economically viable, the wind deflector on the front is
highly recommended to minimize the head-wind effects. Although the wind
deflector itself will add a minimal weight on the roof it is negligible compared to
that of ballast. Multiple deflectors of various surface profiles were designed that
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included vertical, inclined, parabolic, elliptic and elliptic with fins shapes. Only a
sketch of the elliptic deflectors is shown in figure 2.
Wind flows over the physical model with and without a deflector were tested
for wind forces using wind tunnel instruments. Similarly, wind flows with and
without a deflector were simulated, and analyzed for wind forces using ANSYS
Fluent software. Based on the preliminary CFD analysis among the deflector
shapes for high winds, an elliptic finned-deflector (figure 2(b)) was chosen for
further analysis by CFD simulation and testing in the wind tunnel for its relative
superior performance.

(a)
Figure 2:

(b)

Side views of the deflector: (a) elliptic, (b) elliptic plus fins.

As mentioned, two methods that included computations using CFD
simulations and experiments using wind tunnel testing were employed for wind
load analysis. These methodologies are given below.
3.1 Methodology I: computations/simulations
Computational analysis involves solving a problem through the use of an
algorithm and mathematical model. ANSYS Fluent software that combines
numerical techniques with the intricacies of fluid flow is employed for the
modeling of wind flow over the solar panel. The software was built to model and
analyze many types of laminar and turbulent fluid flows. The software has
different packages and add-ons that allow one to model various geometries with
the chosen flow models. The software comes with geometry modeling software,
called ANSYS Design Modeler. The remaining add-ons include ANSYS
Meshing, ANSYS Fluent, and CFD Post. Details of the ANSYS Fluent,
computational models/simulations for the wind flow analysis of the rooftop solar
panel racks are discussed in the sections that follow.
3.1.1 CFD software
The procedure to set-up and run a successful simulation in ANSYS Fluent, for a
fluid flow problem, consists of a series of steps that are completed sequentially.
The procedure is outlined as preprocessing, processing, and post-processing. The
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algorithm, descretization technique and the convergence criteria of ANSYS
Fluent are summarized below:
1. Construction of the geometrical models using ANSYS Design Modeler.
2. Division of the fluid domain into discrete volumes using ANSYS Meshing.
3. Modeling using ANSYS Fluent (figure 3).
4. Defining the boundary conditions and fluid properties.
5. Solving in Fluent until a converged solution is achieved (eqn. (6)).

Update properties

Solve sequentially:
Uvel Vvel Wvel

Solve pressure–correction
(continuity) equation

Update mass flux,
pressure, and velocity

Solve energy, species,
turbulence, and other
scalar equations
No

Figure 3:

Pressure-based
Fluent [9].

Converged?

Yes

segreagated

Stop

algorithm

used

in

ANSYS

3.1.1.1 Pressure-based segregated algorithm The pressure-based solver uses
an algorithm to solve for the governing equations in a sequential order with an
iterative process as shown in figure 3.
3.1.1.2 Discretization technique ANSYS Fluent utilizes a discretization
technique to turn a general scalar equation into an algebraic equation which
enables the equations to be solved numerically. The governing equations are
integrated about each of the volumes created during the meshing process.
Nfaces
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Nfaces
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where

N faces  number of faces enclosing the cell

 f  value of  convected through the face f
 
 f v f  A f  mass flux through the face f

A f  area of face f
  f  gradient of  at face f

V  cell volume
3.1.1.3 Convergence criteria The use of a numerical modeling technique
requires ways to measure the validity and accuracy of the simulated solution.
The convergence criteria in ANSYS Fluent depend on the type of model chosen.
These residuals, depending on the type of model selected, involve x- and ycomponents of the velocities, k and ε that include continuity, momentum,
turbulence, and energy.
3.1.2 Computer models and simulations
When modeling the fluid domain surrounding a solar panel using the CFD
software, incompressible, steady, Newtonian fluid was assumed of a turbulent
nature with no buoyancy effects and no heat considerations. The layout of the
flow fields for two computer models that include five solar panels and five solar
panels with a deflector at the front are shown in figures 4(a) and 4(b). The
reduction in the wind loads on the panel using the wind deflector as predicted by
CFD results are discussed in a subsequent section below.

(a)
Wind
flow

(b)
Wind
flow

Figure 4:

Layout of the flow field for CFD simulation: (a) five solar panels,
and (b) five solar panels with a deflector at the front [8].
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3.2 Methodology II: experimentations
It is a well-known fact that CFD analysis alone is not an absolute measure of the
accuracy in the design of any turbulent flow management system due to inherent
uncertainty in the turbulence parameters in the flow field. However, comparisons
between results from wind tunnel tests and CFD simulations for a few
benchmark models provide the degree of confidence required in the
implementation of the design at reduced cost and time. As full scale models were
too large to fit into our wind tunnel test section, quarter-scale models were
developed and tested in our university’s wind tunnel facility. All full-scale solar
panel racks that were investigated in this study were at an inclination of 10o with
respect to the horizontal axis for a wind speed of 49 m/s (110 mph).
3.2.1 Wind tunnel instrumentation
The experimental analysis consisted of conducting multiple wind tunnel tests of
quarter-scale rooftop solar panel racks and wind deflectors. Figure 5 shows the
schematic of the test setup. The fan motor speed was controlled using VFD
(PowerFlex-4M, Allen-Bradley) to generate variable input frequencies to the
motor that translates into variable wind speeds in the tunnel as inlet wind speed
The VFD was actuated via a laptop (Dell E5500) utilizing LABVIEW v8.6
drivers and National Instruments’ module NI 9264 by providing voltage in the
range of 0~10 Vdc. At each motor rpm, the pitot- static tube that was connected
to an electronic pressure sensor (Model 20 INCH D-MV R8B22-58 supplied by
All Sensors) measured the pressure difference (P0 – P∞), where P0 is the
stagnation pressure and P∞ is the static pressure in the wind tunnel. The pressure
sensor outputs a dc voltage to NI 9219 with a supplied excitation voltage of 2.5
Vdc. Then through a calibration procedure provided by All Sensors, the voltage
was converted to a pressure difference in inches of water.
Through Bernoulli’s equation, the pressure difference was converted to wind
speed in mph. The NI modules interfaced with the NI DAQ module cDAQ-9172
and were controlled by the LABVIEW program. The wind tunnel was calibrated
by recording wind speeds at various input frequencies from 0 to 80 Hz in order
to interpolate between the wind speed and the corresponding input frequency.
The models to be tested were to be mounted on a melamine board. Four load
cells (FUTEK’s model LCF300:50-lb) were used to record either lift or drag
forces. The load cells operate on a full Wheatstone bridge. NI 9237 provided the
bridge circuitry. Through a calibration equation provided by FUTEK, the output
dc voltage was converted to a force in lbf and then to N through LABVIEW.
3.2.2 Physical models and testing
The load cells were installed with two orientations in order to measure the two
major wind forces; namely lift (vertical) and drag (horizontal) forces, for several
incoming wind speeds. Following figure 5, figures 6 to 8 below show the wind
tunnel and solar panel/load cell setup for wind lift and drag force measurements.
The results that were obtained from the wind tunnel analysis were then used to
verify the CFD simulations.
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Wind tunnel test setup (all dimensions are in m).

Wind tunnel floor
Deflector
Wind
flow

Figure 6:

Deflector-panel orientation for a 3-rack system in the wind tunnel.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7:

Load cell placement: (a) horizontal for the lift; (b) vertical for the
drag force measurement.

Figure 8:

Wind tunnel instrumentation showing load cells on the testing floor
(zoomed and shown) for wind uplift force measurement.
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4 Results and discussions
The results we report here are presented in the two subsections below. First the
wind loads measured for scaled models in the wind tunnel and predicted by CFD
analysis are presented followed by the CFD results for the full scale model only.
4.1 Wind tunnel results
Measurements were recorded at four different speeds: 6.7, 9.0, 11.2, and 12.0
m/s (15, 20, 25, and 27 mph). For all the test configurations of the scaled models,
the lift and drag forces increased as the wind speed increased from 6.7 m/s (15
mph) to 12 m/s (27 mph) as expected due to the forces being proportional to the
square of wind speed. For rack-only arrangement, the minimum and maximum
lift forces were 5.34 N and 16.90 N respectively while for the rack-with-deflector
system the minimum and maximum lift forces were 2.67 N and 7.56 N
respectively. Therefore, it can be concluded solely from the wind tunnel test data
that using the deflector reduces the lift forces for the rack-deflector arrangement
by approximately 50% for the speeds tested while the drag forces have minimal
changes.
4.2 CFD simulation results compared with the wind tunnel test data
As shown in table 1, the use of the deflector reduced wind uplift by 51.29%, but
increased the drag force by 28.33%. It should be noted that positive values for
the forces represent a reduction and vice versa. The CFD analysis estimated a net
reduction of 37.14% and 9.16% for the lift and drag forces, respectively. A
similar trend was found in the experimental and computational analysis of the
three-rack model with and without deflector.
Table 1:

Wind tunnel test data and CFD results for quarter-scale models
with input wind velocity=12 m/s – comparison in %.

For a single-rack model, the percentage reduction was 54.29% and 37.14%
for experimental and computational results, respectively. The percentage
reduction was even closer when the two methods were compared for the threerack model with deflector: 45.61% for experimental uplift and 54.09% for
computational uplift. In terms of drag results, the experimental results resulted in
slight additions to the drag force, for both single-rack and three-rack models
using the deflector, the addition was around 25%. This addition in wind drag is
expected as the addition of the deflector with the rack arrays will somewhat
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increase the amount of drag force. When the respective drag and uplift forces are
compared for both the scenarios of single-rack only and three-rack array, drag
forces were ~70% smaller than the wind uplifts. This comparison explains that
the reduction in wind uplifts is more crucial than the wind drag forces for design
and installation purposes.

5 Conclusion
We conclude that an elliptic deflector with equally spaced short fins when placed
in front of the panel rack greatly reduces uplift on the panels. Wind tunnel
experiments showed a slight increase in drag force when a deflector was placed
at the front. This is due to the fact that the deflector acts as a bluff body
obstruction to the wind flow over the panel. There is a close agreement between
computational results and the wind tunnel test data in terms of the calculation of
lift forces; however, drag forces were not compared. Lift forces were mainly
responsible for the structural stability of solar panels under high winds. It was
also noted that a selective grid scheme and refinement in the flow domain have a
significant influence and improve CFD results, but lead to much longer
simulation run times and convergence. It was concluded that an elliptically
profiled wind deflector with uniformly spaced short fins, positioned before the
tilted panels, minimizes the high wind loads by as much as 50% compared to the
wind loads without its use. Details of the study are currently being reviewed and
will also be published in a journal paper.
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Abstract
This paper presents an experimental study of laminar flow past a smoothed
hemisphere using the Particle Image Velocimetry technique. The experimental
setup consists of a rectangular channel, through which water flows over a 30-mm
diameter hemisphere mounted on a horizontal surface. From the measured
velocity distribution around the hemisphere a physical insight into the flow is
presented. Vertical and horizontal 2D velocity distributions are obtained for a
constant Reynolds number of Re=800, corresponding to a regime of laminar
flow. Measurements revealed the three dimensional structure of the flow
including a horseshoe vortex surrounding the hemisphere and arch-shaped
vortices in the downstream region. Both instantaneous and average velocity
distribution were studied. The location of the reattachment point, the separation
line, and the reverse flow are identified and discussed.
Keywords: PIV, horseshoe vortex, hemisphere, dome.

1 Introduction
Hemispherical shapes are widely used in many industrial applications such as
domed roofs in civil engineering to cover buildings or above-ground steel tanks
to store fluids. Domes were used in hydraulic channels as a mechanism to
generate and study the shedding of hairpin vortices in their wake [1]. Predicting
the three dimensional structure of flow field around a hemisphere is challenging
for engineers due to the complexity added by the curved surface. Therefore, in
order to ensure proper design of such engineering structures, detailed knowledge
of the flow structure around them is necessary.
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The flow around domes is characterized by large-scale three-dimensional
motions with separation and multiple re-attachment points, which at times
exhibit a highly unsteady behaviour. Thus, a small recirculating bubble exists
around the front stagnation point and a horseshoe vortex starts to develop and
envelopes parts of the dome. The wake is characterized by vortex shedding, flow
separation, and reattachment. Several parameters affect the flow behaviour
around domes: the dome shape, the Reynolds number (based on the approaching
free stream velocity and dome diameter), the inflow conditions such as the
approaching boundary layer shape, and the upstream-wall and dome surface
conditions.
Most of the experimental studies were conducted under turbulent flow
conditions. For example, Taniguchi et al. [2], Savory and Toy [3] and Cheng and
Fu [4] conducted experimental investigations to study the effect of three different
approaching boundary layers in addition to the effect of dome surface roughness
on the mean pressure distribution and on the critical Reynolds number beyond
which the pressure distribution becomes invariable. Tamai et al. [5] explored the
formation and shedding of vortices from a dome in a water tunnel and
determined the frequencies characterizing each phenomenon. As the maximum
Reynolds number reached 104, the Strouhal number had a value of 0.2.
Approaching the front side, successive expanding recirculating zones and the
formation of the well-known horseshoe vortices were observed. The number of
these structures increases with increasing Reynolds number until a critical value
of about 3,000, beyond which only one single recirculation zone persists with a
constant size. Behind the dome, arched vortex tubes form and are shed
individually or coalesce before shedding depending on a critical Reynolds
number of 2,000. Using split-fiber probes and hot-wire anemometers
Tavakol et al. [6] investigated the turbulent flow around a dome by obtaining
axial velocity profiles and its root mean square (RMS) component. In their
numerical investigations of laminar flow around a hemisphere, Kim and Choi [7]
found that the separation angle is fixed at 90° from the stagnation point at
Reynolds numbers below 300 and that the flow loses its symmetry and
steadiness with increasing Reynolds number with clear hairpin type vortex
shedding. The onset of asymmetry and periodicity occur at a Reynolds number
of between 170-180 and 190-200 respectively.
It appears that relatively few experimental studies were performed on laminar
flow around hemispherical domes; in other words, the majority being confined to
turbulent flows and where only point measurements were obtained. From these
measurements, extrapolated but incomplete pictures of the flow structure were
proposed. The flow around a dome is complex and three-dimensional and only
planar velocity measurements can provide a more complete picture of the flow
structure. Hence, the present work aims to fill this gap by reporting on velocity
measurements and flow mapping obtained by using Particle Image Velocimetry
(PIV) technique. The results are of sufficient accuracy to provide a benchmark
for the testing of computational methods of such flows [7].
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2 Experimental facility and conditions
2.1 Experimental setup
Experiments were conducted in a water tunnel in a closed circuit arrangement
with the flow loop in a vertical configuration. The water tunnel consists of a
reservoir, head tower, flow conditioning section, contraction section, square
flume, and a downstream tower. The reservoir is of monolithic type, constructed
from clear acrylic, and contains the working fluid. Flow is generated using a
submersible pump (Grundfos Model KP 250). Flow conditioning is achieved by
means of a perforated cylinder which distributes the flow to the head tower, a
stainless steel perforated plate, and a series of acrylic screens. The contraction
section has a 2.52:1 area ratio with a symmetrical cross section and analytically
developed contours. The contraction guides the flow from the head tower to the
square flume which acts as the experimental test section.
As shown in figure 1a, a smooth hemispherical dome with a diameter of 30
mm was mounted in the test section and placed 220 mm downstream of the
contraction section. The dome was fabricated from acrylic using a conventional
lathe machine and painted in black colour to minimize reflection. Flow velocity
in the test section is estimated to vary from 15 to 300 mm/s with an uncertainty
of +/-2% and is controlled using a ball valve.

(a) Schematic view
Figure 1:

(b) Example of PIV image in x-y plane
with a large field of view 90x70 mm2
Flow visualization system.

In the central region of the channel, the flow over the hemisphere is laminar
and characterized by a constant fluid-based Reynolds number:
ܴ ൌ


ఔ

(1)

where U=22 mm/s is the bulk stream velocity in the horizontal direction, D=30
mm the dome diameter and =0.8 mm2/s the kinematic viscosity of water at a
constant temperature of T=30°C corresponding to the Reynolds number of
Re=800.
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2.2 Flow conditions and measurement devices
Using PIV, all flow field measurements were taken in two directions: (i) in the
central vertical axial plane of the dome arrangement, fig. 1a, and (ii) in the
horizontal plane near the bottom wall. To illuminate theses measurement planes,
a laser sheet was projected vertically and horizontally, with a charge coupled
device CCD camera positioned perpendicular to the plane to record particle
motion, as illustrated in figure 1a. The water was seeded with polyamide
particles tracers with an average diameter of 22 m and density of 1.016 g/cm3
for flow visualization. The PIV flow field measurements were undertaken at two
different locations: (i) upstream region, far from the dome location and (ii)
around the dome region. An example of a PIV image is shown in figure 1b,
which demonstrates the flow around the hemispheric obstacle. The flow was
observed with a field of view of 9070 mm2. The tracers’ density was 15–20
particles per interrogation area. A diode laser was used as the light source for
PIV measurements having a maximum power output of 200 W at a wavelength
of 532 nm. A cylindrical lens (f=28 mm) was used to generate a light sheet of
approximately 1 mm thickness.
The synchronization between laser light pulses and the camera was
accomplished by transistor-transistor logic pulses from the synchronizer. The
time interval between each pair of images was 200 ms with the pulse separation
time adjusted to 10 ms. Full-frame images of 10241024 pixels (figure 2b) were
acquired and transferred to a computer via a frame grabber. Using the DAVIS
FLOWMASTER software provided by the Lavision System (Germany), the 2D
PIV image was divided into 3232 pixels size sub-regions using a multi-grid
correlation process with 50% overlap. The average particle velocities were
calculated using 100 images coupled with the cross correlation method. The
spurious vectors calculated based on the local median filtering were less than
3%. No data smoothing was used for the calculation of the velocity
measurements.
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(a) Mean axial velocity at inlet.

Figure 2:
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(b) Averaged axial velocity profiles
around the dome.

Velocity measurements using PIV.
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3 Results and discussions
To verify the upstream flow conditions, a cross stream averaged velocity profile
was obtained and is illustrated in figure 2a. The velocity profile reached a
maximum velocity between 0.2<y/ymax<0.8. The flow does represent a
developing type. The boundary layers are visible at the top and bottom side of
the channel.
In figure 2b, the large view of the averaged velocity profile around the dome
is presented for the Re=800. It is important to note that the flow is focused near
the bottom wall of the channel and therefore the velocity does not reach its
minimum value near top wall (0<y<60 mm).
The magnitude of particle velocities is constant far from the hemisphere with
an average velocity of 22 mm/s. Naturally and through the action of the pressure
field as the fluid particles approach the hemisphere, their velocities decrease.
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(a) Averaged axial velocity vector plot and its corresponding streamlines
in a mid vertical plane for Re=800.

(b) Schematic flow characteristics at Re=1.4105 [3].
Figure 3:

Flow characteristics near the hemisphere, side view.
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Streamlines of the averaged velocity field, are presented in figure 3a, and
compared with previous experimental observations reported by Savory and Toy
[3], fig. 3b. In this paper the flow is laminar (Re=800). The averaged velocity
profile shows parallel streamlines in the upstream region far from the dome
obstacle (figure 3a). As the flow approaches the dome the streamlines are
deviated in different directions. In lower layers behind the obstacle, the direction
of the velocity changes. An upstream recirculating region similar to the previous
observation [3] is denoted with a front stagnation streamline. Both the
reattachment zone and the secondary circulation are clearly visible using the
streamlines. The separation zone is located between (x=21 mm and y=12 mm).
Although similarities are observed between previous experimental results [3] and
the present PIV measurements, fundamental differences exist such as the size
and position of the recirculating zone. The PIV measurements indicate that the
center of the recirculating zone is located both further downstream of the dome
and at higher vertical position. This difference is due to the characteristics of the
fluid flow (laminar and confined flow in this experiment versus turbulent and
open flow in the previous study [3]). The other similarity which can be observed,
is at the front side of the dome obstacle. Horseshoe vortices are shown in both
cases, figs. 3a and b. However, in the present experiment the dimensions of the
horseshoe vortices are larger than in the previous study of [3] and represent
almost half of the dome diameter.
The magnitude of the vertical (Vy) and horizontal (Vx) velocities are
illustrated in figures 4a and 4b respectively. As shown in figure 4a, the
maximum axial velocity appears at x=10 mm and y=15 mm, where the velocity
is deviated from its original direction due to the presence of the dome as an
obstacle. The negative velocities represented in dark blue color (or dark gray
color in black and white print-B/W) correspond to the existence of horseshoe
vortices. The negative and positive velocities are characterized by the dark blue
(or dark gray in B/W print) and red colors (or medium gray in B/W print)
respectively. The horizontal light blue region represents the thin boundary zone
where the velocity is zero corresponding to the region where the main and
recirculating flows are separated.

(a) Vertical velocity (Vy).
Figure 4:

(b) Axial velocity (Vx).

Velocity magnitude near the hemisphere, side view (Re=800).
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Figure 5a illustrates the streamlines around the dome in a horizontal plane
near the bottom wall. In this case, since the laser is projected horizontally only
part of the flow is optically accessible for measurements due to shadowing. The
laser illuminates the horizontal flow field at 0.1mm above the bottom wall as a
camera records PIV pictures from the top view. Measurements are compared
with the flow characteristics obtained by Savory and Toy [3] in which horseshoe
vortices are observed around the dome. The reattachment is also clearly shown
behind the dome. In particular, the bottom parts of the arch type downstream
vortices mentioned above are captured by the PIV measurements. However, the
flow field between two figures is slightly different. The horseshoe zone in front
and around the dome is larger in the present experiment.

(a) Averaged velocity vector plot in a
horizontal plane for Re=800.
Figure 5:

(b) Schematic flow characteristics at
Re=1.4105 [3].

Flow characteristics in a horizontal plane near the hemisphere
bottom wall.

The PIV measurements show that the flow is highly three dimensional around
the dome. It was also observed that flow inside the horseshoe vortices and
reattachment zone is not stable. The location of the separation zones fluctuate
with time between two instantaneous images. However, the averaged velocity
shows a structure and a quasi-symmetric flow in the horizontal plane.

4 Conclusions
Laminar flow past a smooth hemisphere was investigated using the Particle
Image Velocimetry technique. Vertical and horizontal 2D velocity distributions
at Re=800, showed a laminar flow. The averaged velocity distributions around
the hemispherical obstacle were obtained and velocity field illustrated the
presence of a complex three dimensional flow containing intriguing structures
such as a horseshoe vortex enveloping the dome and arch-shaped vortices in the
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downstream region. The location of the reattachment point, the separation line,
and the reverse flow are also identified and discussed. The characteristics of
laminar flow around the dome share several similar features with the case of
turbulent flow [3] with significant difference in the size of vortices and their
location. The results of this research can be employed to validate further
numerical predictions of this complex flow field. Future experiments will focus
on the influence of the dome surface roughness and velocity distribution of
turbulent flows around the hemispherical obstacle.
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Abstract
Efficiency is becoming more and more of a main concern in the design of power
transmissions and the demand for high efficiency gearboxes is continuously
increasing; also the euro standards for the reduction of pollutant emissions from
light vehicles imposed to improve the efficiency of the engines and gear
transmissions are becoming more and more restrictive. For this reason the
resources dedicated to this goal are continuously increasing.
The first step to improve efficiency is to have appropriate models to compare
different design solutions. Even if the efficiency of transmissions is quite high
compared to the efficiency of the engines and appropriate models to predict the
power losses due to gear meshing, to bearings and to seals that already exist, in
order to have further improvement, some aspects like the power losses related to
the oil churning, oil squeezing and windage are still to be investigated. In
previous papers, the authors have investigated by means of CFD (computational
fluid dynamic) analysis and experimental measurements the churning losses of
planetary speed reducers (in which there is a relative motion between the
“planets + planet carrier” and the lubricant). This report is focused on the oil
squeezing power loss. This kind of loss is associated with the compressionexpansion process by the meshing teeth. The contraction of the volume at the
gear mesh implies an overpressure that induces a fluid flow primarily in the axial
direction and this, for viscous fluids, means additional power losses and a
decrease of efficiency.
In this work this phenomenon has been studied by means of some CFD
simulations. The influence of some operating conditions, such as the lubricant
properties, rotational speed and temperature, have been studied.
Keywords: efficiency, gear, power losses, oil squeezing, lubrication, CFD.
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1 Introduction
As the fuel economy requirements and euro standards for the reduction of
pollutant emissions are becoming more and more stringent, efficiency is
becoming a main concern also in the design of power transmissions. Reducing
fuel consumption and particulate emission levels through increasing efficiency
has not only a strong impact on the economy and on the environment, but also on
the reliability on the transmissions: a reduction of the power losses means also a
reduction of the heat generated and, therefore, of the operating temperature of the
transmission. A lower temperature is favorable for the system reliability.
Sources of losses in a gearbox can be classified according to [1] into two
main categories: (i) load dependent power losses and (ii) load independent power
losses. The load dependent power losses are primarily related to a mechanical
power loss due to friction at the gear contact and between the rolling elements
and the races of the bearings. The load independent power losses, in turn, are
primarily related to viscous effects. These losses can be further subdivided into
oil churning and windage losses that are the result of the interaction between the
oil/air and the moving/rotating elements like gears and shafts, into
pocketing/squeezing losses due to the pumping effect of the mating gears and
into other viscous dissipations like those of the bearings.
In order to predict these kinds of losses, literature provides many publications
about the load dependent power losses, but only few works about load
independent power losses. These works are primarily concerning the churning
losses of ordinary gears, the spin power losses and the losses of the bearings.
What is still wanted are appropriate studies to predict the oil pumping/squeezing
power losses. The works on this topic are few and simplified. Strasser [10]
proposed a simplified fluid-dynamic model to predict the oil squeezing power
losses in a spur gear pair. This model takes into account the variation of the gap
between the teeth but it approximates the geometry. Seetharaman and
Kahraman [11] proposed a physic based fluid mechanics model to predict the
spin power losses of a gear pair due to oil churning and windage. This model
calculate the losses like the sum of the losses associated to the interactions of
individual gears and the fluid and the power losses due to pumping of the oil at
the gear mesh. To predict the oil pumping losses, Seetharaman and Kahraman
developed an analytical model that take into account the variation of the volume
of the gap between the teeth without simplifying the geometry like in the model
proposed by Strasser. These models are able to give results in a very short time
but they give only approximate results. For this reason the authors have
investigated this kind of losses by mean of CFD simulations that are able to
correctly solve the velocity and the pressure fields without simplifications and,
therefore, give more information about the phenomena. In this study the
influence on this kind of losses of the oil temperature and of the rotational speed
of the gears have been investigated.
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2 Problem description
Between two mating gears, the volume of the cavity between the teeth is
continuously changing. The sudden contraction of this volume caused by the
gears revolution implies an overpressure in the gap. The lubricant is therefore
squeezed out primary in the axial directions. After the reaching of the minimum
value for the volume, this increase again causing a negative pressure in the gap
and, consequently, a fluid flow takes place from the oil bath to the cavity
between the teeth.
This process is cyclic and, in general, there are multiple cavities that are
squeezed together. Due to the viscous properties of the lubricant, this
phenomenon induces power losses.
Figure 1 illustrates the phenomena: the volume (marked in grey) decreases
from picture 1a (where a gear pair starts the contact) to picture 1b. Figure 1c
shows the moment in which a second gear pair mates and figure 1d the quick
growth of the cavity volume.

Figure 1:

Change of the volume of the cavity during the engaging of the
gears.

3 Geometry
In order to study this kind of power losses, a spur gear pair has been used. Pinion
and gear have the same dimensions. Table 1 summarized the main parameter of
the gears.
For this initial study, a full immersion lubrication has been adopted. This
solution has been chosen in order to simplify the model. A partial immersion, in
fact, complicates a lot the problem because it involves multiphase flows. The
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aim of this initial study was to understand the effect of the mating gears on the
axial flows, so the full immersion lubrication was considered appropriate at this
point of the research.
Table 1:

Geometrical parameters of the gear pair.

helix angle on
reference
cylinderb[rad]

Pitch circle r
[mm]

14,4

Working pitch
circle r' [mm]

14,45

0,349066

Number of teeth z

36

28,8

Base circle rb
[mm]

13,5315

28,9

Module m [mm]

0,8

Tip radius ra [mm]

15,175

Face width b
[mm]

15,5

Root circle ri [mm]

13,4375

0

Pressure angle ' [rad] 0,358452
Working pressure
angle [rad]
Centre distance a
[mm]
Working centre
distance a' [mm]

4 Geometrical model
In order to reduce the number of cells and thank to the symmetry of the gear pair,
only half domain has been modeled. The aim of this work was to study in detail
the behavior of the lubricant in the region of meshing. For this reason only five
teeth pro gear have been modeled.

Figure 2:

Geometrical model: marked in blue the symmetry plane.

The computational domain for the CFD analysis has been modeled by means
of 3D cad software and discretized with a swept mesh. This meshing technique
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consists in creating a mesh on one side of the region, known as the source side,
and then copying the nodes of that mesh, one element layer at a time, until the
end side, known as the target side, is reached.
The whole model has been discretized with triangular prisms. This kind of
elements allows a larger aspect ratio compared with the tetrahedral cells in which
it will invariably affects the skewness of the cell, which is undesirable as it may
affect accuracy and convergence. Some mesh refinements have been performed
in order to find the best compromise between the accuracy of the solution and
the computational time. The real problem during the meshing operation is that
it’s necessary to model the thin oil film that rise between the mating teeth. The
thickness of this film has a big influence on the results in terms of power losses.
For this reason some geometries with different film thickness have been
modelled.

Figure 3:

Details of the mesh.

After a convergence study, the final model had a film thickness of about 0.5
m. That means that the required mesh is extra fine. The smallest element has a
length of about 0.2 m.
Table 2:

Mesh statistics.

minimum volume [m³]

3.01E-09

maximum volume [m³]

5.51E-03

total volume [m³]

3.14E+01

minimum face area [m²]

1.60E-06

maximum face area [m²]

6.03E+00

minimum orthogonal quality

0.38633

5 Numerical model
To simulate the problem, a VOF approach has been used. This method is an
Eulerian method characterized by a mesh that is (in this case) moving in a certain
prescribed manner to accommodate the evolving shape of the interface.
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The governing equations are the conservation equations for mass and
momentum. The energy equation is not activated in these simulations.
∙
∙

(1)
∙

(2)

is the density, is the time, is the velocity vector, is the pressure,
and
are the gravitational body force and external body forces.
For compressible flows, the unknowns are the velocity components and the
density while the pressure is evaluated with a constitutive equation. For
incompressible flows, the variables are the pressure and the velocity
components. The solution of the system of equations for incompressible flows is
accomplished by the fact that there are not equations where the pressure is
explicity defined. To calcluate it, the continuity equation is substituted with an
equation for the pressure; with some manipulation the pressure appears like
unknown term in the momentum equation.
For this reasons a SIMPLE (Semi Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked
Equations) scheme has been adopted as suggested for flows in closed domains to
solve the pressure-velocity-couplig. This algorithm uses a relationship between
velocity and pressure corrections to enforce mass conservation and to obtain the
pressure field. The idea is that the pressure field must guarantee, at every time,
the continuity equations. Is it therefore necessary to obtain a diefferntial equation
for the pressure unknown derived from continuity and momentum equations.
In this method the pressure field is calculated as
∗

′

(3)

∗

where
is the estimated pressure guessed or obtained at the previous time
step/iteration from the momentum equations and ′ is the pressure correction
The velocity field is calculated as
∗

(4)

where ∗ is the estimated velocity calculated from the pressure ∗ and ′ is the
velocity correction.
The gear surfaces have been set like no slip walls and the lateral sides of the
domain as zero pressure to simulate the steady oil bath and as symmetry
respectively.
In order to reproduce the operating conditions, a rigid motion of the
boundaries corresponding to the pinion and the gear has been applied by means
of User Defined Functions (UDF) written in the c++ language. With this
boundary motion it is possible to reproduce the real operating conditions in
which gears are mating together. The time step for the transient analysis has been
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chosen as dynamic. This means that every step, the new time increment depends
on the velocity field.
,

(5)

where
is the volume of the smallest cell in the computational domain
,
and
is the velocity scale of the problem. This allows us to increase the
calculations without the risk to lose the convergence.
This boundary motion implies a deformation of the fluid domain. For this
reason it is necessary do update the mesh every time step. In order to do that, a
dynamic mesh model has been adopted: the spring-based smoothing +
remeshing. In this method, the edges between any two mesh nodes are idealized
as a network of interconnected springs. The initial spacing of the edges before
any boundary motion constitutes the equilibrium state of the mesh. A
displacement at a given boundary node will generate a force proportional to the
displacement along all the springs connected to the node. With a linear elastic
behavior, the force on a mesh node can be written as
∑

∆

∆

(6)

where ∆ and ∆ are the displacements of node and its neighbor ,
is the
number of the neighboring nodes connected to the node and
is the spring
constant between node and its neighbor . The spring constant for the edge
connecting nodes and is defined as
|

|

(7)

At equilibrium, the net force on a node due to all the springs connected to the
node must be zero. This condition results in an iterative equation such that
∆

∑

∆
∑

(8)

Since displacements are known at the boundaries, Equation (8) is solved
using a Jacobi sweep on all interior nodes. At convergence, the positions are
updated such that
∆

,

(9)

where
1 and re used to denote the positions at the next time step and the
current time step, respectively.
Figure 4 shows the adopted mesh before and after the calculations. It is
possible to appreciate the good efficiency of the smoothing-based algorithm for
the mesh update. After the iterations, the elements have still a good aspect ratio
and approximately the same dimensions that they had at the beginning.
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a)
Figure 4:

b)

a) Detail of the mesh at the first time step; b) Detail of the mesh
after some iterations.

6 Operating conditions
The purpose of the simulations is to calculate the power losses due to oil
squeezing under different operating conditions.
In order to do that, the resistant torque on the driving shaft has been
monitored. This resistant torque is calculated with a surface integral on the
moving walls with respect to the gearbox axis and it is composed of two parts:
the first given by the pressure and the second by the viscous effects. Starting
from the resistant torque it is possible to calculate the power losses just by
multiplying it by the rotational speed. The simulations have been computed with
different combinations of operating temperature (which means different density
and viscosity) and rotational speed.
Table 3 shows the combinations of parameters for each simulation. is the
operating temperature in °C,
the rotational speed of the planet carrier in
[rad/s], the density in [Kg/m³] and the dynamic viscosity in [Pa*s].
Table 3:
Rotational speed
[rad/s]
52
105
157
52
105
157
52
105
157

Parameters for each simulation.

Temperature
T [°C]
40
40
40
65
65
65
90
90
90

Density
[kg/m³]
1040.86
1040.86
1040.86
1021.61
1021.61
1021.61
1002.36
1002.36
1002.36

Dynamic Viscosity 
[Pa*s]
0.2289
0.2289
0.2289
0.1481
0.1481
0.1481
0.0702
0.0702
0.0702

A commercial oil whit this characteristics can be, for example, the
Klübersynth GH 6-220 Synthetic Gear Oil.

7 Results
Figure 5a shows the pressure field on the symmetry plane. It is possible to
appreciate that in the upper cavity the pressure is higher than in the oil bath.
That’s because this cavity is decreasing his volume.
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The lower cavity, in turn, shows a lower pressure depending on the fact that it
is increasing his volume.
Figure 5b shows the velocity distribution in the axial direction. It can be
appreciate the flux in the axial direction.

a)
Figure 5:

b)

Contour of the pressure [Pa] on the symmetry plane; b) Velocity
distribution in the field of action.

Figure 6 to 8 show the results in terms of power losses on the driving wheel
for different operating conditions and for 1 cycle. Since gear mesh is, also the
resistant torque necessary to squeeze the oil has a periodic trend.

a)

b)

c)
Figure 6:

Power losses on the driving shaft; a) 40°C – 52rad/s;
b) 65°C – 52rad/s; c) 90°C – 52rad/s.

From the diagrams it can be seen that, as expected, the resistant torque
decreases with temperature while it increases with rotational speed. It can be also
seen that this kind of losses are low in the case of the highest temperature and the
lower speed (figure 6c), in which they are less than 1 W, while in the case of
lowest temperature and higher speed (figure 8a) they became significant.
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a)

b)

c)
Figure 7:

Power losses on the driving shaft; a) 40°C – 105rad/s;
b) 65°C – 105rad/s; c) 90°C – 105rad/s.

a)

b)

c)
Figure 8:

Power losses on the driving shaft; a) 40°C – 157rad/s;
b) 65°C – 157rad/s; c) 90°C – 157rad/s.

Figure 9 shows the power losses along the contact path. In the position 1 the
first teeth pair (1s+2s), as shown in figure 10a, is already engaged. The second
teeth pair (2s+3s) is starting the contact. In the position 2 of figure 8, the first
teeth pair ended the contact (figure 10b).
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Power losses versus length of contact.

Figure 10:

Different engaging steps.

Between 1 and 2, the mating teeth pairs are therefore 2. In the position 3,
another teeth pair (3s+4d) starts the contact (figure 10c) while the second teeth
pair (2s+3s) is already engaged. Like in position 2, in position 4 a teeth pair
(2s+3s) ended the contact (figure 10d).
From this position to position 5, the engaged teeth pair is again only one, like
between position 2 and position 3. Finally, in position 5, like in position 3, a
teeth pair starts the contact while another teeth pair is already engaged (figure
10e).

8 Conclusions
As reliable models to predict the oil squeezing losses at the gear mating are still
not available, a CFD model has been applied in order to predict this important
component of losses. The simulations show that this kind of losses increase, as
expected, with the rotational speed and decrease with temperature. The results
show also that for low regimes and high temperature the kind of losses are
particularly low.
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Future works will be the study of other geometries and other kinds of
lubrications.
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Abstract
This paper presents the results of simulations of the complete three-dimensional
fluid flow through the Spiral Casing, Stay Vane, Guide Vane, and then through
the Francis turbine runner of the Derbendikan power station. To investigate the
flow in the Francis turbine and also to identify the loads acting on the turbine
blades, a three-dimensional model was prepared according to specifications
provided. The results show that the maximum absolute pressure of 4.4x105 Pa is
reached at the leading edge of the turbine runner and the maximum tangential
velocity reaches 33 m/s in the turbine runner.
Keywords: Francis turbine runner, numerical simulation, CFD modelling.

1 Introduction
Generally the flow field in Francis turbines is quite complicated due to its threedimensional nature and the curvature of the passages between runner blades. The
complexity of the problem requires the application of numerical approaches
which are capable of producing accurate results for flow velocity field and
pressure distributions on the runner. The application of CFD is an efficient way
for the analysis of fluid flow through hydraulic turbines [1]. Nava et al. [2]
presented an application of CFD to compute the loads caused by water pressure
on a blade of the Francis turbine runner. There is a satisfactory agreement
between numerical simulations and experimental measurements as reported by
Farhat et al. [4], who compared the flow simulation results and experimental
data for the whole Francis turbine. Three-dimensional steady flow analysis of the
flow passages from the entrance runner to the outlet in Francis turbine type has
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been reported by Ikeda et al. [5]. This analysis provides the distributed pressure
and water velocity within the computational domain.
In this paper, the pressure distribution and flow velocity field were
investigated by using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) for specific
operating condition. Detailed analysis of the fluid flow through the turbine
runner is necessary in order to study the fluid flow conditions. For this purpose
the Spiral Casing, Stay Vane, Guide Vane, Runner and upper part of the Draft
tube have been considered. The corresponding model is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1:

Geometrical model used in the simulation.

This work includes the analysis of the performance of the Francis turbine of
Unit 2 in Derbendikan hydropower station; one of the major suppliers of
electrical power generation in the north of Iraq- Kurdistan Region. The
investigated turbine has the following data [7]: number of runner blades 13,
number of guide vanes 24, rated head 80 m, power output at rated head 83 MW,
discharge at rated head 113 m3/s, rotational speed 187.5 rpm.

2 Flow simulations
The flow simulation of the Francis turbine runner is quite complicated and can
be calculated only by using numerical methods. CFD simulation of the Francis
turbine runner was performed to obtain pressure distribution and flow velocity
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through the turbine runner. Following previous research [9, 10], for the
computational domain, the Spiral Casing, Stay Vane, Guide Vane, Runner and
upper part of the Draft tube is considered.
2.1 Geometrical model
The first step of flow simulation is building the geometrical model of the flow
domain. According to the provided specifications from Derbendikan hydropower
station a three-dimensional geometrical model has been created, as shown in
Figures 1 and 2. The geometry of the fluid domain has been created on
AutoCAD software and inserted into ANSYS software.

Figure 2:

Flow domain and structured model.

As shown in the figure, the entire fluid passageway between the inlet from the
Spiral Case side and the outlet from the draft tube side for the turbine is
considered.
The flow in the runner was computed in the rotating frame of reference, while
the flow in the stationary components was calculated in the stationary frame of
reference. Figure 2 shows the detail of the connection between flow domains
used for CFD simulations and Francis turbine runner model.
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2.2 Discretization process
In this study, three-dimensional discretization has been used with the finite
volume method (FVM) provided by the ANSYS CFX software. For the
computational domain, unstructured 3D tetrahedral meshing has been employed,
due to its flexibility when solving complex geometries, as shown in Figure 3.
The whole computational mesh consists of 3,241,986 volumes and 628,677
nodes.

Figure 3:

3D structured grids of the computational domain.

2.3 Numerical modelling of turbulent fluid flow
The flow is considered to be viscous, incompressible and turbulent. The present
paper focuses on 3-D Navier-Stokes simulations using the commercial code
ANSYS CFX. The continuity equation and Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes
(RANS) equation for incompressible flow have been used as governing equations
in the following form [11]:
U i
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X i
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 U i 1 P

U j
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where U, p, υ and ρ are velocity, pressure, kinematic viscosity and density,
respectively, and ij are the components of the viscous stress tensor, also called
the Reynolds Stress Tensor. The turbulent effects on the flow field are taken into
account through the Reynolds Stresses ij , those are calculated from the k-ε
turbulence model, which is frequently used for modelling turbulent flow.
2.4 Boundary conditions
The computations assume steady state incompressible uniform fluid flow in
normal direction in the entrance of Spiral Case. Total mass flow in stationary
frame was specified at the inlet while static pressure was defined at the outlet
boundary. Inlet boundary conditions at given performance point of the hydraulic
turbine runner are derived from an operation condition which include discharge
Q (82 m3/s), where the Guide Vanes opening is 80%. Outlet boundary condition
is defined to an opening with an average relative pressure to atmospheric
pressure.
2.5 Resolution phase
In engineering applications in order to achieve convergence of the solution to an
acceptable level, the residual is usually set between four to six orders of
magnitude lower than the actual values [12]. Iterative methods are used to solve
the corresponding system of algebraic equations, which allows one to
characterize the accuracy of the approximation solution by analysing the
residual. In this study, the RMS residuals settled to a steady state value within
100 iterations. The non-dimensional residual of the momentum and continuity
equations was between 10-4 to 10-6.
2.6 Results and discussion
Three-dimensional analyses of fluid flow through the Spiral Case, Stay and
Guide Vanes and then through the turbine blades channel have been carried out.
The distributions of pressure and water velocity within the computational
domain are illustrated in the form of contour and streamlines that are generated
with the ANSYS CFX postprocessor.
The variation of pressure distributions and tangential velocity in the
computational domain obtained from the CFD analysis for specific operating
conditions are plotted in a plane which is passing through the centre of Spiral
Case and across the axis’s of rotation as shown in Figure 3(A and B).
The symmetrical inflow to the runner in circumferential direction can be
observed, which results in symmetrical distribution pressure from the uniform
flow distribution of the runner inlet, as shown in Figure 4B. The tangential
velocity increase has been detected at the lower ring, which is due to the smaller
area at the distributor region, as evident in Figure 4A.
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Figure 4:

(A) Variation of tangential velocity [ms-1] and (B) pressure
distributions [Pa] in the computational domain.

Figure 5(A and B), show the streamlines of the tangential velocity and the
runner surface pressure distributions in the plane passing through the centre of
Spiral Case and parallel to the axis’s of rotation. The tangential velocity
component decreases on the blade at the leading edge, which is due to the
sharp.bend of the flow in the stagnation regions near the blades, as observed in
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Figure 5A. From Figure 5B, reduction from high pressure in the runner inlet to
low pressure at the runner outlet is clearly observed. High magnitudes of water
pressure are observed at the leading edge of the runner due to stagnation pressure
on the blades, which results from the rapid decrease in the magnitude of the
tangential velocity close to the bend of the flow.

Figure 5:

(A) Tangential velocity [ms-1] and (B) the distribution of pressure
[Pa] in the turbine.

At the top of the runner the pressure is quite high whereas at the bottom the
pressure is low. The increasing pressure on the blades is clearly visible due to
stagnation. The reduction of pressure on the runner blade suction side is
explained by higher magnitudes of the velocity at the trailing edge. Also, the
pressure differences from the pressure and suction side are high and these
differences provide the torque on the shaft.
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As illustrated in Figure 6, the flow is coming out from the spiral inlet to the
upper part of the draft tube at the outlet. The flow is streamlined up to the runner
outlet and recirculation is established in the draft tube. This is due to the change
in the direction of the flow in the draft tube.

Figure 6:

Tangential velocity [ms-1] of the computational domain.

As observed in Figure 6, the flow direction is almost radial at the outlet
region of the runner and it is nearly axial at the centre. While the recirculation
region varies with the inlet boundary conditions, it increases gradually by
decreasing velocity at the inlet. There is a sharp increase in the magnitude of
velocity close to the trailing edge of the blade near the ring, due to the reduction
of the area between the blade and the ring.

3 Conclusions
The simulation of the 3D steady-state fluid flow with moving reference frame in
the entire Francis turbine from spiral case through stay vanes, wicket gates, and
runner down to the draft tube is presented. The flow field simulation needs to
include the entire flow passage to accurately model the runner surface pressure
distributions and the streamlines of tangential velocity. Both these characteristics
have been examined for a specific operation condition. Numerical simulation of
the entire Francis turbine flow shows clearly the influence of the operation
condition on the variation of pressure distributions and tangential velocity in the
computational domain. The results show good agreement with the previous
studies. The pressure profiles are used further to study stresses in the runner.
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Abstract
The objective of this study is to characterize the flow behavior of an internal
cavity of L/D=4, with its shear layer separated from a thick boundary layer at a
free stream velocity of 15m/s. The study includes examining the cavity surface
pressure and the associated flow structures. Pressure measurements were
acquired from the cavity walls and the associated internal flow structures were
studied using Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV). Several data processing
techniques to study the flow structures were performed on the PIV data. These
include time averaging quantities: velocities, vorticity and spatial correlation. In
order to estimate the dynamics of the flow, the Proper Orthogonal
Decomposition (POD) was applied to 900 independent PIV acquired velocities
data set. The cavity wall surface pressure distribution indicated an open flow
structure and was consistent with the mean velocity measurements which
indicted a large re-circulating region within the cavity. Shear layer velocity
profiles across the cavity revealed self-similarity beyond a distance of x/L=0.3.
The shear layer growth rate of dθ/dx=0.031 was close to the entrainment rate of a
turbulent mixing layer, dθ/dx=0.035. Two point spatial correlation coefficients of
velocity fluctuations revealed a distinct pattern of alternating regions of positive
and negative coefficient values, indicating the presence of organized coherent
structures within the cavity. The modes one and two of the POD extracted
structures indicated a flow structure of the closed cavity type. Mode three
indicated the possibility of a large structure ejecting from the aft of the cavity.
Keywords: open cavity, coherent structures, proper orthogonal decomposition,
particle image velocimetry, spatial correlation, self-similarity, recirculation.
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1 Introduction
Study of flow over cavities is motivated by its phenomena found in many areas
such as in solar cells, slots between movable parts of ships, tandem arrangements
of bluff bodies such as adjacent tall buildings or tractor-trailer combinations, gas
dynamic lasers, hydraulic gates, control valves, landing gears of aircrafts,
sunroofs or windows in automobiles [1, 2]. Though geometrically simple, these
cavities are associated with complex phenomenon. When exposed to free stream,
the cavities experience unsteady flow around them. According to Rockwell et al
[3], aero acoustic tones are not present at low speed (Mach number less than
0.3); thus, unsteady flow behaviors are due to inherent interaction of the free
stream fluid with the lower speed fluid within the cavity. Cavities flow in general
can be defined as open, closed or transitional. In open cavity, the flow separates
at the leading edge of cavity and spans the entire length of the cavity. For a
closed cavity, the flow reattaches on the cavity floor downstream of the leading
edge before separating again near the downstream edge. A schematic diagram
depicting typical flow in open and closed cavity is shown in Figure 1. In the case
of transitional cavity flow, the separated shear layer attaches close to the aft of
the cavity.

Figure 1:

Schematic diagram of open cavity (left) and closed cavity (right)
[4].

The current study was carried out on an open cavity with a length to depth ratio
(L/D) of 4 at free stream velocity of 15m/s. It includes the measurement of
pressure on cavity walls and the study of cavity internal flow structures through the
use of Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV). Focus will be placed on investigating
Reynolds stresses and coherent structures that develops within the cavity.

2 Experimental details
The experiments were carried out in an open loop wind tunnel with test section
size of 220cm (length) by 40cm (width) by 40cm (height). The turbulence
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intensity of the empty wind tunnel is about 1% at 30m/s. Operating speed of
tunnel varies from 0m/s to 30m/s. The wind tunnel is represented schematically
in Figure 2. The length of the cavity model is adjustable; L/D of 4 is used. Figure
3 shows the dimensions of the cavity structure. The cavity floor was
instrumented with taps for pressure measurements along the centerline of the
cavity floor. The width of the cavity spans the entire test section. The origin is
taken to be at the leading edge of the cavity and at the middle of the cavity span.
The PIV system used consists of a double pulsed Nd:YAG laser, a HiSense
MkII (Dantec Dynamics) camera and a system hub (FlowMap). The time
between the laser pulses was set to be 50μs. The two images, captured during the
laser pulses, were adaptive correlated successively starting from an initial
interrogation window size of 64 by 64 pixels to a final size of 16 by 16 pixels
with a 50% overlap ratio. A total of 900 time-independent images were captured
in this study. The position of the PIV laser sheet is shown in Figure 4. The plane
of interest lies on the x-y plane along the centreline of the cavity.

Figure 2:

Schematic diagram of wind tunnel top view.

Figure 3:

Figure 4:

Dimensions of cavity model in metres.

Location of the PIV laser sheet relative to the cavity.

3 Experimental results
3.1 Boundary layer and surface pressure measurements
The boundary layer at the leading edge of the cavity was found to conform to the
1/7 power law and hence is deduced to be turbulent. The boundary layer
thickness, δ0.95, was found to be about 90mm. The large thickness could be
attributed to both the blockage effect and the design of the leading plate before
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the cavity. The pressure coefficient distribution along the centerline of the cavity
floor is shown in Figure 5. The pressure gradient is slightly negative up to a x/L
of ~ 0.4. After which, there is a gradual increase of pressure towards the cavity
aft. These observations are typical of an open flow configuration.
Pressure Coefficient Distribution

0.4

Cp

0.2
0
0
-0.2

Figure 5:
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0.8

1

x/L

Pressure coefficient distribution along centerline of cavity floor.

3.2 PIV time-averaged results
The 900 independent images acquired from PIV were first averaged to obtain
mean field variables. These included the mean flow field in the x and y direction,
the in-plane streamlines, velocity fluctuations in the x and y direction, Reynolds
shear stress, vorticity and spatial correlation. These quantities will be discussed
below. Figure 6 shows the mean velocity in the x and y direction, U and V, as
well as the in-plane streamlines. The contour distributions, as well as the large
recirculating bubble within the cavity are typical of an open cavity configuration.

Figure 6:

U (left), V (middle), in-plane streamlines (right).

Normalised velocity fluctuations for the cavity in x and y direction,
are shown in Figure 7 while the Reynolds shear stress,

′ ′
∞

′
∞

and

′
∞

, is shown in Figure 8.

In each figure, a similar study done by Ukeiley et al. [5] for L/D=5.16 at a Mach
number of 0.2 is shown on the right for comparison. The general distribution of
′
for this study is similar to that of Ukeiley et al. [5] as shown in Figure 7.
∞

However, there is a region of high intensity above the cavity, especially at the
top right corner of the contour plot of this study. This could be due to the thick
boundary layer. If this region is ignored, a maximum value of about 0.3 is found
along the lip line towards the trailing edge of the cavity. This is comparable to
the maximum value of intensity found by Ukeiley et al. [5], which also occurs
′
′
near the trailing edge of the cavity. Similar to the plots of , the two plots of
∞

∞

have the same distribution except for the patch of high intensity above the cavity
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for this study. A maximum intensity of 0.2 is found for this study, which is
comparable to the maximum value of 0.170 found by Ukeiley et al. [5]. The
position of the maximum intensity occurs near the trailing wall of the cavity in
both cases. From Figure 8, the Reynolds shear stress distribution of this study is
also similar to that of Ukeiley et al. [5], with the maximum value occurring
towards the trailing edge of the cavity. A maximum value of around 0.03 is
obtained in this study while a maximum value of about 0.015 was obtained by
Ukeiley et al. [5].

Figure 7:

Contour plot of

and

(left: current study, right: Ukeiley et al.

[5]).

Figure 8:

Contour plot of

(left: current study, right: Ukeiley et al. [5]).

Contour plot of normalized vorticity,

ω
∞

(D and U∞, denotes respectively the

cavity depth and free stream velocity) was compared against that of Ukeiley et al.
[5] in Figure 9. Region of higher vorticity was limited to the shear layer in both
cases, with some levels of vorticity spreading towards the aft section of the
cavity. This is due to the high speed free-stream fluid interacting with the low
speed fluid inside the cavity. Both plots have vorticity values in similar range.

Figure 9:

Contour plot of

(left: current study, right: Ukeiley et al. [5]).
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In order to estimate the growth in length scales of coherent structures across
the lip line of the cavity, two point spatial correlation coefficients of both the x
and y velocity fluctuations were examined. The spatial correlation in x direction
is represented by Ruu and the spatial correlation in y direction by Rvv. The spatial
correlation for v' velocity is calculated as
R

x ,y

′
′

′

(1)

′

where x and y denote the reference position for x and y respectively. For this
calculation, a reference point was first chosen. The velocity fluctuation at all
points in an individual image was correlated to the velocity fluctuation at this
reference point. The same correlation procedure was carried out for all 900
images, the result of which was averaged to give the final image. Five reference
positions were chosen for both Ruu and Rvv. These 5 positions lie on the lip line
of the cavity and correspond to positions where x/L=0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and 0.9.
The aim of selecting these 5 positions was to track the growth of the shear layer
across the lip. The results are presented in Figure 10, where the lengths of the
structures were also measured and shown in cases when structures are smaller
than the size of cavity.

40mm

75mm

94mm

65mm

136mm

94mm

107mm

Figure 10:

Ruu (left) and Rvv (right).
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In Ruu, the length and height of the region of high positive correlation grows
with increasing distance from the cavity leading edge. This is consistent with the
amplification of disturbances by the shear layer to form large scale coherent
structures. In Rvv, the correlated regions have roughly circular contours. There
appears to be a distinct pattern of alternating regions of positive and negative
coefficient values across the span of the cavity, shown by the red and dark blue
regions. This reflects the organized nature of the coherent structures within the
cavity. Again, the area of positive correlation grows across the cavity.
The velocity profiles across the shear layer as a function of x/L is shown in
Figure 11. The plots indicate that the shear layer attains self-similarity beyond
x/L=0.3. The growth in momentum thickness as shown in Figure 12 was
estimated to be around 0.031. This is close to the entrainment rate of the mixing
θ
layer measured by Liepmann et al [6] which has value of 0.035.
Shear layer velocity profiles at different streamwise locations
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Figure 11:

Velocity profiles at different streamwise locations.
Growth of shear layer momentum thickness
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Growth of shear layer across the cavity lip line.

3.3 Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD)
3.3.1 Theory of POD
POD was first introduced in the context of turbulence by Lumley [7] as an
unbiased way of extracting coherent structures from turbulent flows. It provides
an empirical basis for representations of complex spatio-temporal fields that is
optimal in the sense that it converges faster on average than any other
representation. Detailed explanations of POD can be found in Holmes et al. [8]
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and Delville et al. [9]. Sirovich [10] introduced the snapshot POD method that
utilized spatially resolved but time un-correlated snapshots of the flow field like
those obtained by PIV. The spatial modes associated with snapshot POD, ϕ,
were assumed to have a special form in terms of the original velocity data:
ϕ x

∑

a

U

x

(2)

where the temporal coefficients a , n=1,....,N are to be determined. A
consequential eigenvalue problem is hence deduced to solve for a :
Ca n

λna

n

(3)

Flow reconstruction can then be done through the linear combination of spatial
eigenfunctions with the temporal eigenfunctions as coefficients. Through POD,
the spatial eigenfunctions are orthonormal and the temporal coefficients are
orthogonal.
U x

∑

a

t ϕ

x

(4)

3.3.2 Application of POD to PIV data
POD was applied to all 900 images from PIV, with the mean flow field
subtracted from the images before decomposition. Figure 13 is a plot depicting
the individual energy content of the modes, the sum of which contributes to 75%
of the total energy in the flow. A total of about 74 modes were needed to make
up 75% of the energy content in the field. The first mode has about 15.7% of the
total energy. This is followed by a drop in energy for subsequent modes. Mode 2,
3 and 4 has about 7.3%, 5.6% and 4.5% of total energy respectively. For
reconstruction of flow, the first 4, 7 and 14 modes are needed to recover 33%,
40% and 50% of the total energy content respectively.

Figure 13:

Individual energy content of modes.
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The first 5 spatial modes in the y direction are shown in Figure 14. These
plots reveal the structures that are contributing to each mode. From the spatial
modes, the length scales of the structures were estimated, where clear structures
could be identified. This is indicated by the white arrows in modes 2 to 5. From
the figure, mode 1 has a structure that stretches through the entire cavity. Hence,
the length-scale is taken to be the length of the cavity, 160mm. Mode 2 and
mode 3 both have a length scale of about 114mm while mode 4 has a length
scale of about 100mm and mode 5 has a length scale of about 83mm. The
decrease in the length scale of structure with the increase in the mode number is
expected as smaller structures contribute to a lesser percent of the total energy in
the flow.

Figure 14:

Plots of first 5 ϕ

.

The in-plane streamlines of modes 1 to 3 were also plotted in Figure 15.
These streamlines represent the contribution of the modes in both the x and y
direction. Inspection of the in-plane streamlines seems to indicate the flapping of
the shear layer. One could deduce this fact from the super position of these
modes onto the mean in-plane streamlines profile as shown in Figure 6 and eqn
(4). Mode one and two indicated a flow structure of the closed cavity type while
mode three indicated the possibility of a large structure ejecting from the aft of
the cavity.

Figure 15:

In-plane streamlines of individual spatial mode.

3.3.3 Reconstruction of flow with first four POD modes
Reconstruction of flow was done with the first 4 modes to see how well these
modes can estimate the original mean flow field as well as whether the turbulent
noise due to the thick boundary layer can be decoupled. The mean quantities are
recalculated from the reconstructed field. Figure 16 shows the mean velocity in
the x and y direction, U and V, as well as the in-plane streamlines. When
comparing Figure 16 with Figure 6, it was observed that both U and V, and
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hence the in-plane streamlines, have been successfully reconstructed.
Reconstructed normalised velocity fluctuations in x and y direction,
and ,
are shown in Figure 17 while the reconstructed Reynolds shear stress,
shown in Figure 18. In the contour plot of

and

, is

, it was observed that the

region of high intensity above the cavity that was present in Figure 7 has now
disappeared. This implies that we could decouple the turbulent background noise
from the results. The general distribution of velocity fluctuations here is about
′
the same as the original flow field in both x and y direction. For , a maximum
∞

value of 0.25 was obtained, which is comparable to the original value of 0.3. For
′
, a maximum intensity of about 0.14 was obtained, which is slightly lower than
∞

the original value of 0.2. This loss of energy was expected as the background
u′v′
turbulent noise has been filtered by the POD procedure. In the contour plot of 2 ,
U∞

the maximum value of 0.03 and its position is similar to the original flow shown
in Figure 8. However, the intensity at the leading edge is lower here than in the
original flow.

Figure 16:

Contour of reconstructed U (left), V (middle) and in-plane
streamlines (right), using the first 4 modes.

Figure 17:

Contour plot of

Figure 18:

(left) and

Contour plot of

(right), modelled by first 4 modes.

, modelled by first 4 modes.
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Overall, it seems that the first 4 modes were able to replicate the mean flow
field to a fairly accurate extent. This is an important feature of POD since using
less number of modes to model the flow field accurately means that cost of
computation can be reduced or that flow control studies could be carried out
more efficiently.

4 Conclusion
The present work has made used of several data reduction tools to post process
PIV data of an open cavity with L/D=4. The shear layer which grows across the
cavity was found to attain self-similarity in the velocity profiles beyond x/L=0.3.
The rate of growth in momentum thickness of this shear layer was estimated to
be around 0.031, a value close to the entrainment rate of a turbulent mixing
layer. Time-averaged quantities of the flow revealed the mean flow
characteristics within the cavity while spatial correlations of velocity fluctuations
indicated the presence of organized coherent structures which grew across the
shear layer of the cavity. POD was applied to PIV data to derive the structures
responsible for the different modes of flow. From the POD results, the first four
modes were used to reconstruct the flow. This filtering process could remove the
turbulent background noise successfully.
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On gauge fields in fluid turbulence
T. H. Moulden
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Abstract
A standard gauge velocity field is introduced into the constant density Navier–
Stokes equations and extended to treat fluid turbulence. Some of the elementary
properties of such gauge fields are explored and relationships between them
established. In particular, the gauge fields separate out the irrotational motion
from the vortical motion. An example that describes the inactive component of
a turbulent flow is presented.
Keywords: gauge fields, turbulence models, energy estimates.

1 Background
Write the field equations for the flow of a constant density viscous fluid in the
standard form:
∂vi
= 0;
∂xi

∂
∂vi
∂P
∂ 2 vi
+
(vi vj ) +
=ν
+ fi
∂t
∂xj
∂xi
∂xj ∂xj

(1a, b)

where P (x, t) is the pressure field normalized by the constant fluid density.
Equations (1a,b) define the field (v, P ) in which v(x, t) is the instantaneous
velocity field at location x and time t. f(x) denotes a time independent body
force in equation (1b). Herein, the kinematic viscosity coefficient, ν, is taken to
be constant. To be useful these equations must possess a unique regular solution
for meaningful boundary conditions; and the existence of such a solution is
assumed in the following discussion. Certain additional assumptions must be made
before equations (1a,b) can be adopted to describe the turbulent flow of a viscous
fluid. These assumptions include the need for the turbulent velocity and pressure
fluctuations to be continuous and have bounded energy. It is also required that all
velocity-related correlation functions be bounded. As is standard, the divergence of
equation (1b) produces a Poisson equation to compute the pressure field directly:
∂2P
∂fi
∂2
=
−
(vi vj )
∂xi ∂xi
∂xi
∂xi ∂xj
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since, as stated above, it is assumed that all required derivatives exist. Some
regularity results for the Navier–Stokes equations are given in Seregin [1].
Let the Reynolds decomposition be expressed in the standard form:
v → V + u;

V = E(v) and E(u) = 0

(2)

if u(x, t) is the fluctuating velocity field and V(x, t) the corresponding mean
velocity. Equation (2) implies that the kinetic tensor, R = v ⊗ v will be
decomposed as R → R + R in the mean motion equations provided that
R = V ⊗ V denotes the mean kinetic tensor. R(·) in the above represents an
appropriate mean value operator whose specific form is not of significance for the
present discussion and R = E(u ⊗ u) is referred to as the Reynolds tensor. As is
well known, introduction of the Reynolds decomposition renders equations (1a,b)
unclosed and hence unsolvable without an additional statement in the form of a
turbulence model: χ(R, V, α) = 0 (with a vector, α, of scalar constants). The
constraints that must be placed upon such models, are not the present interest —
for some of which see the discussion in Moulden [2]. Details of specific turbulence
models are given in such references as Chen and Jaw [3], Wilcox [4] as well as in
Launder and Sandham [5]. See also the discussion in Gatski [6].
Start by noting some fundamental properties of equations (1a,b) that will be
required for subsequent developments:
a) As is standard, equations (1a,b), being based upon Newtonian mechanics, are
covariant under the Galilean group, G a :
x∗ = Q[x + VT t + x0 ];

t ∗ = t + t0

which implies a velocity transformation of the form v∗ = Q [v + V T ]. Here,
Q ∈ SO 3 is a constant coordinate rotation while VT is the constant Galilean boost
velocity while x0 and t0 are constant space and time translations. The pressure
field is invariant across inertial frames. Finally, note that the spatial and temporal
gradients transform as:
∂(·)
∂(·)
≡ Qij
;
∂x∗i
∂xj

∂(·)
∂(·)
∂(·)
− (VT )k
=
∂t∗
∂t
∂xk

under the group G a . The Reynolds averaged equations, like the Navier–Stokes
equations, are fully covariant under the Galilean group.
b) Gurtin [7] gave a simple uniqueness result for the constant density Navier–
Stokes equations (1a,b) under the assumption that certain regularity conditions are
satisfied. In particular, that the norm of the stretching tensor D = sym(L) (if
L = ∇(v) is the velocity gradient tensor) must be bounded for all x, t of interest.
This constraint implies that D must have bounded eigenvalues: a condition related
to the requirements on the boundedness of the Reynolds tensor R. The theorem
of Gurtin [7] showed that the velocity field, v(x, t), must be unique but that the
pressure field has the uniqueness property only up to an arbitrary function of time:
P (x, t) → P (x, t) + P ∗ (t)
say. This finding is nothing more than noting that the simple equality:
∂
∂
P (x, t) =
[P (x, t) + P ∗ (t)]
∂x
∂x
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must hold for any bounded function P ∗ = P ∗ (t), only. Most important for
practical applications is the velocity field uniqueness obtained from the theorem
of Gurtin [7] and this result will be required herein.
It will be found below that certain gauge transformations introduced in the
literature do not possess full Galilean covariance and so are not, to this extent,
consistent with the Navier–Stokes equations. Some applications of one such gauge
transformation will, however, be explored.

2 On the Reynolds decomposition
The instantaneous Navier–Stokes equations for constant density flow were
written in equations (1a,b) (and formally constitute a well posed problem
when appropriate boundary and initial conditions are appended: even though
certain issues relating to uniqueness and regularity remain unresolved). The
instantaneous kinetic tensor R = v ⊗ v, again normalized by the fluid density,
has been introduced in equation (1b). Being symmetric the kinetic tensor has real
eigenvalues one of which is λ = v, v, the kinetic energy. It is assumed here
that the velocity field is regular in that all required derivatives exist. The same is
assumed of the pressure field.
With these definition in place the mean motion equations, corresponding to
equations (1a, b), can be written as:
∂V
+ div(R) + div(R) + ∇(P ) = ν∇2 (V) + f;
∂t

div(V) = 0

(3a, b)

when the velocity field v(x, t) has been decomposed in the form v → V + u with
|u|| bounded. The corresponding equation for the fluctuating velocity, u(x, t), with
div(u) ≡ 0, is given as:
∂u
+ div[(V ⊗ u + u ⊗ V) + u ⊗ u − R] + ∇(p ) = ν∇2 (u)
∂t

(4)

since the body force has been restrained as f = f(x) only. Here the pressure field
is given the usual decomposition as P = P + p . The standard evolution equation
for the Reynolds tensor R = (Rij ) can be established from equation (4) and has
the form:
∂Rij
∂Rij
∂Vi
∂Vj
∂ 2 Rij
+ Vk
+ Rjk
+ Rik
−ν
= −Ψij
∂t
∂xk
∂xk
∂xk
∂x2k

(5)

(see, for example, Frost and Moulden [8]). The definition:


∂
∂ui ∂uj
+
Ψij = 2νE
E(ui uj uk ) + ψij ≡ ET |ij + DF |ij + ψij
∂xk ∂xk
∂xk
has been included in equation (5). In this equation ET denotes the turbulence
dissipation and DF the velocity diffusion term whose explicit form is not of
importance in the present context. As usual, turbulence models are required for
both of these terms. Finally ψij denotes the standard pressure fluctuation terms in
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the Reynolds stress equation:

 


∂uj
∂(uj p ) ∂(ui p )
∂ui

−E p
+
+
ψij = E
∂xi
∂xj
∂xi
∂xj

(5a)

The velocity, v(x, t), is unique and, for a given mean value operator, E, so is
the mean motion V. Hence the fluctuations u(x, t), must also be unique along
with the Reynolds tensor R = E(u ⊗ u) again when determined from the unique
instantaneous velocity field defined by the Navier–Stokes equations. Under the
group G a the well known transformations:
V∗ = Q[V + VT ];

u∗ = Qu

hold (see Speziale [11] for a more general discussion of the invariance properties
of turbulence models). Only the mean velocity is influenced by the Galilean boost
velocity VT . In other words, the turbulent fluctuations are transparent to uniform
rectilinear motion of the inertial frame.

3 A gauge decomposition
The experimental work of Bradshaw [10] studied the inactive component of
the motion external to a turbulent shear layer. This motion contains irrotational
velocity fluctuations as well as pressure fluctuations and the two relate via a
Bernoulli-type equation. It is appropriate to introduce a gauge field ω(x, t) that
describes the irrotational motion. That is equation (1a), wherein div(v) = 0,
allows the specification of a gauge velocity field ω in the form: v → s + ω when:
div(v) = 0 ≡ div(s) + div(ω)

(1d)

Since v is a function of space and time, it is assumed that s and ω have that same
dependence. The nature of the gauge field ω(x, t) is arbitrary within that constraint
and could be stochastic. At this point there is nothing to specify that the above
decomposition of the velocity field is unique. However, the variables s and ω can
at most, from equation (1d), differ by a divergence-free vector field. Clearly, when
ω = ∇(ϕ), for some scalar ϕ, the equality ζ = curl(v) ≡ curl(s) holds so that
the s(x, t) field captures all the vorticity in the flow. Now the condition div(v) = 0
provides the Poisson equation div(s) + ∇2 (ϕ) = 0 and the ω field is potential
but not, in general, harmonic. Since the vector field curl(s) = ζ is known a (nonunique) velocity field can be generated from it. There is non-uniqueness since any
β ∈ R such that curl(grad(β)) ≡ 0 can be introduced additively. However,
since div(v) = 0 has the physical meaning of mass conservation in constant
density flow, the specification of s(x, t) as the vorticity carrying component in
the decomposition v = s + ∇(ϕ) is unique: the scalar β can be combined with
ϕ. For a discussion of the more specific Stokes–Helmholtz decomposition, which
is not required herein, see Wu et al. [12]. Throughout it is assumed that all vector
fields are bounded and, in unbounded regions, tend to zero in the far field.
For the application in mind in section 5, it is appropriate to take the vector ω
to be potential since it can then represent the irrotational component of a turbulent
flow; both inside and outside of a turbulent shear layer. The appropriate boundary
conditions to be appended to the definition of the s and ω fields will be addressed
in section 5 for a specific flow field.
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From equation (1c) a Poisson equation for the pressure can be constructed, in
the usual way, to give:
∂fi
∂
∂
∂2P
=
−
(sj + ωj )
(si + ωi )
∂xi ∂xi
∂xi
∂xi
∂xj
once the s(x, t) and ω(x, t) variables are known.
The above gauge decomposition was introduced by Weinan E and Liu [13]
and discussed by Wang and Liu [14] in the context of numerical solutions of
the Navier–Stokes equations. The latter adopted a Crank–Nicolson, or backward
Euler, time discretization to construct a stable finite difference formulation. The
objective herein is to explore the possible use of such gauge fields in turbulent
flow: specifically to isolate the inactive motion from the vortical motion inside
a turbulent shear layer. As noted above, these irrotational velocity fluctuations
exist outside the shear layer and the ω field must also describe this external
motion. Various aspects of the physics of the inactive motion are discussed in
Bradshaw [10, 15] and Phillips [16] when restricted to the case of a statistically
stationary flow field. The present interest lies in exploring the extension to nonstationary turbulent flows. In particular, evolution equations for the inactive motion
are required but now expressed in terms of the gauge fields.
From equations (1a,b) there is an evolution of the velocity field s(x, t) and a
specification of the gauge ω(x, t) given by the equations:
∂si
∂ωi
∂2ϕ
=−
≡−
;
∂xi
∂xi
∂xi ∂xi

∂
∂si
∂ 2 si
+
[vi vk ] = ν
+ fi
∂t ∂xk
∂xk ∂xk

(6a, b)

if the variable ωi ≡ ∂ϕ/∂xi is potential, so that v = s + ∇(ϕ), then the pressure
field P (x, t) is determined retrospectively from the equality:
∂ϕ
∂2ϕ
+P =ν
∂t
∂xk ∂xk

(7)

once the gauge field ϕ(x, t) has been determined. The regularity assumptions made
in the theory demand that both quantities, ∂ϕ/∂t and ∇2 (ϕ), are bounded. The
pressure field is then well defined in equation (7). It hardly requires stating that
splitting the velocity v into a rotational and irrotational parts is artificial in the sense
that flow experiments do not allow this separation of the measured velocity field.
If equation (7) is looked upon as a non-homogeneous equation for the potential
ϕ(x, t) then the constraints to be imposed upon the function P (x, t), for a unique
solution to exist, must be specified. From Stakgold [17] a boundedness condition
on P (x, t) is required.
The potential ϕ can be obtained from equation (6a) in terms of a Laplacian
Green’s function when the s(x, t) field is known. If ϕ(x, t) is determined uniquely
from equations (6a,b) then the pressure P (x, t) follows uniquely from equation
(7). The classical vorticity transport equation for constant density fluid motion:
∂ζi
∂ζi
∂vi
∂ 2 ζi
+ vj
=
ζj + ν
+
∂t
∂xj
∂xj
∂xj ∂xj

ijk

∂fk
;
∂xj

ζ = curl(v) ≡ curl(s)

(V )

does not make reference to the fluid pressure. It is consistent with this observation
that equation (7) determines the fluid pressure field from just the irrotational
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motion. Equation (V) is covariant under G a since the transformation ζ ∗ = Q ζ
holds under that group.
Consider the Galilean transformation applied to the gauge decomposition
introduced above when it is required that:
s∗ = Q[s + VT ] and ω ∗ = Q ω ⇒ | ω ∗| ≡ |ω||

2
in addition |s∗| 2 ≤ |s|| + |VT | as a bound on the vector s∗ (x∗ , t∗ ): a bound that
must be boost velocity dependent. When ω is potential there is the transformation:
∇∗ (ϕ∗ ) = Q ∇(ϕ) under G a so that |∇∗ (ϕ∗ )|| = |∇(ϕ)|| . It should be noted
that the pair of equations (6b,7) are not Galilean covariant under boosts since the
transformed equation (6b) has the form:


∂
∂ 2 si
∂si
∂ωi
+
=ν
(vi vj ) +(VT )j
+ fi
(Ga)
∂t
∂xj
∂xj
∂xj ∂xj
while equation (7) transforms to:


∂ϕ
∂ϕ
∂2ϕ
−(VT )k
+P =ν
∂t
∂xk
∂xk ∂xk

(Gb)

to demonstrate the lack of Galilean covariance in the gauge transformation: the
terms in brackets in equations (Ga,b) destroying the covariance. The equations
(6b,7) are, however, covariant under Galilean rotations. Equation (6a) is fully
Galilean covariant. Equations (Ga,b) do not feature in the following discussion
but must be recalled when transferring to a moving inertial frame.

4 The gauge Reynolds decomposition
Introduce a Reynolds decomposition into equations (6a,b) by specifying that:
s → S + r;

ϕ → Ψ + φ

where S = E(s) and Ψ = E(ϕ). The vorticity field ζ(x, t) = curl(s) has two
components: curl(S) and curl(r); the latter associating with the rotational part of
the turbulent fluctuations. Given this decomposition, equation (6a) splits into:
∂Si
∂2Ψ
=−
;
∂xi
∂xi ∂xi

∂ri
∂2φ
=−
∂xi
∂xi ∂xi

(8a, b)

as statements of mean and fluctuating mass invariance in the current variables.
Similarly equation (7) yields the pair of equations:
∂Ψ
∂2Ψ
+P =ν
;
∂t
∂xi ∂xi

∂φ
∂2φ
+ p = ν
∂t
∂xi ∂xi

(9a, b)

for the mean and fluctuating pressure fields when the potentials φ and Ψ are
known. In addition, there is: E(p v) ≡ E(p r) + E(p ∇(φ)). Hence the component
E(p ∇(φ)) depends only on the potential φ(x, t). The component E(p r), if it
exists, is an interaction of the irrotational pressure fluctuations with the vortical
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flow field. Finally, equation (6b) implies the following:

∂Si
∂ 
∂ 2 Si
+
Rik + Rik = ν
+ fi
∂t
∂xk
∂xk ∂xk
∂ri
∂
∂ 2 ri
+
[Vi uk + ui Vk + ui uk − Rik ] = ν
∂t
∂xk
∂xk ∂xk
the field r(x, t) being defined from equation (10b). Here R = E(u ⊗ u), the
original Reynolds tensor, relates directly to correlations of the (r, φ) fluctuations
through the above transformations. Explicitly there is:
R = P + 2E(r ⊗ ∇(φ)) + E(∇(φ) ⊗ ∇(φ)),

where P = E(r ⊗ r)

Equation (8b) now gives the potential φ(x, t) uniquely from the Poisson Green’s
function in the form:



∂ri (ξ, t)
φ(x, t) = −
dV (ξ) + Γ(x, t)
(11)
G(x, ξ)
∂ξi
D(ξ)
where Γ(x, t) represents the contribution from the boundary conditions. The
corresponding time derivative can be obtained as:

 2

∂φ
∂Γ(x, t)
∂ ri (ξ, t)
=−
(11a)
dV (ξ) +
G(x, ξ)
∂t
∂t
∂ξ
∂t
i
D(ξ)
The domain of integration only extends over the support of the field r(x, t)
and that function must be such that the integrals in equations (11,11a) are
bounded. Given the value of ∂φ/∂t from equation (11a) the fluctuating pressure is
determined directly from equations (8b,9b). In both equations (11) and (11a), the
function r(x, t) is only non-zero in any vortical region, such as turbulence, that is
present in the domain of interest. The ∇(φ) term follows from equation (11) as:



∂φ(x, t)
∂G(x, ξ) ∂rj (ξ, t)
∂Γ(x, t)
dV (ξ) +
=−
(11b)
∂xi
∂x
∂ξ
∂xi
i
j
D(ξ)
for each component of x.
Similar statements hold for the mean motion potential Ψ(x, t) in equations (8a)
and (9a). That is, for example:



∂Si (ξ, t)
Ψ(x, t) = −
dV (ξ) + Λ(x, t)
(11c)
G(x, ξ)
∂ξi
D(ξ)
again with the integral taken over the support of the S(x, t) function. Derivatives
of Ψ(x, t) then follow as above.
The relationship between the different velocity decompositions that have been
introduced above needs to be clarified in order to establish the gauge Reynolds
decomposition equations. From the above definitions:
v = V + u = s + ω ≡ S + r + ∇(Ψ) + ∇(φ)
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It then follows from application of the operator E(·) that:
u = r + ∇(φ)

and

V = S + ∇(Ψ)

(12a,b)

to define the fluctuating and mean velocity fields. Associated with these velocity
fields are the fluctuating and mean vorticity fields:
ζ  ≡ curl(u) = curl(r) and ζ ≡ curl(V) = curl(S)
such that the r(x, t) and S(x, t) vector fields carry the vorticity of the turbulent
fluctuations and the mean motion respectively. The irrotational motion is described
by the mean, ∇(Ψ), and fluctuating, ∇(φ), potential fields. The vortical motion,
r(x, t) and S(x, t) act as sources for the inactive components φ(x, t) and
Ψ(x, t) in equations 8(a,b). The above Reynolds decomposition calls forth the
transformations:
S∗ = Q [S + VT ];

r∗ = Q r;

∇∗ (Ψ∗ ) = Q ∇(Ψ);

∇∗ (φ∗ ) = Q ∇(φ)

under the Galilean group.
Equation (10b) allows the construction of an equation for the Reynolds gauge
stress Pij = E(ri rj ) associated with the vortical component of the flow. This
requires the evaluation of correlations of the form:
E(u ⊗ r) ≡ E(r ⊗ r) + E(r ⊗ ∇(φ))
wherein the first term will, generally, predominate as discussed by Bradshaw [10].
Specifically, there is:


∂Pij
∂Pij
∂ri ∂rj
2
+ Vk
(13)
+ Πij = ν∇ (Pij ) − 2νE
∂t
∂xk
∂xk ∂xk
(α)

where Πij = Σα=1,7 Πij , with the individual contributions given as:



∂2φ
∂2φ
+ Vk E ri
= Vk E rj
∂xi ∂xk
∂xj ∂xk

(1)
Πij

∂Vi
∂Vj
= Pjk
+ Pik
;
xk
∂xk

(3)
Πij





∂φ
∂φ
∂Vj
∂Vi
+
;
=
E rj
E ri
∂xk
∂xk
∂xk
∂xk


(5)
Πij = E rj rk
(7)



Πij = E

rj

(2)
Πij


∂2φ
∂2φ
;
+ ri rk
∂xi ∂xk
∂xj ∂xk



(4)
Πij

(6)

Πij = E



∂2φ
∂2φ
∂φ
+ ri
∂xk ∂xi
∂xk ∂xj ∂xk
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∂(ri rj rk )
=E
∂xk






∂(ri rj ) ∂φ
∂xk ∂xk
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If the correlations between the vortical and irrotational components are
neglected then the quantity Π in equation (13) reduces to: Π = Π(1) + Π(4)
only. Equation (13) then takes on the form:




∂Vi
∂Vj
dPij
∂(ri rj rk )
∂ri ∂rj
2
+Pjk
= ν∇ Pij −2νE
+Pik
+E
dt
∂xk
∂xk
∂xk
∂xk ∂xk

(13a)

which can be compared to equation (5). It is seen that equation (5) contains the
pressure term ψij (given explicitly in equation (5a) ) which is absent from (13a).
This is due to the structure of the gauge decomposition revealed in equations
(9b) and (10b). The pressure field does, in this gauge formulation, only relate
directly to the irrotational part of the flow field. It can be noted that the linearized
compressible flow equations (see Goldstein [18], for example) contain a similar
splitting of the velocity field but with the possibility of vorticity production in
higher order terms. However, the present discussion is restricted to constant density
motion and, as such, there are no entropy changes to take into account (and no
pressure component in the Beltrami diffusion equation to consider). The limit
ρ → const of the compressible Navier–Stokes equations is not a trivial limit;
see the discussion in Schochet [19] for the special case of a baratropic fluid.
The relationship between the compressible and incompressible flow theories is
not direct.

5 An example: inactive motion
It is well established that not all velocity fluctuations in a turbulent shear layer are
vortical in nature. As mentioned above these irrotational velocity fluctuations, and
the associated pressure fluctuations, propagate outside the turbulent shear layers.
See the discussion in Bradshaw [10, 15] and Phillips [16]. The present interest
lies in adopting the gauge fields introduced above to discuss the physics of the
inactive motion both inside and outside a turbulent shear layer. Moyal [20] showed
that in wave number space the pressure associates with velocity components that
reside in the span of the wave number vector. A significant noise field arises in
high speed turbulent shear layers as discussed, for example, in Phillips [21] and
Tam [22] (with the latter showing photographs of Mach wave propagation external
to a supersonic jet flow).
Outside the shear layer the equality r ≡ 0 holds, but irrotational fluctuations
do exist in that region where the quantity ∇(φ) is non-zero. Phillips [16] took the
irrotational nature of the inactive motion (when statistically stationary) to imply
that it could be explained in terms of a potential. Hence, under these assumptions,
a solution of a Laplace equation was sought for that potential. The theory of
Phillips [16] gave a 1/x4 decay of the energy E(ui ui ) into the far field that
was confirmed by the experiments reported by Bradshaw [15]. However, such
a formulation does not allow the local time dependent external flow field to be
described. The equations developed above allow a more general description of the
irrotational motion.
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Equations for region (A):
Refer to Figure 1 when the equations for region (A) are given as:
∂
∂ 2 Si
∂Si
+
[Rik + Rik ] = ν
∂t
∂xk
∂xk ∂xk
∂ 2 ri
∂ri
∂
[Vi uk + ui Vk + ui uk − Rik ] = ν
+
∂t
∂xk
∂xk ∂xk
∂Ψ
∂2Ψ
+P =ν
;
∂t
∂xi ∂xi
∂ri
∂2φ
=−
;
∂xi
∂xk ∂xk

∂φ
∂2φ
+ p = ν
∂t
∂xi ∂xi
∂Si
∂2Ψ
=−
∂xi
∂xk ∂xk

The body force f(x) has not been included in the present discussion. Equations
(11a,14e) allow the pressure fluctuations in region (A) to be given explicitly as:

 2

∂Γ(x, t)
∂ ri (ξ, t)

(15)
dV (ξ) −
G(x, ξ)
p (x, t) = −ν div(r) +
∂t
∂ξ
∂t
i
D(ξ)
when div(r) is computed from equation (14b). Now it is found that the local
pressure fluctuations in region (A) depend upon the local value of div(r) and
an integral over the domain defined by the support of r. In addition, there is in
equation (15) a local contribution from the boundary conditions. This contribution
will vanish for steady flow. The mean pressure, both inside and outside the shear
layer, follows in the same way from equation (9a) when the gauge function Ψ(x, t)
is determined from equation (8a) and the function S(x, t) from equation (10a).
Equations for region (B):
The mean external flow is assumed to lack a vortical component so that the (B)
region flow is defined by the system:
V = ∇(Ψ);
2

∂Ψ
∂ Ψ
+P =ν
;
∂t
∂xi ∂xi
0=−

∂2φ
;
∂xk ∂xk

u = ∇(φ)
∂φ
∂2φ
+ p = ν
∂t
∂xi ∂xi
∂Si
∂2Ψ
=−
∂xi
∂xk ∂xk

Note that equations (14c,d) and (16c,d) are identical so that boundary conditions
∇(φ) = 0 are specified at x2 = 0 and in the limit x2 → ∞ and a smooth
solution can be sought on the whole domain. Equations (14d) and (16d) determine
the fluctuating pressure field both inside, and external to, the turbulent shear layer
once the potential φ(x, t) has been determined. At the surface x2 = 0 there is
v ≡ 0 which implies that both equalities V = 0 and u = 0 must hold. It further
follows that r = 0 while ∇(φ) = 0 is also true on this surface. The condition
r = 0 also holds at the edge of the shear layer x2 = L. It is assumed that all
required fields are specified at the upstream boundary x1 = 0 (which is taken to
be some convenient origin for the computation as shown on Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Regions in the flow field near a turbulent shear layer.

Equation (15) also defines the pressure fluctuations in the region external to the
shear layer where, however, the local div(r) term is identically zero. Alternatively,
equation (16d,16e) define p = −∂φ/∂t directly when equation (11a) applies. The
integration is still over the support of the rotational motion but now the (x, t) values
refer to this external region. For steady boundary conditions, the intensity of the
pressure fluctuations external to the shear layer is given explicitly as:
E(p p ) =


 2
∂ ri ∂ 2 rj
dV (η) dV (ξ)
G(x, ξ) G(x, η) E
∂t ∂ξi ∂t ∂ηj
D

 
D

and a similar expression for the velocity correlation can be obtained from equation
(11b). That is, without the contribution for the boundary conditions the correlation:

E

∂φ ∂φ
∂xi ∂xj



 
=

D

D



∂G(x, ξ) ∂G(x, η) ∂rk ∂rm
dV (η) dV (ξ)
E
∂xi
∂xj
∂ξk ∂ηm

is obtained which, from the form of the Green’s function, varies like 1/x42 for
large distances from the shear layer. Pressure velocity correlations follow in the
same way and need not be written down.

6 Final remarks
It has been shown that a non-Galilean invariant gauge velocity field can be
defined for the Navier–Stokes equations when the fluid density is constant.
These gauge fields are obtained from well defined boundary value problems
and provide additional insight into the structure of the constant density Navier–
Stokes equations. Of course, there is greater algebraic complexity in the gauge
formulation. The decomposition has been illustrated with a discussion of the
inactive motion outside a turbulent shear layer.
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Abstract
A new HLLC approximate Riemann solver with preconditioning technique based
on the pseudo-compressibility formulation for numerical simulation of the
incompressible viscous flows has been proposed, which follows the HLLC
Riemann solver (Harten, Lax and van Leer solver with contact resolution
modified by Toro) for the compressible flow system. In the authors’ previous
work, the preconditioned Roe’s Riemann solver was applied to the finite
difference discretization of the inviscid flux. Although the Roe’s Riemann solver
is found to be an accurate and robust scheme in various numerical computations,
the HLLC Riemann solver is more suitable for the pseudo-compressible NavierStokes equations, in which the inviscid flux vector is a non-homogeneous
function of degree one of the flow field vector; however the Roe’s solver is
restricted to the homogeneous problems. Numerical investigations have been
performed in order to demonstrate the efficiency and accuracy of the present
procedure. The present results are found to be good agreement with the exact
solutions, existing numerical results or experimental data.
Keywords: precondition, HLLC scheme, pseudo-compressibility, incompressible
viscous flows, LU-SGS.

1 Introduction
The difficulty of numerically solving the incompressible Navier-Stokes (N-S)
equations is the decoupling of the velocity and pressure fields while the zero
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divergence condition is hard to be satisfied. The pseudo-compressibility method
proposed by Chorin [1] introduced an additional time derivative of the pressure
field to the continuity equation, and so the continuity and momentum equations
are solved in a coupling manner.
The precondition concept applied on the incompressible flow simulation was
proposed by Turkel [2], then the authors [3] further developed this procedure and
applied it to numerical simulation of the pseudo-compressible N-S equations.
The influences of precondition parameter and pseudo-compressibility factors on
the convergence rate were also investigated systematically, and the optimal
parameters were identified in the author’s previous paper [3].
Although the pseudo-compressibility method has been widely used for about
three decades [4–7], only two classes of scheme, namely the Jameson’s central
scheme [8] and the Roe’s upwind scheme [9], are employed for the inviscid flux
terms. The author’s previous work [3] shown that the Roe’s upwind scheme is
superior to the Jameson’s central scheme for lower dissipation and free of turned
parameter. However, since the inviscid flux vector F of the pseudo-compressible
N-S equations is not homogeneous function of degree one of the flow field
vector U , namely F  AU , and also the homogeneous property is a critical
restriction in Roe’s solver, consequently Roe’s upwind scheme may be not
proper in the pseudo-compressibility case.
In the present paper, a new approximate Riemann solver for upwind scheme
for incompressible flow is derived following the HLL scheme propose by Harten
et al. [10] and its modified form HLLC scheme proposed by Toro et al. [11] for
compressible flow simulations. In this approximate Riemann solver we do not
assume the homogeneous property of the inviscid flux, so the proposed
approximate Riemann solver is more proper and general for incompressible flow
simulation.
A numerical procedure using both the proposed HLLC upwind finite
difference scheme and the precondition technology is then established for the
viscous incompressible flow simulation. Several numerical test cases, including
low Reynolds number flow over a circular cylinder, laminar flow over a flat
plate, and high Reynolds turbulent flow over the S809 airfoil with the two
equations k-ω SST turbulent model, are numerically investigated in this paper in
order to demonstrate the efficiency and accuracy of the present procedure. The
present results are found to be good agreement with the exact solutions, existing
numerical results or experimental data.

2 Preconditioning for pseudo-compressibility Navier-Stokes
equations
The pseudo-compressibility procedure and the preconditioning technique for
convergence acceleration for stiff hyperbolic equations are employed to develop
a highly efficient in-house code for solving two dimensional incompressible
flows numerically in the author’s previous work [3].
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The preconditioned pseudo-compressibility Navier-Stokes equations in
Cartesian coordinates can be given as below

 1Qt  ( E  E v ) x  ( F  F v ) y  0 ,

(1)

where

 1 2

 1   u  2
 v  2


0 0

1 0 ,
0 1 
v

(2)

v

The state variables Q and fluxes E , F , E , F are identical to those given in

[3], where  denotes the pseudo-compressibility factor, and  denotes the

parameter introduced by precondition. The selection of parameters  and  is
critical to the accuracy and convergence rate, and some detailed discussions are
already given in [3].

3 Numerical schemes
The semi-discretized finite difference method is used in the present paper. First,
the spatial derivatives are discretized while the time variation remains
continuous. Then, the time marching in temporal can be solved by the implicit
LU-SGS (Lower-Upper Symmetric Gauss-Seidel) algorithm.
3.1 Spatial scheme
A new approximate Riemann solver for incompressible flow is derived following
the HLL scheme propose by Harten, Lax and van Leer and its modified form
HLLC scheme proposed by Toro, Spruce and Speares for compressible flow
simulations.
3.1.1 The HLL approximate Riemann solver for incompressible flow
Harten et al. [10],Toro [12] put forward the following approximate Riemann solver
 U L , if x t  S L ,

ˆ
U ( x, t )  U hll , if S L  x t  S R ,
(3)
 U , if x t  S .
R
 R
where is U hll is the integral average of the exact solution of the Riemann
problem between the slowest and fastest waves, S L and S R are the fastest wave
velocities perturbing the initial data states U L and U R respectively. Figure 1
shows the structure of this approximate solution of the Riemann problem.
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U hll
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x

Figure 1:

Approximate HLL Riemann solver.

Provided that the signal speeds S L and S R are known, U hll can be given by

U hll 

S RU R  S LU L FL  FR
SR  SL

(4)

following Harten, Lax and van Leer’s formula. The corresponding flux at the cell
interface for the HLL scheme is then given by

Fi hll1 2

 FL ,
if 0  S L ,
 S F  S F  S S (U  U )
L R
L R
R
L
, if S L  0  S R , (5)
 R L
S
S

R
L

 FR ,
if 0  S R .

Given an algorithm to compute the speeds S L and S R one can have an
approximate intercell flux. Procedures to estimate the wave speeds S L and S R in
this paper are given by

SL  min{uL  aL , uR  aR } , SR  max{uL  aL , uR  aR } .

(6)

Following Harten, Lax and van Leer, the HLL scheme for the pseudocompressibility Navier-Stokes equations can be derived. The artificial speed of
sound is given by

aL , R  uL2, R   2

.

(7)

For incompressible flow the density is assumed to be constant and the energy
equation is decoupled from the continuity and momentum equations. So the
intermediate pressure p* and normal velocity u* can be obtained from the
Rankine-Hugoniot Conditions across the two wave system similar to the original
HLL scheme for compressible flow, which is given as
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u* 

S Ru R  S Lu L  uL2  PL  uR2  PR
,
SR  SL

(8)

S R p R  S L p L   2u L   2u R
.
SR  SL

(9)

p* 

Also for incompressible flow, the two wave speeds are always satisfied that

ua  0, u a  0 .

(10)

This means that the two approximate wave speeds S L and S R are always
satisfied that

SL  0 , SR  0 ,

(11)

consequently the corresponding cell interface flux of the HLL scheme for
incompressible can be simplified as

Fi hll1 2 

S R FL  S L FR  S L S R (U R  U L )
.
SR  SL

(12)

Note that this Riemann solver consists of just three constant states separated
by two waves. All intermediate states separated by intermediate waves are
lumped into the single U hll state without regard for the spatial variations of the
solution of the Riemann problem in the Star region, so a shortcoming of the HLL
scheme, with too serious dissipation, is exposed.
3.1.2 The HLLC approximate Riemann solver for incompressible flow
As pointed out by Harten et al. themselves [10], the too much dissipation of the
HLL Riemann solver may be alleviated by restoring the missing waves.
Accordingly, Toro et al. [11, 12] proposed the so called HLLC scheme, where C
stands for Contact. In the HLLC scheme the missing middle waves are put back
into the structure of the approximate Riemann solver.
Consider Figure 2, in which the complete structure of the solution of the
Riemann problem is depicted. As shown in the figure, in addition to the slowest
and fastest signal speeds S L and S R , we include a middle wave of speed S * ,
corresponding to the shear wave with eigenvalue u .
Following Toro et al. [11], the HLLC flux can be written as

Fi hllc
12

 FL ,
 F  F  S (U  U ),

L
L
*L
L
  *L
F
F
S
(
U
U



R
R
*R
L ),
 *R
 FR ,

if 0  S L ,
if S L  0  S* ,
if S*  0  S R ,
if 0  S R .
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Figure 2:

Approximate HLLC Riemann solver.

where U *L and U *R denote to the integral averages between the shear wave and
the left and right waves respectively, which can be given by the following
Rankine-Hugoniot conditions across each of the waves of speeds S L , S * and

SR .

F*L  FL  S L (U *L U L),

(14)

F*R  F*L  S* (U *R U *L),

(15)

F*R  FR  S R (U *R U R).

(16)

Here condition (14)–(16) are three equations for the four unknowns vectors U * L ,

U *R , F*L and F*R . The aim is to find the vectors U *L and U *R , so that the
fluxes F*L and F*R can be determined from (14) and (16) respectively. For
incompressible flow the following conditions are must guaranteed.

u*L  u*R  u* , p*L  p*R  p* , v*L  v L , v*R  v R .

(17)

Consequently, we can obtain that u* and p* are the same as equation (8) and
(9) respectively, and v*L  v L , v*R  v R , S *  u* . Since S L  0 and S R  0 ,
the corresponding intercell flux of the HLLC scheme for incompressible can be
simplified as

 FL*  FL  S L (U * L  U L ), if 0  S* ,
Fi hllc
12  
FR*  FR  S R (U *R  U L ), if S*  0.

(18)

3.1.3 Second order accurate interface values U L and U R
In order to promote the accuracy, we employ the second order MUSCL scheme
[13] in the present study. Accordingly, the left and right states are given
respectively by
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U L  U i   L U i , 

U R  U i 1   R U i 1 ,
in which U i  U i  U i 1 ,

 denotes
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(19)

to the limiter function. In the present

paper, the minmod limiter is used unless specified.
3.1.4 Viscous term computations and numerical boundary conditions
The viscous terms of eq. (1) are discretized by the second-order central
difference. The boundary conditions imposed on the solid wall are the no-slip
condition for viscous flows, and the pressure on the wall is evaluated by
extrapolation from the interior points. For the far field boundary, the conditions
are specified according to the direction of the in-flow or out-flow, where the
velocities are given, and the pressure is extrapolated from the interior nodes at
the inflow boundary; whereas the pressure is given, and the velocities are
extrapolated from the interior nodes at the outflow boundary.
3.2 Time advancement
The LU-SGS（Lower-Upper Symmetric Gauss-Seidel）formulation proposed
by Yoon and Jameson [14] is used, which is one of the most commonly used
implicit methods for compressible flows simulations. We generalize the
formulation to the preconditioned pseudo-compressible Navier-Stokes equations,
and details can be found in the authors’ previous work [3].

4 Numerical results
Some validating tests are presented in this section, including low Reynolds
number flow over a circular cylinder, laminar flow over a flat plate, and high
Reynolds turbulent flow over the S809 airfoil with the two equations k-ω SST
turbulence model. These cases are chosen for comparisons with exact analytic
solutions or existing experimental data.
4.1 Low Reynolds number flow over circular cylinder
The low Reynolds number incompressible flow over a circular cylinder is a
benchmark problem for incompressible flows, for which many experimental and
computational results can be utilized for comparison [4, 15, 16]. In this section,
the problem is simulated by the algorithm proposed in previous sections.
The characteristics of the flow field are sensitive to the Reynolds number.
The case of Re=40 is computed, and the flow renders as a pair of symmetric
separated vortices. The mesh used in this paper consists of a single gird zone
with an O type topology, and is composed of 65×181 in the streamwise and wall
normal direction, respectively, with the first grid spacing of 0.005 diameters and
stretching to the outer boundary of 20 diameters in the normal direction.
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The streamlines of the flow at Re=40 computed by the present scheme are
depicted in Figure 3. The separation length measured from the rear stagnation
point of the cylinder in cylinder diameters, the separation angle which defines
the point of separation from the body, and the drag coefficient in each case are
also shown in Table 1.They are consistent with the experimental data [15, 16]
and the computational results listed in [4]. The errors of the separation length
and separation angle relative to [16] are 2.35% and 0.37% respectively, and that
of the drag coefficient relative to [15] is 2.42%. Moreover, all the errors of the
numerical results relative to the experimental data are less than 5%, which
demonstrate the reliability of the present method.
Table 1:

Comparisons with experimental and other numerical results at
Re=40.
Length of
separation (L/D)
(Errors relative to
[16])

Angle of
separation (°)
(Errors relative to
[16])

Drag coefficient
(Errors relative to
[15])

Present

2.08 (-2.35%)

53.3 (-0.37%)

1.610 (-2.42%)

Reference [4]
(Numerical)

2.29 (+7.51%)

53.0 (-0.93%)

1.549 (-6.12%)

Reference
[15]
(experimental)

—

—

1.65

Reference
[16]
(experimental)

2.13

53.5

—

Figure 3:

The streamlines at Re=40.
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4.2 Laminar flow past flat plate
The incompressible laminar flow over a flat plate is commonly called a Blasius
flow with an analytical similarity solution. This test case is used to validate the
capability of the presently developed procedure for boundary layer flow
simulation. The mesh is composed of 109×50 grids in the stream wise and wall
normal direction, respectively, clustered at the leading and trailing edges of the
flat plate. The computational region is stretched to the upper and upwind
boundary of 5 times the length of the plate, and to the out flow boundary with 6
times the length. The Reynolds number defined by the length of the plate is
1.0 105 . The grid is clustered near the wall due to great gradient in the boundary
layer.
The velocity profile computed by the present scheme is plotted in Figure 4
together with the Blasius solution, where the abscissa y '  y Re x x , and the
ordinate is the dimensionless velocity u . It is found that the present
preconditioned HLLC scheme is capable of providing numerical solutions well
consistent with the Blasius solution.

Figure 4:

The velocity profiles of the laminar flat plate.

4.3 High Reynolds turbulent flow around S809 airfoil
The S809 airfoil was designed specially for wind turbine applications, the
thickness ratio of which is 21%. A 0.6m chord length model of this airfoil has
been tested in a 1.8m×2.5m low turbulence wind tunnel [17]. In this numerical
test, the Reynolds number is 2.0×106 and the angle of attack is 9.22°. It shows
the reliability of the proposed algorithm for turbulent flow simulation.
The mesh as shown in Figure 5 consists of a single gird zone with an O type
topology, and is composed of 307×120 in the stream wise and wall normal
direction, respectively, with the first grid spacing of 1.0×10-5 chord length and
stretching to the outer boundary of 20 diameters. The Menter’s k   SST
turbulence model [18], which takes the advantages of the k
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Wilcox’s k   model [20], is used. This model excludes the sensitivity to the
inflow turbulence intensity and retains the numerical stability near the wall.

Figure 5:

Mesh for S809 airfoil.

The computed contours of pressure, turbulence viscosity ratio and turbulence
kinetic intensity are shown in Figure 6. Figure 7 depicts the comparison of the
computed wall pressure coefficient and the experimental test data [17], and good
agreement is shown.

(a) Pressure

(b) Turbulence viscosity ratio (c) Turbulence kinetic energy

Figure 6:

The contours of pressure, turbulence viscosity ratio and turbulence
kinetic intensity.

Figure 7:

Comparison of the computed and experimental wall pressure
coefficients.
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5 Conclusions
This paper derives the preconditioned HLLC finite difference scheme for the
incompressible flow by virtue of the pseudo-compressibility procedure. The
proposed scheme does not assume the homogeneous property of the inviscid
flux, so the proposed approximate Riemann solver is more proper and general for
incompressible flow simulation. The preconditioned technique is used to
accelerate the time marching, and the implicit LU-SGS time integration method
is adopted to integrate temporally. The reliability of the present procedure are
demonstrated by applications to low Reynolds number flow over a circular
cylinder, laminar flow over a flat plate, and high Reynolds turbulent flow over
the S809 airfoil. It is found that the numerical results of the present algorithm are
in good agreement with theoretical solutions or experimental data.
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An immersed boundary method for
simulating compressible viscous flow in
complex geometries
B. Jastrow & F. Magagnato
Institute of Fluid Machinery, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Germany

Abstract
This paper presents an immersed boundary method combined with a wall-layer
approach implemented into an established flow solver. In the outer flow field,
the compressible Navier-Stokes equations are solved using an approximate
Riemann Solver whereas simplified boundary-layer equations are solved near the
wall. Turbulence is accounted for by the one-equation model of Spalart-Allmaras
in the outer flow region and by a mixing length eddy viscosity model with near
wall damping in the wall layer. Computations performed for various test cases
show good agreement with reference data found in literature.
Keywords: immersed boundary method, wall-layer model, compressible flow.

1 Introduction
Body-fitted grid generation for simulating flow in complex geometry can be very
cumbersome especially when using a block-structured solver. Therefore the
Cartesian-grid immersed boundary method (IBM) offers an interesting approach
since automatic mesh generation can be realized easily. Furthermore, due to
smoothness and orthogonality, Cartesian grids offer high accuracy and
efficiency.
In the IBM a complex geometry is immersed into a regular Cartesian grid.
The effect of the body on the flow is mimicked by the imposition of proper
boundary conditions that act as forcing conditions [1, 2].
Several applications of the IBM use a linear interpolation for setting the
boundary conditions as proposed in [1]. Their validity is therefore only given for
grids resolved down to Δ
1. For flow of high Reynolds number these
restrictions cannot be held in accordance with acceptable computing time. With
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the use of a wall-layer model one can overcome the need for high near wall
resolution. Wall models based on incompressible turbulent boundary layer
equations were proposed and tested by Balaras et al. [3], Cabot and Moin [4],
Wang and Moin [5] in a body-fitted context. The applicability of such a walllayer model in the framework of the IBM has been studied by Tessicini et al. [6].
Bond and Blottner [7] developed a compressible wall model, named the
diffusion model.
The present paper studies the compressible wall-layer model within the
framework of the IBM. It is shown, that the implementation in the in-house flow
solver SPARC (Structured Parallel Research Code) [8], in the following referred
to as SPARC-IBM, provides results for basic test cases in good agreement with
literature.

2 Mesh generation
The mesh is automatically generated via a ray tracing technique. Based on a
geometry described by a closed surface triangulation every cell center of a
uniform Cartesian grid is marked as either internal or external [9]. Those internal
cells having at least one external neighbor cell are marked as wall-layer cells.
From the latter the normal to the closest wall is computed and stored together
with the forcing point and the appropriate interpolation neighbors (figure 1). The
current implementation of the mesh generator uses a block-refinement algorithm
based on the wall distance.

Figure 1:

Mesh in the near wall region: ○: internal cell, Δ: wall-layer cell,
x: external cell, ●: forcing point, i: interpolation neighbors.
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3 Numerical method
The Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations for compressible flow
can be written as follows:
0

(1)
0

(2)
0.

(3)

For the calculations carried out in this paper, the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence
model has been used for closure. Details of the model are given in the paper by
Spalart and Allmaras [10]. The discretization of the convective terms is obtained
by an approximate Riemann solver (HLLC) [11] whereas the viscous terms are
discretized with a central difference scheme. The solution vector is updated via a
Runge-Kutta scheme.
Inside the wall-layer a simplified set of equations is solved. It is assumed that
convection is negligible compared to diffusion, the normal pressure gradient is
zero and the streamwise gradients are of orders lower than the gradients normal
to the wall. Furthermore, the normal velocity is insignificant compared to the
tangential velocity. This leads to the following equations for the x-momentum
and the energy:
(5)
.

(6)

The properties
and
are the turbulent viscosity and the turbulent
is obtained by a
conductivity respectively. In a first stage of implementation,
mixing length eddy viscosity model with near wall damping
1

,

(7)

defines the dimensionless distance to the wall
where
0.4,
19 and
[5]. At the wall, a no-slip boundary condition is applied. At the forcing point,
that defines the outer edge of the wall-layer, the boundary condition is obtained
through an interpolation from the flow values of the outer flow field. In this
paper, the equations are further simplified by neglecting the time derivative
terms and the streamwise pressure gradient. Two tridiagonal systems are created
for the velocity and the temperature respectively and solved in a segregated way
with the other dependent variables held constant. Subsequently the turbulent
viscosity is updated. An outer loop runs over all equations until the full solution
converges. Finally the flow values for the position of the center of the wall-layer
cell is extracted and provided to the outer flow field as a boundary condition.
Assuming steady-state in the wall-layer corresponds to an instantaneous
response of the wall-layer to the outer flow field which creates some error for
unsteady flow calculations.
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4 Results
4.1 Laminar flow past a flat plate
The first test case is the laminar flow past a flat plate. Since the wall-layer model
also captures the linear near-wall behavior for low Reynolds number flow, this
test case is perfectly suited for verifying the implementation. The computation
was carried out on a structured multi-block mesh with refinement. The boundary
layer was resolved with 32 cells making a total of 54,000 cells in the 2D plane.

Figure 2:

Comparison of the velocity profile in the boundary layer at
10,000.
Rex=10,000

0.3 and the velocity profile was
The Mach number was chosen to
10,000. In Figure 2 the profile is
extracted at a Reynolds number of
compared with the analytical results of the Blasius-equation [12] where ′ is the
dimensionless velocity and is the dimensionless wall distance, defined as
(8)
.

(9)

The numerical results show very good agreement with the analytic solution of
Blasius.
4.2 Turbulent flow past a flat plate
The second test case was chosen to prove the consideration of turbulence in the
wall-layer model. The mesh consists of 123,000 cells in the 2D plane which
results in 27 cells resolving the boundary layer. Figures 3 and 4 show the
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obtained velocity profile for
10,000,000 and the skin friction coefficient
along the flat plate together with the experimental data of [13]. The agreement is
quite satisfactory.

Figure 3:

Comparison of the velocity profile in the boundary layer at
Rex=10,000,000.

Figure 4:

Comparison of the skin friction coefficient for various Reynolds
numbers.

4.3 Laminar flow past a circular cylinder
To test the IBM together with curved surfaces, the flow past a circular cylinder
was computed. Two flow regimes are shown, a steady flow at
20 and an
unsteady flow at
200. A local view of the mesh is provided in Figure 5.
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Figure 5:

Local view of the mesh. Every eighth cell is plotted.

The wake region has been refined manually since a flow adaptive mesh
refinement is subject to future work. The mesh consists of 105,000 cells in the
0.3.
2D plane. The free stream Mach number in both cases was set to
The streamlines for the flow at
20 are shown in Figure 6 whereas Table 1
lists the separation length and angle and the drag coefficient in comparison with
reference values from literature [14, 15]. The agreement is quite satisfactory,
only the separation angle is predicted too low, which might be due to the lack of
considering the pressure gradient in the wall-layer.

Figure 6:

Streamlines for Re=20.
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Table 1:

Separation length , separation angle
for
20.

and drag coefficient

Sucker and Brauer [14]

0.83

43.3°

2.02

Dennis and Chang [15]

0.94

43.7°

2.05

SPARC-IBM

0.93

41.8°

2.09

Figure 7:
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200.

Instantaneous contours of the vorticity for

Figure 7 shows the instantaneous contours of the vorticity for an unsteady
laminar flow around the cylinder at
200. A comparison of the Strouhal
number and the mean drag coefficient with results from literature [16, 17] is
provided in Table 2.
Table 2:

Strouhal number

and mean drag coefficient

for

200.

Linnick and Fasel [16]

0.197

1.34

Liu et al. [17]

0.192

1.31

SPARC-IBM

0.193

1.38
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4.4 Turbulent flow past a circular cylinder
The unsteady turbulent flow around a circular cylinder at
140,000 is
provided as a further example. The mesh is taken from the previous stated
0.3. Figure 8
calculations and the free stream Mach number was set to
shows the time averaged pressure distribution in terms of the pressure coefficient
in comparison with experimental results from Cantwell and Coles [18]. The
angle refers to the position on the surface of the cylinder beginning at the
stagnation point. The calculation cannot predict the pressure distribution well.

Figure 8:

Pressure distribution at

140,000.

is about 40% lower than the measured value. In the
The minimum
separation area the pressure coefficient is determined too high resulting in a total
0.52 which is much lower than the measured value of
drag coefficient of
1.24. Differences are also obtained for the Strouhal number. The computed
value of
0.23 is much higher than the measured value of
0.18. The
discrepancies are mostly due to the lack of the RANS turbulence model to
predict the separation point correctly. Furthermore, turbulence is treated as
isotropic which does not reflect reality.
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5 Post processing
Plotting the flow field obtained by SPARC-IBM requires an additional post
processing since there exists no information about a body-fitted shape of the
wall-layer cells. Therefore the boundary knots of every wall-layer cell are moved
onto the closest wall via a ray tracing technique similar to the one used for the
mesh generation. Figure 9 shows a section of the mesh around a cylinder with
and without the additional post processing. The appropriate flow values are
obtained by an inverse distance interpolation or from the wall values directly if
applicable.

Figure 9:

Local view of the mesh around a circular cylinder with (left) and
without (right) the additional IBM-post processing. Every eighth
cell is plotted.

6 Conclusions and ongoing work
The immersed boundary method (IBM) with a wall-layer approach has been
implemented into an established block-structured code for solving compressible
flow. The computation of basic test cases for laminar flow showed very good
agreement with results found in literature. Viscosity dominated turbulent flow
like the flow past a flat plate was also captured well. Discrepancies were
obtained for turbulent flow with separation exemplarily shown for the flow past
a circular cylinder. However, this is due to the well-known problem of
turbulence modeling of bluff bodies rather than to the IBM.
To overcome the lack of consistency, future work comprises the testing of the
simplified Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model for the wall-layer. It is believed
that in contrast to using the algebraic model, the therewith associated full
coupling of the outer flow field and the wall-layer provides better results for
turbulent flows. Furthermore, the streamwise pressure gradient in the wall-layer
and a flow adapted mesh refinement is about to be implemented.
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Figure 10:

Slice through the IBM-mesh of an IC-engine. Every eighth cell is
plotted.

Since the advantages of the IBM are only given for the simulation of complex
geometries where the time for mesh generation is significant, the next step is to
validate the implementation for 3D cases. As an example for a complex mesh a
slice through the mesh of an internal combustion engine is shown in figure 10.
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Abstract
In the present studies the quantitative relationships between the structure and
flow properties of porous materials are addressed. In order to investigate such
relationships a series of foam structures with different porosity were
characterized by computer tomography. Later, 3D image analysis was applied to
obtain quantitative parameters of foam structures.
In order to calculate properties of the flow through porous structures, 3D
images obtained by computer tomography were numerically processed and
transformed into a finite element mesh. Simulation of fluid flow was performed
using a Finite Volume Method. Both qualitative characterization and numerical
simulation results, when compared, enabled us to establish structure-flow
relationships.
The preliminary results show that the pressure drop is strongly related to the
porosity of foams. The significant effect on flow properties exhibits also the
diversity of pore sizes.
The results will be discussed with respect to foam structure optimization for
several applications.
Keywords: ceramic foams, pressure drop, finite volume method.

1 Introduction
The industrial application of structures with open porosity such as ceramic or
metallic foams has been growing over recent decade. Their favorable properties
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such as high specific surface area, high porosity, low density, low thermal
conductivity and low specific heat capacity predestine them to serve as compact
heat exchangers, reaction catalysts, flow stabilizers or casting filters [1]. These
materials can also be found in nature, for example as porous rocks containing gas
and oil. Those applications require new materials, which can be designed and
investigated numerically before manufacturing. In order to understand
quantitative nature of the structure-properties relationships in porous media
relevant structural parameters must be defined. Open porosity and relative
surface of pores are frequently used for this purpose [2]. These parameters give
good general characteristics, however their meaning to the understanding of the
material flow properties, such as pressure drop, is rather limited.
Many geometrical models have been developed to describe properties of real
foam structures. Most of the models, such as the reproduction of a single type of
polyhedron, or models based on Kelvin polyhedron (gives minimum specific
surface) [3], exhibit anisotropy, which usually does not exist in real foams. Most
of cellular structures are fabricated by techniques based on growth process.
Poisson-Voronoi tessellation (PVT) is frequently used as an algorithm to obtain
representative cellular structures of this type. However, geometrical parameters
of real foams, such as average faces per cell, differ from those obtained by PVT.
A representation of real foams structure can be obtained by application of
Laguerre-Voronoi algorithm, where tessellations are performed on the set of
spheres with pre-determined size distribution [4, 5].
This paper shows the preliminary numerical results of the modelling of fluid
flow properties through real structures and the model structures obtained by
Laguerre-Voronoi tessellation.

2 Geometries
2.1 Real structures
The commercially available alumina foams were used as a reference foam
structures (further called real structures). The real structures were originally
described by pores per inch number (ppi). Further 3d image analysis enabled for
extended characterization, where other structural parameters such as porosity,
specific surface, mean pore diameter, mean strut diameter were calculated.
Digitalized geometries of foams were obtained using Computer Tomography
(CT). The vector-like structures were created from set of bitmaps. The surface of
the foam is divided into a logical series of triangles. Each triangle is uniquely
defined by its normal and three vertices. To create a valid volume, the surface
geometry was converted to file of points cloud to simplify model in problematic
areas. As a result, a valid 3D multi-surface mesh was created. The distribution of
the strut diameter as well as specific surface area of each sample were calculated
during post-processing.
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Real ceramic foams have varying percentage of pores that are blocked. This is
the effect of fabrication process, and the percentage of clogged pores increases
with number of pores per inch. The resistance to the flow was expected to be
higher in the structures with higher number of blocked pores.
In figure 1 a real geometry and its virtual representation is shown. Table 1
lists structural parameters of foams obtained after processing.
Table 1:

Structure

Parameters of real ceramic foams.

Porosity
[-]

Specific surface area
[1/mm]

Mean strut
diameter
[mm]

10 ppi

0.740

0.77906

1.35222

30 ppi

0.702

1.22055

0.89627

50 ppi

0.754

1.84731

0.57974

Figure 1:

Ceramic foam and its computer model.

2.2 Foam numerical models
Foam models were created using Laguerre-Voronoi tessellation (LVT). LVT was
applied to spheres with specified size distribution, which were packed in the
cubic volume. The foam struts were created by cylinders with defined constant
diameter generated along cell edges (see Figure 2a).
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a)
Figure 2:

Model structure

b) CT reconstructed real structure

Computer models of designed structure (a) and real structure (b).

Parameters of structures designed within these studies are shown in Table 2.
Table 2:
Structure
CV 01
CV 03
Bimodal

Parameters of foam models.

Porosity
[-]
0.6964
0.7480
0.8157

Specific surface area
[1/mm]
0.76741
0.75987
0.47446

Mean strut diameter
[mm]
1.544
1.278
1.459

The effect of pore clogging does not appear in the model structures. Blocked
pores don’t change porosity significantly, but the pressure drop is expected to be
smaller regardless structural parameters.

3 Numerical method
Fluid flow calculations were performed using Finite Volume Method. This
method represents partial differential equations in the form of algebraic
equations. Values are calculated at discrete place on a meshed geometry. The key
to the method is that the integral form of the conservation law (1) can be
rewritten using the Gauss Divergence Theorem.
Ω

Ω

·

Ω

Ω

0

(1)

Volume integrals of divergence terms in a partial differential equation are
converted to surface integrals of fluxes all around the control volume (2).
Ω

Ω

Ω

·

Γ

0

(2)

The resulting equations cannot be solved analytically and a numerical
solution requires discretization into volumes. These terms are then evaluated as
fluxes at the surfaces of each finite volume. The flux entering a given volume is
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identical to that leaving the adjacent volume. This makes the FVM stable and
flexible, yet relatively easy to implement. The main advantage of this method is
it’s applicability on unstructured meshes and the intrinsic local conservation
properties of the resulting schemes, which suits very well the irregular
geometries of porous structures.
The flows across real and designed structures were simulated. The
computational domain was a channel with length of 20 mm and 15x15 mm
square cross-section. Structural parameters of specimens are shown in Table 2.
The size of specimens was 15mmx15mmx15mm block. The inlet velocities for
FVM simulations range from 0.0002 to 0.02 m/s, which correspond to Reynolds
number from 2 to 400.

4 Results
The results of the simulations of flows across real foams are compared with the
designed structures. The hydraulic resistance of all structures is shown in
Figure 3.

Figure 3:

Comparison of simulated and experimental pressure drop in flow
across different ceramic foams.

The structures that exhibit the closest similarity regarding structural
parameters are 10ppi and CV03. These structures have been chosen for
comparison of hydraulic properties of real and designed materials (Figure 4).
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Pressure drop [Pa]

7
6
5
4

CV03

3

10ppi

2
1
0
0

0.005

0.01

0.015

0.02

Velocity [m/s]

Pressure drop [Pa]

Figure 4:

Comparison of pressure drop in flow across designed and real
structures with similar structural parameters.

0.05
0.045
0.04
0.035
0.03
0.025
0.02
0.015
0.01
0.005
0
0.0001

cv01
cv03
Bmodal
10ppi
20ppi
30ppi
0.0003

0.0005

0.0007

Velocity [m/s]
Figure 5:

Pressure drop results for Darcy’s flow regime.

Linear Darcy’s model is most commonly used for describing flows through
porous media. Darcy’s law may be written as:
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·

(3)
where dL is a segment [m] along which a pressure drop dp [Pa] occurs, k
permeability [m2], µ dynamic viscosity [kg/ms] and v is the filtration velocity
[m/s]. Darcy’s law correctly describes the flow in porous media only for low
velocity flows. As a basic criterion used to describe correct Darcy’s regime is
Reynolds number. The range of Reynolds number for Darcy’s flow differs in
dependence of sources [12–15], but Re = 10 is generally assumed to be a critical
maximum value. Set of calculation results based on this criterion have been
chosen to determine effective permeability of materials. Reynolds number valid
for Darcy’s law is equivalent to velocities of 0.0002 m/s to 0,0006 m/s for
porous foams sizes used. Figure 5 shows the results of pressure drop for selected
range of velocities.
For flows with Reynolds number exceeding the Darcy’s law criterion, a
discrepancy between experimental data and results obtained based on Darcy’s
law appears [16]. Forchheimer linked the latter to kinetic effect and suggested to
modify (3) by an additive term ρῡ2, representing kinetic energy [17]:
к

·

(4)

Pressure drop (Pa)

where β [1/m] is Forchheimer’s coefficient (also known as non-Darcy
coefficient). The results of pressure drop in investigated structures for non-Darcy
flow are shown in Figure 6.
20
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

CV 01
CV 03
Bimodal
10PPI
20PPI
30PPI

0

0.005

0.01

0.015

0.02

Velocity (m/s)
Figure 6:

Pressure drop in porous structures for non-Darcy flow.

There is a good agreement between obtained results and the basic models
describing flows through porous media. When the Reynolds number exceeds the
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maximum value for Darcy’s flow, the pressure vs. velocity curve changes from
linear to polynomial for every investigated structure, which accords with
Forchheimer’s equation (4).
The effective permeability keff of materials have been determined from
Darcy’s law. The results are shown in Figure 7.

Permeability [m2]

3E‐06
3E‐06
CV01

2E‐06

CV03

2E‐06

Bimodal
1E‐06

10ppi

5E‐07

20ppi

0E+00
0.0001

30ppi
0.0003

0.0005

0.0007

Velocity [m/s]
Figure 7:

Effective permeability coefficient in function of velocity.

In general, keff takes into account not only permeability coefficient
characterizing the medium, but also inertial effects. As the contribution of
inertial effects grows with increasing velocity of flow, the effective permeability
decreases.

5 Conclusions
Simulations of flows across porous structures were performed to determine
hydraulic properties. Pressure drop difference between real and designed
structures can be observed. This effect may be related with clogged pores, a
result of the production process. The equivalent model structures considered in
the simulations should be modified to implement blocked pores in the design
process, which should result in more accurate model of real structure.
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Abstract
The performance of two pressure-velocity coupling strategies, associated with
the primitive variable solution of incompressible Newtonian fluid with the
meshless Local Radial Basis Function Collocation Method (LRBFCM), is
compared with respect to computational efficiency, stability, accuracy and
spatial convergence. The LRBFCM is structured with multiquadrics on five
noded support domains. The explicit time stepping is used. The BackwardFacing Step problem (BFS) has been selected as a benchmark problem,
previously tackled by several numerical methods. The semi-local fractional step
method (FSM) and completely local pressure-velocity couplings (LPVC) are
compared. The numerical results are validated against previously published data.
The results are represented and compared in terms of a convergence plot of the
reattachment position. We show that both approaches provide reasonable results;
however, LVPC is less computationally complex and less stable in comparison
to FSM.
Keywords: meshfree methods, radial basis functions, collocation,
convective-diffusive problems, adaptation, refinement, melting, fluid flow,
Newtonian fluids.
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1 Introduction
The meshless methods belong to a class of numerical methods where an
arbitrarily distributed set of nodes, without any additional topological relations
between them, is used. There exist several meshless methods [1–5]; however,
this work is focused on one of the simplest classes of meshless methods in
development today, the point interpolation Radial Basis Function Collocation
Method (RBFCM) [6]. In the present paper we use a local variant of RBFCM
[6], the Local Radial Basis Function Collocation Method (LRBFCM). The main
advantage of the local approach is in consideration of the multivariate data fitting
and calculation of spatial derivatives through a local support domain.
Consequently, the computational basis is simplified, since several small systems
of algebraic equations are solved instead of a global algebraic equation system.
Such approach has been already successfully applied to several thermo-fluid
situations, ranging from the basic diffusion problems to complex highly nonlinear and coupled technologically relevant situations [5, 7–14]. Important
features of meshless methods represent straightforward application of
dynamic node distribution [15], and stable behaviour on non-regular node
distributions [11].
This paper is focused on application of LRBFCM in fluid mechanics, more
precisely, in channel flow. In our past publications we have already
demonstrated the applicability of LRBFCM in fluid flow computations. The
LPVC (in the context of meshless methods) was for the first time introduced in
[10] and further investigated regarding more complex physical systems in
[12, 16, 17], where only closed and impermeable domains have been considered.
The open domain problems were dealt with (in the context of meshless methods)
the FSM approach in [14, 18].
In this paper we compare the performance of LPVC and FSM in open domain
problems, which seems to appear more demanding than the closed ones. The
well-known Backward-Facing Step problem [19–25] (BFS) is considered since
its solution is well coped with in the literature, and is at the same time complex
enough to challenge the proposed numerical techniques.
The principal message of the present paper is a quantitative comparison of
two meshless based numerical procedures that differ only in pressure-velocity
coupling strategies. The Chorin’s FSM [21] is semi-global, and as such requires
solution of a global system of algebraic equations for pressure, while LPVC is
completely local. Both strategies show reasonably good convergence behavior as
well as good agreement with already published data [22].

2 Problem definition
The BFS problem of the laminar incompressible Newtonian fluid flow over a
backward-facing step in two dimensions is considered. It represents a standard
test for investigating the flow separation and reattachment. It has been already
used by numerous researchers as a benchmark test for various numerical
methods [19–25]. The domain of the problem is characterized by a planar
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channel with sudden change of the geometry (Figure 1), which governs the flow
separation, and generation of several re-circulating zones downward the step,
described by positions  px1 , px 2 , px3  . The flow is modelled by the Navier
Stokes equations

v  0 ,



(1)

v
   ( vv)  P     v  ,
t

(2)

with t , v  v x , v y  , P ,  and  standing for time, velocity, pressure, viscosity and
density, respectively. The Cartesian coordinates are used, and the position vector
is defined as p   px , p y  . The rectangular domain is normalized to height

2h  1 . Beginning of the computational domain is considered at the location of
the step, where the flow enters the channel. The step height is set to h . The
channel length is set to 30h . The flow dynamics is characterized by the
Reynolds number (Re), defined as

Re 

v0 2h
,


(3)

with v0 standing for the amplitude of the inlet velocity. At the inlet, the fullydeveloped velocity profile is set [22]

vx  p y   v0 p y  0.5  p y  ;0.0  p y  0.5 .

(4)

At the outlet boundary, the Neumann boundary conditions for velocity
components are prescribed and are all set equal to zero. At the walls, nonpermeable and no-slip conditions are used. The schematics of the computational
test are represented in Figure 1.
px 2

vx = vin
¶P
=0
¶x

¶P
=0
¶y

px 3

inlet
outlet

2h
px1

¶P
=0
¶y

Figure 1:

¶vx
=0
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¶v y
=0
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P=0
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Problem schematics of the backward-facing step.
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3 Solution procedure
A general idea in the local meshless methods is the use of local sub clusters of
domain nodes, named local support domains, for the approximation of the fields.
Complementary to the selected support domain, an approximation function is
introduced as a sum of weighted basis functions

 (p) 

N Basis

 
n 1

n

n

(5)

(p),

where  , N Basis ,  n and  n stand for the approximation function, the number of
basis functions, the approximation coefficients, and the basis functions,
respectively. The basis could be selected arbitrarily (monomials, radial basis
functions, …). In this paper, Hardy’s Multiquadrics (MQs),

n p 

p  p   p  p  / 
n

n

2
C

 1,

(6)

with  C standing for the free shape parameter of the basis function, are used.
MQ’s are selected. By taking into account all support domain nodes and equation
(5) the approximation system is obtained. In this paper we use collocation (the
number of support nodes is the same as the number of the basis functions). An
arbitrary spatial differential operation L can be applied on the approximation
function in the following way
L  p  

N Basis


n 1

n

L n (p)

(7)

In general, the system (5) has to be solved only when the support domain
topology changes and therefore the computation can be optimized by computing
Ψ1 in a pre-process. Furthermore, the computation of the coefficients and the
evaluation of differential operators can be combined. All information about the
numerical approach and the local nodal topology can be stored in a predefined
vector, which has to be re-evaluated only when the topology of the nodes
changes. The differential operator vector  mL is introduced as
N

1
 mL (p)    nm
L   n (p)  .

(8)

n 1

The introduced formalism holds in general and therefore the general notation
for partial differential operator  L  is used. However, in the present work, only
operators  and  2 are employed
N

m (p)    nm1 
2

n 1



2
 n (p),
p2
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The structured formulation is convenient since most of the complex and CPU
demanding operations are performed in the pre-process phase. For all inner
temporal loop operations only N floating point operations (FLOPS) are needed
for evaluation of an arbitrary partial differential operator. The implementation of
the Dirichlet boundary condition is straightforward. In order to implement
Neumann and Robin boundary conditions, special interpolation is needed. In the
present numerical framework, the computation of Neumann and Robin boundary
conditions can be simplified through the use of the differential operator vector.
Consider Neumann boundary condition

a


 b   BC ,
n

(11)

N Sub

0 

 BC  a   m / n  m
m2

,

a  0 / n  b

(12)

where  0 stands for the boundary node. Equation (12) simplifies to Neumann
boundary condition computation if b is set to zero. Such approach makes the
Neumann and the Robin boundary condition computation straightforward and
CPU effective. Again, only N flops are needed to evaluate it, without any kind
of special computational treatment on or near the boundaries.
3.1 Local pressure-velocity coupling

A two-level explicit time stepping is used, thus equation (2) is discretized as
vˆ  v 0 

t



 P     v   b
0

0

0

    (v0 v0 )  ,

(13)

with  t standing for time step, index zero marks the initial time step values and
v̂ stands for intermediate velocity. Equation (13) does not take into account the
mass continuity and therefore the pressure and the velocity corrections are added

vˆ m 1  vˆ m  v ,


Pˆ m 1  Pˆ m  P ,

(14)



where m, v and P stand for pressure velocity iteration index, velocity
correction, and pressure correction, respectively. By combining the momentum and
the mass continuity equations, the pressure correction Poisson equation emerges
vˆ m 

t




 2 P.
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Instead of solving the global Poisson equation problem, the pressure
correction is directly related to the intermediate velocity divergence



P  2   vˆ m .
t

(16)

The proposed assumption enables direct solving of the pressure velocity
coupling iteration. It is thus very fast due to only one spatial discretization
operation needed in each node to evaluate the new iteration pressure and the
velocity corrections. With the computed pressure correction, the pressure and the
velocity can be corrected as
vˆ m 1  vˆ m  

t




Pˆ m 1  Pˆ m   P,


P,

(17)

where  stands for the relaxation parameter. The iteration is performed until the
criterion ·vˆ   V is met in all computational nodes. After successful pressurevelocity iteration, the algorithm continues with the next time step. The LPVC
approach is similar to the artificial compressibility method (ACM), which has
been recently under intense research in connection with Finite Volume Method
[26, 27] and in connection with Finite Element Method [28]. A similar approach,
in the framework of the FDM, is SOLA algorithm [29]. However, the proposed
LPVC approach retains the correct time transient which is, in general, not the
case in SOLA and ACM approaches.
3.2 Fractional step approach

The pressure is omitted from temporally discretized form of momentum equation
in FSM approach
vˆ  v 0 

t



    v   b
0

0

   ( v 0 v 0 )  .

(18)

Again, the equation (18) does not take into account the mass continuity. In a
similar manner as in 3.1, the pressure Poisson equation is constructed.

2 P 

t



vˆ .

(19)

The equation (19) is directly solved in the FSM approach. However, the
locality of spatial discretization simplifies the computations to solution of a
sparse system of algebraic equations. With the solved pressure, the intermediate
velocity is corrected as

v  vˆ 

t



P .
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In FSM, the internal iterations are not performed. The computed pressure and
corrected velocity are therefore new values and simulation proceeds to the next
time step. FSM does not provide a correct time transient in general.

4 Results
The results are presented in terms of velocity field plot and velocity, pressure
and shear stress cross section profiles for Re  800 case. The convergence is
monitored at the reattachment position px1 with respect to the number of
computational nodes, ranging from 150x40 to 325x110. The reattachment
position is defined as a point where the wall shear stress equals zero

 

vx
0
p y

(21)

Steady state velocity field is represented in Figure 2. The x axis is on the plot
limited to 10 (for the sake of better visibility), although the computations are
performed on domain with length 15.

py

1
0.5
0
0

1

Figure 2:

2
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5
px

6

7

8

9

10

Problem schematics of the backward-facing step.

All computations were performed with time step t  103 , relaxation
parameter   10  7 and MQ shape parameter  C  32 , normalized to the
maximum distance between the nodes within the support domain.
A comparison of the results is done on velocity cross-section profiles with the
already published data [22], presented as “Gartling” in Figures. Two different
cross-sections are examined, at px  7 and px  15 (Figure 3). In Figure 4, the
shear stress profiles at the bottom and the top walls are represented. A good
agreement is achieved in all analyses. Finally, the convergence plot for both
meshless based solutions is represented in Figure 5. Both solution procedures
converge at the same rate with minimal differences. However, it can be seen that
LPVC develops minor instabilities in the convergence plot. The behaviour is to
be investigated in our future work. Our preliminary analyses show that the
instabilities can be mitigated by usage of an additional stability term in pressure
correction.
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5 Conclusions
Two different strategies for pressure-velocity coupling in meshless solution of
laminar, incompressible Newtonian channel flow are presented. Both strategies
provide good results. Comparison with published data shows good accuracy of
both presented methods. The semi-local FSM behaves more stable as the LPVC.
The main advantages of the LPVC approach are: ease of implementation,
straightforward parallelization, and low computational cost. On the other hand,
the global FSM pressure-velocity strategy does not require a consideration of any
extra relaxation parameter, at the cost of higher computational complexity. The
FSM approach also shows more stable convergence behavior. The main
drawback of FSM as compared to the LPVC is global solution of pressure
equation. First, the global system has to be constructed. This is not problematic
as long as the static node distribution is used, as it can be done in preprocess.
The solution of the system remains the task to be done in each time step,
however. With proper iterative algorithms and pre-conditioning this overhead
can be minimized. Still, the complexity is proportional to O  ND  , while for
LPVC this step is omitted. Besides a higher computational complexity, the
important factor is ease of parallelization since the multicore computers are
common today. The LPVC is almost ideally parallelizable as it is completely
local. There is minimal communication with other parts of the computational
domain. For the shared memory systems the OpenMP parallelization is trivial
and extremely effective [30]. At the cost of computational complexity, however,
the FSM offers more stable numerical scheme. The FSM also does not provide a
proper time transient. These conclusions are preliminary and will be further
investigated and supported with more analyses in the archival version of the
present paper, that will be submitted to EABE.
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Abstract
This study reports the Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) results of a swirling
flow induced by introducing a helical insert inside a supersonic nozzle. The CFD
simulation shows a very complex unsteady, non-axisymmetric flow pattern for
the swirl flow inside the nozzle. The flow is investigated by solving the
Reynolds averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) equations with k- and Reynolds
Stress Model (RSM) turbulence models to predict the flow patterns and the type
of swirling flow. Computations are conducted for a range of nozzle pressure
ratios with and without swirl inside the converging–diverging nozzle. The study
has revealed a new understanding and data for flow features such as shock
location, mass flow rate and anisotropic turbulence.
Keywords: swirl flow, supersonic nozzle, flow separation, CFD.

1 Introduction
Investigation of supersonic flow inside converging–diverging (C–D) nozzles has
been the subject of several numerical and experimental studies in the past [1, 2]
but there is not that much research on the effect of swirl flow inside C–D
nozzles. Swirling flows which are very common in technical applications, such
as turbo machinery, cyclones or separators, and they require sophisticated
modeling.
The effect of swirl inside a nozzle can improve the mixing features of the
flow by increasing turbulence and vorticity in the nozzle, which can be useful in
combustion injectors and sand blast techniques; also swirl flow will change the
shock structure and its interaction with the boundary layer and create a larger
separation zone at the exit of a nozzle. These viscous and compressible
phenomena affect the flow behavior inside and outside of a nozzle. Since
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experimental data for the swirl flow inside a high speed nozzle are scare,
numerical results are vital for understanding the flow and for further analysis.
In this study the finite volume method is utilized (Fluent), to solve the
governing equations of flow.

2 Numerical analysis
2.1 Nozzle geometry
The dimension of the nozzle with the flow inside which has been investigated is
shown in Figure 1a. The length of the nozzle is 200mm and it has three sections.
The first 64mm is the convergence section, then comes a 16mm section with
constant 11mm diameter and this is followed by the divergence section with
length 120mm and outlet diameter of 15mm. The computational domain which
consists of the helical inlet and the nozzle is illustrated in Figure 1b. The helical
section, Figure 1c, is used to create swirl flow inside the nozzle. The helical
section has a 31.75mm diameter with length of 76.45mm; the spiral part has two
revolutions with a start angle of 45 degrees.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1:

(c)

Geometry and dimensions of the computational domain.

2.2 Numerical model
Turbulence modelling is still one of the main problems of Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD). The models mostly used for fluid phenomena are the standard
k- and k- models. These Reynolds averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) models
give adequate results for isotropic turbulence flows, and have been validated
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with many experimental tests (Wilcox [3]). However, as we have highly swirling
flow inside nozzle, there will be a considerable degree of anisotropy in the stress
and dissipation tensors which causes a highly anisotropic eddy viscosity (Yajnik
and Subbaiah [4]), so the isotropic turbulence model will not give precise results.
To be able to capture anisotropic turbulence inside a nozzle we have to consider
all Reynolds stress equations. The highest accuracy in turbulence is acheived by
Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS), but this needs huge processing power.
Large Eddy Simulations (LES) is another major turbulence model which lately
has begun to grow in popularity and many academic and industry users deploy it
for their research and applications. LES resolves all anisotropic turbulent
structures both in time and space, and just leaves the small scales to be modelled
by simple turbulence models (Ogor et al. [5]). However, we still need a lot of
precessing power and a very fine mesh to use LES modelling.
The RANS models for anisotropic turbulence are limited to the modified k-
and Reynolds Stress Model (RSM). We have used a realizable k- model, which
contains an alternative formulation for eddy viscosity and uses a modified
transport equation for dissipation rate (Shih et al. [6]) but the RSM model solves
all six transport equations. In this research, the RSM gave more consistent
results, and for a realizable k- method we need to carry out more research with a
higher order scheme; therefore the focus is more on the RSM and the results
shown here are based on the RSM.
For the RSM a second oreder upwind scheme is applied to the flow equations,
but the turbulent kinetic energy, turbulent dissipation rate and Reynolds Stress
are considered first order upwind.
The initial simulations were conducted with a steady method, but the
convergence history of residuals showed unsteadiness which is in agree with the
results of Xiao et al. [7]; the main reason for this is the separation of the flow at
the exit of the nozzle. Therefore a transient solver is considered for the flow
with 1e-5 time step intervals.
The air in the nozzle will reach
1, so compressibility is one of the main
factors for the flow solver. The density based solver in Fluent gives more
accurate results and has better convergence rate for compressible flows. It also
captures more precicely the shock waves in the nozzle .
2.3 Governing equations
The density based solver from Fluent has been used to solve the governing
equations of the flow. The conservative integral form of the continuity,
momentum and energy equations for a single component fluid in an infinitesimal
control volume is (Fluent [8]):
.
where the vectors W, F and G are defined as:
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The vector H contains all of the source terms such as the body forces. In the
above equation ρ is density, is velocity, is total energy per unit mass and is
pressure. and q are the viscous stress tensor and heat flux, respectively. In the
density based solver of Ansys Fluent, to overcome the poor convergence rate of
high speed flows, a preconditioning technique has been deployed. The
preconditioning technique modifies the time derivative term of equation (1) by
multiplying it with a preconditioning matrix. This will rescale the acoustic speed
of the governing equations in order to mitigate the numerical stiffness
encountered in low Mach numbers.
2.3.1 Turbulence equations
In Reynolds averaging the variables of exact N-S equations are substituted with
into the
mean and fluctuation components. By substituting
is the mean and
is the fluctuating velocity
momentum equation, where
components, the time average of the momentum equation can be shown as:

(3)
In order to close equation (3), the Reynolds stress term (
) must be
modelled. In this study we have used the RSM, which uses the exact transport
, which can be
equation for the transport of the Reynolds stresses,
written as:
,

,

(4)

is the convection term, , stands for turbulent diffusion, , is the
where
molecular diffusion term,
equals the stress production,
is buoyancy
production,
stands for pressure strain,
is the dissipation and
is
production by the system rotation. Four parameters, , ,
,
and , have
to be modelled in order to close equation (4), but the rest of the parameters do
not required modelling. The turbulent diffusion ( , ) has been modelled with
the simplified model of Daly and Harlow [9]:
,

(5)

where
is the turbulent viscosity. The pressure strain term has been modelled
according to the proposal by Gibson and Launder [10]. Buoyancy production
( ) for an ideal gas is modelled as:
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(6)
The dissipation rate (

) is modelled as follows:
,

2

(7)

is an additional dilatation dissipation term according to the
In equation (7)
model by Sarkar and Balakrishnan [11].
2.4 Numerical results
⁄
of 2 and 3 are shown here. At both
The results for two pressure ratios
pressure ratios there is an overexpanded supersonic nozzle, where the shock
waves occur inside the nozzle. The Mach number contours for a pressure ratio of
2 in two time steps are illustrated in Figure 2. Experimental and numerical
simulations represent two separation patterns for an overexpanded nozzle, the
Free Shock Separation (FSS) and Restricted Shock Separation (RSS) (Hadjadj
and Onofri [12]). In FSS the separation region extends from the separation point
to the end of the nozzle, but in RSS the separation zone reattaches to the surface
and creates recirculation bubbles. For a pressure ratio of 2 the FSS pattern can be
seen at the upper side of the nozzle wall (Figure 2).

(a)

(b)

Figure 2:

Mach number contours for a pressure ratio of 2 at (a) t=0.8e-2s and
(b) t=1.8e-2s.

Because of asymmetry which is due to the Coanda effect, flow tends to attach
to the surface and creates a RSS pattern on the down side of the nozzle wall. The
separation zone starts at the interaction point between the oblique shock wave
and the nozzle wall which creates an adverse pressure gradient. Reflection of the
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oblique shock wave on the shear layer generates expansion fans. To provide
more detail of the separation nozzle, Figure 3 illustrates the flow and shock wave
pattern for the pressure ratio of 2. Since the separation zone is large the flow
remains attached to the down side of the nozzle wall, and therefore the difference
between two time steps is mostly about the change in the shear layer position.
Separation zone

Oblique
shock

Shear layer

Mach
Disk 1

Expansion
fan

Recirculation bubble

Figure 3:

Mach
Disk 2

Nozzle exit

Schematic of the shock wave structure for the pressure ratio of 2 at
the exit of the nozzle.

By increasing the pressure ratio to 3 the oblique shock waves become weaker
so the pressure gradient behind it will significantly reduce and the separation
point moves downstream of the nozzle. Contours of Mach number for two time
steps at the exit of the nozzle are shown in Figure 4.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4:

Mach number contours for the pressure ratio of 3 at (a) t=o.8e-2s,
(b) t=2.8e-2s.
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The flow pattern still remains asymmetric, and the second Mach disk moves
out of the nozzle. At t=0.8e-2, Figure 4a, the second Mach disk is at the exit of
the nozzle but in t=2.8e-2, Figure 4b, it is completely out of the nozzle.
Calculation of 1000 more time steps does not show any major change to the
shock wave structure apart from the shear layer movement. The reflection of the
shock wave on the shear layer creates expansion fans.
By adding swirl to the flow the shock wave structure becomes weaker, and
instead of one strong shock wave there will be series of shock waves and
expansion fans at the exit of the nozzle. This can be seen from the static pressure
diagram at the centre of the nozzle which for a pressure ratio of 2 is shown in
Figure 5. Also the start point of the shock wave has been moved upstream for the
swirl flow. The results are compared with experimental data from Abbasalizadeh
[13] for the same nozzle without the swirl that shows good agreement with CFD
calculations.
Swirl ‐ PR=2

Experiment‐no swirl

No swirl ‐ PR=2

30
25

P (psi)

20
15
10
5
‐0.08

0
‐0.03‐5
‐10

Figure 5:

0.02

0.07

0.12

0.17

0.22

x (m)

Static pressure diagram for pressure ratio 2 at the centre of nozzle.

For a pressure ratio of 3 the static pressure diagram is shown in Figure 6. We
can see that for the nozzle without swirl there is no shock wave inside the nozzle,
but by adding swirl conditions, the nozzle remains overexpanded; however, the
shock waves become weaker compared to those for a pressure ratio of 2. The
experimental data from Abbasalizadeh [13] for the nozzle without swirl also
show that there is no shock wave inside the nozzle and the nozzle is in an
underexpanded condition.
Apart from the exit of the nozzle for both pressure ratios the rest of the centre
line static pressure of the nozzle with swirl matches that of the nozzle without
swirl.
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Static pressure diagram for the pressure ratio of 3 at the centre of the
nozzle.

2.5 Numerical validation
Since it is very difficult to carry out experimental tests inside a nozzle and there
are little experimental data for supersonic swirl flow inside a nozzle, the
validation process is very important to gain confidence in the results. To check
grid dependency all the simulations have been run for 200k, 450k and 800k cells
with refinement at the boundaries and exit of the nozzle to capture the boundary
layer and shock waves. We obtain similar results for three different meshes.
Considering the computational effort, the results shown here are based on a 400k
mesh. The residuals are all reduced at least by an order of 4. Because of the 3D
complex geometry, it was difficult to get a high quality hexahedral mesh;
therefore to obtain a good quality mesh a tetrahedral mesh with a prism layer at
the boundaries has been used. The minimum quality for the mesh was 0.84. In
addition, the mass flow rate through the inlet and outlet is checked to ensure that
conservation of mass is observed. The net mass flow rate through the system is
under 1%.
The maximum wall yplus value for the CFD tests was 50, and the RSM which
is a core-turbulent model gives better results with a yplus value in the log-low
region (y+>30 to 60) (Salim and Cheah [14]), so the yplus value is satisfied for
most of the nozzle wall.
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3 Conclusion
The CFD analysis of swirling flow inside a converging–diverging nozzle is
studied at pressure ratios of 2 and 3. For turbulence modelling, the RSM has
been used to solve seven Reynolds stress equations. The following conclusions
can be drawn:
1. Numerical solutions show swirling flow has unsteady asymmetric
behaviour, with a separation zone at the exit of the nozzle, and the main
reason for asymmetry is the Coanda effect.
2. Because of anisotropic turbulence, a two equation model will not solve all
the scales of turbulent flow, so the RSM with a second order scheme is
selected for turbulence modelling.
3. By increasing the pressure ratio to 3 the shock waves move out of the
nozzle in no swirl conditions, but by adding swirl condition to the flow
the nozzle design criteria will be changed and the nozzle still remains
overexpanded.
4. The centre line static pressure shows in swirl conditions that, instead of
having one strong shock wave, there are a series of weak shock waves
and expansion fans.
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Abstract
The flow around a NACA 641-412 airfoil with circle damage is numerically
investigated using the Ansys Fluent package. Several diameter values are
considered for the damage which is located at either quarter or mid chord. The
numerical domain is covered with a multiblock structured hexagonal grid
consisting of 344,680 cells in the undamaged case and 351,540 cells in the
damaged case. Inside the damage hole, a structured tetragonal mesh is used.
Turbulence effects are taken into account via the k- model. The results show
that the presence of the damage hole decreases the lift coefficient and increases
the drag coefficient, resulting in a loss of airfoil performance (fineness decrease).
The numerical simulations show that the flow through the damage corresponds
either to a weak or a strong jet. In the first case an attached wake forms giving
the smallest change in the force coefficients whereas the second case shows a
separated wake with a reverse flow giving the highest force coefficient change.
The present paper also compares the structure of the damage through flow with
previously published experimental results. Finally, the numerical solution is
qualitatively and quantitatively validated using available experimental results.
Keywords: damage, drag, lift, strong jet, weak jet, undamaged.

1 Introduction
The survivability of an aircraft is becoming one of the key aircraft design
requirements [1] and is dependant upon its vulnerability to damage caused by a
variety of threats. Published works to date in this field focus mainly on twodimensional wings.
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The first study by Irwin at Loughborough University was extensively reported
[2, 3] and by many other authors; Render et al. [4], Mani and Render [5] and
Djellal and Ouibrahim [6]. Recently Saaedi et al. [7] published a numerical study
in this field.
In this investigation, we are interested in the aerodynamic performance losses
caused to a two dimensional wing by the impact of battle damage. For this
matter, we investigate by means of numerical methods the undamaged case and
damaged case by considering the variation of the hole diameter and its chordwise
position.
In this work, we analyse the flow field inside the damage hole and also
around the undamaged and damaged aerofoil. In order to validate the numerical
results, obtained values have been compared with those of experimental
investigations led by the previous authors [2, 5, 6, 8].

2

Damage modelling

The most common type of damage used in simulations is the circular hole [6].
The study of other shapes reported by Mani and Render [5] has not shown
noticeable differences.
Damage size can be expressed in terms of a percentage diameter d to the local
chord length c. The range of damage sizes varies from 0.1 to 0.4 c [2] and, for
our simulations, two diameters, 0.2, 0.3, have been considered and both were
located at mid span.
NACA 641-412 aerofoil experimented firstly by Render and his colleagues
serves as the model’s cross section. The aerofoil’s chord and the wing’s span are
200 mm and 450 mm respectively (Fig. 1).

Figure 1:

Circle damaged wing at quarter chord.

We only considered wing damaged at the quarter and the mid-chord, because
they produced the greatest adverse influence on aerodynamic performance [2].
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Modelling and grid generation

The numerical domain is made discrete by two approaches: (1) structured
tetragonal cells for circle damage (2) multiblock structured hexagonal cells are
applied for the remainder damaged aerofoil. The finite volume discretisation
method is used in ‘Fluent’ numerical code.
Following a suitable study of grid sensitivity, Number of cells applied in this
numerical domain is 344,680 cells in the undamaged case and 351,540 cells in
the damaged case. It is worth mentioning that the used structured mesh that is
able to capture the boundary layer was a complicated and time consuming
process. The multiblock approach generated in Gambit allows via the interface
condition to reduce the cells number and consequently the time process.
The results did not show a major difference between aerodynamic
coefficients, pressure distribution or other phenomena in three grid types. The
calculations with such amount of grids are made possible with the use of an
ordinary 2-core processors, 2.5 GHz computer.

4

Boundary conditions

Five types of boundaries are used in this model: Velocity inlet, pressure outlet,
symmetry, interface and wall. Dimensions of numerical domain are considered
big enough to damp turbulences before reaching the domain boundaries. The
boundary conditions for lower and upper surface of the aerofoil are considered as
solid wall.
The wind tunnel used for the experiments is a low subsonic low turbulence
(0·1% of turbulence intensity) wind tunnel at Loughborough University and the
dimensions of the test section are: 45cm × 45cm× 1·2m. The test section velocity
is 35ms–1.

5

Numerical solution characteristics

The flow in this analysis is assumed to be steady, incompressible, and turbulent.
For modelling the viscous turbulent flow, k-ε turbulence model is applied.
SIMPLE algorithm is applied to solve these two equations. Standard wall
functions are also used for the areas close to wall (parietal distance y   40 ). For
the turbulence parameters at the inlet and the outlet, we use the method which
gives the intensity (0.1%) [2] and the viscosity ratio  t   5 after tests. This
value is chosen for a stall detection reason.

6

Qualitative discussion and validation

In this part the velocity vectors and pressure coefficient contours are used to
provide a good understanding of the flow field.
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As evident in Figure 3, the pressure difference is higher and this will lead to a
stronger jet which will be explained later. The sudden changes in the rear portion
of the damage hole are because of the local stagnation of the flow. The gap in the
damage results was where the damage hole cut through the surface.

Figure 2:

Wing centreline pressure coefficient [20%c at quarter-chord for 8°].

Figure 3(a) shows the velocity vectors around the damaged aerofoil from
lateral view for 0°deg incidence angle.
There is a weak jet exiting the damage hole which formed an attached wake
behind the damage hole.
Because of the pressure difference between two surfaces of the aerofoil, the
flow would like to penetrate from the lower surface of the aerofoil to the upper
surface and this flow through the damage is pushed through the damage hole and
added to the damage wake.
Figure 3(b) shows the velocity vectors of the numerical solution on the upper
surface of the aerofoil. At the rear edge of the damage hole, there are two vortex
centres, observed to be contra-rotating vortices approximately symmetrical about
the hole centreline.
These vortices are the results of interaction between jet flow exiting the
damage and free stream. The weak jet exited from the rear edge of the hole was
immediately bent over, forming an attached wakes to the upper surface. When
the incidence angle is increased higher than 0° degree, the jet no longer
immediately bent over upon exiting the hole and penetrated to the free stream.
Finally a separated region is formed between the jet and upper wing surface.
Figures 4(a) and 4(b) that are for incidence angle of 8°, show the separated
region and detached wake of strong jet.
It is noticeable that the stall angle of an undamaged aerofoil is normally
12°deg but for damaged aerofoil this angle shifted to 14°deg.
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a) Upper view
Figure 3:

b) Lateral view

Velocity vectors for damaged aerofoil (0° deg).

a) Upper view
Figure 4:
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b) Lateral view

Velocity vectors for damaged aerofoil (+8 deg).

The above numerical results for the velocity vectors on the upper surface of
the aerofoil are compared to the results of flow visualisation that was
implemented by Render et al. [4] and Mani and Render [5]. In Figure 5 that is
for damaged aerofoil, it represents experimental results. The results are presented
for incidence angles of 0°deg and 8°deg that represent weak and strong jet
respectively.
As evident, the general feature of the flow fields obtained by numerical
analysis (figures 3 and 4) are in a suitable consistency with experimental results.
It is clear in both flow visualisations that the width of the wake behind the
damage hole increases with incidence angle because of the strength of exiting jet.
There are also two large surface wakes in 8°deg incidence angle behind the
damage hole which are clear in experimental and numerical results. In both cases
they are counter rotating vortices.
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Some phenomena such as laminar separation and transition and thus, the
laminar bubble can not be captured by the software which are visible in the side
of the damage hole in experimental results.
The differences between experimental and numerical results are due to
numerical error associated with numerical solution.

a) Weak jet
Figure 5:

7

b) strong jet

Experimental flow field for damaged aerofoil at 0° deg and 8 deg
incidence angles.

Quantitative discussion and validation

In this section the quantitative results are investigated using dCL and dCD, vs α
diagrams. For a better perception and assessment of the effects of the damage;
the corresponding above results are transcribed in terms of increments of losses
of CL and CD. The increments dCL and dCD are defined from the undamaged
state as follows:

dC L  C L damaged  C L undamaged

dC D  C D damaged  C D undamaged
Before studying the influence of damaged aerofoil, analysis on the
undamaged model was done. The results obtained were found to agree
reasonably well with those found in the literature [2].
This numerical procedure allows us to capture the stall phenomenon, for
instance, the lift coefficient reaches a maximum value of 1.20 for an angle of
stall of 12°. Also, the angle of zero lift is close to -2.5°, which is consistent with
this non symmetric profile. The coefficient of drag reaches a minimal value of
0.016 for the angle 0°.
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Now we consider the damaged aerofoil to explain the influence of the damage
on the aerodynamic characteristics of the aerofoil and the effect of both diameter
and chordwise position of damage expressed only in increments of lift and drag
coefficients as explained above.
In figures 6 and 7, we present, simultaneously, the influence of both diameter
and chordwise position of damage with the experimental and numerical curves.
One can see an increase of the CD over most of the incidence range except close
to the stall angle where part of the jet goes through the hole. The strength of the
jet is in direct relation with incidence angle.
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Chordwise influence of damage on drag coefficient (numerical
results).

There are two mechanisms for the drag increase. For small angles of
incidence, the attached jet increases friction drag while for higher angles of
incidence, the strong jet forms a separated wake which increases form drag. An
additional pressure drag is produced by the damaged hole which creates a
positive pressure increment on the wing internal surface.
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Results also show a reduction in the amplitude of CL over the entire range of
positive incidence angle. This reduction in CL is due to the hole through flow
which affects the distribution of pressure at the upper surface.
Lift loss for the quarter chord damage is higher than the mid-chord damage.
This is expected because when we approach the leading edge; the suction
pressure on the upper surface is strongly reduced affecting consequently the lift
coefficient. The drag increase is higher for the quarter chord damage, where the
chord wise extent of the wake is greater than seen for the mid-chord.
For the effect of diameter, results show that lift increments dCL against
incidence for different values of the diameter and over the positive incidence
range ( > -2.5°), an increase of the hole size results in a decrease of the lift
coefficient.
This is expected because a larger damage size allows a greater through flow,
and perturbs even more the pressure distribution at the upper surface. Increasing
the hole diameter changes the jet shape from weak-jet to strong-jet.
The drag also increases with hole diameter over the entire incidence range.
Indeed, an increase of the diameter increases the wake area size. In order to
validate the numerical results and to assess that the numerical procedure is
performed truly, the experimental coefficients are also required.
The aerodynamic coefficients for damaged aerofoil from numerical solution
are compared to experimental coefficients of circle damaged aerofoil that were
available in [2] and [3]. It is observed that the trends of experimental and
numerical curves in the two figures are so similar to each other and there is a
very good consistency between the curves. In the worst case, the difference
between the values of CL and CD at the high incidence close to the stall is less
than 10%. In this incidence angle, the numerical error is at the highest value
because of stall phenomenon and causes this difference.
The difference between numerical and experimental results that is observable
in figure 6 is because of numerical error. Generally, the results show that the
numerical solution has no major error in modelling and solving the equations.
The constant difference between two curves is originated from numerical
sources such as turbulence modelling, boundary-layer capturing and truncation
error. It can be concluded from this diagram that numerical solution has been
performed truly and physical phenomena are correctly captured.

8

Conclusion

In this paper the various damages have been studied comprehensively by
numerical investigation and the results have been validated using the relevant
experimental results. The multi-block grid allows us to reduce time consumption
and enhances consistency and accuracy. It is concluded that the damages (circle
damage) give a reduction in lift and an increase in drag. These variations depend
on the incidence angle and the diameter (jet exiting from the damage hole). The
numerical simulation gives accurate results comparatively to experimental
results.
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Abstract
The fluid-structure interaction for an elastic cylinder in an axial flow was studied
numerically with the ALE method and the LES turbulence model. The
commercial CFD software Fluent is used as the fluid solver and the EulerBernoulli beam solver is embedded into Fluent by its user defined functions
(UDF). Two types of cylinder are included in this study. The motion for the first
type of cylinder is constrained in one lateral direction and for the second in two
lateral directions. The two types of cylinder are both released from their
equilibrium state. When the stiffness is kept large enough, only weak oscillatory
is induced by the flow. However, the motion of the cylinder induced by the flow
may become unstable in the form of either buckling or oscillatory, when the
stiffness becomes small enough. In this study, it is found that with the same
simulation parameters the first type of cylinder is buckled and the second has an
oscillatory. When buckled, the cylinder is located at a new state with weak
oscillatory. The oscillatory after the instability has much larger amplitude than
that before the instability.
Keywords: CFD, fluid-structure interaction, fluidelastic instability, buckling,
flutter.

1 Introduction
One of the most classical subjects in fluid mechanics is the flow over cylinder,
by which many interesting and significant phenomena are discovered such as
Karman vortex streets [1] and also by which, for example, one can get the KuttaJoukowski theorem, one of the most basic theorems in aerodynamics [2].
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However, this is almost for a rigid cylinder and the flow past a deformable
cylinder attracts more and more interest of researchers due to not only its
academic importance but also a lot of applications in engineering such as nuclear
station design, building and so on. In this case, the fluid-structure interaction
(FSI) will arise. FSI is a big topic and includes many aspects, nevertheless in this
paper we just focus on a slender deformable cylinder subjected to axial flow.
This problem has been studied by many researchers and a good recent review
was conducted by Wang and Ni in [3], where they also reviewed other FSI
systems besides the system in this paper. In 1966, Paidoussis [4] developed a
theory to deal with the dynamics for a single cylinder subjected to axial flow
based on the Lighthill theory [5], which was used to get the force related to
added mass, and Taylor’s theory [6], which was applied to calculate viscous
force imposed on the cylinder. The two kinds of force related to fluid flow and
other kinds of force all were imposed on the cylinder regarded as an EulerBernoulli beam in his theory [4]. Based on his theory, Paidoussis [4] concluded
that the stability of the system is determined partly by the dimensionless
velocity, the definition of which will be written in the following, i.e. the flow
damps the vibration for small dimensionless velocity while the cylinder may
become instable, either in the form of buckling or flutter, when this parameter
becomes large enough. He also conducted experiment to check his theory [7].
Taking gravity into account and modifying frictional force, Paidoussis also
developed his theory further [8], however still a linear theory, which was mended
further by Lopes et al. [9] into a nonlinear one for cantilevered cylinder in axial
flow. The basic conclusion based on this nonlinear theory and that based on the
linear theory have no crucial differences [10, 11]. In addition, the idea of
Paidoussis’s deriving his theory can be extended to several cylinders subjected to
axial flow [12–14].
When the flow velocity is small, the cylinder could vibrate but with small
amplitude. This kind of vibration, often called sub-critical vibration, is related to
the perturbation of flow field [15, 16]. Some former researchers used semiempirical methods to predict the amplitude of this kind of vibration [17–19]. But
one must have the loading distribution available from experiments in order to
adopt those methods in practice.
It is very manifest that one should consider both the fluid flow field and the
structure dynamics when he deals with FSI. In some simple cases, one can get an
analytic solution for the FSI system [20]. But unfortunately, on the other hand, in
the most cases one can not get a fluid flow field solution to give enough
information to the structure, even if the structure is not of complexity, e.g. the
FSI system in this paper, a cylinder subjected to axial flow. Even in the theories
mentioned above, the flow field is actually obtained based on some assumptions.
Thus in this paper, we simulate numerically the FSI system shown in fig. 1,
namely solve the fluid flow field in the arbitrary Lagrange-Euler (ALE) frame
with CFD and the cylinder dynamics equation numerically. The paper is divided
into four parts. The model and governing equations will be introduced in the
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second part, followed is the third part, where the numerical details will be
illuminated. In the last part, we will discuss the results and make a brief
conclusion.

Figure 1:

Schematic model.

2 Model and governing equations
The FSI system is shown in fig. 1, where D denotes the outer diameter of the
cylinder. The cylinder clamped at its two ends, 20D long with its inner diameter
0.88D, is located in the fluid flow confined by a cylindrical pipe that is the same
long as the cylinder with 4D diameter. The fluid could flow from one end to the
other, inducing the vibration of the cylinder. In this paper, we study two cases for
the model, in the first of which the cylinder is constrained only to vibrate in one
lateral direction, while in the second of which the cylinder can vibrate in two
lateral directions.
For the different cases respectively, the same parameters are adopted in the
simulation. The main parameters are listed in table 1, where the dimensionless
velocity υ and the mass ratio β are defined by eqns. (7) in section 4. The
Reynolds number Re is based on the hydraulic diameter, which is 3D, and the
inlet flow velocity υ0.
Table 1:

The parameters of calculation.

Case

1

Re

2
8×10

4

υ

6.0173

8.8997

6.0173

8.8997

β

0.4699

0.4699

0.4699

0.4699

First, it should be noted that the fluid flow velocity here is small and there is no
need to consider the compression of the fluid. Therefore the incompressible
Navier-Stokes (N-S) equations are one of the bases. Generally speaking, the fluid
domain deforms in the process of simulation due to the deformation of the
interfaces between the fluid and structure domains. To take into account the
deformation of the fluid domain essentially, one method for CFD is rewriting the
N-S equations as arbitrary Lagrange-Euler form, i.e. ALE N-S equations [20, 21]:
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  υ  0

 υ
2
  t   ( υ  υˆ )   υ   p   υ

(1)

where t, υ, p, ρ and μ are time, fluid velocity, pressure, density and viscosity

respectively; υ refers to mesh node velocity, which related to the deformation of
the fluid domain. One can find the detailed derivation in [20]. In eqns. (1), the
flow variables are solved in Euler frame as usual while the mesh nodes are
regarded in Lagrange frame. This is why eqns. (1) are called ALE N-S equations.
It is easily seen that eqns. (1) become the common N-S equations if the mesh

node velocity υ  0 . The large eddy simulation (LES) model [22, 23] is adopted
to deal with the turbulence and the Smagorinsky-Lilly model [22, 23] is utilized
as the subgrid-scale model.
The cylinder is considered as an Euler-Bernoulli beam and currently the axial
loading and gravity are ignored here. The coordinates system is shown in fig. 1
and right-hand. The dynamic equation is [24]

b A

 2u
 4u

EI
 q( z, t )
t 2
z 4

(2)

with u(z) being the displacement of cross sections in beam, EI, A, ρb being the
modulus of flexural rigidity, cross-sectional area, density of the beam,
respectively, q(z, t) being the loading on beam and calculated after the fluid field
is solved. Eqn. (2) is just for the vibration of cylinder in one plane (for example
x-z plane) and the dynamic equation for the other plane is ignored here, because
they have the same form. Eqn. (2) can be solved numerically by finite element
method (FEM), and the numerical details are explained in the following part.
The boundary conditions at two ends of the cylinder are both clamped as
mentioned above, which give

u z  L / 2 

u
z

z  L / 2

 u zL / 2 

u
z

0
zL / 2

(3)

with L = 20D being the length of the cylinder (see fig. 1).
In addition, the mesh is remeshed at each simulating step by spring analogy
[23], in which the nodes of mesh are considered as being connected by fictitious
springs whose stiffnesses are concerned with the locations of nodes. In this
paper, the fictitious spring constant between two nodes is assumed being inverse
proportion of their distance [23].

3 Numerical approach
The simulation on FSI actually needs to treat three distinct fields coupled
together [25]. The first field is fluid flow field governed by N-S equations, the
second is related to the structure deformation and the last one refers to the mesh
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motion. These three coupled fields give rise to three equations sets still coupled
together after discretization, making a great challenge for numerical simulation.
In the past years, to overcome this challenge, many researchers [25–28] proposed
many available numerical approaches, which, however generally speaking, can
be classified roughly into two major categories, monolithic [26] and partitioned
[25, 27, 28]. The monolithic approaches do not uncouple three numerical
equations sets and solve them simultaneously as one, while the partitioned
approaches solve them in sequence. The monolithic approaches have better
numerical stability [27] but cost more computational resources than the
partitioned ones. In practice, one of major difficulties in adopting the monolithic
approaches is that the programming codes for them should usually be rewritten
and can not reuse efficiently the already existing CFD or structure solvers.
Therefore, the partitioned approaches are still popular and applied in this study.
The applied partitioned scheme is shown in fig. 2 and the same as CSS in
[28]. The commercial software Fluent is utilized as the CFD solver, in which the
ALE N-S equations are discretized by finite volume method (FVM) [23], and the
structure codes by finite element method [29] based on eqns. (2) and (3) are
embedded into the former by its providing user-defined functions (UDF) [23],
some of which provide the access to controlling the motion of fluid domain mesh
in simulation. The algorithm of updating mesh has been explained above and is
implemented in Fluent. Firstly, the flow field is calculated by Fluent and
sequentially obtained is the loading exerted on the cylinder (regarded as a beam),
by which the structure codes determine the deformation of the cylinder, forming
new boundary for the fluid domain. Then Fluent updates the mesh and a new
cycle begins if needed. It should be noted that the fluid flow in all cases is
simulated with turbulence model.

Figure 2:

Simulation steps.

For the flow simulation, the first order implicit method for temporal
discretization and the bounded central differencing scheme for spatial
discretization are adopted with the PISO method for pressure-velocity
coupling [23]. For turbulent flow, the LES model is utilized with SmagorinskyLilly as subgrid-scale model [22, 23].
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Now, we focus on the discretization of eqn. (2). Through the standard
Galerkin procedure of FEM [29], it with eqn. (3) can be discretized as one
ordinary differential equations set

  Ku  Q
Mu

(4)

where M and K are global mass and stiffness matrices respectively;
u  [u1 , u 2 ,, u N ]T , a function of time t and z, is generalized displacements
vector of N nodes including two end nodes. For one certain node, its
generalized displacement consists of its displacement and rotation, i.e.

u i  [vi , i ]
with

(5)

vi and  i being displacement and rotation of ith node, respectively. M

and K are assembled by local mass and stiffness matrices respectively. One
can find the details on these local mass and stiffness matrices and how to
assemble them to global ones as well as how to get Q in [29 , 30] . Eqn . (4) is
solved by the generalized-α method, an extension version of HHT-α and
WBZ-α method, having the second-order accuracy and being unconditional
stable if its parameters are set appropriately [31].
The loading here includes pressure and frictional force, the same as proposed
by Paidoussis [4, 16] except the ignored axial force, i.e.

q i   (  p ij   ij ) n j dl .

(6)

C

where qi is the loading in eqn. (2) with i = x, y, τij is the deviatoric stress tensor
and nj refers to the normal vector of the cylinder, and C is its lateral perimeter.

4 Results and discussion
For convenience, following Paidoussis [4, 16], we define dimensionless velocity
υ, the mass ratio β, the dimensionless time τ and displacement by

  0 L

At
EI

, 

At
t
,  2
At   b Ae
L

dx 

u y ( z)
u x ( z)
, dy 
D
D

EI
,
 b Ae  At
(7)

where υ0 and ρ are the flow inlet velocity and fluid density respectively; L, ρb, At,
and Ae are respectively the length, density, total cross-sectional area and effective
cross-sectional area of the cylinder; dx and dy are the dimensionless displacement
in x direction and y direction respectively with ux and uy being the corresponding
displacement. Note that Ae is actually A in eqn. (2) and different from At since the
cylinder is hollow.
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The simulation parameters are shown in table 1, in which case 1 is related to
the case where only one direction vibration is calculated and case 2 to the other
one where the vibrations in two directions are both calculated. For different
cases, the cylinder is located initially at its equilibrium state and only induced by
fluid flow to vibrate. By increasing or decreasing stiffness of the cylinder, we
can make the dimensionless velocity smaller or lager and thus focus on the effect
of the latter for generalizing, by which the effect of the former can be easily and
clearly concluded. In this paper, the effect of β is not discussed.
Fig. 3 shows the displacement histories of two cross sections of the cylinder
in x direction for the case 1, where ζ is dimensionless length based on the
diameter of the cylinder and ζ = 0, 20 means two ends of the cylinder
respectively. These two cross sections have the almost most maximum
displacement and thus the following results also focus on them.
It can be found from fig. 3 (a) that the oscillation amplitudes are small, about
maximum 0.01D with D diameter of the cylinder, when the dimensionless
velocity υ equals 6.0173. This kind of oscillation is almost around the initial
equilibrium position of the cylinder and attributed to the turbulence as we
mentioned above and called sub-critical vibration. However, when υ is increased
to 8.8997, or equivalently the stiffness of the cylinder is decreased, as shown in
fig. 3 (b) one dramatic vibration is induced distinct from that shown in fig. 3 (a).
At the beginning, the oscillations with small amplitudes are induced till τ = 1.0 as
they are when υ = 6.0173, after which the displacements rapidly increase to a
large value about maximum 0.6D within a short time and then will never do
visibly. Consequently, the cylinder oscillates around a new position with an
approximate maximum amplitude 0.025D lager than that when υ = 6.0173. It
indicates that the cylinder is buckled at a new position. This phenomenon is one
type of fluidelastic instability and in particular discussed for the cylinder
subjected to axial flow by Paidoussis [4, 7, 16].
We now move on to the case 2, where the cylinder can vibrate in two
directions. Fig. 4 shows the vibrations of two same selected cross sections in two
directions when υ = 6.0173. The oscillating amplitudes in two directions are also
small, about maximum 0.05D in x direction and 0.03D in y direction. No matter
in x and y directions, the oscillating is almost around the initial equilibrium
position of the cylinder. This is similar to that shown in fig. 3 (a) and also this
oscillation should be related to the turbulence. Nevertheless, when υ = 8.8997,
the difference between case 1 and case 2 is apparent. Fig. 5 shows the vibrations
in two directions when υ = 8.8997. Initially, the cylinder vibrates around its
equilibrium position and then deviates rapidly from this position. The deviation
is followed by an oscillation with the amplitude approximately maximum 0.1D
in x direction and 0.2D in y direction both much larger than that after rapid
increasing of the displacement shown in fig. 3 (b). This oscillation is different
from the initial oscillation that should be only about 10-3 to 10-2D [16] and thus
could not be mainly associated with the turbulence but due to another kind of
fluidelastic instability called flutter. Comparing fig. 3 (b) and fig. 5, one can
further find that the time of the displacement rapidly increasing onset in the
former is after that in the latter, together with the fact that the buckling usually
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occurs at a smaller value of the dimensionless velocity than the flutter [4, 16]
concluding that the FSI system here is more stable when the cylinder is
constrained only to vibrate in one direction than when it can vibrate in two
directions.

(a)

(b)
Figure 3:

Dimensionless x-displacements of two cross sections of the
cylinder in the case 1 when (a) υ = 6.0173 and (b) υ = 8.8997.

The buckling is not predicted by Paidoussis theory [4] for his considering a
specific model similar to the model in this paper, but by recent nonlinear theory
[32], the buckling is possible for a similar clamped-clamped system. The value
8.8997 of the dimensionless velocity for buckling (in case 1) or flutter (in case 2)
is different from that of fluidelastic instability onset suggested by ModarresWIT Transactions on Engineering Sciences, Vol 74, © 2012 WIT Press
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Sadeghi et al. [32], which is about 2π for buckling and 21.6 for flutter. It should
be noted that the numerical method in this paper is much difficultly applied to
predict the value of the dimensionless velocity after which the fluidelastic
instability occurs, since it is impossible to simulate sufficient cases for different
dimensionless velocities due to long time cost in numerical simulation. The
value 8.8997 may not be one of fluidelastic instability onsets for the FSI system
in this paper. Another reason for this difference should be attributed to the
difference between the FSI systems in this paper and [32]. However, the results
here are qualitatively consistent with those in [4, 16, 32].

(a)

(b)
Figure 4:

Dimensionless (a) x-displacements and (b) y-displacements of two
cross sections of the cylinder in the case 2 when υ = 6.0173.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5:

Dimensionless (a) x-displacements and (b) y-displacements of two
cross sections of the cylinder in the case 2 when υ = 8.8997.

In summary, for the FSI system in this paper, the numerical results shows that
only small oscillation of the cylinder is induced when the dimensionless velocity
is small enough while the fluidelastic instability occurs when it is large enough.
However, due to the fluidelastic instability, the cylinder is buckled when it can
vibrate only in one direction and oscillates with large amplitude when it can
vibrate in two directions. This is qualitatively consistent with the conclusions of
[4, 16, 32]. By the definition of the dimensionless velocity (see eqn. (7), it is can
be concluded that when the stiffness is kept large enough, only weak oscillatory
is induced by the flow, however, the FSI system becomes unstable if it is small.
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Abstract
The present paper describes preliminary results of numerical simulation of VIV
(vortex-induced-vibration) phenomenon around a pivoted circular cylinder
subject to steady flow. The present flow model is based upon the Navier-Stokes
equations with velocity-pressure formulation. The governing equations are
solved through the Spectral Element Method (SEM), which possesses the
property of high-order spatial accuracy as proposed by Karniadakis and Sherwin
in their book Spectral/hp Element Methods for CFD. The solution procedure and
characteristic aspects of the present modelling and numerical method are briefly
stated. The coupling method of the body motion with the flow problem is
restated from the viewpoint of the present problem. A series of numerical
estimation of VIV flow characteristics have been carried out for varying
parameters of the problem such as the reduced velocity and damping parameter,
etc.
Keywords: vortex-induced vibration, pivoted cylinder, spectral element method,
coupling of body motion with flow.

1 Introduction
In general, VIV (vortex-induced-vibration) problem is focused upon reduction
and suppression of VIV as noted in Blevins [2] and Sarpkaya [3]. As indicated
by Raghavan [4], and Bernitsas and Raghavan [5], however, it seems to be
probable to extract considerable energy from VIV phenomena. For example,
Professor Bernitsas has developed an energy extraction device known as
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VIVACE (Vortex Induced Vibration Aquatic Clean Energy) which converts
ocean and river current energy to electricity (Bernitsas et al. [6]).
MOERI/KORDI is also developing its own energy extraction device which
utilizes a pivoted circular cylinder subject to background current flows.
The present paper consists as follows. The physical problem under
consideration is introduced. Flow model and governing equation are briefly
explained. Numerical method and solution procedure are addressed. Some of
numerical results of a specified configuration are presented.

2 Physical problem under consideration
As shown in Fig. 1, a submerged cylindrical body is pivoted to a column and
exposed to VIV due to background fluid flow such as ocean currents. As stated
above, the present device is conceptually associated with the earlier development
done by Prof. Bernitsas’ group in the University of Michigan.

Figure 1:

A schematic diagram of the VIV problem of a pivoted circular
cylinder subject to steady flow.

3 Flow model and governing equation
Coordinate system and modeling of present problem is shown in Fig. 2. Rotation

vector of the body can be denoted by (t ) = (0,0, (t )) for the present case of
2D. So, the angular velocity and acceleration can be obtained by time derivative


of the rotation vector as  (t ) and  (t ) , respectively. We also assume the flow
domain has rectangular shape, and there is no free surface.
We describe the present flow problem by using the viscous incompressible
flow model. For the present problem in which we need to describe the grid
movement due to vortex induced body motion, we can apply ALE (Arbitrary
Lagrangian-Eulerian) framework. Hence, the corresponding set of governing
equations can be modified as follows.
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u
1
(1)
 N u , w   p  Lu   f in V (t )
t


  u  0 in V (t )
(2)
 
 
where u ( x , t )  (u, v, w) is the velocity vector, w( x , t ) the ALE mesh velocity

vector, p ( x , t ) the pressure field,  the density of the fluid,  the kinematic

viscosity of the fluid, and f the body force that can include the effect of noninertial reference frame. The underlying Cartesian coordinates is denoted by the

spatial coordinates x and by the time coordinate t . We can define as
 
 




N (u , w)  (u  w)  u and L(u )    u  (u )T . So, the partial time
derivative of the velocity is taken for a given fluid particle or a pseudo-particle in
general. It is also assumed that the fluid domain, V (t ) can be time-varying for
generality of the formulation. With ALE concept, the partial time derivative in
the above is taken on the mesh frame under consideration.



Figure 2:



Coordinate system and modeling of the problem.

For the body boundary condition, we specify the impermeable condition as
follows.
 
(3)
u  ub in b (t )


 


where ub  (t )  (r  rCR ) with rCR  ( xCR , yCR , zCR ) to denote the position
vector of the center of rotation, i.e. the pinned position of the rod.
In the present paper, we apply the boundary conditions at truncation
boundaries as follows.
(4)
u  U , w  0 in x  x L
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w  0, s  u  (u )T  n  0 in z  z L , z H




u  U , s  u  (u )T  n  0 in x  x L





(5)
(6)

where U denotes the outflow velocity, and x  xL , x  xR , z  z L , z  z H mean
the left, right side and low, high side of the truncated rectangle of the flow


domain. The vectors s and m (pointing to z-axis in 2D problems) are an orthonormal vector pair lying on the tangent plane, and related to the unit normal
  
  
vector as n  s  m . Hence, the vector pair, ( s , m, n ) constitutes the orthonormal curvilinear coordinates.

With the ALE methodology, the motion of the mesh nodes, X is described
as

dX 
(7)
w
dt
with an operator equation for the mesh velocity vector,

Εw  0
(8)
where Ε stands for the elliptic operator which governs the grid motion. Its type
is chosen depending upon the problem in consideration. For example, the
Laplace equation was utilized by Ho and Patera [7], and Robertson et al. [8]. On
the other hand, Rabier and Medale [9] adopted a Lagrangian-Eulerian kinematic
method by the way of an elastic problem for the mesh displacement field rather
than a standard ALE formulation. A similar approach can be found in Bouffanais
and Deville [10].
The boundary condition on the ALE mesh motion is also to be carefully
specified. On the free-slip boundary, ALE mesh nodes move with the fluid
particle as follows.
          
(9)
w  u  (u  n )n  (u  s ) s  (u  m)m in s
This guarantees the velocity compatibility on the free-slip boundary. The
Dirichlet-type boundary specifies the velocity vector and the corresponding
boundary is stationary in space and time. So, we may apply the following
constraint.
 
(10)
w  0 in D

4 Equation of body motion
In the case of 2D problem, the equation of body motion can be written as
follows.
(11a)
J b  Cb  K b  Text (t )
where  denotes the angle of rotation of the body. The coefficients J b , Cb , K b
are the moment of inertia, damping factor, and stiffness of rotation, respectively.
The external moment, Text can be obtained from the equation.

Text (t )  e3 
r  rCG   pn   u  u T  n ds
(12)



Sb (t )
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where rCR means the position vector of the center of rotation, i.e. the pinned

position of the rod, and e3  (0,0,1) for the present case. For simplicity of the
derivation and notation, the equation (11a) can be normalized as follows:
(11b)
  20 b   02  Text* (t )
*
with definitions such as 0  K b / J b ,  b Cb / 20 J b , Text
 Text (t ) / J b .

Based upon the proposed values of preliminary design, some variations of the
parameters such as the length of the connection rod, mass moment of inertia,
damping factor, and stiffness are compared with in this study by numerical
simulation.
In order to couple the body motion with the fluid flow, we need to transfer the
velocity and acceleration on the body surface to the flow solver. Thus, we can
use the following relationship.

(13)
ub  (t )( y  yCR , x  xCR ) in b (t )

where we use (t )  (0,0,) . The acceleration is written as follows.



 
 

(14)
ab  (t )  (r  rCR )  (t )  (t )  (r  rCR )


Thus, in the present case we have

(15)
ab  (t )( y  yCR , x  xCR )  (t ) 2 ( x  xCR , y  yCR , ) in b (t )
For the present case of rotating circular cylinder, the body boundary can be
defined as
x  xCR  Rr cos  2   y  yCR  Rr sin  2  Rc2
(16)
where the parameter  is the angle of the point on the cylinder surface, R r
means the distance from the center of rotation and center of the cylinder, and Rc
the cylinder radius.

5 Higher-order splitting scheme and SEM
For numerical solution of the ALE N-S equations, we utilized the high-order
splitting scheme for pressure and velocity coupling by using stiffly-stable time
integrators. It was originally developed by Professor G.E. Karniadakis
(Karniadakis and Sherwin [1]), which is utilized in this study with some
modification. Detailed procedure is thus omitted and a brief introduction is
given.
The high-order splitting scheme is applied as follows.
 J 1

~ J 1 


u    q u n  q   t    q N u n  q , wn  q  f n 1  in  n
(17)
 q 0

q 0
~
~ ~
t
(18)
u  u   p n 1 in  n

~
~


 0u n1  u   tL u n1 in n
(19)
i

i
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The superscript refers to the time level index, and J i the order of the time
integration, and  0 ,  q and  q the coefficients for stiffly stable time integration.
Readers are referred to Karniadakis and Sherwin [1] for values of the integration
coefficients for different orders. The time step size,  t is fixed throughout the
time marching in this study.
The primary reason for using the present time integration scheme is due to
necessity of attaining the high-order accuracy and robustness in time. The stifflystable time integration scheme is known to be very accurate and stable.
Particularly in SEM, the condition number is very large compared with other
discretization schemes and so the conventional time integration scheme such as
the Adams-Bashforth and Runge-Kutta methods may give rise to numerical
instability.
The present study is based upon the previous development known as Nektar
which was originally due to Prof. Karniadakis at Brown University, USA. Thus
in this paper, we can skip most of the details and just cite relevant references
such as Karniadakis and Sherwin [1]. Etc. It should be noted that the grid motion
is directly obtained by using ALE concept which is implemented on the
framework of NEKTAR.

6 Coupling method of FSI (fluid-structure-interaction)
Coupling of the flow dynamics with body motion is realized mainly through time
marching procedure. In the above, we mentioned the type of time-stepping for
fluid flow. So, the remaining part is the equation of body’s rotational motion,
and data transfer and connection between fluid part and structure part, which are
discussed below.
The conventional method is based upon the Newmark-family time marching
as in Papaioannou et al. [11] and Placzek et al. [12], etc. When we are interested
in explicit time marching, any type of time integration scheme can be utilized in
principle only if it guarantees numerical stability. However, the practical issue
seems to be efficiency and accuracy as well; i.e. a choice is preferred when the
type of time marching algorithm for structure part does not deteriorate the level
of accuracy of solution method of fluid part, particularly in time-axis. The
present method for this FSI problem is briefly explained in the below.
At first, the angular motion of the pivoted cylinder can be described by
n 1
n 1
n 1
n
J   C 
K 
T
(20)
b

b

b

ext

where the superscript denotes the time step, while the subscript means subn
iteration step. Hence, Text stands for the hydrodynamic torque that can be
calculated by using the previous time step.
Within this framework, the way to describe  n and n can construct the time
integration scheme and also can determine its temporal accuracy and stability.
The present choice for time discretization is a Newmark scheme which can be
written as
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(21a)



(21b)

It is known that the accuracy of the scheme is dependent upon the parameter
set of ( ,  ) . In this study, (  ,  )  (0.25,0.5) is used.
The whole process for each time step can be summarized as follows.
i) Solve the equation for the solid part with the last solutions of the fluid
part.
ii) Obtain the angular displacement, velocity, and acceleration using Eqs.
(21a) and (21b).
iii) Calculate the translational velocity and acceleration for the next timestep on the body boundary and transfer those values to fluid flow solver.
iv) Solve the governing equation of fluid motion, and the corresponding
mesh field.
v) Compute the traction on the interface between and the solid and the
fluid and find the torque acting upon the body.
vi) Repeat the processes i) to v) up to the termination time.

7 Numerical results and discussion
In this section, we discuss the numerical results of the present VIV problem of a
pivoted circular cylinder for varying parameters with the developed numerical
method. A typical grid system for present VIV simulation is shown in Fig. 3. As
shown, rectangular grids are utilized, and the order of the interpolation of
spectral elements was 5 or 6 for most of the cases of simulation.
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Figure 3:

A typical grid system for present VIV simulation.

We restrict ourselves to the case of R r / Rc  3 for preliminary test
simulation for which we have experimental data. In this case, the flow is incident
from the upstream side and the pivoting point is located downstream. The
normalized mass moment of inertia was 9.089 for the present case.
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In the first place, an example of computational time series data of angular
displacement, velocity, acceleration, and hydrodynamic torque of the cylinder is
shown in Fig. 4. The Reynolds number was 200, the reduced velocity was 5, and
the damping factor was 0.07 for this case. Figure 5 depicts how the cylinder is
moving in the plane for the same case. Figure 6 and 7 correspond to pressure and
vorticity contour plots for this case at a specified time instant. It is noted that the
vorticity contour plot shows some discontinuities around mesh boundary because
of relatively coarse grid density in the downstream side.
0.8
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0

-0.4
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Angular velocity
Angular acceleration
Hydrdynamic torque

-0.8
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0
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40
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Figure 4:

Time series of variables such as angular displacement, velocity,
acceleration, and hydrodynamic torque of the cylinder
( Rr / Rc  3.0 , Re  200 , U r  U / 0 Rc =5,  b 0.07 ).

Figure 5:

Trajectory
of
the
cylinder
U r  U / 0 Rc =5,  b 0.07 ).
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Figure 6:

Pressure
contour
plot
( t  49.4 , Rr / Rc  3.0 , Re  200 ,
U r  U / 0 Rc =5,  b 0.07 ).

Figure 7:

Vorticity contour plot ( t  49.4 , R r / Rc  3.0 ,
U r  U / 0 Rc =5,  b 0.07 ).

Re  200 ,

We compared the present numerical results in Fig. 8 with the experiment
performed by Choi et al. [13]. It is noted that in the experiment the cylinder is
connected to the multi-hinged bars which is also guided to a generator unit. The
detailed features of the experiment are referred to the paper cited in the above.
The figure indicates that the present numerical method under-predicts the
performance of the rotational VIV motion of the cylinder. We note that the
present value of damping factor in simulation was found by some series of decay
test in the experiment. We suppose that the present numerical method contains
appreciable level of numerical damping because the numerical results is similar
to the no load case rather than to the zero resistance case.
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Computation (Navier-Stokes; Re=2,000)
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Figure 8:
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VIV response for various reduced velocity ( R r / Rc  3.0 , for the
computation, the damping factor was chosen as  b 0.07 ).

The actual range of Reynolds number of the experiment was 4.74  10 4
 Re  1.625  10 5 , while for present simulations we tested the case of 200
 Re  2,000 . Since the higher Reynolds numbers cause the present numerical
method to show an unstable motion in time. As an intermediate conclusion, it is
required to utilize the strong coupling scheme as noted in Baek [14], and Baek
and Karniadakis [15]. By resorting to this robust method, it is expected that we
can go up to a very high Reynolds number case without unstable solutions.
Another reason for this discrepancy is attributed to the one dimensional
simplification to the experimental arrangement of multi-hinge connection. A
significant feature to be addressed further is the effect of the generator unit on
the VIV motion of the cylinder. These three aspects will be studied further.
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8 Summary and conclusion
The present paper described some preliminary results of numerical simulation of
VIV phenomenon around a pivoted circular cylinder subject to steady flow. The
present flow model and method utilized an SEM-based N-S solver, which are
originally developed by Professor G.E. Karniadakis’ group. Numerical treatment
for movement of the body was done by using ALE approach. The solution
procedure and characteristic aspects of the present modeling and numerical
method were briefly stated. The present method of coupling of the body motion
with the flow problem is based upon a kind of weak coupling scheme. A series
of numerical estimation of VIV flow characteristics were carried out for a given
parameter set. By comparing with experimental results, it has been found out that
there is a great need to utilize a strong coupling scheme and to refine the
modeling of the multi-hinge connection of the system, which will be sought
sincerely for the forthcoming paper.
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Droplet interaction and dynamic wettability of
advanced materials used in aeronautics
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Abstract
In aircraft icing applications the interaction of Super-Cooled Liquid Droplets
(SLD) with the forward facing surfaces of an aircraft is of outmost importance,
as it influences the consequent icing that ensues on the structure. In this study,
empirical results are shown that characterize different droplet splashing scenarios
onto polymeric matrix composites reinforced with carbon nanotubes. Results are
presented for droplet interaction upon advanced pristine and eroded aerospace
materials based on a numerical scheme, that identifies different splashing features
into distinct categories. The purpose of utilizing the dynamic wetting analysis
scheme is to numerically represent the type of splashing events that are evident
on the experimental photographs. Images are presented for splashing features
on different surfaces and their similarities and differences are discussed based
on the analysis. Hydrophobicity and hydrophilicity of the different specimen
surfaces are further examined based on both static and dynamic contact angle
measurements and a correlation between the two modes of wetting is presented
for the aforementioned materials.
Keywords: dynamic wettability, contact angle, droplet interaction, carbon
nanotubes, aeronautics.

1 Introduction
The potential usage of advanced materials such as polymeric matrix composites
and carbon nanotubes have widely been recognized due to the number of
possible applications where these materials may present desired characteristics. In
aerospace applications, composite materials are widely being considered because
of their higher stiffness and strength [1]. The present study investigates the
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interaction of droplets on advanced materials and the resulting splashing that
occurs empirically. This interaction is comparable to the splashing that occurs upon
the airframe of an aircraft, flying through a cloud formation or when subjected to
precipitation. Weathering effects due to extended service operations of aircraft in
flight may occasionally result in structural wear on the airframe and erosion as
described in an extensive review by Gohardani [2]. For this purpose the considered
specimens have been modified by erosion, in order to investigate the role of surface
morphology on the ensuing splashing structures.
Wetting characteristics outside aerospace sciences have been examined in a wide
range of applications, where in particular the role of wetting on micro and nanostructures in biological applications, has been studied for plant surfaces [3], insect
wing structures [4] and animal locomotion on the surface of water layers [5].

2 Experimental details
2.1 Experimental setup
The experiments in this study are carried out at the vertical droplet tunnel located
at Cranfield University, United Kingdom. The tunnel is located next to the main
Icing Tunnel, with the flow in both tunnels powered by a centrifugal backward
curved suction fan, capable of producing flow rates, ṁ ∈ [30, 100] kg·s−1 . The
temperature range T ∈ [−30, +5] ◦ C is attained by the refrigeration plant which
has a capacity of 400 kW. Upon generation of the flow, the air from the fan is
directed through a duct into a heat exchanger for cooling and directed into a
steering dish in the adjacent vertical tunnel where it gets accelerated toward the
test section. A droplet generator equipped with an interchangeable platinum nozzle
orifice disk is placed on top of the steering dish.
Upon entering the contraction section of the vertical droplet tunnel, the mono
dispersed droplets are accelerated towards the test section, where the gentle
contraction length of 5 meters, ensures that no aerodynamic breakup of the droplets
occurs. The test section is situated on top of two control valves, capable of
regulating the locus of the stagnation point. The target specimen is placed on a
designed target holder, that allows for vertical position adjustment of the specimen.
This is essential in order to account for the range of different specimen thicknesses
within the study. The incident angle of the oncoming air in relation to the target
is α = 70◦ . Upon contact with the target area the flow is bifurcated and exits the
tunnel through the control valves into the air inlet of the main Icing Tunnel, where
it gets regenerated by the fan. The droplet diameter in this study has been confined
to d = 400 µm, with three different free stream velocities U∞ ≈ {35, 50, 60}
m · s−1 , in accordance with expected number of splashing structures for statistical
purposes. The mono dispersed droplets are ejected from the orifice of the droplet
generator at a frequency of fd ≈ 12 kHz. Figure 1 shows the experimental setup
for the dynamic wettability experiments.
The illumination of the target area is attained by directing the light from an
LED through a collimating lens system. The LED device is strobed with a pulse
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Figure 1: The experimental setup for the dynamic wettability experiments with
notations: (A) Vertical droplet tunnel, (B) droplet cloud, (C) CCD
camera, (D) laser sheet, (E) laser, (F) control valves, (G) LED strobing
device, (H) collimating lens, and (I) specimen target. The right hand
side image depicts a schematic corona structure with virtual planes
i0 , . . . , iN , with im showing the mid-plane.

period T = 40 ms and pulse length of τ = 5 µs which results in approximately one
strobe per acquired frame of the experiment. The image acquisition is actualized by
employing a Sony XCD-SX90 camera operated at 30 FPS. The camera is equipped
with a 50 mm lens and 13 mm extension. The distance between the camera and the
wall of tunnel dW = 50 mm, the LED and the collimating lens dC = 40 mm, and
further between the collimating lens and the wall of the tunnel is 100 mm.
The optical magnification of the experimental image is hence 0.32. The images
are acquired upon utilizing a graphical user interface on a personal computer.
2.1.1 Integrated view
As the LED light is captured along the length of the specimens, splashing features
are apparent in the volume of space along the width of each specimen. The
image acquisition camera is focused on the mid-plane of the specimen surface
as denoted by im in Figure 1. This entails that any structure appearing within
this plane of sight will appear entirely in focus on the experimental photographs.
Equally, a deviation from this plane will result in structures appearing not entirely
in focus. However, as the employed illumination within the depth of field is
adequate, even off-plane splashing features are distinguishable. This approach
hence results in capturing of most splashing events, at the expense of them
appearing simultaneously on similar locations along the width of the specimen
which may result in distinction of certain features becoming intricate. It is notable
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that as the LED light travels through all virtual planes i0 , . . . , iN , an integrated
view is visible upon image acquisition.
2.1.2 Planar view
In order to estimate the local liquid water content on the specimen surface, a
laser sheet with a 2 mm width was used to illuminate the exact half-width of
the specimen, where the camera was focused parallel to the oncoming droplets.
Upon entering the laser sheet, the droplets were illuminated and visible as distinct
features upon image acquisition. The finite thickness of the laser sheet further
implied that very few unfocused droplets were observed.

3 Experimental specimens
A total number of 8 different materials referred to hereafter as specimens
A−H were utilized in this study in two different prescribed conditions; as
supplied and in an eroded condition. The majority of these are established epoxy
resins commonly used within the aerospace industry with addition of carbon
nanotubes as a reinforcing agent. Specimens A and B are both combinations
R
R
LY564/Aradur
2954 with the exception that specimen B also
of Araldite
R
features multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) at a 0.5% wt. Graphistrength
R
R


C100. Specimen C is Araldite DBF/Aradur HY956EN base resin with
R
10% wt. aluminium nitride nanoparticles. Specimens D−G are Araldite
R

MY0510/Aradur 976-1 combinations where D and F have 0.5% wt. MWCNT.
Finally specimen H is a gelcoat consisting of a SW404/ XB5173 combination. All
considered material specimens have dimensions, (L × W ) = (30 × 20) mm2 with
different thickness values of H ∈ [1, 9] mm.
In the pristine state, no morphological treatment to the specimen surface is
applied. This condition replicates instances where no material degradation has
been observed upon implementation of the material on an aircraft during flight.
The second state is an eroded state of the material, which is attained upon its wet
blasting by using alumina. The choice of this abrasive stems from the need to
obtain a fine degradation of the material without catastrophic failure. An eroded
state of the material is obtained from an accelerated testing technique. However,
this approach allows for establishment of surface morphology modifications on
the resulting wetting characteristics of the materials. The surface roughness of the
specimens prior and after wet blasting is measured by a Surtronic instrument. The
average value of the surface roughness pre-erosion Rap , surface roughness posterosion Rae and the percentage change in surface roughness ∆Ra are shown in
Table 1.
3.1 Methodology
The methodology comprises of determining the type of specimen based on its
wetting characteristics, by employing the flowchart in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Flowchart for the data processing methodology based on empirical
results.

Initially, a predefined free stream velocity U∞ at which the sample photographs
are acquired is chosen by the user. This velocity determines the local liquid water
content based on a numerical scheme that identifies the droplet cloud distribution
from experimental photographs and provides an averaged histogram of the cloud
spatial distribution on the target. Static and dynamic wetting photographs in the
pre- and post-erosion state of the specimen are further used as inputs to the
numerical specimen detection scheme. The resulting photographic information
is upon input, processed based on a number of Graphical User Interfaced tools
R
, as shown in Figure 3. Upon post-processing of the data,
developed in M ATLAB
a decision matrix determines a probability factor which is attributed to a specific
specimen.

R
Figure 3: Autonomous corona measurement tool developed in M ATLAB
. The
tool outputs the projected area of the corona A, angles α and β, and
distances H, W1 , W2 and other image related properties.
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4 Data acquisition
4.1 Liquid Water Content
By utilizing a laser sheet for a given free stream velocity U∞ , a sequential
monitoring of the cloud scatter was actualized. The acquired photographs were
digitally processed based a numerical approach which subdivided each photograph
into 10 regions with the same size along the length of the specimen. The
photographic stack of 347 images, was after contrast enhancement, processed by
a droplet counting scheme which determined the number of droplets in each subregion. The averaged number of droplets within a sequence of images, in a given
zone were further given by

 n
1 
Rj =
Di
(1)
n i=1
j

where i = {1, 2, . . . , n}, j = {1, 2, . . . , 10} and n is the number of frames equal to
347. Upon known number of droplets, a similar approach for estimation of the local
Liquid Water Content (LW C) as Ide [6] was employed. For a constant droplet
 the LW C can be expressed as
diameter, d and total sample area for the bins A,
ρπd3 
Rj
LW C ∼
=
 ∞t
6AU
i

(2)

where ρ is the water density, t is the sampling time, U∞ is the free stream
velocity, and the sum refers to the total number of droplets. The local liquid water
content for free stream velocities U∞ ≈ {35, 50, 60} m · s−1 was estimated to
LW C ∼
= {0.38, 0.16, 0.02} g · m−3 . Figure 4 shows the averaged number of
droplets within 10 equally sized bins at three different free stream velocities for
a sampling duration of 10 seconds. The lack of droplets between the first and last
bin for free stream velocities above 35 m · s−1 indicate that lower local LW C
values are observed with an increasing U∞ . For statistical purposes U∞ ≈ 35
m · s−1 hence provides more reliable empirical results compared to the other free
stream velocities.
4.2 Contact angle measurements
Both static and dynamic sessile drop methods were employed, in order to obtain
angles at which the droplets move along the surface of the specimen. These
methods convey results about the surface energy using Young’s equation
γSG − γSL − γ cos(ϕ) = 0

(3)

where γ is the surface energy and the subscripts SG and SL denote solid-gas and
solid-liquid respectively. In the static sessile drop method, the angles between the
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Figure 4: The number of averaged droplets within each bin Rj , designated by
a dark color for the first bin and a bright color for the last bin, for
different free stream velocities U∞ ≈ {35, 50, 60} m · s−1 along the
non-dimensional specimen length, .

interfaces at SG and SL are measured by utilizing a protractor. For the dynamic
sessile drop method, the drop is modified by either dispensing or retracting its
volume, resulting in an advancing angle θA or a receding angle θR , measured by
a protractor. This method allows for an assessment of the homogeneity of the
specimen, as droplets can be deposited on different locations on the specimen
surface. In this study an averaged value of five measurements placed on different
locations on the surface are presented. Hysteresis ψ, can in this context be defined
as ψ ≡ θA − θR . The equilibrium Young contact angle θC can also be expressed
in terms of the advancing and receding angles [8] as


ΓA cos(θA ) + ΓR cos (θR )
θC = arccos
(4)
ΓA + ΓR
where ΓA,R ≡ {sin3 (θA,R )/(2 − 3 cos(θA,R ) + cos3 (θA,R ))}1/3 . Table 1, shows
the advancing, receding, equilibrium Young contact angle and their corresponding
hysteresis.
4.3 Image analysis
4.3.1 Static wetting
The static wetting of the specimens is assessed by employing contact angle
measurements on both pristine and eroded specimen surfaces. The experimental
setup for the contact angle measurements is shown in Figure 5. The specimen is
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Table 1: Surface roughness on the specimens in the pre- and post-erosion state
given by Rap and Rae respectively. The percentage increase and decrease is
given by ∆Ra = (Rap −Rae )/Rap . The advancing angle θA , receding angle
θR , hysteresis ψ and the equilibrium Young angle θC for each specimen
are shown with the pristine value in the left and the eroded value to the
right in each column.
Notation

Rap [µm]

Rae [µm]

∆Ra

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

5
0.74
0.8
0.2
1.2
0.2
0.8
0.6

4.24
4.4
3.74
3.98
3.92
4.06
2.32
2.98

−0.152
4.946
4.946
3.675
2.267
19.30
1.90
3.967

θA [◦ ]
110
93
80
87
93
90
82
117

75
90
90
80
70
68
110
90

θR [◦ ]
22
33
17
28
32
28
32
60

11
6
10
10
8
13
22
8

ψ [◦ ]
88
60
64
58
62
62
50
57

64
84
80
70
62
55
88
82

θC [◦ ]
22
35
18
30
33
30
34
63

11
6
10
10
8
14
22
8

positioned on a table with a vertical adjustment capability and illuminated by a
light emitting diode with a diffuser, which provides a uniform illumination of the
droplet.
The setup is utilized for measurement of the advancing and receding contact
angles on the different specimen surfaces.

Figure 5: The experimental setup for the contact angle measurements, with
notations: (A) Eye piece fitted with a protractor, (B) specimen,
(C) generated droplet, (D) LED with diffuser, (E) vertical adjustable
table, and (F) syringe and spring device fitted with a micrometer.
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Table 2: Non-dimensional parameters for the prescribed free stream velocities, U∞
in m · s−1 .
K

Ca

ξ∗

6 725

49 856

0.55

3.03 − 3.04

13 725

101 747

0.78

3.32

146 567

0.94

3.47

U∞

Re

We

35

12 271

50

17 530

60

21 035

19 764

4.3.2 Dynamic wetting
The splashing phenomenon is often related to different non-dimensional
parameters such as the Reynolds number Re ≡ (ρU
√∞ d)/µ, the Weber number
2
d)/σ, the Ohnsorge number Oh ≡ We/Re, and the Capillary
We ≡ (ρU∞
number Ca ≡ We/Re, where d is the droplet diameter, ρ defines the density, U∞
is the free stream velocity, µ is the dynamic viscosity and σ denotes the surface
tension. The spreading factor ξ ∗ ≡ dmax /d, can further be expressed as [7]
∗

ξ =





We + 12
3 1 − cos(θA ) +

4We
√
Re

(5)

Table 2, shows the non-dimensional parameters for the considered free stream
velocities.
It is notable that the influence of the advancing angle on the spreading factor is
nominal for the considered cases as it influences the maximum spread diameter,
dmax with less than 5%. From Table 2, it is evident that dmax ∈ [3.0d, 3.5d]
where d, is the initial diameter of the droplet. Representative photographs for each
specimen in its pristine and eroded state respectively, are shown in Figure 6.

5 Discussion
The general observation for the wetting characteristics of the considered
materials exhibits that specimens in the pre-eroded state are mainly hydrophobic as indicated by the formation of discrete water beads upon wetting. With
modifications to the surface morphology by erosion, a partial or complete water
film is apparent on all specimens.
The difference between the specimens in the post-eroded state is therefore,
solely determined by the number of streams along the specimen surface. For
the specimens exhibiting completely continuous water films, these streams merge
to one coherent water film flowing along the specimen surface. By contrast,
specimens with partial wetting characteristics have a discrete number of streams
separated by non-wetted regions between them.
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Figure 6: Pre- and post-erosion photographs of splashing structures on specimens
A−H. The brightness and contrast of the images have digitally been
enhanced for visualization purposes.

6 Conclusions
Dynamic wettability of the considered materials exhibit seemingly similar wetting
characteristics in the pristine state of each material, with the materials being
largely hydrophobic. Upon erosion, the formation of water films on the specimen
surfaces, indicate a more hydrophilic behavior. Despite the complexities of
image processing for different static and dynamic wettability arrangements, a
methodology has been developed that discriminates between different empirical
photographs of hydrophobic and hydrophilic specimens based on a numerical
scheme. This scheme has thus far provided satisfactory results based on postprocessing of the empirical photographs. For more adequate results however
new modules have to be added to this methodology that would allow for better
identification rules of different materials, based on their wetting characteristics.
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Abstract
This paper discusses modelling of water droplet heating and evaporation in
humid air. The effect of black body spectral radiation of the air temperature on
the combined heat transfer in the water droplet has been evaluated. A combined
analytical and numerical method of investigation is applied. Securing the balance
of energy fluxes in the droplet with a confidence of one hundredth of a percent,
the method of fastest descent has been used to determine the droplet surface
temperature. Thermal state and phase transformation dynamics for the warming
droplets heated in a humid air environment are modelled under conductive and
combined conductive-radiative heating.
Keywords: humid air, water droplet, combined heat and mass transfer, droplet
heating and evaporation, condensation.

1 Introduction
The research of water droplet heat and mass transfer is connected with
application of sprayed water technology in power energy and other industries.
The problem of droplet evaporation has been researched for more than a hundred
years [1]. Demand to improve technology which employs liquids in the sprayed
form requires further understanding of combined heat and mass transfer
processes in liquid droplets under wide range of conditions. Applied methods for
investigation of heat and mass transfer in liquid droplet are systematically
reviewed in [2]. There has been an objective for particular consideration of
unsteady combined heat and mass transfer processes in recent years [3–9]. The
methods developed for analytical and numerical investigation of droplet
combined heat and mass transfer allows modelling of more complex processes
and their interactions.
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The above mentioned phenomenon is relevant to nuclear industry and
specifically to durability of boiler tubes. Hence, understanding of factors
affecting tube metal degradation is significant to nuclear safety of the plant. The
relevant degradation mechanism depends on tube wall metal and the
environment properties it operates in. The risk of stress corrosion cracking is
applicable to stainless steel tubes, which normally operate with superheated
steam, but under certain operational conditions have likelihood of droplet
carryover into that section of the boiler.
Water droplet heating and evaporation can be modelled in different ways.
Various aspects of heat and mass transfer can be considered: droplet slipping in
steam flow will affect convection, droplets in steam are also heated by
convection, but radiation of the surroundings determines if heating is combined
heating. Sprayed droplet initial temperature and dispersity are also very
important factors affecting heat and mass transfer. The condensation process
requires the presence of vapour in the droplet surroundings. The initial droplet
temperature affects if heat and mass transfer on the droplet surface will be for
condensation or evaporation. For small droplets of diameter of microns range it
is necessary to evaluate the influence of Knudsen layer to droplet evaporation. In
the case when droplets are large the influence of surroundings radiation must be
evaluated. Each of these factors contributes essential peculiarities for heat and
mass transfer modelling [9–11].
The results of analysis of heating and phase transformation for larger droplets
on their surface in humid air are presented in this paper.

2 Formulation of the problem
The intensity of phase transformations at the droplet surface determines water
vapour flux [12]:
mv 

Dvg v
Tvg , R R





p  pv,


pv, R  pv,  v  p ln
 pv,  pv, R  .


R
p p

g



v, R



(1)

The influence of Knudsen layer for large-scale droplets evaporation is
negligibly small, and steam and gas mixture temperature near the droplet in
expression (2) is comparable to the droplet surface temperature: Tvg , R  TR . The
droplet surface temperature determines the regime of phase transformations –
when it is below the dew point temperature the water vapour of humid air
condenses on the droplet surface. When heated droplet surface temperature
reaches dew point temperature the regime of phase transformation changes and
droplet starts to evaporate. Air humidity is defined by volumetric part of water
vapour pv  pv , / p . The driving force of diffusive evaporation is defined by the

water vapour pressure difference near the droplet and in humid air. The effect of
Stefan hydrodynamic flow on the intensity of evaporation is evaluated by
logarithm in expression (1). The droplet surface temperature is determined by
heat flow interaction at the surface. This temperature must secure the heat flux
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in-flow and out-flow balance. Assumption of heat and mass transfer process
quasi-stationarity enables to describe the heat flow balance by the condition:
vg



T r , 
1  BT
qk  qk  q f  0;
Tg  TR  ln

 mv L .
R
BT
r r  R 





(2)

Logarithmic function of Spalding heat transfer number in the expression (2)
takes into account effect of Stefan hydrodynamic flow on the intensity of
convective heating of evaporating droplet. Water circulation in the droplet has
not been considered. It is assumed that there is no phase slippage in humid air
flow carrying water droplets. The incident spectral radiation onto droplet is
partially reflected and partially absorbed in the semitransparent droplet. The
direction of vapour flux is determined by the logarithmic function in expression
(1), and it is considered being positive in the case of evaporative regime. The
temperature gradient for combined conductive-radiative heat transfer process in
the droplet is described by expression [10]:
T r , 
2
 2
r r  R  R
1

Rc p
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n 1
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n
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r

0

  R 

R

(3)

Flux density of radiation in spherical semitransparent droplet is calculated
according to methodology [10] and the complex refractive index of water is used
in accordance with [13, 14] recommendations. The Spalding heat transfer
number takes into account the radiation absorption by droplet and temperature
gradient in it [15]. The expression (2) is solved numerically. The time step is
chosen freely. Instant droplet surface temperature is determined by the iterative
method of fastest descent. Imbalance of heat fluxes on the droplet surface is
achieved to less than one hundredth of a percent. After calculating the vapour
flux on droplet surface in accordance with expression (1) the volume change of
spherical droplet in time step Δτ is determined by:
 V 
 4R 2 mv .


(4)

To determine the droplet surface temperature its volume is assumed constant
during time step Δτ while conducting iterative calculations. This ensures the
stability of the numerical iterative scheme. The droplet volume is revised for
every next time step.

3 Results and discussion
The analysis has been conducted for water droplets of various initial
temperatures in the humid air (of pv  0.2  0.95 ) of 700 K and 0.1MPa.
Conductive heating has been modelled assuming that droplets in air are stagnant.
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In the case of combined heating by conduction and radiation the external black
body radiative source with air temperature has been assumed. Droplet
evaporation process is significantly influenced by the degree of moisture in the
air (Fig. 1). Curves describing the change of heat and mass transfer parameters
presented in the dimensionless form of Fourier number scale are general for all
conductively heated droplets. The initial water temperature and air parameters
must be defined.
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Evaporation of conductively heated water droplets in humid air.
pv, : (1) 0.2, (2) 0.4, (3) 0.6, (4) 0.8.

The droplet volume dynamics R 3  Fo  / R03  R  Fo  strongly depends on air
humidity and sprayed water temperature. Volume of the low initial temperature
droplets increases during the primary stage of phase transformations due to
vapour condensation on their surfaces and expansion of warming water. The
droplet volume is increasing for certain duration due to expansion of warming
water during the initial stage of the droplet evaporation regime. The evaporating
droplet volume starts to decrease when the process of water evaporation exceeds
water expansion process. The effects of above mentioned competing processes to
the dynamics of droplet volume reach equality and are visible on the volume
dynamics curve R  Fo  as an extremum point (Fig. 1). The droplet volume of
high initial water temperature does not have volume expansion stage and its
volume starts to decrease immediately. Rapid volume decrease is caused by
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intensive evaporation process and shrinkage of cooling water. Water droplets
quite quickly reach equilibrium evaporation regime. Equilibrium evaporation is
defined as a phase transformation regime during which heat delivered to the
droplet by the surroundings is solely consumed for droplet evaporation, i.e.
q f  Fo  Foe   q . The beginning of equilibrium evaporation for conductively
heated droplets is also indicated as convergence of curves q f  Fo  and qk  Fo  .
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Heat fluxes on the droplet surface for conductively heated cold
droplets. pv, : (3) 0.2, (4) 0.4, (5) 0.6, (6) 0.8; R0  0.0001m.

The temperature of the conductively heated droplets does not change during
the equilibrium evaporation regime (Fig. 3). The equilibrium evaporation
temperature is reached by intensive droplet heating for low initial temperature
droplets (Fig. 3a) and intensive cooling for high initial temperature droplets
(Fig. 3b). The distinct non-isothermality is observed during the initial stage of
phase transformations. The droplet non-isothermality diminishes when
approaching the regime of equilibrium evaporation. The near equilibrium
temperature is first reached by the subsurface layers in the droplet and later by
the central layers of the droplet.
During the unsteady phase transformations not only the droplet temperature
changes rapidly, but also the heat fluxes at the droplet surface change
significantly (Fig. 4). This is caused by the initial water droplet temperature and
their way of heating.
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The influence of initial water temperature to the droplet
temperature dynamics for conductively heated droplets during the
initial stage of phase transformations. pv, : (1) 0.2, (2) 0.4, (3)
0.6, (4) 0.8.
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Heat fluxes at the droplet surface for low and high temperature
droplets during unsteady phase transformation regime for the
conductive heating case (k) and the combined heating case (k+r).
pv, : (1) 0.2, (2) 0.4, (3) 0.6, (4) 0.8.
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The influence of radiation to phase transformations for larger droplets is more
significant (Fig. 5). Intensive heating of low initial temperature droplets up to
dew point temperature is caused by intensive vapour condensation process
(Fig. 4a). When the droplet is heated conductively, then the intensity of water
warming is determined by conductive heat flux on the internal side of the droplet
surface, and in the case of combined heating – by the total heat flux. The total
heat flux on the internal side of the droplet surface during the regime of
condensational phase transformation is q 0  Foco   qk  qr  q f  co , where
term qco approaches zero. At the moment of phase transformation regime
changeover the condition qk  q k is valid. Accelerating process of evaporation

inhibits water warming in the droplet: qh Foco  Foe   qk  qr  q f . The phase
transformation heat flux during the unsteady evaporation regime is
q f Foco  Foe   q  q . The dynamics of heat fluxes during the unsteady
evaporation regime determines the initial spayed water temperature and the ways
droplet are heated (Fig. 4). The influence of heating manner is especially distinct
for low temperature droplets (Fig. 4a). Conditions for absorbed radiation in the
semitransparent droplet to participate in the water evaporation process establish
only when droplet temperature field of negative gradient is formed. The
conductive heat flux becomes zero at the moment of the vector direction
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changeover for droplet temperature field gradient. Later it increases to qk,e  qr
(Fig. 4a). The condensational phase transformation regime for the high initial
water temperature droplets is impossible. The temperature field of negative
gradient is formed immediately at the start of evaporation. The rapid cooling of
the droplet is caused by very intensive evaporation process (Fig. 4b), which is
associated with the participation of cooling droplet internal energy. The droplet
cooling is slowing with approach to the equilibrium evaporation regime and the
influence of the droplet internal energy reduces. For equilibrium evaporation
regime the gradient of temperature field in the droplet ensures participation of
the droplet absorbed radiation flux in the evaporation process.

4 Conclusions
The regime of unsteady phase transformations for water droplets in humid air is
short and droplets rapidly reach the characteristic equilibrium evaporation
temperature. Nonetheless, the regime of unsteady phase transformations for
interaction of heat and mass transfer processes in sprayed water systems is very
significant. The way of droplet heating and water initial temperature play an
important role during this phase transformation regime.
The process of water vapour condensation, which is contained in air, causes
rapid warming of low initial temperature droplets to the equilibrium evaporation
temperature. The participation of droplet internal energy in the evaporation
process determines rapid cooling of high initial temperature droplets. The initial
water droplet temperature does not influence heat transfer processes during the
equilibrium evaporation regime.
The effect of radiation to temperature dynamics and phase transformations is
more significant for droplets of bigger size than for smaller ones. The influence
of radiation is very significant for conductive heat flux dynamics in the cold
water droplets.

5 Nomenclature
a – thermal diffusivity, m2/s; BT – Spalding heat transfer number; cp – specific
heat, J/(kg K); D – mass diffusivity, m2/s; Fo – Fourier number; k – conductive
heating; k+r combined heating; L – latent heat of evaporation, J/kg; m – vapour
mass flux, kg/(s.m2); n – number of terms in the infinite sum; p – pressure, Pa;
q – heat flux, W/m2; R – radius of a droplet, m; Rμ – universal gas constant,
kg/(kmol K); r – radial coordinate, m; T – temperature, K; V – droplet volume,
m3; η – non-dimensional coordinate; λ – thermal conductivity, W/(m K); μ –
molecular mass, kg/kmol; ρ– density, kg/m3; τ – time, s;
Subscripts: C – droplet centre; co – condensation; e – equilibrium evaporation;
f – phase transformation; g – gas; k – conductive; m – mass average; r –
radiative; R – droplet surface; rt – dew point; v – vapour; vg – vapour-gas
mixture; 0 – initial state;  – far from a droplet; Σ – total.
Superscripts: + – external side of the surface; - – internal side of the surface.
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Abstract
We report the results of experiments and numerical calculations of compression
and coalescence in a monodisperse oil-in-water emulsion upon centrifugation.
A custom-built setup allows in-situ monitoring of a rotating bilayer of emulsion
droplets using an optical microscope. The oil volume fraction in a compressed
layer of oil droplets stabilized against coalescence was measured experimentally
as a function of time for different radial accelerations. The sedimentation was
simulated using CFD in order to test the applicability of the computational method
and the Ishii-Zuber drag law for very high dispersed phase volume fractions.
Quantitative agreement of emulsion sedimentation as a function of time between
the experiments and simulations is good at higher accelerations, but decreases
with decreasing accelerations. Coalescence in a centrifuged emulsion, which
was destabilized prior to centrifugation by adding sodium chloride, was also
quantified. The growth of a pure oil phase on top of the droplet layer was measured
as a function of time. From the growth rate, a characteristic time for droplet
coalescence with the pure oil phase was deduced. The experimental method may
serve as a tool to study the compression and coalescence kinetics of emulsions
under enhanced gravity, which may be of use to assess emulsion stability for
industrial applications. Possible improvements of the current experimental setup
are also discussed.
Keywords: emulsion, compression, coalescence, microscopy, droplet, CFD,
drag law.
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1 Introduction
The behavior of dense emulsions in flow fields with radial accelerations is of major
importance for separation processes using cyclonic devices or centrifuges. Major
examples are separation of crude oil and water during oil production, and milk
processing in the food industry. The design of these separation processes is often
strongly based on the results of Computational Fluid Dynamics, which has become
an important tool for the process industry in recent years. For reliable modeling,
information about the sedimentation rate, and kinetics of coalescence and breakup
of droplets in a dense emulsion under enhanced gravity is needed.
A key parameter for modeling is the choice of the drag law for droplets as it will
impact the calculated rate of sedimentation. For dense droplet-laden flows, the drag
law of Ishii and Zuber is often used [1]. The Ishii-Zuber drag law is an extension
of the well known Schiller-Naumann drag law [2]. It can be applied to flows with
higher volume fractions of the disperse phase by incorporating hindered settling.
As a droplet moves through the fluid it will induce a motion of the continuous
phase and thereby deform the surrounding fluid. When other droplets are present
in this surrounding fluid they will be subjected to this deformation as well. Due the
Laplace pressure, the surrounding droplets will resist deformation more than the
continuous fluid, leading to a higher local viscosity acting on the moving droplet.
Therefore, the drag for these dense systems is modeled by assuming similarity to
the single droplet case and using an expression for the mixture viscosity instead of
the continuous phase viscosity. Besides the Ishii-Zuber drag law, other drag laws
have been proposed for dense systems [3]. Still, the Ishii-Zuber law is a popular
choice for CFD since it can be applied for a wide range of multiphase systems and
flow parameters.
In addition to applying proper relation for the drag law, a correct prediction
of the droplet size distribution and its effects on the flow field will increase
the accuracy of multiphase flow CFD. In multiphase CFD, droplet breakup and
coalescence kinetics can be taken into account using the approach of population
balance equations (PBE) [4]. Analytical hydrodynamic models to predict the
timescale of coalescence between two droplets have been proposed, which cannot
generally be applied to dense flowing emulsions under enhanced gravity, however.
Apart from analytical models, input for the coalescence functions in PBE modeling
can also be provided by experiments, in principle. For oil/water separation
applications, the kinetics of coalescence between droplets will impact the rate of
separation. The mean droplet size will increase in the system when coalescence
dominates over breakup, which will then accelerate the separation.
The dynamics of coalescence in centrifuged emulsions have been recently
investigated by us using a tabletop centrifuge [5]. From the experiments, we
derived characteristic coalescence times of the droplets in the emulsion as a
function of the radial acceleration and surfactant concentration. Analysis of the
samples was performed ex-situ, however, which increased the experimental error
and made the experiments time-consuming.
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In this paper, we present a study of compression and coalescence in an emulsion
under enhanced gravity using a custom-built centrifuge, which allows in-situ
microscopic observation of the emulsion during centrifugation. The degree of
compression in a stable emulsion is expressed as the oil volume fraction in
the compressed droplet layer. We compare the experimental results with CFD
calculations to test the applicability of the computational method and the IshiiZuber drag law to high dispersed phase fractions. Further, we measure the rate of
coalescence in an unstable emulsion as a function of the radial acceleration. From
the coalescence experiments, characteristic times for coalescence of a droplet with
a pure oil phase under enhanced gravity can be derived.

2 Experimental and computational methods
2.1 Chemicals
Sodium n-dodecyl sulfate (SDS, ACS reagent, ≥ 99%) and sodium chloride
(NaCl, ACS reagent, ≥ 99%) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Sylgard 184
Silicone Elastomer kit was purchased from Dow Corning. As dispersed phase
Sil180 silicone oil (Dow Corning) was used. At 293 K, the density of Sil180 is
931 kg m−3 and the viscosity 10.4 mPa s. Aqueous solutions of NaCl (5 wt%)
and SDS (10 mM) were prepared with Millipore water. The density of the 5 wt%
aqueous NaCl solution was 1032 kg m−3 at 293 K. The density difference between
pure water and the oil is ∆ρ = 69 kg m−3 , and for the salt solution and the oil
∆ρ = 101 kg m−3 .
2.2 Microcentrifuge experiments
For the microcentrifuge experiments, a custom-made setup was used. Figure 1A
displays a photo of the experimental setup. The setup consists of a disk, which
is connected to a DC motor. The range of accessible rotation frequencies f is
1.5 Hz < f < 100 Hz. A sample holder can be mounted on the disk. The distance
r between the center of the sample holder and the motor axis is 10 cm. The
radial acceleration a is given by a = (2π f )2 r. The range of accelerations is thus
3.95 m s−2 < a < 39500 m s−2 , or 0.402 < a/g < 4020, if expressed in multiples
a/g of the normal gravitational acceleration g = 9.81 m s−2 . For the entire range
of a/g the induction time of the motor to reach 95% of the desired acceleration
was < 0.5 s. The disk and the motor are enclosed in a protective housing. The
entire assembly is placed on a custom-made plate, which is mounted on an inverted
optical microscope (Axiovert 200, Zeiss). Three set screws allow to align the
sample with the objective of the microscope. A high-speed camera (Y4-S2, IDT
Inc.) is connected to the microscope. A software trigger was used (Motion Pro
Studio, IDT Inc), which triggered recording when at least one pixel in the image
was not black, indicating that the sample chamber, which is transparent, is passing
by the microscope. A frame rate of 5000 Hz and an exposure time of 100 ns were
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Figure 1: Panel A: photograph of the experimental setup. Panel B: sketch of
the sample chamber used for the centrifuge experiments. The chamber
is made from two PDMS disks. The bottom disk contains a channel
of dimensions 5.25 × 1 × 0.2 mm−3 , where the emulsion is inserted.
Panel C: photograph of a oil-in-water emulsion in the sample chamber.
The oil phase was Sil180 silicone oil, the aqueous phase a 10 mM SDS
solution. The top layer of a bilayer of monodisperse droplets with a mean
diameter 79.3 µm is displayed. The position of the second droplet layer
is indicated by the dotted circles.
used for the experiments. The recorded images were processed with the program
ImageJ using custom-written scripts.
A drawing of the sample chamber, which is placed in the sample holder, is
displayed in Figure 1B. The sample chamber consists of two parts, which are
made from polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). The bottom part contains a channel
(dimensions 5.25 × 1 × 0.2 mm3 ), which is open to one side. The top part of the
sample holder contains no features. The parts are made from mold casting using the
Sylgard Elastomer Kit, which consists of liquid PDMS and a curing agent [6]. The
top and bottom part are chemically bonded together after exposure to an oxygen
plasma. Before each experiment, the sample chamber was exposed to an oxygen
plasma to render the chamber walls hydrophilic, in order to enable wetting of the
channel walls with the continuous phase [6].
Monodisperse droplets of Sil180 silicone oil in a 10 mM aqueous SDS
solution were produced with a microfluidic T-junction. The experimental setup
and parameters have been described previously [7]. An oil-in-water emulsion with
a mean droplet diameter d = (79.3 ± 0.8) µm was obtained. The emulsion was
stable for the entire duration (∼ 4 weeks) of the experimental work. The emulsion
creamed in the storage flask; droplets were removed from the dense layer using
a pipette and injected into the sample chamber. The mean oil volume fraction φ0
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in the creamed emulsion layer was measured by removing 1 µl of sample and
counting the number of droplets after spreading of the test volume on a microscope
slide. From ten measurements φ0 = 0.72 ± 0.03 was obtained. Figure 1C displays
a photograph of the emulsion in the sample chamber. The droplets have a circular
cross section and form a bilayer. In the image shown, the image was focussed
on the top layer of droplets. The second layer of droplets is visible only diffuse,
the position of the droplets relative to the first is sketched by the dotted circles in
Figure 1C.
2.3 Numerical calculations
CD =

24
(1 + 0.15Re0.687
)
m
Rem

(1)

The Reynolds number based on the mixture viscosity is defined as
Rem = ρw | uo − uw | d/ηm . Finally, the mixture viscosity is given by

ηm = ηw (1 − φ )−2.5

ηo +0.4ηw
ηo +ηw

(2)

Here ηo and ηw are the dynamic viscosities of the oil and water respectively.
The governing equations were solved using the commercial CFD package Ansys
CFX 13.0. A mesh of 3.3 million hexahedral elements and the use of double
precision executables are required to capture the steep gradients in volume fraction
and to avoid strong oscillations near that gradient in the numerical solution. A no
slip condition is imposed on the walls. The use of a spatially varying centrifugal
force lead to numerical oscillations in volume fraction. Therefore, a constant body
force is used here. Due the large radius at which the chamber is placed compared
to its dimensions of the error made here is smaller than 1%. All other parameters
used in the calculation, such as d, a and φ0 are matched with the experimental
values. As initial condition a homogeneous emulsion with φ0 is used.

3 Results and discussion
3.1 Emulsion compression
Figure 2A displays a contour plot of the oil volume fraction φ in the sample
chamber during centrifugation obtained from the CFD calculations at 103g after
10 s of centrifugation as an example. Due to the density difference between
the two phases (∆ρ = 69 kg m−3 ), oil is concentrated at the right side of the
sample chamber. At the left side of the sample chamber, pure continuous phase
is accumulated. The transition between the oil-rich and oil-free layer is sharp, as
can be seen from a cross-sectional plot of φ along the y-axis (Figure 2B). In the
oil-rich layer, φ (y) increases with increasing distance from the boundary between
the two layers, and eventually reaches unity. From the φ (y) profiles we calculate
an average oil volume fraction φc of the oil-rich layer, in order to compare the
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Figure 2: Examples of results of the numerical calculations. Panel A: Contour plot
of the oil volume fraction in the sample chamber during centrifugation
at 103g, 10 s after the start of centrifugation. Panel B: cross-sectional
profile of the oil volume fraction along the y-axis at x = 0.5 mm,
extracted from the contour plot in Panel A.

CFD results with the experiments. For the example shown in Figure 2B, φc = 0.87
is obtained.
Two images from the compression experiments are shown in Figure 3 as
an example. Panel A displays the emulsion at rest before centrifugation. The
mean volume fraction of oil is φ ≈ 0.72 . Panel B displays a snapshot of the
emulsion during centrifugation at 231g, 5 s after the start of centrifugation.
Upon centrifugation, droplets are accelerated towards the axis of rotation, thereby
forming a dense layer. From the height of the compressed droplet layer hc and
the total height of the liquid column ht we can calculate the averaged oil volume
fraction φc in the compressed layer, φc = φ0 ht /hc . For the example shown in
Figure 3B, we obtain φc ≈ 0.83. Figure 3 displays φc as a function of time, obtained
from the experiments and CFD calculations, for three different radial accelerations.
The experimentally measured φc (t) increase with time, but eventually approach
asymptotic values. For a given time, φc increases with increasing acceleration.
The maximum volume fraction for hard spheres is ≈ 0.74, which is close to
the experimentally measured value of the monodisperse dense droplet layer from
where the emulsion was sampled. For droplets, higher packing fractions can be
achieved, as droplets are deformable. The Bond number Bo = ∆ρ gd 2/σ compares
the magnitude of body forces and interfacial tension forces. For our system, at the
smallest acceleration of 103g, we obtain Bo ≈ 0.11, which indicates that droplet
deformation will take place [9], and that the measured values of φc > 0.72 are
physically reasonable. The maximum oil volume fractions at the corresponding Bo
are: φc,max (Bo = 0.11) = 0.75, φc.max (Bo = 0.25) = 0.79 and φc,max (Bo = 0.55)
= 0.90. The φc (t) curves obtained from the CFD calculation also increase with
increasing t, and φc (t) also increases with acceleration for a given t. The curves
do not approach an asymptotic value, however, and for 103g and 231g also differ
quantitatively from the experimental data.
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Figure 3: Panel A: photograph of the emulsion at rest. The droplet diameter
is 79.3 µm, the oil volume fraction is 0.72. Panel B: Photograph of
the same emulsion as in panel A after 5 s of centrifugation at 231g.
hc and ht indicate the height of the compressed emulsion layer and
total height of the liquid column, respectively. Panel C: mean oil
volume fraction φc in the compressed droplet layer as a function of
time for different accelerations. Filled symbols are the results from
microcentrifuge experiments. Each data point is the average of 4
individual measurements. The error bars are 95% confidence intervals.
Open symbols are the results from the CFD calculations.

The agreement between the φc (t) curves which were experimentally measured
and calculated from CFD is not good, both from a quantitative and qualitative point
of view. Generally, the calculated values overestimate the experimental values.
One reason for the discrepancy is the fact that in the computational model the
oil volume fraction will eventually approach unity for any radial acceleration,
as the dispersed phase is not treated as discrete particles, but as a continuous
medium. This is a direct consequence of the averaging procedure carried out in
the derivation of the two-fluid model. In the experiments, on the other hand, there
will be a maximum value of the oil volume fraction for a given Bo, for each radial
acceleration. The applicability of the computational method for high dispersed
phase fractions may be enhanced by imposing a maximum dispersed phase fraction
φmax that can be reached in a given volume element for the CFD calculations.
In addition, the expression for the mixture viscosity was derived for a dilute
suspension of liquid spherical droplets by Taylor [10]. Later, Roscoe derived
an expression for the mixture viscosity for solid spheres at higher volume
fraction [11]. The two expressions are combined in the mixture viscosity in
the Ishii-Zuber drag law. However, Taylor assumes spherical droplets, while in
the present experiments considerable deformations are seen. Furthermore, while
some deviations from the spherical shape are permitted according to Roscoe, his
derivations of the mixture viscosity assumes a very wide particle size distribution.
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Here, a monodisperse emulsion is used. These deviations in the experiments
from the assumptions in the model derivation also contribute to the observed
discrepancies in the results.
3.2 Emulsion coalescence
The kinetics of emulsion breakup were investigated with the same system that
was used for the compression experiments. Oil-in-water emulsions stabilized by
10 mM SDS are highly stable due to the colloidal forces that prevent droplets
from coalescing [12]. The addition of inorganic electrolytes is known to promote
coalescence in emulsions stabilized by ionic surfactants such as SDS, due to a
decrease of the electric double layer repulsion between the droplet interfaces [12].
One drop of emulsion with a volume of 350 nl and φ = 0.72 was added to the
sample chamber. The sample was then briefly centrifuged to push all liquid to the
bottom of the chamber. Then, a droplet of a 5 wt% NaCl aqueous solution (350 nl)
was added to the sample chamber. A snapshot of the sample chamber after addition
of the two solutions is displayed in Figure 4 (photo at the left). The concentration
of SDS after addition of the NaCl solution changed to 5 mM and the concentration
of NaCl to 2.5 wt%. The interfacial tension of Sil180 and an aqueous phase with
this composition was measured to be 5.4 mN m−1 . Emulsions prepared in this
way were centrifuged for 10 minutes at different accelerations in the range 64
< a/g < 2260. Figure 4 displays snapshots of an emulsion centrifuged at 864g at
different times. The droplets are compressed at the top of the emulsion. A layer
of pure oil, which grows with time, is visible after 1 minute of centrifugation.
As continuous phase is flowing from top to bottom in the emulsion due to the
enhanced gravitational acceleration, the film of continuous phase between droplets
is always thinnest in the top layer of the emulsion. A thinner film is more likely to
rupture, hence coalescence takes place mostly in the top layer of the emulsion.
In addition to coalescence between oil droplets and the pure oil homophase,
coalescence between droplets in the emulsion layer was also observed. This is best
visible in the snapshot in Figure 4 taken after 10 minutes. The extent of drop-drop
coalescence was not evaluated in this work, as the presence of a droplet bilayer
causes problems for automated image analysis.
The volume fraction of coalesced oil xc = Vc /Vt was evaluated. Vc and Vt are
the volumes of coalesced oil and total volumes of oil in the system, respectively.
Figure 5A displays three curves xc (t) as examples. Curve 1 was recorded at 2260g
acceleration, curves 2 and 3 were recorded at 1282g acceleration. For curve 1, xc (t)
increases approximately linearly until xc = 1 is reached, which indicates that all
oil from the emulsion has coalesced. From a linear fit to the data points for which
xc < 1 we calculate a mean coalescence rate rc = dxc /dt. For curve 2, xc < 1 for
the duration of the experiment. The difference in slopes between curves 1 and 2
indicates that the coalescence rate is larger for 2260g acceleration as compared
to 1282g. It was often observed that coalescence took place before centrifugation
was started, as a few seconds passed between addition of the NaCl solution and the
start of centrifugation. Curve 3 in Figure 5A displays an example where significant
coalescence occurred before centrifugation and thus the intercept of the linear fit
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Figure 4: Snapshots of an emulsion after addition of a 5 wt% NaCl aqueous
solution during centrifugation at 864g centrifugal acceleration. The
picture at the left displays the sample chamber after additions of 350 nl
emulsion and 350 nl NaCl solution. The other photos display the sample
chamber at different times of centrifugation. The sketch at the right
schematically displays the distribution of phases during centrifugation.

Figure 5: Relative volume fraction of coalesced oil xc as a function of
centrifugation time for three individual experiments as examples. The
dotted lines are linear fits to the data points. The curves are discussed in
detail in section 3.2.
xc (t) at t = 0 would deviate strongly from zero. The first data point was taken after
one minute centrifugation, xc (t) increased approximately linear from this point on.
The slopes of curves 2 and 3 differ significantly from each other, even though
experiments were performed at the same acceleration. The scatter of the data points
was generally large, which is visualized in Figure 6A displaying rc as a function
of the relative radial acceleration a/g obtained from individual measurements.
The reason for this large scatter is currently not known. For each value a/g,
5-7 individual measurements were performed and the average value rc  was
calculated. Even though the error bars in Figure 6A are large, rc  increases
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Figure 6: Mean relative coalescence rate rc (panel A) and mean coalescence time
τ (panel B) between a droplet and the pure oil phase as a function of
the relative acceleration a/g. The open circles in Panel A are results of
individual measurements, the filled circles are average data points from
5-7 measurements. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals.

approximately linearly with increasing a/g. The coalescence rate rc is not a
universal property, as it depends on the area of the pure oil/emulsion interface
Ai . A more general parameter is the characteristic coalescence time τ , which is the
time it takes for the thin film of continuous phase between the droplet and the pure
oil phase to drain and rupture. We have shown previously that τ can be calculated
as τ = Ai φt /4V0qt rc [5]. Ai is given by Ai = hw, where h and w are the channel
height and width, respectively. φt is the dispersed phase volume fraction in the top
layer of the emulsion, for which we will assume φt = 1. V0 is the total volume of oil
in the system, qt is the ratio of cross-sectional area Ad and volume Vd of a droplet
in the top layer of the emulsion, qt = Ad /Vd .
From the images we see that the droplets in the top layer are deformed. If we
assume the droplets to be in the shape of a rhombic dodecahedron, which is a
common approximation for deformed droplets in a dense emulsion layer, then we
obtain qt ≈ 2.29/d, where d is the diameter of an undeformed droplet of the same
volume. The coalescence time τ is displayed in Figure 6B as a function of the
relative radial acceleration a/g; τ decreases with increasing a/g.
In the simplest model for film drainage, a circular film forms at the droplet
interface which is parallel with the pure oil interface. The coalescence time τ is
then given by: τ = 12πηc r4f /Fh2c [13]. ηc is the continuous phase viscosity, r f the
film radius, F the compressive force and hc the critical film thickness, at which
coalescence will occur. The equation predicts a decrease of τ with increasing
compressive force, which was observed in our experiments.
Several factors will cause quantitative deviation of the experimental data from
this simple model, however. Firstly, the film radius itself will depend on the
compressive force, an estimate is given by r2f = Frd /2πσ , where rd is the droplet
radius and σ the interfacial tension [12]. Due to the confinement of droplets in a
dense emulsions, r f cannot increase arbitrarily with F, but will take on a maximal
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value at a certain force. Secondly, the critical film thickness is mostly only known
as an order-of-magnitude estimate, and is thus a considerable source of error, as
τ ∝ h−2 . Thirdly, as the coalescing droplet is surrounded by a dense emulsion, the
flow of continuous phase may be significantly impeded due to the high hydraulic
resistance of the network of channels of continuous phase that is formed between
the emulsion droplets, as compared to film drainage between an isolated drop and
the pure oil interface. Fourthly, the experiments were performed with a micellar
solution as the continuous phase. The presence of micelles may further modulate
the interaction force between the droplets at distances < 100 nm [12], which is
difficult to quantify. Hence, a quantitative description of the coalescence dynamics
cannot be done in a reliable manner, and we restrict ourselves to the qualitative
discussion given above.

4 Conclusions
We investigated the sedimentation and coalescence of monodisperse emulsions
under enhanced gravity using in-situ microscopy. The novelty of the experimental
approach is that it allows direct optical monitoring of emulsion droplets during
centrifugation at high g-forces.
The agreement between the emulsion compression experiments and numerical
simulations was not good for two of the three employed radial accelerations.
Possible reasons for this are the loss of interfacial physics due to the averaging
procedure used for the two-fluid model and also the disagreement of the
experiments with some of the modeling assumptions. We would like to point out
that the results demonstrate that the Ishii-Zuber drag law, which is very popular,
should be employed critically in CFD calculations simulating multiphase systems
with high dispersed phase fractions and/or under conditions where enhanced
gravity would cause significant droplet deformation.
In the coalescence experiments it was found that the coalescence rate increased
approximately linearly with a/g. This behavior was explained qualitatively with a
simple film drainage model.
Improvements of the current experimental setup are possible for future work.
In order to study coalescence between droplets in the emulsion, a monolayer of
droplets must be produced to allow for a better visibility of individual droplets.
As we want to work with droplet diameters < 100 µm because of their relevance
for industrial applications, the height of the sample chamber needs to be ≤ 100
µm. When using PDMS as chamber material, we observed that channels of height
≤ 100 µm and width = 1 mm collapsed due to downward bending of the lid.
To avoid this, the sample chamber can be made from glass. The procedure of
destabilizing the emulsion by addition of salt may cause coalescence before the
start of centrifugation. The destabilization can be triggered in a more reproducible
way by choosing a photo-destructible surfactant, that will lose its emulsifying
capability upon irradiation of the sample with light [14]. This is expected to reduce
the statistical uncertainty of the measured coalescence rate.
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Abstract
This paper presents a steady state two-phase flow model including new choking
criteria for one-dimensional conservative systems. As a first step, this model is
used to study the flow in the motive nozzle of an ejector. Mechanical
disequilibria and momentum exchange between phases are taken into account
and the numerical scheme uses the SIMPLE algorithm. Numerical results are
compared to experimental and previous numerical results from the literature.
Keywords: critical two-phase flow, critical location, steady state model.

1 Introduction
The steady state flow of compressible fluid through convergent-divergent
nozzles covers various important flow phenomena like the occurrence of critical
flow conditions, transition from subsonic to supersonic flow or the occurrence of
flow discontinuities. One phenomena still of interest is the choking condition in a
critical flow such as in supersonic ejectors. Supersonic ejectors are widely used
in a range of applications such as aerospace, propulsion, refrigeration and many
thermal systems. In this paper, a one-dimensional compressible steady state twophase flow model is presented with new choking criterions that are directly
related to optimal flux conditions developed by [1]. As a first step, this model is
used to study the flow in the motive nozzle of an ejector.
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2 Numerical model
This is a one-dimensional two-fluid single pressure model using one temperature
and mechanical disequilibria between phases in which no phase changes
occurred. The procedure used for the calculation of the flow field is the standard
SIMPLE algorithm developed for steady state flow conditions [2]. A constant
liquid density and perfect gas law for compressible component are assumed. In
addition, droplets in gas flow for momentum exchange between phases are
assumed to be uniform and with constant diameter. In order to take account of
the mechanical disequilibria, the slip ratio between phases must be obtained
using drag source term.
With these assumptions, the following four equations model is obtained:
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where 2,J is the drag force between phases and 2c,J is the force cause by the
variable section:
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In these equations, sk is the slip ratio, fMk the mass flow ratio, and fTk enthalpy
ratio of phase k. These ratios can be respectively defined by:

sk 

uk
u1

ak  k u k
a1 1u1
Cp k Tk
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f Mk 
f Tk

(7)

(8)

(9)

In the previous equations, as is the sectional area, k the volumetric fraction of
each phase k, k the density of each phase, uk the velocity of each phase, p the
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flow pressure, Cp1 the heat capacity of compressible phase, and R1 the specific
gas constant of compressible phase. For compressible phase, k is 1 and for
incompressible phase, k equal 2. Volumetric fraction and geometrical section are
linked by the following equations representing a global constraint that all phases
must occupy the total nozzle section:

k 

ak
as

(10)

 k  1
k

3 Validation
At the inlet of the nozzle, homogeneous equilibrium flow is assumed from
reservoir. For this reason, each phase have the same temperature and pressure.
The inlet volume fraction is imposed. For the outlet boundary condition a
constant exit pressure is applied. The initial conditions in the nozzle are identical
with the upstream reservoir conditions which imply that the transient calculation
starts with a strong discontinuity at the nozzle exit. The model has been validated
with experimental data from Elliot and Weinberg [3] and with Carofano and
McManus [4]. Finally, results have been compared to numerical results from
Städtke [5].
3.1 Elliot and Weinberg comparison
Experimental results were obtained using a 1.27 m experimental nozzle. Authors
show one pressure profile and a table resuming experimental results obtained for
different mass flow ratio such as mass flow rate, exit velocity, and thrust
measurement. Inlet conditions for all tests are p0= 10.3421 (MPa), T0=293K and
an exit pressure of 0.1013 MPa. The Figure 1 shows that numerical pressure

Pressure (MPa)
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Figure 1:

Pressure profile in the nozzle.
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profile is in good agreement with experimental results. For this test, mass flow
ratio is 39.1 and experimental mass flow rate is 67.33 kg/s. The numerical mass
flow rate obtained is 67.64 which give an error of 0.45%.
Table 1 shows comparison between numerical and experimental results for
mass flow ratio range of 15.3 – 64.9. For all tests, results are in good agreement
for mass flow rate since error varies from 0.11 to 2.77%. However, comparison
of experimental and numerical thrust results give an overestimation in all cases
between 4.96 to 8.28%. From Elliot and Weinberg numerical results, the
difference between wall frictionless flow velocity and the velocity with friction
is about 5.6%. From this observation, the wall frictionless flow assumption
resulting in a higher mean velocity used in the calculation of the thrust is the
cause of this overestimation.
Table 1:

Comparison with results of Elliot and Weinberg.

Experimental results
Mass
flow
ratio
15.3
17.2
21.1
22.3
28.3
30.1
39.1
51.6
64.9

M
(kg/s)
44.5
47.7
51.8
53.6
57.7
60.9
67.7
74.5
81.4

Exit
velocity
(m/s)
143
131
125
118
109
104
94
85
78

Numerical results

Thrust
(N)

M
(kg/s)

Error
(%)

6334
6236
6441
6308
6308
6334
6334
6334
6334

45.8
48.1
52.5
53.7
59.3
60.8
67.3
75.4
82.2

2.77
0.83
1.27
0.14
2.76
0.11
0.59
1.13
1.00

Exit
velocity
(m/s)
147
140
129
126
114
111
100
90
83

Error
(%)

Thrust
(N)

Error
(%)

3.35
7.07
3.34
6.73
4.34
6.83
7.30
6.27
6.73

6748
6753
6760
6762
6773
6776
6760
6813
6844

6.54
8.28
4.96
7.21
7.38
6.97
6.72
7.55
8.04

3.2 Carofano and McManus comparison
The nozzle used by Carofano and McManus [4] to obtain experimental twophase flow results is used to validate numerical results. They obtain a pressure
profile for p0 = 0.3440 MPa, T0 = 289 K and an exit pressure of 0.1455 MPa. The
mass flow ratio used in this case is 0.1013. The experimental mass flow rate is
0.4141 kg/s and the numerical mass flow rate obtained is 0.4103 which implies a
difference under 1%. The pressure profile is in good agreement with
experimental.
3.3 Städtke comparison
The ASTAR nozzle geometry presented by Städtke [5] is used to compare
numerical results. For this case, fixed upstream reservoir pressure and
temperature of p0 = 1 MPa, T0 = 400 K, u1 = u2 is used with a mass flow rate
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ratio (FMk) of unity and an exit pressure of 0.6 MPa. Numerical results obtained
with this scheme are in good agreement with those of [5] as shown on Figure 1.2.
Total mass flow rate obtained by [5] is 5.68 kg/s compared to 5.70 kg/s obtained
with this model which implied a difference of 0.35%. It is interesting to see that
the numerical scheme is able to capture choc wave in the nozzle. The differences
between velocity profiles can be explained by the fact that no information about
the droplet assumptions are given by Städtke. Droplet diameter and drag
correlation have a direct effect on the slip ratio and the velocity profiles. In
addition, Städtke are using a two temperatures model giving some differences in
the phase velocity results.
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Pressure profile in the nozzle.
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Velocity profiles in the ASTAR nozzle.

4 Conclusions
Multiphase systems present significant scientific challenges and the choking
phenomenon has to be taken into account properly to achieve an accurate model
of two phase flow. More results are obtained concerning super-critical behavior
in comparison with mono-phase compressible flow. This numerical scheme give
good results and the numerical study have given a lot of information about
critical two-phase flow behavior. It also shows that steady state models are
achievable for critical two-phase flow. Such an approach is in some cases
simpler that using transient models which involve much more complex
propagation phenomenon. This model allows a good range of inlet void fraction
from droplet flow (void fraction close to 1) to bubble flow (void fraction close to
0.4). Numerical results also validate the fact that critical location is not necessary
at the throat section. For variable slip ratio, this is not necessary the case since
mass, momentum and energy exchanges between phases give a different
behavior and critical location appear after the throat. Numerical study and
theoretical consideration are into progress to predict critical position and effect
of mass flow ratio and thermical disequilibria on flow behavior.
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Abstract
Multi-phase boiling flow inside a vertical pipe is simulated as part of a
preliminary study of the heat transfer characteristics of coolant flow inside water
cooling jackets in IC engines. Based on increasing demands for higher efficiency
inside the engine cooling block, heat transfer plays an important role in a
conceptual and thermal analysis used to provide efficient cooling. The
simulations of thermal and flow phase change characteristics inside a vertical
pipe boiling system were made to prevent component failure and to create a
uniform temperature distribution inside the water cooling jacket. The developed
boiling mass transfer model, such as the BDL (Boiling Departure Lift-off)
model, has empirically correlated heat transfer coefficients and is implemented
within the commercial computational fluid dynamics code AVL FIRE®.
Governing equations are based on the Eulerian multi-fluid approach which treats
each phase as interpenetrating continua coexisting in the flow domain, with
inter-phase transfer terms accounting for phase interactions. Turbulence is
modelled by using an advanced - - model. In this paper, we focus on
comparison and suitability of the mentioned boiling model with two different
boundary condition approaches to determine the HTC (heat transfer coefficient)
for multi-phase boiling flow inside the vertical pipe. Temperature measurements
along the height of the pipe were performed at three different positions.
Comparison with the available experimental data for different boundary
conditions is presented. Simulation results exhibit good agreement with the
experimental data.
Keywords: multiphase flow, boiling, vertical pipe, HTC, CFD, IC engines.
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1 Introduction
Detailed knowledge of flow and heat transfer analysis is essential in order to
achieve a controlled boiling over a wide range of working conditions. Heat
transfer applications such as those introduced in automotive industries often play
an important role in conceptual and thermal analysis of cooling system
(Dong et al. [1]). Vapour bubbles usually start growing in superheated zones
near the walls and are normally able to condense harmlessly back into the cooler
liquid, but under certain conditions (flow geometry, fluid conditions, est.)
Transition from nucleate to film boiling regime occurs. That kind of behaviour
dramatically reduces heat transfer rate which leads to large rise (upturn) of
component temperature and contributes to the failure of the device. Hence,
efficient cooling is essential to prevent component failure and provide even
temperature distribution. This leads to reduction of thermal stresses and higher
durability and has consequently influence on power requirements
(Campbell et al. [2]).
Modelling of flow boiling heat transfer usually relies on the empirical
approaches. It is based on the superposition of convective and boiling
components, as first suggested by Rohsenow, i.e. represented by simple addition
of the nucleate and convective coefficient. This approach was afterwards
extended by Chen (Steiner and Taborek [3]). In recent years many new
approaches and correlations have been proposed. One of them is the newly
developed model for mass transfer function based on the assumption that the
mass transfer parameters are proportional to the heat transfer coefficient from the
fluid system as proposed by Srinivasan and Wang [4]. The model has already
been successfully implemented and applied to the quenching boiling heat
transfer process showing significant improvement as reported by Wang et al. [5].
Heat transfer of coolant flows inside water cooling jacket often involves a
phase change which can be simulated, as a preliminary study, with the horizontal
and the vertical pipe for easier explanation of flow characteristics. Recently,
Srinivasan [6] has developed the new mass transfer model to simulate thermal
and phase change characteristics for binary mixture during flow boiling process
inside a horizontal channel. Good agreements of numerical predictions with
experiments are presented and the applicability of developed model shows that it
can be easily extended to automotive applications.
In this work we simulate the multi-phase boiling flow inside a vertical pipe
with commercial CFD code AVL FIRE. A brief overview of the governing
equations of the newly developed mass transfer model is described first.
Boundary conditions, numerical setups and simulation results are presented and
compared with the available experimental values. Results are discussed and
summarized in the concluding.

2 Numerical background
Eulerian multi-fluid methods consider each phase as interpenetrating continua
coexisting in the flow domain, with inter-phase transfer terms accounting for
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phase interactions where conservation laws apply. From the theoretical work of
Lahey and Drew [7] the averaged continuity and momentum equations are
presented as follows:
2.1 Continuity
∙

1, … ,

Γ

(1)

,

where , and v stand for volume fraction, density and velocity. Phase change
rate (in this particular case, boiling) is Γ and the subscript is a phase indicator
(
or
).
2.2 Momentum
v

Γ

(2)

while , and v are respectively the pressure, stress and interfacial velocity.
with the drag is being the most important
Interfacial momentum transfer term
force and due to boiling initiated along the solid and liquid interface, mass
interfacial exchange occurs. Interfacial momentum exchange term is given as:
1
8

| |

(3)

where

is the drag coefficient,
is the interfacial area density and
is the relative velocity. Subscripts and denote the continuous and
dispersed phases of the given flow. Drag of coefficient is defined as
24

1

0.438

0.15

.

1000

v

(4)

1000

Presented model does not account for the turbulence dispersion force on the
momentum interface. In the framework of the two-fluid model, an individual
energy equation is be solved for each phase, where it is assumed that two phases
are in thermal equilibrium, because the heat transfer rate between vapour and
liquid phase is relatively rapid. Further details concerning modelling interfacial
mass exchange can be obtained from AVL FIRE Multi-fluid model, solver
theory guide [8].
2.3 Energy
An advanced - - model developed by Hanjalic et al. [9] was implemented
inside the code to model the effects of turbulence within the multiphase system.
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(5)
Γ
,

,∉

,

,∉

with
(6)

enthalpy volumetric flow is denoted as with
, energy interfacial exchange
and , and represent volume
between phases
and is denoted as
fraction, dynamics viscosity and conductivity, respectively heat flux is given
by
(7)

,

where , is the mixture specific heat. Eqn. for turbulent kinetic energy and
dissipation rate are given by

(8)
Γ
,

,

(9)
Γ
,

v

,

further details about turbulence modelling and poly-dispersed bubble flow
equations can be obtained from AVL FIRE Multi-fluid model, solver theory
guide [8].
2.4 Boiling model
Based on the assumption that the heat transfer rate is proportional with the phase
change rate, since the mass transfer predominantly controls heat transfer, the
phase change rate due to boiling process can be written as
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(10)

, ,
and
are the closure coefficient, the boiling correction
where
coefficient, the boiling heat transfer coefficient and the latent heat of
vaporization, respectively. Wall superheat temperature ∆ , the interfacial area
and the closure coefficient
used to correct the interfacial area
density
density in eqn. (10) are defined by
6

∆

1

(11)

being the dispersed dry phase packing limit and
being the
with
minimum volume fraction. The boiling correction coefficient
is imposed to
correlate nature of boiling process such as film, partial nucleate, transition
boiling model etc. The heat transfer coefficient
in the eqn. (10) is used for
computing the mass transfer exchange rates and assumes the computed value of
boiling heat transfer coefficient for different boiling regimes. Heat transfer
coefficient for binary mixture is evaluated with the Chen correlation [10] as
∙

(12)
is modelled as

where the microscopic heat transfer coefficient
.

0.00122

.

∙

.

∙
.

.

∙

.

∙

.

∙

.

(13)

.

∙

From eqn. (13) parameters like
,
,
, , ,
, ,
,
refer to liquid thermal conductivity, liquid specific heat at constant
pressure, surface tension, liquid dynamics viscosity, latent heat of vaporization,
and
wall temperature, bubble point temperature, saturation pressure at
saturation pressure at .
Recent modification of the Chen model were made by Steiner et al. [11] with
combination of Zeng et al. [12] and the model was fully implemented into FIRE
as the BDL model. The main difference between the two models is in
determination of suppression factor where the Chen model cannot take local
fluid state into account as a function of a reference Reynolds number of the
global geometry. The BDL model is a recent improvement in which the
suppression factor is computed from local velocity and length scales. The boiling
suppression factor used in eqn. (12) is decomposed in two parts as
∙
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where the first suppression faction
is based on study of bubble dynamics
correlates correction to the
and growth and the second suppression factor
modelled in eqn. (14) as
defined heat transfer coefficient
∙
1

∙

(15)

The departure diameters
and lift-off diameters
in eqn. (18) are
calculated as a function of local velocity and differences in saturation to local
cell temperature, where
and
in eqn. (19) stand for local coefficient and
Nusselt number. Detailed information about parameters can be found in AVL
FIRE Multi-fluid model, solver theory guide [8].

3 Experimental and numerical simulation set up
The present study consists of the experimental and numerical investigation on
the vertical pipe boiling case. The experimental setup is schematically
demonstrated in Fig. 1.

Figure 1:

Schematic of vertical pipe experimental cross-section in zdirection.
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The total length of the pipe is 1.9 m with the outer diameter of 0.03 m.
of 1.5 m with the inner diameter of 0.012 m, has a
Heated section, length
measured constant heat flux of 44139 W/m2. At the inlet and outlet there are
of 0.2 m which are blind, i.e. not exposed
small parts of the pipe with length
to heat flux.
There are three thermo-sensors known as IEC 584, tip-K with working
temperature ranged from 200 to 800
with measurement deviations of
and
are placed on three
1.5 or 0.004 ∙ | |. Thermo-sensors ,
is 0.415 m,
different positions along the pipe, where length in z direction to
and 1.35 m to sensor . Inlet water is preheated to the
0.885 m to sensor
temperature of 80 and it enters the inlet domain with different velocities. The
1.04 /
to
2.18 /
,
volumetric flow range varied from
0.04148 / to v
0.08695 / .
corresponding to velocities from v
Mixture of two-phases (water and steam) exits the vertical pipe at the top with
static pressure of 1 bar. Data measurements were perform at the surrounding
21 .
temperature of
Basic elements of the numerical model configuration, shown in Fig. 2,
include flow inlet and outlet section, heated wall, non-heated wall and wall.
Heated wall area (in Fig. 1 marked with parameter ) selection is available to
present constant heat flux
44139 /
as in the original experimental set
up, where the wall boundary condition consists of a natural convection to
21
with the heat transfer coefficient
surrounding temperature
10 /
. The non-heated wall is modelled with
0 /
adiabatic
boundary condition. The entire domain is meshed by using a hexahedral type
structure to a count of 160,000 cells.

Figure 2:

Computation domain set up and boundary conditions.
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At the pipe inlet the fluid velocity is set only for z-direction (in our case in the
liquid flow direction) with different velocities v and v with preheated water to
80 as it is described in the experimental set up. The minimum volume fraction
and phase one
admissible for each phase in the entire domain is set to 1 ∙ 10
stands for water and phase two is vapour. Transient simulations with different
time steps are conducted to compare with the experiment which lasted for 100
sec.
The numerical simulations were performed with the commercial CFD code
AVL FIRE® v2010.1 in which the Finite Volume approach was used to solve
governing equations and where numerical solution procedure was based on
SIMPLE algorithm extended for a multiphase flow case. The normalized residual
limit for mass, momentum, and volume fraction were set to 2 ∙ 10 , while the
turbulence was allowed to drop until it reaches 1 ∙ 10 , where the energy
relaxation was extended to the value of 1 ∙ 10 . Turbulence was modelled with
an advanced - - model, where homogeneous turbulence interface exchange
between different phases was used.

a)

b)

Figure 3:

Contour plots of liquid volume fraction at inlet velocity v
1
0.04148 / with experiment for different times, a) t
100
with zoom area of the thermocouples ,
and b) t
and .
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4 Simulation results
The 3D results presented in the following section focus around the monitoring
and
for easier visualization purpose and to observe the flow
points ,
variable and physic effects on details between numerical and experimental
results.
The effect of constant heat flux on the growth and propagation of volume
0.04148 / , can be
fraction, for a given inlet velocity condition v
1
(Fig. 3a) no vapour
identified from Fig. 3. It can be seen that after t
bubble is generated because the heat flux produces a temperature that is lower
than the saturation temperature. By a close look at the experimental results in
Fig. 3a, it is observed that there is also no vapour bubbles generated, whereas at
100
(Fig. 3b) vapour bubbles are initiated in the heated wall
the time t
area section and develops to the upstream of the tube.
Good agreement between experimental and numerical results can be observed
in Figs. 3a and b. From the Fig. 3b at t
100
of heating time, it can be
by zooming thermocouples ,
and
seen that heavy boiling occurs in area
areas. It is found that the temperature has almost reached the saturation
as some bubbles can be observed in the heated
temperature in the area of
no vapour bubbles are observed which implies that
area, whereas in the area
the temperature at this height is lower than the saturation temperature. Similar
0.08695 / ).
results were generated with other inlet velocity conditions (v
The results are not presented here.
Detailed comparison of experimentally measured temperatures and the
corresponding simulated ones for two different inlet velocity cases (v
0.08695 / ) on 3 different positions along the height
0.04148 / and v
of the pipe are displayed in Figs 4 and 5. Fluctuations of the experimental values
appearing in Figs. 4 and 5 could be partly caused by noise during the
measurement as expected.
At the lower inlet velocity (v
0.04148 / ), Fig. 4 shows the deviation
in temperature predicted by the model against the measured values, noted for all
3 positions along the height of the pipe in transition area, between the beginning
and before calculation reaches a steady state. In general, the model captures the
trend of the experimental temperature histories. It can be seen that when
calculation reaches a steady state (t 100
), for the position of thermocouple
, it has just the absolute deviation of ∆
0.8 from the experiment, and
and ,
deviations of ∆
0.2 and ∆
0.5 for the thermocouples
is ∆
5.7 at
respectively. The maximum deviation for thermocouple
5.9 .
around t 5 sec, whereas the deviation for the thermocouple is ∆
0.08695 m/s, see
Similar results are obtained also with higher velocity (v
Fig. 5), where the difference between the measured and simulated values are
presented at the same positions along the height of the pipe. Good agreement is
obtained in this case. The maximum deviation reaches ∆
3.5 at t=100 s
(relative deviation of 1%) in the area of thermocouple . When the calculation
reaches a steady state in the area of thermocouple , the absolute deviation is
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Figure 4:

Comparison of thermocouple temperatures ( ,
and
)
predicted by the numerical model (red dashed line) against the
experimentally measured values (black solid line) with inlet liquid
0.04148 / .
velocity v

∆
1.2 , and ∆
0.3 for the thermocouple
deviation appears in developing stage at around t
∆
4.9 for the area of thermocouples .

. The maximum absolute
5
and has a value of
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Comparison of thermocouple temperatures ( ,
and
)
predicted by the numerical model (red dashed line) against the
experimentally measured values (black solid line) with inlet liquid
0.08695 / .
velocity v

5 Conclusion
A new BDL model based on the multi-fluid modelling approach implemented
within the commercial CFD code AVL FIRE® is capable of predicting boiling
under different conditions in a vertical pipe. It can be concluded that all
numerical results show a good agreement with the available experimental data.
While better trends and lower deviations were observed for lower inlet velocities,
higher inlet velocities can have a maximum relative deviation of 1.4% during the
whole boiling process. In the current contest all calculations were performed
WIT Transactions on Engineering Sciences, Vol 74, © 2012 WIT Press
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with the advanced - - turbulent model, but the forthcoming work will
perform present simulation with the variety of turbulence models and different
inlet velocities to identify flow pattern predictions. Comparison of the vapour
size and volume fraction with measurements will be performed. The
computational method and workflow discussed in this article are capable of
reporting the temperature values in combination with phase characteristics in the
flow domain and can be used as a preliminary study of heat transfer
characteristics of coolant flow inside water cooling jackets in internal
combustion engines.
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Abstract
The aim of this study is to develop a robust CFD model for predicting fluid
dynamics in a gasification reactor. Experimental tests are performed. A
cylindrical bed with pressure sensors is used in the experimental study. A series
of simulations are performed using the commercial CFD tool ANSYS Fluent
12.1. A multi-fluid Eulerian model incorporating the kinetic theory of granular
flow is applied in the simulations. Fluidized bed reactors in biomass gasification
processes use steam as a fluidizing gas. High temperature makes it difficult to
study the flow behaviour under the operating conditions. A cold flow model is
constructed to study the fluid dynamics. Air at ambient conditions is used as the
fluidizing gas for the cold model. The density and viscosity variation between air
at ambient temperature and steam at high temperature results in different flow
behaviour. The CFD model is developed to also be able to predict the flow
behaviour of steam fluidized beds. Computational minimum fluidization
velocity, bed expansion ratio pressure drop and pressure standard deviation agree
well with experimental measurements. A computational model has been
developed and validated against experimental data. The validated CFD-model
can be useful in the study of flow behaviour of high temperature steam fluidized
gasification reactors.
Keywords: fluidized bed, CFD, multi-fluid Eulerian model.

1 Introduction
Gas-solid fluidized bed reactors are widely used in biomass gasification
technology. The fluidizing gas in the reactors is steam at high temperature. Study
of the flow behaviour inside the hot bed is difficult. Most of the design and
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optimization of the reactors are still based on the empirical methods.
Alternatively, down-scaled pilot plants and cold flow models are constructed. In
the cold flow model, air at ambient conditions is used as the fluidizing gas. Air at
ambient condition and high temperature steam has different density and
viscosity. The density and viscosity effect in the flow behaviour and fluidization
properties. The computational fluid dynamics (CFD) offers an approach to the
prediction of the flow behaviour. A validated model can be applied in the
simulation of flow behaviour in a hot steam fluidized reactor. This can reduce
the task of constructing pilot-scale and cold flow models.
Eulerian multi-fluid model is becoming more and more accepted in gas-solid
fluidized bed simulations [1]. The model incorporating kinetic theory of granular
flow considers both gas and solid as interpenetrating fluids. The objective is to
establish a comparatively validated model. This requires agreement between the
experimental and simulated results on parameters such as pressure drop, pressure
standard deviation, bed expansion, minimum fluidization velocity and bubble
behaviour.
A number of works on validation of the model have been published [2–6]. A
reasonably good agreement between experimental and computational results is
reported. The governing equations are mass and momentum balance. However,
different drag models and constitutive equations have been used in the models.
A set of the constitutive equation with drag model has been finalized by
Jayarathna, S.A. [7]. This option is applied in this work. The computational
analysis of minimum fluidization velocity and bubble behaviour using pressure
standard deviation and fluctuation of solid volume fraction has been introduced.

2 Experimental set up
Experiments are performed in a Plexiglas cylinder with 1.4 m height and 0.084
m diameter. The pressure sensors are located along the height of the cylinder and
connected to the lab-view program for data storage as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1:

Experimental set-up: fluidized bed with pressure reduction valve,
digital flow controller, pressure sensors.
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The air flowing through a uniform air distributer is controlled by the lab-view
program in order to maintain a steady flow of gas. The air flow rate is controlled
by air flow meter and the data are saved in the lab-view program.
The particles in biomass gasification reactors are quartz sand of mean particle
size 500 µm and density 2500 kg/m3. Similar particles are selected in the
experimental work.
The physical properties of gas and particles used in the experiments are
presented in Table 1. A series of experiments are performed for a wide range of
superficial air velocity.
Table 1:
Parameters
Particle density [kg/m3]
Gas density [kg/m3]
Gas viscosity
Particle diameter [µm]
Initial bed height [m]

Gas and solid properties.
Value
2500
1.225
1.78x10-5
500
0.32

Remarks
Glass
Air
Air
Mean

The pressure sensors are located at 0.03, 0.13, 0.23, 0.33 m above the air
distributor as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2:

Sketch of 0.084 m bed with pressure sensors.

3 Computational model
A multi-fluid Eulerian model incorporating kinetic theory of solid particles is
applied to simulate the transient behavior of the bed. The governing equations
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are the conservation of mass and momentum. The kinetic theory of granular flow
considers the conservation of solid fluctuation energy [8]. Simulations are
performed with air as fluidizing gas. The particles and properties are consistent
to those used in the experiments. The simulation parameters used for the model
are presented in Table 2.
Table 2:

Simulation parameters.

Parameters
Particle density [kg/m3]
Gas density [kg/m3]
Gas viscosity [Ps.s]
Particle diameter [µm]
Restitution coefficient
Initial solid packing
Maximum solid volume fraction [-]
Bed diameter [m]
Static bed height [m]
Time step
Number of iterations per time step

Value
2500
1.225
1.78x10-5
500
0.9
0.6
0.63
0.084
0.32
1x 10-3
40

Remarks
Glass
Air
Air
Mean

The combination of the models used in the work is summarized in Table 3.
The combination of model is validated against the experimental data for different
flow conditions [7].
Table 3:

Models used in the simulation.

Drag model
Grannular Bulk Viscosity
Frictional Viscosity
Frictional Pressure
Solid Pressure
RadialDistribution Function

Symlal O’Brien
Symlal O’Brien
Constant
Based-ktgf
Ma-ahamadi
Ma-ahmadi

4 Results and discussion
Minimum fluidization velocity is regarded as the most important parameter in
the design of fluidized bed reactors [9]. Minimum fluidization velocity (umf) is
experimentally determined plotting average pressure drop across the bed height
as a function of superficial air velocity as shown in Figure 3. Experimental
measurement of minimum fluidization velocity for the glass particles is about
0.24 m/s. The pressure drop is 129 mbar and the bed expansion ratio is 1.03. The
pressure drop is proportional to the gas velocity below minimum fluidization
condition.
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Superficial gas velocity [m/s]

Figure 3:

Experimental average pressure drop as a function of superficial gas
velocity.

Fig. 4 compares the experimental and computational pressure standard
deviation at different level of the bed height. After fluidization conditions, the
pressure fluctuation across the bed increases significantly. Pressure standard
deviation can be used to determine the minimum fluidization velocity from
experimental and computational results. Before fluidization the pressure standard
deviation is about zero. It increases with the particle movement in the bed. The
experimental and simulated minimum fluidization velocities are about 0.24 and
0.26 m/s respectively. The experimental umf is similar to that in Figure 3. The
deviation between experimental and computational umf is 8%. The increase in
pressure standard deviation with increasing superficial air velocity indicates
increasing bubble frequency. The Figure indicates a good agreement of
experimental and simulated results concerning the minimum fluidization
velocity.

Pressure standard deviation [‐]

Experimental(h=0.13m)
Computational(h=0.13m)

Figure 4:

Experimental(h=0.23m)
Computational(h=0.23m)

Superficial gas velocity [m/s]

Comparison of experimental and computational pressure standard
deviation as a function of superficial air velocity. Bed height =
0.13m.
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The contour of solid volume fraction at the height of 0.13m is presented in
Figure 5. The contours are at different superficial air velocity and at 8s of real
time simulation. Bubbles start to appear at the superficial air velocity 0.28 m/s.
The predicted minimum bubbling velocity is slightly higher than minimum
fluidization velocity. The particles used in the study are characterized as Geldart
B particles. For Geldart B particles, the minimum fluidization and minimum
bubbling velocities are almost the same [9]. Bubble frequency is increased with
increasing air velocity. Small bubbles are formed at the bottom of the bed and
the size is increased as they rise along the bed height.

Figure 5:

Contours of solid volume fraction at different superficial air
velocities.

The minimum bubbling velocities are also studied from the plot of time
average solid volume fraction from simulation data at the bed height 0.13m and
0.23m. Figure 6 shows the solid volume fraction variation against time at the bed
height of 0.23 m/s.
u=0.26m/s

Solid volume fraction [‐]

u=0.24m/s

Time[s]

Figure 6:

Solid volume fraction fluctuation at lower air velocities.
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At the air velocity of 0.24 m/s, the solid volume fraction is almost constant as
shown in Figure 6. Slight fluctuation of the solid volume fraction starts at the air
velocity of 0.26m/s indicating the inception of fluidization.
The solid volume fraction at the superficial air velocity 0.28 m/s shows
significant fluctuation indicating bubble formation. The bubble frequency is
increased at the air velocity 0.30m/s.
u=0.30m/s

Solid volume fraction [‐]

u=28 m/s

Time [s]

Figure 7:

Solid volume fraction as a function at the higher air velocities.

In Fig. 8 computational and experimental pressure drops are compared at the
bed height of 0.13m.The pressure drop show good agreement at the gas velocity
above the minimum fluidization. The deviation between the computational and
experimental results is 7% at minimum fluidization. Above the minimum
fluidization condition, the deviations are less than 7%. However, below
minimum fluidization the deviation is significant. Eulerian multiphase model
considers both the solid and gas as fluids. The model considers the bed fluidizing
even at the gas velocity lower than minimum fluidization.
Simulated

Pressure drop [mbar]

Experimental

Superficial gas velocity [m/s]

Figure 8:

Comparison of experimental and computational pressure drop as a
function of air velocity.
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Figure 9 shows a comparison of bed expansion in experiment and
simulations. In both cases the bed expansion ratio is increased consistently with
superficial air velocity. Simulated bed expansion is slightly lower than
experimental. The average deviation of bed expansion between computational
and experimental results is about 5%. At the higher air velocities, the
experimental bed expansion is an average expansion. The bed height in the
experiments is fluctuating and not constant at higher air velocities.

Simulation

Bed expansion ratio [‐]

Experimental

Superficial air velocity [m/s]

Figure 9:

Experimental and simulated bed expansion as a function of
superficial air velocity.

5 Conclusions
A multifluid Eulerian model incorporating the kinetic theory of granular flow is
applied for computational prediction of gas-solid flow behaviour. The results are
compared with the experimental measurements. The computational and
experimental minimum fluidization velocities are 0.24m/s and 0.26 m/s with 8%
deviation. Experimental and computational pressure standard deviation also
gives the same results for minimum fluidization velocity. The computational and
experimental pressure drops are about 29 and 27 mbar respectively at the
minimum fluidization condition. The deviation is about 7%. Computational and
experimental bed expansions at the minimum fluidization condition are 8% and
10% respectively. Computational solid volume fraction fluctuation is studied to
predict bubble formation and bubble frequency.
For the given operating conditions, the model predictions are in good
agreement with the experimental measurement. The model can be the basis for
the study of flow behaviour in high temperature steam fluidized gasifiers.
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Abstract
Experimental studies have been performed on a cold fluidized bed with glass and
plastic particles emulating the properties of wood and olivine particles. The
purpose of the experimental studies was to find the fluidization properties of the
particles. These experimental studies have founded the background for
conducting computational studies of multiphase flows of particles with the same
properties. The computational studies are performed in ANSYS Fluent 12.0. The
mathematical model has been verified with an experimental study to validate the
simulations. A combination of steam, olivine particles and wood chips has then
been simulated based on the results from the experimental and computational
studies. The results from the computational studies show that the minimum
fluidization velocity in the Fluent-simulations is higher than in the physical
experiments, which is expected to a certain degree because of the wider
distribution of particle sizes in the physical experiment. The pressures in the
simulations scale well with the experimental results with increasing superficial
velocity; more than one solid phase in the simulation gives a higher difference in
pressure between the simulated and experimental values.
Keywords: fluidized bed, CFD, multi-phase Eulerian model, multiple density
simulations, biomass, CHP.

1 Introduction
The behavior of biomass particles inside a fluidized bed is an essential part of the
efficiency of a gasification combined heat and power-plant (CHP-plant), and for
simulations of the behavior to be accurate, physical experiments are vital. The
computational model used in fluent is based on already published models [1].
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In order for a gasifying facility to be efficient and the gasifying temperatures
to be adequately high, good mixing is necessary in the fluidized bed unit. The
process itself should be able to generate enough heat so that external energy is
not required to feed the process when it is up and running. A big span in size and
density between the reacting particles and the inert particles in the bed lead to a
natural segregation of the lighter and denser particles. The biomass tends to float
on top of the bed, volatiles are released into the freeboard and the requirements
for heating the steam inside the bed might be unfulfilled, making it difficult to
maintain sufficient gasification temperature. This results in a much lower
efficiency of the gasification process than what is possible with a more uniform
mixing [2].

2 Multiphase modeling in ANSYS fluent
The adaptation of a mathematical model to a fluidized bed is already covered by
Sanoja and Ariyarathna [3]. The setup used in Fluent is presented in Table 1.
Table 1:

Mathematical model parameters in ANSYS fluent.

Type of force
Solid-fluid drag model
Solid-solid drag model
Granular viscosity
Granular bulk viscosity
Frictional viscosity
Frictional pressure
Solids pressure
Radial distribution function

Mathematical model
Syamlal-O’Brien
Syamlal-O’Brien Symmetric
Syamlal-O’Brien
Constant
Schaeffer
Based-ktgf
Ma-ahmadi
Ma-ahmadi

The multiphase model used in the simulations is the Euler-Euler approach.
The different mathematical models are presented in this section. Multiphase
simulation solves the continuity, momentum and energy equations for each
phase. For this study, the two most important are the continuity equation and the
momentum equation as there is no transfer of heat between the phases. The
minimum fluidization velocity (umf) of a mixture characterizes its fluidization
properties and is a way to compare the experiments with the simulations [4].
2.1 Experimental setup for pressure drop measurements
A small scale fluidized bed is used in the experimental study. The bed has
pressure sensors located on the walls with a vertical distance of 10 cm between
them. A drawing of the bed setup is shown in Figure 1.
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2-D representation of the circular fluidized bed with dimensions
and pressure sensor alignments (not drawn to scale).

The air diffuser, seen in Figure 1, in the bottom of the bed gives a uniform air
distribution at the inlet of the bed. The eight pressure nodes are connected to a
hub which again is connected to LabVIEW. The diameter of the circular bed is
8.4 cm and the height is 1.2 m.
2.2 Fluidized bed experiments
Two types of particles were used in the experiments; their respective
characteristics as well as the air phase characteristics used in the Fluent
simulations are displayed in Table 2.
Table 2:

Phase characteristics for the G, GP-1 and GP-2 simulations.

Phase

Mean
particle size
(µm)

Density
(kg/m3)

Viscosity
(kg/m-s)

Geldart
classification [5]

Glass

182

2485

-

B

Plastic

3000

964

-

D

Air

-

1.225

1.7894e-05

-

Three sets of experiments were run with different mixtures of glass and
plastic particles, as seen in Table 3.
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Table 3:

Mixture ratios of glass and plastic in the G, GP-1 and GP-2
simulations.

Simulation

Volume of
glass
particles (l)

Volume of
plastic
particles (l)

Total mixture

Weight
of plastic
particles

G

2

0

0 vol% plastic

0 wt%

GP-1

2

0.6

23 vol% plastic

10.5 wt%

GP-2

2

1

33 vol% plastic

17.5 wt%

To transfer the experimental studies and simulation to a relevant case with
material properties that are of the same kind that appear in a real situation, a
steam/olivine/charred wood simulation has been performed. The characteristics
of the different elements of this simulation are presented in Table 4.
Table 4:

Phase characteristics
simulation.

for

the

steam/olivine/charred

wood

Phase

Mean
particle size
(µm)

Density
(kg/m3)

Viscosity
(kg/m-s)

Geldart
classification

Steam (800°C)

-

0.29

4.1e-05

-

Olivine

400

2500

1.7894e-05

B

Charred wood

3000

400

1.7894e-05

D

The mixture ratio of the olivine-charred wood mixture is displayed in Table 5.
The weight-percentage of the charred wood particles is set to 10 wt-%, giving a
vol-% of 38.5 of the wood particles patched uniformly with olivines in the initial
conditions in the fluidized bed simulation.
Table 5:

Mixture ratios of olivine and charred wood in the simulation.

Volume of
olivine (l)

Volume of charred
wood (cw) (l)

Total mixture

Weight of cwparticles

2

1.25

38.5 vol% cw

10 wt% cw

2.3 Results and discussion
The snapshots from the simulations of the GP-1 mixture, Figure 2, show that
small bubbles appear in the bed at around 8 cm/s, showing that umf is reached.
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Volume fraction of air in a simulation of the GP-1 mixture.

Volume fraction

The course of the volume fraction of air as a function of time in point p3,
13.5 cm above the air-inlet, of the GP-1 mixture for a superficial velocity of 6
and 8 cm/s are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 respectively. Fluctuations in the
volume fraction of air are a sign of fluidization.
Figure 3 and Figure 4 indicate, as the snapshot in Figure 2 that the umf is
reached before a superficial velocity of 8 cm/s.

Time step (ms)

Figure 3:

Course of the facet average volume fraction of air in p3 of the bed
for the simulation of the GP-1 mixture at a superficial velocity of
6 cm/s as a function of time.
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Time step (ms)

Figure 4:

Course of the facet average volume fraction of air in p3 of the bed
for the simulation of the GP-1 mixture at a superficial velocity of 8
cm/s as a function of time.

The difference in the particle properties of the glass and plastic particles is
clearly seen in Figure 5. The plastic particles float to the top because of their
lower density and larger diameter, as also was visually apparent in the physical
experiment. The snapshot at 14 cm/s has a more uniform mixture of glass and
plastic particles, suggesting that the vertical mixing of the two particle types is
better with increased superficial velocity from umf. The expansion of the bed is
also making the distribution of plastic particles more uniform.

Figure 5:

Volume fraction of plastic particles in a simulation of the GP-1
mixture.

The GP-2 mixture, Figure 6, has a slightly lower umf than the GP-1 mixture,
and this picture also shows bubble appearance at 6 cm/s in the top part of the
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Volume fraction of air in a simulation of the GP-2 mixture.

bed. This holds true until enough light particles are added to the mixture to
reduce the umf once again when the packing no longer is optimal.
Ramakers et al. [6] stated that a mixture of 10 wt-% of wood particles in a
olivine-wood mixture is an optimal mixture for uniform mixing of the particles
in a fluidized bed. This theory is arguably notable in the comparison of Figure 5
and Figure 7 which have a wt-% of 10.5 and 17.5 respectively. The gathering of
plastic particles in the top part of the bed is much higher in the GP-2 mixture in
Figure 7 at a superficial velocity of 14 cm/s, which in a gasifier would result in a

Figure 7:

Volume fraction of plastic particles in a simulation of the GP-2
mixture.
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poorer energy transfer from the non-reacting olivine particles to the wood
particles. Both particle mixtures have a uniform concentration in the bottom part
of the bed, but the GP-1 mixture have a more uniform concentration overall.

3 Particle mixing in a steam/olivine bed

Volume fraction

The simulation of the steam/olivine/charred wood-combination has been done to
transfer the proven model to a case that is closer to a real gasifier in a CHP-plant.
A simplified theoretical value of the umf for this mixture has been calculated
using the Ergun equation [4] to be approximately 0.48 m/s. The course of the
volume fraction of steam in the lowest superficial velocity simulation of 0.24
m/s, Figure 8, shows that the umf already is superceded. The large peaks in the
volume fraction of steam are an indication of bubbles and the amplitude of the
peaks are a sign of a well fluidized bed.

Time step (s)

Figure 8:

Volume fraction of steam in the steam/olivine/charred wood
simulation, with a superficial velocity of 0.24 m/s as a function of
time.

When steam is used as a fluidizing medium, the superficial velocity required
to achieve fluidization is increased when compared to cold air as a fluidization
medium. This is because of the lower density of the steam. The lowest simulated
velocity of 0.24 m/s gives a proper fluidized bed, as can also be seen in Figure 9.
The bubbles are comparable to the GP-1 simulation, but it is apparent that the
superficial velocity of 0.24 m/s is slightly higher than the umf for the particle-gas
mixture. The most homogenous mixing of the combination of olivine and
charred wood particles, see Figure 10, seems to be somewhere in between a
superficial velocity 0.48 m/s and 0.72 m/s. This can be stated because the area on
the top the bed with charred wood at 0.72 m/s has a higher concentration of
wood particles than the top part at 0.48 m/s. This also supports that a higher
superficial velocity to a certain points increases the buoyancy forces working on
the lighter particles in the fluidized bed. The assumed umf of slightly below 0.24
m/s along with the fact that the most uniform mixing happens in between 0.48
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m/s and 0.72 m/s further supports the suggestion by Ramakers et al. [6], that a
superficial velocity of 3-4 times the umf is the ideal superficial velocity for
optimal mixing of wood particles and non-reactive particles in a fluidized bed.

Figure 9:

Figure 10:

Volume fraction of steam in the fluidized bed.

Volume fraction of charred wood in the fluidized bed.

4 Conclusion
The glass and plastic experiments show that adding plastic particles to the
mixture causes an increase of the minimum fluidization velocity (umf) to a certain
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point, before it decreases again. The addition of larger particles causes the
packing factor of the glass particle mixture to increase to a degree, and hence the
umf to increase. When more light density and large particles are added to the mix,
the umf will start decreasing again as they have a smaller theoretical umf, the
mixture of 23 vol-% plastic was found to have a umf of 0.05 m/s, while the 33
vol-% plastic mixture was found to have a umf of 0.045 m/s. In the case of mixed
glass and plastic particles, the fluidization seemed to appear in both the top and
bottom region of the fluidized bed simultaneously.
The simulations gave a higher umf than the experiments for both mixtures of
glass and plastic particles as well as for glass particles only. This is an effect of
not having a particle distribution in the particles, only a mean diameter. The 23
vol-% plastic mixture has a simulated umf of 0.09 m/s, while a simulated
33 vol-% plastic mixture has a umf of 0.075 m/s.
The 23 vol% plastic mixture correlates to a 10.5 mass% mixture, which is
assumed to be the optimum mixture between large light density particles and
small high density particles. This mixture gives a more uniform distribution of
reacting and catalytic particles in the bed. When a 10 mass% mixture of wood
chips in a steam, olivine and charred wood mixture is simulated, it is apparent
that the uniformity of the mixture does not get better with a large superficial
velocity. Large superficial velocities increase the buoyancy effect, causing the
light particles to gather in the top of the particle region in the bed. A superficial
velocity of 3-4 times the umf seems to be the optimal conditions for a
steam/olivine/wood chip gasifier.
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Abstract
The surface-tension forces and the pressure force at a gas–liquid interface were
balanced. This was done at a differential control surface under hydrostatic
pressure. As a result, three quadratic and two linear equations were derived
representing the conditions for equilibrium at the interface. These equations have
eight roots describing eleven different equilibrium states. The most important is
the Young-Laplace formula under hydrostatic pressure which is denoted in the
spherical coordinate system. Hence, it is a quadratic equation. The first root of
this equation describes a pendant drop, drop or bubble, while the second one
circumscribes a sessile drop. There are two solutions for the uniform pressure,
where one of them is the Young-Laplace formula. It is concluded that the surface
existence depends on the pressure difference between both bulk phases. A plane
is formed when the surface-tension forces equilibrate themselves. Under uniform
pressure the interface is a sphere and its other shapes need a pressure gradient.
To form a drop or a bubble the pressure difference must be higher than its border
value. A sessile drop exists if the gauge pressure is negative, while a pendant
drop requires a positive value. A comparison with experimental results is done
for the bubble.
Keywords: Young-Laplace equation in spherical coordinates, static equilibrium,
drop, bubble.

1 Introduction
To describe the force balance on the liquid–gas interface, the Young-Laplace
equation is usually applied. The equation must be solved for each point
separately. Hence, it is computationally difficult to balance the surface-tension
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and hydrodynamic forces on a differential surface or volume. The YoungLaplace equation was derived from work involving the expansion of a soapbubble surface. The same formula can be also applied as a condition of static
equilibrium because the surface tension is considered simultaneously as a
surface-tension force per unit length and, following Tolman [1], either as the
quotient of the energy change with the change in surface area at constant
entropy, constant composition and constant volumes for the two phases
(measured at the surface of tension) or as the rate of free energy change with the
change in surface area at constant temperature, constant composition and
constant volumes. The theory of wetting phenomena on curved surfaces has been
developed to date by the derivation of formulas or theorems originating from an
“energetic” definition and their application in force balances. Hence, this
solution is limited to one scalar equation. Because a force may have three
components, this equation may not be applied as a condition for equilibrium in
the case of an unsymmetrical shape, nor can the shape of the surface be
described using only the force balance due to the lack of the corresponding
equations along the tangents to the surface directions.
The main goal of the current work is to develop a wetting theory of curved
gas-liquid interfacial surfaces beginning directly from the surface tension defined
as the unit force. This was expected to yield two equations of force balance for
the symmetric shapes for the droplet or bubble under hydrostatic pressure.

2 Mathematical model
The topic of discussion here is the prediction of the shape of the liquid–gas
interface under hydrostatic pressure. To do it, the forces applied on the surface at
rest are balanced. As surface forces shape the surface, they should be balanced at
the surface. While the fixed coordinate system is used, the hydrostatic pressure
creates a changing radius of curvature. Therefore, the surface with a varying
radius along the depth of the liquid must be described.
The surface presented in fig. 1 is defined in the spherical parameterisation in
which the radial distance changes along the  coordinate:
f  ,     r(  ) sin  cos  ,r(  ) sin  sin  ,r(  ) cos  
(1)
The versors of the surface-coordinate system are




(2)
δ  cos    cos  i  cos    sin  j  sin    k




















δ    sin  i  cos  j

(3)

where  is defined in fig. 3.
Moving along the tangential vector, the surface curves in the direction of the
movement. The curvature is described by the unit vector perpendicular to the
surface. It arises from the structure of the surface, which is a two-dimensional
object existing in three-dimensional space. Taking the above into account, it is
necessary to define the normal unit vector:




δ n  sin     cos  i  sin     sin  j  cos     k
(4)
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Figure 1:

The assumed surface coordinates and the versors.

2.1 The force system
No matter how small, a fluid is a substance that deforms continuously under the
application of tangential stress. In the considered case, the shear stresses equal
zero. Therefore, only the normal stresses are sustained. As a result, the resultant
force acting on the surface is normal to the surface. The resultant pressure force
that tends to expand the surface, acts in the centre of the area. Because the force
system has to satisfy Newton’s third law, the directions and senses of the
resultant surface forces preventing expansion must be oriented out from the
surface. However, the components of the resultant surface-tension forces must be
applied at the boundary arc of the surface, and these are tangential to the surface.
The force system is shown in fig. 2. In this case, the resultant pressure force is
the active force. Therefore, the resultant of the tangential surface forces is the
reactive force. A differential surface element is defined using two arcs with radii
r and rsin (cf. fig. 2). Therefore, this surface is a curvilinear rectangle (fig.1 and
fig. 2). Hence, we have four infinitesimal surface-tension forces (fig. 2). As a
result, we obtain two resultants, one each of each pair of these forces. These
resultants equilibrate the infinitesimal pressure force.
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The force system for an infinitesimal element.

The pressure force is expressed by the formula


r 2 sin  d d  
dF p   pdA  p
δ n 00
cos 
The surface tension forces in the  component are presented


dF 01   rd  cos   δ  01


dF 0 1    rd  cos   δ  0 1
Next, the components in the  direction are obtained:


dF 10    r  dr 2  sin   d  2  d δ  10 ,


dF 10    r  dr 2  sin   d  2  d δ 10 .
The resultant force in the  direction is:


d  
dF    r sin d  cos   dr sin  cos 2
 d  δ  0 0   r sin  sin d  d δ n 0 0


and in the  direction:


dF  2

2 

rd 
d 
rd 
d 
cos  sin δ 00  2
sin  sin δ n 0 0
cos 
cos 
2
2

(5)

(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)

(11)

The system of the resultant forces and the cross section of the investigated
surface are showed in fig. 3. Hydrostatic pressure is calculated as follows:
p   g  r0  r cos   .
(12)
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dr

The force system resolved into meridian and normal directions.

2.2 The force balance
The resultant surface tension forces and pressure force are balanced.
Respectively, their components along the meridian and normal directions to the
surface must equal zero. First we obtain the force balance in tangential direction:
1

dr
2
tan   1   dr rd  
rd 

(13)

and the balance of the forces in the normal direction:
dr
1
r
1
2
d
(14)
  gr  r0  r cos   
 1




Substituting the relationship
r  r  g
(15)
into Eqs. (13) and (14), we obtain a system of dimensionless equations as
follows:
 dr   dr 

2
     tan   1  2 tan    0

 r d  r d
(16)
 dr 
1
  
1
0


2
 r d
 r   ro  r  cos    1

for which the solution is the product of the left sides of the five equations:
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r   ro  r  cos    2  0


r 0
r  r  cos   0

(18)
(19)


o

r   ro  r  cos    2 sin 2   0
r



r


o

 r cos    2 cos   0


(17)

2

(20)
(21)

These equations can be expressed in dimensional form as

 g  r0  r cos    2 r
 g  r0  r cos    0

(22)
(23)
(24)

 g  r0  r cos    2 sin 2  r

(25)

r 0

 g  r0  r cos    2 cos  r
2

(26)
Formulas (17) and (22) are the Young-Laplace equation for the hydrostatic
pressure written in spherical coordinates. These formulas can be solved as a
quadratic equation with r as the variable. Hence, the shape of the surface can be
found easily.
In contrast, their solution in the Cartesian coordinate system, in which the
double surface tension is divided by the radius of curvature, requires the solution
of a second-order differential equation. It can be concluded that the surface can
exist if the resultant surface-tension force equals zero (cf. Eq. (24)), but it cannot
be formed if the hydrostatic pressure is equal to zero. The last conclusion arises
from the analysis of Eqs. (22), (24), (25) and (26) and is expressed implicitly by
Eq. (23).
2.3 The shapes of the interfaces
As the shapes of the liquid–gas interfaces are presented by the solutions of Eqs.
(17)–(21), we can distinguish four kinds of surface equilibrium. The first is
described the Young-Laplace formula, i.e., Eq. (17). The second is the flat
surface, expressed by Eq. (19), with a lack of a surface as its particular case (cf.
Eq. (18)). The third and fourth kinds of equilibria have not been connected with
any real situation so far. Therefore, they can be only the solutions of the force
balance without any physical meaning.
Although the analysis is made in the surface-coordinate system, the graphs
are plotted in Cartesian coordinates:
(27)
x   r  sin 
z   r  cos 
(28)
where the variables are defined in fig. 1. Because these solutions have
axisymmetric shapes, they are plotted as cross-sections in the x+z+ plane.
2.3.1 The Young-Laplace equation
The solution of Eq. (17), i.e., the Young-Laplace formula with hydrostatic
pressure in spherical coordinates, has two roots:
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r1 
r2 

ro  ro2  8 cos 
2 cos 
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(29)

ro  ro2  8 cos 

(30)
2 cos 
Because these solutions have discontinuities at , the limits of the
functions at this point must be calculated. To do so, we represent the square roots
in Eqs. (29) and (30) as Taylor series. If r0

r02  1 , the limits of the roots r1

and r2 are calculated as follows:

lim r1 

  2

2
ro

lim r2  

  2

If r0

(31)
(32)

r02  1 , these limits are presented below:

lim r1   ,

(33)

2
ro

(34)

  2

lim r2 

  2

Hence, in the case of a positive hydraulic head, r0 , the root r1 is a
continuous function. If the hydraulic head has a negative value, the solution for
r 2 has no discontinuity. We can summarise that the hydraulic head is the
asymptote for some solutions. Note that r1 and r2 can generally be complex
numbers. To return a real number for the square root over the interval 

r0 cannot be less than 2 2 . Over the domain  cosine  is less than
zero, and so the discriminant has a positive value. The solutions of these
equations for this positive border values are presented in fig. 4. The graphs for
r1 and for r 2 over the interval  show the shapes of the interfaces
when the pressure inside is higher than their surroundings. The plots for r2 over
the interval  present the surface limited in volume with internal
pressure lower than the surroundings.
In the case of higher gauge pressure, the drop has no tangent point with the
upper layer, but its shape is almost spherical because the vertical diameter is
slightly longer than the horizontal one. These diameters will be equal if
r0  55 .2 , and so the drop will then be a sphere.
The sample solution for 0  r0  2 2 is presented in fig. 4b). The intervals in
which the real roots of eqs. (29) and (30) can be found are noted in this figure.
The results for r1 model the case of a pendant drop that is still connected to the
solid phase. We can conclude that the drop will form if the dimensionless gaugepressure value reaches 2 2 . Although gaps in the plots are observed for r2 in
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the domain , this does not indicate a lack of the surface at the gap
period in this case; rather, it only means the lack of a state of the equilibrium for
the surface with the assumed force system. The surface could thus accelerate, or
other forces could be introduced to the analysis. A different situation is observed
in the interval . Because cosine  is less than zero here, the
discriminant in Eq. (30) is a positive value. Thus, there is no gap for r2 within
this interval.
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The plots of eqs. (29) and (30) for: a) r0  2 2 , b) r0  2 .

The plots for 2 2  r0  0 are the mirror image of the plots for their
modulus values. There occurs the shift between solutions for Eqs. (29) and (30).
The second root describes the sessile drop well. Therefore, the plots for r0   2
are the mirror image of the plots in fig. 4b), where the hydraulic head line is the
axis of symmetry.
2.3.2 The flat surface and the lack of surface
The flat surface is the solution of Eq. (19):
r
(35)
r4  o
cos 
The height of the surface or the depth of the liquid is equal to hydraulic head,
r0 . As the right side of Eq. (19) is zero, there is no resultant surface-tension
force. However, this does not mean that these forces are not present but rather
that the surface-tension forces achieve equilibrium on the plane and only their
resultant does not exist.
The most extreme state is the lack of a surface if the hydraulic head equals
zero, which is expressed by Eq. (20). This is an important finding of this work.
The surface can exist if the surface-tension forces balance each other, but the
surface cannot be shaped if there is no pressure difference between two sides of
the surface (i.e., between the two bulk phases). This conclusion is confirmed by
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the limit of the function calculated by Eq. (32). A liquid–gas surface will not
reach the level of the hydraulic head if the surface-tension forces do not achieve
equilibrium. These situations are presented in figs. 4, 5.
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for

r0  2 2 ,

b) The graphs of Eqs. (38) and (39) for r0  2 2 .
2.3.3 The third kind of equilibrium state
This solution has not been connected with any experimental observations so far,
and its properties have not been described in detail.
The third equilibrium state, defined by Eq. (20), has two roots:

r5 
r6 

ro  ro2  8 sin 2  cos 
2 cos 
ro  ro2  8 sin 2  cos 

(36)

(37)
2 cos 
The graphs of Eq. (36), plotted in fig. 5a) have shapes similar to a horn torus.
The plots of Eq. (37) are tangent to the line of the hydraulic head because sine 
for  in Eq. (20) is equal to zero. For that reason, this equation is
decomposed into two: (18) and (19) (i.e., the lack of a surface and a flat surface,
respectively) in this point. The solution for the plane is plotted in fig. 5a) at
which makes this solution different from the cases described in Sections
2.3.1 and 2.3.4. The depth of the lower layer (i.e., the difference between the
hydraulic head and the vertical coordinate of the lower surface) is tangent to the
upper plate (the solution for and it increases up to its maximum
value (for = 0.9553) then approaches the hydraulic-head line. The height of the
upper layer (the solution for rises from 0 (for = ) to its maximum
(for = 2.186) and then approaches the hydraulic-head line.
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2.3.4 The fourth kind of equilibrium state
The fourth equilibrium state, given by Eq. (21), has two roots:

r7 
r8 

ro  ro2  8 cos 3 
2 cos 

(38)

ro  ro2  8 cos 3 

(39)
2 cos 
The seventh root of the general force balance given by Eq. (38) has the shape
of a thin drop suspended within another one, cf. fig. 5b). The upper layer (the
solution for  is largest for = 0, and then it decreases and approaches
the hydraulic-head line. The lower layer (the solution for  is deepest
for  0, and it monotonically approaches the hydraulic-head line.
2.3.5 Surface under uniform pressure
Eq. (14) under uniform pressure takes the form
dr
1
r
1 ,
2
d
(40)
 pr

1





while eq. (13) does not change. There are two solutions of eqs. (13) and (40):
2
p
,
(41)
r
2 2
p
cos  .
(42)
r
Formula (41) is well known Young-Laplace equation and describes bubble
under uniform pressure that shape is spherical. Although, it is common known
result, for the first time this shape was derived from the complete force balance
directly. Eq. (42) seems to be only mathematical solution that has not been
observed experimentally, which cross-section is two equal bubbles where second
bubble is attached under the first one.

3 Summary and discussion
It was proven that it is possible to obtain a complete system of equations for the
static equilibrium of a surface under hydrostatic pressure for all fluids that do not
sustain shear stresses when at rest. To predict the shape of this surface, a new
differential surface with a varying radial distance along the meridian direction
was defined. The pressure force and surface-tension forces were balanced on this
surface. In the method presented herein, it was possible to balance the surface
forces and the surface-tension forces on the control surface. This had not
previously been possible, and it represents the major finding of this work. As a
result, a system of two equations was obtained: one each in the radial and
tangential directions. Their solutions were decomposed into three quadratic and
two linear equations with eight roots. Due to the existence of discontinuities,
they can describe eleven different situations. The first solution is the YoungWIT Transactions on Engineering Sciences, Vol 74, © 2012 WIT Press
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Laplace equation with the interface under hydrostatic pressure. To obtain the
results in the traditional way, a second-order differential equation must be
solved. In the achieved method, a simple quadratic equation is instead solved,
which makes the calculations quite simple. The linear solutions are the flat
surface and the lack of a surface. Although they are both trivial, their presence
proves the generality of the developed model. Furthermore, two new solutions
were obtained that seem to be unconnected with any physical situation.
3.1 Conclusions
We drew the following conclusions for a surface under pressure and surfacetension forces only:

A surface under uniform pressure is a sphere.

A plane is formed if the surface-tension forces equilibrate themselves.

Other shapes occur if a pressure gradient exists and the surface-tension
forces equilibrate pressure force.

A surface cannot exist without a pressure difference across both of its
sides.

The pressure forces are the active forces, whereas the surface-tension
forces are the reactive forces, which only act to curve the surface.

To form a closed interface (e.g., a drop or a bubble), the interior
pressure cannot be less than its border value; i.e., the modulus of the
hydraulic head must be a factor of 2 2 or more times higher than the
capillary constant.
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Abstract
This paper aims to assess a conservative interface locating method based on levelset adapted to two fluid model for two phase flow. The objective of the work is
twofold: first to check out the prediction of the model on bubble coalescence cases
and then to introduce a first description of the multifield hybrid approach for twophase flow modelling. The interface locating method is part of a model dedicated
to the simulation of large and distorted bubbles. At different liquid viscosities
and densities, the model yields reasonable predictions of terminal velocities and
shapes for rising bubble experiments. The overall method relies also on an existing
building block, consisting of a set of averaged models dedicated to dispersed
bubbles, which has already been validated and has given a reasonable agreement
with experimental data in cases where the spherical shape assumption is still valid
for the dispersed phase. As a consequence, we present the first step toward a
new approach consisting of modelling the small bubbles as a dispersed field and
simulating the large and distorted ones.
The main outcome is the simulation of bubble coalescence where the distortion
of the interface during the coalescence phenomena is followed. The capability to
simulate correctly coalescence phenomena is an important point of the modelling
of slug flows with interface locating methods.
Keywords: multifield model, surface tension, interface sharpening, bubble rising,
coalescence.

1 Introduction
Two-phase flows are featuring many industrial applications such as nuclear power
plants, heat exchangers and chemical reactors. Based on the interface structure,
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topological classification commonly separates two-phase flow regimes into three
main groups. The first group would be separated flows such as annular, film or
stratified flows, the second the dispersed flows such as bubbly, droplet or particle
flows, and the last group would be the flows such as bubbly annular, churn
turbulent or slug flow. Although these regimes have been experimentally confirmed
since a few decades [1], their numerical simulation is still challenging and an
universal model remains to be established.
There are several approaches for two-phase flow Eulerian modelling, that may
be classified by the successive numerical choices, such as the number of fields,
the use of space or time averages, the filtering of some space scales, and the
way the interfaces are dealt with. As described by Bestion [2], the capability of
these approaches to model the different flow regimes are far from being similar.
The RANS approach, which is today of widespread use in CFD for industrial
applications presents the drawback of filtering every intermittency scales. This
means that besides this approach can deals with all flow regimes, it requires a
large amount of work on the closure laws models, currently limited to dispersed
and separated flows. The DNS and LES without interface filtering are nowadays
too expensive to treat high Reynolds number flows such as churn. According to
Bestion, an hybrid method so called Hybrid LES, both filtering and simulating
interfaces may be a promising way to describe all flow regimes at a reasonable
CPU cost without filtering the two-phase structures as RANS approach does.
We present here the first steps building the Hybrid LES method. We propose to
treat statistically the interfaces small enough to be considered as spherical, and to
simulate the distorted interfaces. This naturally leads to a filter scale imposed by
the flow conditions.
This method is implemented in the multifield code NEPTUNE CFD. The
modeling of dispersed phase flows has already been validated [3] and has given
a reasonable agreement with experimental data in cases where the spherical shape
assumption is still valid for the dispersed phase. As a consequence, we concentrate
here our work on the simulation of large and deformed bubbles. A first step toward
the Hybrid LES method is to build a set of equations to model the large interface
field. Numerical model and its application to bubble rising are summarized here
and can be found in [4] for more details.
After proving the efficiency of the method on well-known bubble rising cases,
we will test the model on two-bubble coalescence experimental cases. This will
comfort the extension of the interface locating model toward slug flows studying.

2 State of the art for interface treatment and coalescence
Rise of bubbles in viscous liquids/fluids remains a fundamental problem in fluid
physics. Despite several theoretical [5], experimental [6] and over these recent
years numerical [7, 8] studies, this paradigm is still a topic of major interest.
Most of the current techniques applied to interface flows such as large
bubble rising have been developed taking into account two major aspects:
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capturing/tracking the interface and stabilizing the flow solver to handle
discontinuous fluid properties at the interface.
Several categories of interface locating exist. The first one is Lagrangian grid
methods [9] where the background grid is following the interface. The main
limitation is that this method cannot track surfaces that break apart or intersect.
The second category is the front tracking method [10]. The motion equation for the
flow field is solved on a fixed grid and the interface position is tracked explicitly
by markers distributed evenly on the interface. Difficulty generally comes from
the repartition of the markers which should ideally be kept equidistant, especially
for coalescence of interfaces applications. The third category of these methods
consists in capturing the interface using various volume functions defined on
the fixed grid used to solve the governing equations of the flow. The volume
of fluid [11] method and level-set [12] approaches are parts of this group. VOF
methods are conservative, but interface properties such as normal and curvature
are difficult to calculate accurately. Level-set methods automatically deal with
topological changes but are not conservative. Several techniques have been
developed to ensure volume conservation and improve the locating method, such
as a combination of Level-set and VOF method [13], or the augmented Lagrangian
method coupled to VOF techniques [14].
Olsson and Kreiss [15] introduced a level set method with an artificial
compression step performed after the advection of the level set function to ensure
that the thickness of the transition layer is preserved.
In our work, the Eulerian approach is use. This approach of the two-fluid model
allows the direct use of the volume fraction as an interface function. Thus, the
equivalent to the level-set function is self-transported by the resolution of the
momentum balance equation. To keep a good location of the interface over time,
the same artificial compression step as Olsson’s is used.
Concerning coalescence, only few experiments present results on two-bubble
coalescence such as Brereton and Korotney’s experiment [16]. Numerical works
on this phenomena usually follow interface treatment methods and can be found
with marker approach, Singh and Shyy [17], and VOF approach, van Sint
Annaland et al. [18].

3 Mathematical formulation and numerical method
3.1 Governing equations
The two-fluid model is based on Eulerian multifield balance equations. Further
information can be found in Ishii and Hibiki [19]. The balance equations for
isothermal two-fluid model can be written as mass and momentum balances:

∂t (αk ρk ) + ∂xi (αk ρk Uk,i ) = Γk with


k
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∂t (αk ρk Uk,i ) + ∂xj (αk ρk Uk,i Uk,j ) =

∂xj (αk τk,ij ) − αk ∂xi (P )
+αk ρk gi + Ik,i

(2)

where ρk , Uk , αk , Γk and τk,ij , P and Ik,i denote respectively the density, the
mean velocity, the volumetric fraction, the mass transfer and the total stress tensor
including laminar and turbulent contribution, the mean pressure and the interfacial
momentum exchange between phases. The interfacial momentum exchange is
constituted here by two interfacial forces : surface tension force and drag force.
This later appears in momentum balance equations due to averaging. Its local
sum over phases is equal to zero and depends on the relative velocity between
the phases.
→
→
→
−
v2 − −
v1 )(α1 ρ1 + α2 ρ2 )
α1 α2 (−
(3)
F drag,1 =
τ
As we consider in the paper a local separated flow in the two fluid model, the
role of the drag force is to enforce a no slip condition and so equality of the phase
velocities at the bubble interface. The closure law, eqn. (3), is applied with a very
short relaxation time τ to achieve large interface drag (τ = ∆t/100).
3.2 Surface tension
Large bubbles are no longer considered as a dispersed, but as a continuous field,
therefore the surface tension, eqn. (4), has to be taken into account in the model.
From an Eulerian point of view, a surface force has to be implemented in volume:
−
→
→
n
F sta = σκ−

(4)

→
where σ, κ and −
n denote respectively the surface tension, the curvature and the
normal vector. The curvature κ is defined as the divergence of the unit normal
vector at the interface. A color function c locating the interface, such as a level
set function, is a descriptor of this normal vector. The unit normal vector and the
curvature can be calculated with the color function, obtain by diffusion of .the
volume fraction. Here it becomes important that the thickness of the interface is
kept constant so that the color function gives a good approximation of the local
curvature. The Continuum Surface Force (CSF) method described by Brackbill
et al. [20] allows the reformulation of the surface tension into an equivalent volume
force, eqn. (5), that can be added to the momentum balance equation. In the twofluid model, this force is split between the two phases occupying the cell, since
two momentum equations are solved. The average model is here the volume one.
 

→k
−
∇c
∇cdV
(5)
F st = αk σ ∇.
∇c
3.3 Interface sharpening
As already discussed in the previous section, the curvature calculation requires to
pay some attention to the interface thickness. Olsson and Kreiss [15] coupled an
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artificial compression method to a level set method to obtain volume conservation.
The interface sharpening method consists in resolving the following eqn. (6) on a
non physical time step between two physical steps to ensure the interface thickness
to be kept constant.
→
n ) = ε∆αk
∂τ (αk ) + ∇ (αk (1 − αk )−

(6)

The parameter ε controls the final interface width at convergence and is here
chosen so that the interface thickness is 2 cells. The non-physical time ∆τ is
chosen to ensure CFL and Fourier numbers under 0.5 and to minimize the number
of iteration leading to a steady interface width: ε = ∆x/2 and ∆τ = ∆x/32.

4 Application to bubble rising: Rosant’s experiment
4.1 Experiment description
The capturing interface process described in the previous section is validated
against the experiments of Raymond and Rosant [6]. Bubbles are released in
still water at time t = 0 s. The reference pressure is the atmospheric pressure
1013 hP a. The fluid viscosity and density (blend of water and glycerol) are
given in table 1. The final bubble velocity and shape (ratio between height h and
width w of the bubble) are studied as functions of the bubble initial diameter. An
axisymmetric geometry is used, reproducing the experiment situation of bubbles
rising in a pipe. The air density and viscosity are respectively 1.29 kg.m−3 and
1.84 ∗ 10−5 P a.s. A Dirichlet’s condition on the pressure field is imposed at the
top boundary.
4.2 Sensitivity analysis, size of the computational domain
The experiments were conducted in a rectangular Plexiglas tank of 0.3 × 0.2 m2
inside cross section and 0.5 m height. Wall confinement effects on the bubbles
can be considered as negligible. As modelling such a huge domain will cost a
lot of calculation time, the aim of this analysis is to find the smallest possible
computational domain in which walls have negligible effect on the terminal
velocity and shape of the simulated bubbles. Radius from 2 to 6 times the bubble
Table 1: Fluid properties for the Raymond and Rosant’s experiment [6].
Series Viscosity [P a.s] Density [kg/m3 ]
S1

Surface tension [N/m]

0.687

1250

0.063

S3

0.242

1230

0.063

S5

0.0733

1205

0.064

S6

0.0422

1190

0.064
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Figure 1: Effect of computational domain size on the bubble shape for an initially
8 mm diameter spherical bubble in the S5 experiment (see table 1).
diameter were tested for the simulation of the experimental case S5 (see table 1)
with an 8 mm diameter bubble. The fig. 1 presents the terminal bubble shape for
the tested computational domain size. The terminal velocity can be considered as
independent from the domain size D when D ≤ 4 Db .
4.3 Sensitivity to the mesh refinement
A grid-independent test was carried out on the axisymmetric rise of a single bubble
in a liquid on six different meshes. According to the previous sensitivity analysis
on the domain size, the domain is chosen to have a four bubble diameter radius,
and twelve bubble diameter height. The six grids are M2 (h = Dbubble /∆x = 15),
M3 (h = 20), M4 (h = 25), M5 (h = 30), M6 (h = 35) and M7 (h = 40).

Figure 2: Effect of the mesh refinement on the bubble rising velocity for an initially
8 mm diameter spherical bubble in the S3 experiment. D is the domain
radius given here in number of bubble diameter.
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Fig. 2 shows that the mesh M5 provides a nearly grid-independent solution. This
grid will be used in all other runs.
4.4 Model validation with experiments
Fig. 3 and 4 present the evolution of terminal velocities and shapes versus the initial
bubble diameter for the 4 experiments S1, S3, S5 and S6. The predicted velocities
are found to be in a good agreement with the experimental data, the deviation being
lower than 10%. Concerning the bubble aspect ratio, the deviation is lower than
10% for experiment S1 and S3, lower than 23% for experiment S5 and lower than
30% for S6. For the most distorted cases (experiment case S6 and bubble diameters
greater than 6 mm), part of the gap between measures and numerical prediction
could be explained by the difficulty to reproduce the exact initial conditions. In the
simulation, the bubble is initiated as a still sphere whereas in the experiment the
bubble may not be spherical at time t = 0 s, especially for experiments where the
bubble is large and the fluid less viscous.

Figure 3: Predicted bubble velocities (solid lines) compared to experimental data
(symbols) versus the equivalent diameter for various liquid properties.

5 Bubble coalescence
5.1 Experiment description
The predictions of the model prove to be in reasonable agreement with the
experimental observations for bubble rising cases. For the simulation of slug
flows, we need to be able to describe large bubble coalescence phenomena. The
experiments of Brereton and Korotney [16] provide a good qualitative description
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Figure 4: Predicted bubble aspect ratio (solid lines) compared to experimental data
(symbols) versus the equivalent diameter for various liquid properties
(see table 1).

of the coalescence of two rising bubbles. Four cases are calculated: two cases
of coaxial coalescence and two cases of oblique coalescence, each type of
coalescence being treated in two dynamic conditions, described by Reynolds,
Morton and Eötvos numbers: case (a), (Re = 43, M o = 2.10−4 , E ö = 16) and
case (b), (Re = 1, M o = 30, E ö = 16). The two initial bubbles have the same
volume.

5.2 Results
Numerical results are presented in figs. 5 and 6. The computational domain is
a rectangular 3D box of size 0.04 × 0.04 × 0.08 m3 , the origin is placed at
the center of the bottom face. The initial bubble have a radius of 5 mm and
are placed at positions {(0,0,0.025) (0,0.08,0.125)} and {(0,0,0.025) (0,0,0.125)}
respectively for the oblique and the coaxial coalescence experiments. Regarding
the discretization, the space scale is ∆x = 5.10−3 m for the case (a) and
∆x = 2.5.10−3 m for the case (b), the fact that the most viscous case need
the finest grid is due to the difficulty to reproduce the sharp tail of the second
bubble observed on fig. 6 at 0.09 and 0.12 s. The time scale of the coalescence
is well predicted by the numerical simulations for all cases, as the time between
each experimental photograph is approximatively 30 ms. Despite the difficulty of
the phenomena, the shapes of both leading and trailing bubbles are in excellent
agreement with the experimental observations.
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Figure 5: Comparison between the experimental observations from Brereton
and Korotney [16] and numerical predictions for coaxial and oblique
coalescence of two bubbles: Re = 43, M o = 2.10−4 , E ö = 16.

Figure 6: Comparison between the experimental observations from Brereton
and Korotney [16] and numerical predictions for coaxial and oblique
coalescence of two bubbles: Re = 1, M o = 30, E ö = 16.

6 Conclusion
The dynamics of a deformed bubble has been studied using a two-fluid model
adapted to cases with located interfaces. Experimental validations have been
carried out. Quantitatively for bubble rising, the predicted terminal shape and
velocity of bubbles are in reasonable agreement with the experiments of Raymond
and Rosant [6]. Qualitatively for two-bubble coalescence, the coalescence time
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scale and bubble behavior are found to be quite similar to Brereton and Korotney’s
experiments [16]. The model dedicated to large distorted bubbles was successfully
applied to coalescence cases in different liquid conditions. This is comforting us in
the way of an hybrid three field model to address regime transitions such as bubbly
to slug flow.
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Abstract
Bubble columns are extensively used in the chemical process industry,
however their hydrodynamics are computationally expensive to simulate, severely
restricting design and optimisation studies. A novel discrete-phase bubble column
modelling approach is proposed where the flow-field in the immediate vicinity
of individual bubbles is predicted from the Reynolds number via an algebraic
bubble flow model, i.e. the Bubble Cell Model (BCM). This contrasts to the
traditional Euler–Lagrange approach, where the flow structure is resolved at a
larger scale using the Navier–Stokes equations. The construction of the BCM
involves generating the micro-flow fields through solving the analogous case of
the flow over a fixed sphere with the Navier–Stokes equations at 22 equally spaced
Reynolds numbers in the operating range of Re ≤ 270. The model construction
then occurs in two stages, i.e. stage one: the fitting of each velocity vector field
at the discrete Reynolds numbers, and stage two: the cross correlation of the
stage one model parameters with respect to Reynolds number. For stage one, a
hybrid between analytical and statistical models was found to provide accurate fits,
resulting in R2 values ranging from 0.9968 to 0.9999. The Reynolds dependence
of the parameters was found to be described through simple polynomial and
exponential models in the second stage construction, producing a model which
generates the velocity vector field around a bubble for a given Reynolds number
as the result of a single algebraic evaluation. The integration of the BCM with a
Eularian macro fluid model has also been investigated for a single bubble pilot
test case.
Keywords: bubble flow, Euler–Lagrange, cell model.
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1 Introduction
Bubble column simulation requires the resolution of complex hydrodynamic
interactions between the gas and liquid phases. This can be modelled with the
Navier–Stokes equations, however, the solving of the Navier–Stokes equations
at bubble scale, e.g. Volume-Of-Fluid method, is impractical with regards to
computational expense when considering any more than a few bubbles [1]. The
momentum source generated by the bubbles on the continuum fluid phase is
subsequently modelled through experimentally correlated force models i.e. drag,
lift and added mass, which is used in coupling the gas phase to the continuum [2].
The gas phase can then either be tracked as individual bubbles, i.e. the Euler–
Lagrange approach, or approximated as a continuum i.e. the Euler-Euler approach.
These approaches enable larger grid sizes and make the simulation of entire bubble
columns possible. However, the bubble scale flow detail is severely reduced and
computational efficiency remains a problem [3]. Furthermore, the question of
which physical effects to include in the coupling model, is still under debate [4].
It follows that the choice of bubble column simulation approach depends on the
level of flow detail required and the size of the geometry, as illustrated in Figure 1.
The computational expense required for large sized problems can subsequently
inhibit the choice of smaller scale models.
In an attempt to address these issues, relating to multiphase flow simulation in
general, it has been proposed by the authors to substitute the flow-fields in the
direct vicinity of the bubbles in a Euler–Lagrangian framework, with an algebraic
micro-flow model correlated to the Navier–Stokes solution for the appropriate
flow situations. The algebraic flow model will be referred to as the Bubble Cell
Model (BCM). The computationally expensive regions around individual bubbles
are therefore accounted with the BCM, which can be rapidly evaluated, in contrast
to the computationally expensive partial differential Navier–Stokes equations. In
addition, the BCM can be used to determine the force acting on the bubble

Figure 1: CFD bubble column simulation framework.
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in the equation of motion and allows the bubble scale flow information to be
approximated.

2 Bubble cell model development
The aim of the BCM is to provide a model of the velocity vector field, uM ,
with respect to spatial position, x, around a bubble as a function of Reynolds
rel
(where ρ, D, urel and µ represent the fluid density, bubble
number, Re = ρDu
µ
diameter, bubble relative velocity and fluid viscosity respectively). The solution
to the Navier–Stokes equations for the flow over a fixed sphere with appropriate
boundary conditions (as discussed in Section 2.1), is regarded as the “true velocity
field”, utrue , with respect to the construction of the BCM. To approximate utrue
as a function of Reynolds number, a two stage fitting strategy has been devised.
Stage one involves fitting the velocity vector fields at discrete Reynolds numbers,
whilst stage two aims to cross correlate the parameters of the stage one model w.r.t.
Reynolds number. This strategy is schematically presented in Figure 2.
2.1 Flow over fixed sphere: data generation
To set up the case, the boundary condition at the bubble surface and the bubble
shape is considered:
• If the liquid is pure enough, it is possible for it to slip along the surface of
the bubbles (free slip condition), in contrast to the flow past rigid bodies,
where slip will not occur (no-slip condition). This very often makes the
flow unseparated in circumstances where the flow around a solid body of
similar shape would be separated (i.e. the fluid flow becomes detached from
the surface of the object at higher Reynolds numbers) or even turbulent
[5]. Consequently, the boundary condition for a contaminant free system,

Figure 2: BCM two stage fitting strategy, where f1 , α, f2 and ζ represent the
overall stage one model, stage one parameters, stage two model and stage
two parameters respectively.
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imposed at the bubble surface on the tangential component of the liquid
velocity, is a zero-shear-stress one rather than a no-slip one [6].
• The shape of the bubble directly influences the local hydrodynamics and can
be transient during bubble motion. According to the research of Tomiyama
et al. [7], bubble motion, shape and velocity are remarkably sensitive
to initial shape deformation. The researchers subsequently proposed a
steady state drag model which is dependent on bubble shape through the
2
dimensionless Eötvös number (E ö = ∆ρgD
, with ∆ρ, g and σ representing
σ
the density difference, gravity vector and surface tension respectively). It has
become apparent that bubble shape is an important parameter which adds
new degrees of freedom to an already complex problem.
For the development of the BCM approach, we restrict the focus onto spherical
bubbles in a contaminant free system. It follows from experimental data [8], that
the spherical assumption is valid for Re ≤ 270 for an air-water system, whilst the
clean system will be accounted for with an zero-shear-stress boundary condition
on the bubble surface. Furthermore, to allow for faster development of the concept,
the work will be carried out in two dimensions. It should be noted that the approach
could be extended to different shaped bubbles occurring in heterogeneous bubble
columns through parametrization of the E ö number, higher Reynolds numbers and
three dimensions.
The Navier–Stokes equations are solved with the Finite-Volume method, using
the SIMPLE pressure-velocity coupling scheme [9] and 2nd order UPWIND
spatial discretization in the Fluent 12 solver (FLUENT INC, USA). The mesh
is created according to the geometry depicted in Figure 3, and its resolution
optimized according to the convergence of the drag force on the bubble surface.

Figure 3: Case geometry and resulting velocity magnitude contours following
CFD simulation. The geometry is set up with respect to the radius (R) of
the bubble and the ratios chosen to allow flow dynamics to sufficiently
develop across the domain.
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This resulted in 164,983 data points in the BCM region, which was chosen as 5
times the bubble radius. The drag coefficients for the Reynolds numbers evaluated,
corresponded to the experimental data for bubbles in pure systems [10].
2.2 Stage one model
2.2.1 Analytical solutions
Analytical solutions provide a good starting point to the development of the BCM,
since they capture useful features of the flow structure. Solutions are possible
through simplifying assumptions, such as either creeping flow (i.e. zero advective
terms), or potential flow (i.e. zero viscous terms), making analytical evaluation
of the steady state, incompressible Navier–Stokes equations (eqn. (1) and (2))
possible. Here u, p and S refer to the fluid velocity vector, fluid pressure and the
body force vector respectively.
∇·u= 0
ρ(u · ∇u)
  

advective terms

(1)

= −∇p +

µ∇2 u
  

+

viscous terms

S


(2)

body f orces

The creeping flow solution (valid at Re  1) was derived by Stokes
[11], by assuming axisymmetric flow and writing the Navier–Stokes equations
in terms of the Stokes stream function ψ (the two velocity components are
expressed as derivatives of ψ such that continuity is automatically satisfied) in
spherical coordinates ( where r and θ correspond to the radial and angular spatial
components, centred around the centre of volume of the bubble), simplifying the
problem considerably. Following the solution strategy by Slattery [12], the stream
function is proposed as a fourth order polynomial whose coefficients are obtained
through the substitution of the boundary conditions. Applying the zero-shear-stress
boundary conditions, eqn. (3)–(5), the stream function is obtained, which upon
differentiation with respect to θ and r leads to radial and angular velocities, ur
and uθ , which are subscripted for the creeping flow solution as ur,CF and uθ,CF
in eqn. (6) and (7). The free stream velocity here, u∞ , corresponds to the relative
bubble velocity urel .
ur|r→∞ = u∞ cos(θ)

(3)

ur|r=R = 0

(4)

duθ|r=R
=0
dr

(5)


 
3 R
ur,CF (r, θ) = u∞ 1 −
−
4 r

 
3 R
uθ,CF (r, θ) = u∞ 1 −
+
8 r

 3 
1 R
cos(θ)
4 r
 3 
1 R
sin(θ)
8 r
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Although zero viscosity fluids do not actually exist, the assumption (valid at
Re → ∞) provides a reasonably good description of the velocity profile, except
near the body and beyond the line of flow separation [13]. The potential flow
solution is derived by defining velocity potential Φ, such that u = −∇Φ, the
zero-shear-stress boundary condition, is automatically satisfied by the inviscid
assumption. For incompressible potential flows, Φ satisfies Laplace’s equation
which can be solved with the method of separation of variables [12], and upon
differentiation yields the potential flow velocity fields, ur,PF and uθ,PF , as
presented in eqn. (8) and (9).

 3 
R
cos(θ)
ur,PF (r, θ) = u∞ − 1 +
r

 3 
1 R
sin(θ)
uθ,PF (r, θ) = u∞ 1 +
2 r

(8)
(9)

The solutions for both simplifying assumptions are simple algebraic expressions
which allow for rapid numerical function evaluation. However, neither of these
solutions are able to capture the flow separation and wake features which are
artefacts arising when Re > 1, resulting in poor flow prediction at the rear of
the bubble and incorrect hydrodynamic force calculation which limits the practical
applicability of these solutions.
2.2.2 Statistical modelling
The need for statistical modelling arises from an attempt to bridge the gap between
the two extrema cases of the analytical solutions i.e. Re = 0 and Re = ∞,
by accounting for features occurring in the non-idealized flow regimes. Since the
aim of the BCM is rapid functional evaluation, a semi-analytical model, expressed
through algebraic expressions, would be justified.
The two analytical models, associated with creeping and potential flow, is to be
combined to take account of a significant portion of the flow structure. A linear
combination of the two solutions is used, i.e. eqn. (10) and (11), where α1,1 to
α2,2 represents the weighting coefficients obtained through linear least squares
with respect to utrue . For this purpose, only data from the region π/2 ≤ θ ≤ 3π/2
is considered, since this region is best represented by the two solutions, whereas
the wake feature at the rear of the bubble negatively impacts the least squares fit by
attempting to take account of a structure the model is not capable of representing.
uM
r,A = α1,1 ur,CF + α1,2 ur,PF

(10)

uM
θ,A = α2,1 uθ,CF + α2,2 uθ,PF

(11)

The residuals to these solutions, i.e. eqn. (12) and (13), require statistical
modelling to be accounted for. This has been achieved by considering each of
the residual velocity surfaces, ur,res and uθ,res across the Reynolds operating
range, and identifying regions following simple functional forms. In addition, the
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Figure 4: Contours of |ur,res |/u∞ , illustrating the change of θc w.r.t. Reynolds
number . R1 and R2 denote region 1 and region 2.

Figure 5: Contours of uθ,res /u∞ at two different Reynolds numbers.
symmetry across the x = 0 line, was also used to simplify the problem.
ur,res = utrue
− uM
r
r,A

(12)

utrue
θ

(13)

uθ,res =

−

uM
θ,A

The residual of to the radial velocity, was largely focussed in the bubble wake
region. This was captured by identifying a critical angle, θc , corresponding to the
maximum of the local peak at the rear of the bubble, which divides the domain into
two regions, as illustrated in Figure 4. These regions were subsequently captured
through a series of exponential models. The final model for uM
r had a total of 17
parameters (α1,i ) and resulted in R2 values between 0.9968 - 0.9999. The residual
of the angular velocity was a maximum at the bubble surface, which decayed into
the radial direction. This surface was approximated through finding the appropriate
model to represent uθ,res |r=R and fitting the exponential decay of this model
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M
Table 1: Surface fit results of uM
r and uθ with varying Reynolds number.

Re

uM
r : MSE

2
uM
r :R

uM
θ : MSE:

2
uM
θ :R

0.1

3.1015e-12 0.9968

8.1015e-12 0.9974

15
75

7.2915e-08 0.9989
3.9737e-07 0.9998

2.9301e-07 0.9978
1.7457e-06 0.9995

135 7.0539e-07 0.9999
195 1.2357e-06 0.9999

3.9877e-06 0.9997
6.9260e-06 0.9997

270 2.2273e-06 0.9999

1.1348e-05 0.9998

radially. This resulted in a reasonable approximation of the data with R2 = 0.9974
to 0.9998, with 11 parameters (α2,i ). (Please note that due to space restrictions it
M
is not possible to expand on the residual models i.e. uM
r,res and uθ,res . They will
however be discussed in more detail in an upcoming paper by the authors.)
The overall results are presented in Table 1. It is seen that the accuracy of
the approximation increases with Reynolds number. This is due to the deviations
from the potential flow solution, mainly consisting of the wake feature, becoming
concentrated in a smaller region as Re increases, thereby allowing for a more
accurate fit. At the lower range the wake is more spatially spread out, and whilst
M
the uM
r,A and uθ,A approximations becomes better as the creeping flow solution is
M
approached at Re = 0.1, the uM
r,res and uθ,res models are not as accurate at lower
Reynolds numbers. Response surface strategies have also been evaluated for the
same data, however they resulted in higher MSE’s with more parameters [14].

2.3 Stage two model
To ensure a smooth response of the first stage parameters, αi,j , with respect
to Reynolds number, each first stage fit was carried out using the parameter
estimations from the previous fit as initial guesses, thereby warm starting the
optimization e.g. the parameter estimates for the Re = 270 surface is used as
initial guesses for the Re = 255 surface. Carrying out the procedure from high to
low Reynolds numbers provided the most well behaved curves. The dependence of
the α s w.r.t. Re was found to be described by first and second order polynomial
and exponential models. A typical example of the behaviour of the α s is given in
Figure 6.
The final parameters to the BCM was found by optimizing all of the ζ
parameters with respect to the original CFD surfaces i.e. utrue . This results in a
bubble flow field model dependent on the Reynolds number (Re), spatial position
(r and θ) and the stage two fitting parameters (ζ).
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Figure 6: Second stage fit of parameters α1,1 , α1,2 and α1,17 .

3 Integration of bubble cell model with macro flow model:
single bubble test case
With the BCM constructed, the next step is to integrate it with a macro flow model
to account for the continuum outside of the BCM regions. For the development
of this model, the Openfoam C++ libraries where used [15]. The BCM regions
are tracked in a Lagrangian framework, and the Navier–Stokes equations solved
on a structured grid for the continuum. A structured grid is used such that the
computational cells falling within the BCM regions can be identified, through
their structured relationship, in a computationally efficient manner. To exclude
the BCM regions from the Eularian flow computations, the linear system of
equations is modified. The corresponding values are set to that of the BCM
and the cells are eliminated from the equations. Furthermore, the edges of the
BCM regions neighbouring the computational cells, act as “internal boundary
conditions”, thereby closing the problem.
As a pilot test to the BCM approach, the case of a single bubble rising is
considered with a fixed Reynolds number as illustrated in Figure 7. The resulting
flow field in the continuum qualitatively follows experimental and numerical
modelling trends [16, 17]. A rigorous analysis and validation of the results
however, remain to be completed at this stage. Furthermore, the equation of motion
for the BCM case needs to be developed.

4 Conclusion
A novel bubble column modelling approach is proposed, with the goal to offer
bubble scale flow information at reduced computational expense. This is aimed
to be achieved through the introduction of an algebraic flow model which
approximates the flow field around individual bubbles, i.e. the BCM, in contrast
to having to solve a set of non-linear PDE’s. The BCM was constructed through a
two stage fitting process, where the parameters are correlated with CFD generated
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Figure 7: Resulting velocity vector field of a single bubble rising in a Euler–
Lagrange framework following the BCM approach. The bubble is
simulated as Re = 120.
data, for the analogues situation of flow over a fixed fluid sphere. The combination
of the creeping and potential flow analytical solutions provided a good starting
point by taking account of a large portion of the flow field. The non-linear
deviations occurring outside of their idealized operating regimes however, required
the introduction of statistical models. The combination of these models resulted in
a semi-analytical model capable of approximating the flow field very accurately in
the range examined. Furthermore, the cross correlation of the stage one parameters
with Reynolds number proved to be successful with simple polynomial and
exponential functions, thereby arriving at the BCM.
The BCM has been integrated with a “macro Eularian” flow model, whereby
the BCM regions are tracked in a Lagrangian framework. This has been performed
successfully with a pilot test case, where a single bubble rising is simulated with
a fixed Reynolds number. Rigorous validation remains outstanding, however, the
results qualitatively appear realistic and illustrates the potential of the approach.
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Abstract
Advantages of planetary speed reducers are well known and due to their compact
design and power density they are suitable for a wide range of applications.
Efficiency is becoming more and more of a main concern in the design of power
transmissions and the demand for high efficiency gearboxes is continuously
increasing. For this reason it is important to have some models in order to
quantify the power losses of those already during the design stage. Some
theoretical or semi-empirical models that allow us to estimate losses like those of
bearings, of seals, of gear meshing (due to sliding) and, for ordinary gears, those
of churning are available in literature. In the case of planetary speed reducers,
where the motion of the planet carrier causes a rotatory motion of the planets
around the axis of the gearbox, the oil splash lubrication is an important source
of losses. This report introduces a multiphase CFD model for the prediction of
the churning losses characteristic of planetary gears. The analysis has been
carried out by means of an unsteady Volume of Fluid (VOF) model and
implemented on a commercial software (Fluent). The whole geometry of the
speed reducer and many operating conditions like the rotational speed, the oil
level and the operating temperature have been taken into account. Moreover the
results of an experimental testing campaign on an especially designed gearbox
are presented and compared with the computation ones in order to validate the
model. The two approaches give results in good agreement.
Keywords: planetary speed reducers, churning losses, multiphase flow
simulation, VOF.
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1

Introduction

In the last years, efficiency is becoming more and more a main concern also in
the design of power transmissions and the demand for high efficiency gearboxes
is continuously increasing. Just having appropriate models to predict the final
efficiency of the speed reducer [1] it is possible to take the correct choices since
the design step, avoiding waste of time and money. Some models for the
estimation of the different sources of losses like those of bearings [2], of seals
[3], of gear meshing (due to sliding) [3] and, for ordinary gears, those of
churning [4] already exist. What is still missing, is an appropriate model for the
prediction of the churning losses in planetary speed reducers. In this kind of
gearing, in fact, the motion of the planetary gears due to the planet carrier
rotation is an additional source of losses.
Aim of this study is to provide a model for the correct estimation of this kind
of losses and, consequently, for the correct estimation of the efficiency of the
whole transmission. The model has been performed by mean of a computational
fluid dynamic (CFD) analysis that simulates the behaviour of the air-oil lubricant
mixture.
To validate the numerical model, an industrial planetary speed reducer has
been conveniently modified in order to be able to measure the churning losses
alone caused by the motion of the planetary gears. This gearbox has been tested
on an especially designed test rig.

2

Problem definition

Figure 1 shows an example of a planetary gearing: it can be seen the sun gear,
the planetary gears, the planet carrier and the external crown.

Figure 1:

Planetary gearing.
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In the common configuration, the power flows from the sun gear shaft to the
planet carrier shaft. The planetary gears have therefore two rotatory motion
components: the first one is a rotation around their axis and the second one is a
motion with a circular path around the gearbox axis due to the planet carrier
rotation on which they are mounted.
The planetary speed reducers are generally oil splash lubricated and it is just
the interaction between the rotating elements and the lubricant air-oil mixture the
source of losses investigated by the presented model.
The influence parameters are the oil level and its properties, such as the
viscosity and the density (functions of the temperature), the geometry and, of
course, the rotational speed. The transmitted torque influences this kind of losses
indirectly: increasing the transmitted torque means more load dependent power
losses (like the meshing ones and part of the bearing ones) and, consequently, a
higher regime temperature of the lubricant.

3

Geometry modifications

The initial geometry of the analysed speed reducer is shown in figure 2.

Figure 2:

Initial geometry of the speed reducer.

The speed reducer is composed by a sun gear, 3 planetary gears and a “double
disk” planet carrier. Both, the input and the output shaft, are mounted by mean of
2 bearings. Two contact seal are also present to avoid leakage of lubricant. In
order to evaluate the churning power losses related to the motion of the planetary
gears around the gearbox axis due to the rotation of the planer carrier only, the
originary geometry of the speed reducer has been modified. The teeth of the
external crown have been removed by machining and the sun gear has been
substituted with a smaller and cylindrical (without teeth) component. The aim of
these modifications is to prevent the engaging of the gears, avoiding sliding
losses and churning losses due to the rotation of the gears around their axis. This
modified geometry has been used both for the numerical model and the
experimental testing campaign.
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4

Model set up

4.1 Geometry and mesh
The domain for the CFD analysis is the internal free volume of the speed reducer
after the above described geometry modifications. Figure 3 shows this volume
marked in grey.

Figure 3:

Modified geometry of the speed reducer: the computational domain
is marked in yellow.

The computational domain for the CFD analysis has been modelled by means
of 3D cad software and discretized with a swept mesh. This meshing technique
consists in creating a mesh on one side of the region, known as the source side,
and then copying the nodes of that mesh, one element layer at a time, until the
final side, known as the target side, is reached.
The whole model has been discretized with about 500000 hexahedral cells.
This kind of elements allows a larger aspect ratio compared with the tetrahedral
cells in which it will invariably affects the skewness of the cell, which is
undesirable as it may impede accuracy and convergence.
4.2 Parameter setting
A VOF multiphase approach has been chosen for the analysis. The VOF
formulation relies on the fact that two or more fluids (or phases) are not
interpenetrating. The fields for all variables and properties are shared by the
phases and represent volume-averaged values, as long as the volume fraction of
each of the phases is known at each location. Thus the variables and properties in
any given cell are either purely representative of one of the phases, or
representative of a mixture of the phases, depending upon the volume fraction
values. The tracking of the interface between the phases is accomplished by the
solution of a continuity equation for the volume fraction of one of the phases
∙

∑

(1)

where
is the density of the
phase,
the volume fraction of that phase,
and
the mass transfer from phase
to phase
and vice versa
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respectively. This volume fraction equation has been solved be mean of an
explicit scheme discretisation in order to avoid the numerical diffusion. That
means solving
∑

∆

∑

,

(2)

where
1 and are the indexes for the new time step and the preious one,
is the face value of the
volume fraction computed with the Geois the volume flux on
Reconstruction scheme, is the volume of the cell and
the face. The Geo-Reconstruction approach is an accurate scheme that assumes
that the interface between two fluids has a linear slope within each cell, and uses
this linear shape for the calculation of the advection of fluid through the cell
faces. This scheme avoids the numerical diffusion but needs an accurate grid.
The properties appearing in the above transport equations are determined by the
presence of the component phases in each control volume. In a two-phase
system, if the phases are represented, for example, by the subscripts air and oil,
and if the volume fraction of the second of these is being tracked, the density in
each cell is given by
,

1

(3)

All other properties are calculated in the same manner.
The two phases properties are summarized in table 1.
Table 1:

Properties of the two phases at 40°C.
[Kg/m3]
1.225
1041

40°C

Air
Lubricant Oil

40°C [Kg/ms]
1.7894E-05
0.2082

As operating density has been chosen the lowest one.
A single momentum equation is solved throughout the domain, and the
resulting velocity field is shared among the phases
∙

∙

(4)

One limitation of the shared-fields approximation is that in cases where large
velocity differences exist between the phases, the accuracy of the velocities
computed near the interface can be adversely affected. The energy equation si
also shared among the phases
∙

∙

(5)

The VOF model treats energy, , and temperature, , as mass-averaged
variables. As with the velocity field, the accuracy of the temperature near the
interface is limited in cases where large temperature differences exist between
the phases.
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For the pressure-velocity-couplig a SIMPLE scheme has been adopted as
suggested for flows in closed domains. This algorithm uses a relationship
between velocity and pressure corrections to enforce mass conservation and to
obtain the pressure field.
In order to reproduce the operating conditions of the speed reducer, a rigid
motion of the mesh has been applied. The motion has been defined by mean of
an UdF (User defined Function). All the boundaries has been set to no slip walls:
the internal boundaries, corresponding to the planet carrier and planetary gears
surfaces, rotate together with the mesh (marked in dark grey in the figure 4)
while the other boundaries, corresponding to the external crown and the case of
the gearbox (marked in black in the figure 4), are stationary in the absolute
reference frame.

a)
Figure 4:

b)

a) 2D schematization of the computational domain (section
A-A fig. 3) b) 3D representation of the computational domain.

The time step for the transient analysis has been evaluated as
,
∆
(6)
is
the
volume
of
the
smallest
cell
in
the
computational
domain
where
,
and is the velocity scale of the problem.

4.3 Operating conditions
The purpose of the simulations is to analyze the resistant torque on the planet
carrier shaft. This moment is calculated with a surface integral on the moving
walls with respect to the gearbox axis and it is composed by two parts: the first
given by pressure and the second by the viscous effects. Some simulations have
been computed with different combinations of oil level, operating temperature
and rotational speed. Table 2 shows the combinations of parameters for each
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simulation. is the operating temperature in °C,
the rotational speed of the
planet carrier in rpm and is the oil level in mm measured from the gearbox axis
(positive if higher than the axis, negative if lower).
Table 2:

Parameters for each simulation.
T [°C] L[mm] [rpm]
40

20

500

40

0

500

40

0

1500

40

20

1000

40

20

1500

40

0

1000

40

-20

500

40

-20

1000

40

-20

1500

20

0

1000

65

0

1000

The analysis has been stopped after the resistant torque had no more sensible
fluctuations and has stabilized. By multiplying the mean value of the torque by
the imposed rotational speed, it is possible to determine the churning power
losses.

a)
Figure 5:

b)

a) Contours of velocity magnitude for the oil phase b) Contours of
volume fraction for the oil phase in the mid-section.
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5

Experimental tests

In order to provide a validation of the numerical model, a real industrial
planetary speed reducer has been modified as already described and tested. After
the modifications, the input shaft and the output shaft are completely uncoupled.
That allows us to move the planet carrier and reproduce the condition in which
the meshing losses and the churning losses due to the rotations of the gears
around their axis are avoided.
A schematic layout of the test rig is shown in figure 6. The speed reducer is
fixed to the ground by mean of a specially designed structure. The planet carrier
shaft is connected to a HBM T12 torque meter with a telemetric transmission of
the signal by mean of a double cardan shaft in order to avoid bending. The
torque meter, in turn, is connected to a 35KW DC motor by means of a coupling.

Figure 6:

Figure 7:

Schematic layout of the test rig.

Test rig with the tested speed reducer.

A transparent pipe allows the monitoring of the actual oil level. The operating
temperature can be imposed by a special heating system (insulated chamber with
a heating source) and measured by mean of a thermocouple. The rotational speed
can be controlled by the motor PLC (programmable logic controller). For each of
the 3 oil levels, 4 different temperatures have been tested. For all this coupled
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operating conditions (oil level + temperature) the power losses have been
measured in a rotational speed range between 100 rpm and 1500 rpm.

6

Results

Before comparing the experimental results with the computation ones, it is
necessary to subtract the seal losses and the bearing losses from the measured
values. The torque meter, in fact, measures the input power of the reducer. A
little fraction of this power is dissipated by the two internal bearings of the planet
carrier shaft and by its seal. This part of losses can be easily calculated by mean
of some proved models [2, 3] as function of the testing conditions.
Figure 8 to 13 show both the experimental and the computation results for the
different oil levels and as a function of temperature and rotational speed.

Power losses L=+20mm
300

ω=500rpm (exp)

250

ω=1000rpm (exp)

P [W]

200

ω=1500rpm (exp)

150

ω=500rpm (CFD)

100

ω=1000rpm (CFD)

50

ω=1500rpm (CFD)

0
0.0

Figure 8:

100.0

Experimental and computation results for L=20mm.

Power losses L=0mm

250

P [W]

50.0
T [°C]

ω=500rpm (exp)

200

ω=1000rpm (exp)

150

ω=1500rpm (exp)

100

ω=500rpm (CFD)
ω=1000rpm (CFD)

50

ω=1500rpm (CFD)

0
0.0

Figure 9:

50.0
T [°C]

100.0

Experimental and computation results for L=0mm.
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Power losses L=‐20mm
150

ω=500rpm (exp)

125

ω=1000rpm (exp)

P [W]

100

ω=1500rpm (exp)

75

ω=500rpm (CFD)

50

ω=1000rpm (CFD)

25

ω=1500rpm (CFD)

0
0.0

50.0
T [°C]

Figure 10:

100.0

Experimental and computation results for L=-20mm.

P [W]

Power losses (L=20mm)
300
250
200
150
100
50
0

T=20°C (exp)
T=45°C (exp)
T=65°C (exp)
T=85°C (exp)
T=40°C (CFD)

0

Figure 11:

500

1000
 [rpm]

1500

2000

Experimental and computation results for L=20mm.

Power losses (L=0mm)
300
P [W]

T=20°C (exp)

200

T=45°C (exp)
T=65°C (exp)

100
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0
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Figure 12:
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Experimental and computation results for L=0mm.
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P [W]

Power losses (L=‐20mm)
175
150
125
100
75
50
25
0

T=20°C (exp)
T=45°C (exp)
T=65°C (exp)
T=85°C (exp)
T=40°C (CFD)

0

Figure 13:

500

1000
 [rpm]
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2000

Experimental and computation results for L=-20mm.

Due to the high computational time needed for the solution of the numerical
models, not all the experimentally tested conditions have been also computed
with the CFD analysis.
It can be seen that the numerical results are in good agreement with the
numerical ones.

7

Conclusions

As reliable models to predict the churning losses of the planetary gears are still
not available, a CFD model has been applied in order to predict this important
component of losses of epicycloid gear reducers, starting from the geometry and
the operating conditions. The results of the model are well supported by the
experiments (except for extremely low temperatures). The losses increase, as
expected, with static lubricant level and rotational speed and decrease with the
temperature. The decrease rate of the power losses with the temperature is very
high for low temperature and decreases with the temperature growth.
The increase rate of the losses with the rotational speed is more than linear.
Future development is the investigation of other influence parameters like the
oil type and the geometry of the reducer.
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Abstract
The passive flux meter (PFM) enables the measurement of cumulative water and
contaminant mass fluxes in porous aquifers. It consists of a sorbent material,
which is installed in a monitoring well to intercept groundwater flow. Tracer
losses and contaminant retention on the sorbent are used to estimate water and
contaminant mass fluxes through the device. In the multi-layer PFM different
(sorbent) materials are used in an annulus (layer-type) configuration. This allows
leached tracers inside the PFM (no tracer release into aquifer) to be retained and
facilitates simultaneous deployment of different sorbent types in a single device.
In order to estimate undisturbed ambient fluxes in the aquifer, measurements
need to be corrected for flow convergence or divergence induced by the well and
PFM components. We make use of an analytical solution to the potential flow
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problem of uniform flow disturbed by a system of concentric rings of contrasting
hydraulic conductivities. A flow convergence factor is defined as a function of
PFM ring conductivities and radii, where tracer elution and contaminant sorption
may occur in arbitrary layers. The results are used for calibration of convergence
factors of a multi-layer PFM to laboratory sand box experiments.
Keywords: aquifer, groundwater, plume, flow convergence, sand box.

1 Introduction
Groundwater contamination is recognized as a dangerous threat to ecosystems
and human drinking water supplies. Besides contaminant concentrations (mass
per volume), contaminant mass fluxes (mass per cross sectional area per time)
have been used more recently as relevant measures for contaminant source
identification, risk assessment, decision making and remediation performance
control (ITRC [1]). Currently, three fundamental approaches are available for
measuring contaminant fluxes: (1) Multi-level sampling (MLS; Einarson and
Mackay [2]), which is based on separate measurements of contaminant
concentrations and water fluxes for subsequent multiplication to obtain
contaminant fluxes. (2) Integral pump tests (IPT; Bockelmann et al. [3]), which
extract contaminated groundwater from the aquifer through pumping from a well
and monitor contaminant concentrations at the well head over time. (3) Passive
flux meter measurements (PFM; Hatfield et al. [4], Annable et al. [5]) based on
the installation of sorbent materials in observation wells, where the sorbents
initially contain known amounts of resident tracers. From detected tracer losses
from a sorbent and contaminant masses sorbed onto a sorbent through laboratory
analyses, cumulative (i.e., time integrated or averaged over the period of
installation) water and contaminant fluxes may be obtained simultaneously as
depth profiles along the well.
PFMs have typically been deployed in observation wells as self-contained
units consisting of a single sorbent material, which acts as both a leaching tracer
reservoir and a contaminant trap. As a consequence, it has to be assured that (1)
the sorption properties of the sorbent material are appropriate for both tracer(s)
and target contaminants, and (2) that the chemical properties of the tracer(s) are
such that tracer release (even though minimal) into the aquifer does not cause
legal or environmental problems. In an effort to circumvent these two issues
(e.g., for measuring water and contaminant fluxes at Rifle, CO, USA) a multilayer PFM has been developed and tested, which consists of multiple concentric
rings (layers) of different materials (which may be sorbents or not).
Figure 1 compares the two different PFM configurations, where figure 1a
shows a single sorbent installed inside a well screen, while figure 1b illustrates
the annular composition of a multi-layer PFM installed in a screened well. From
the periphery towards the center ki [L/T] and ri [L] denote the hydraulic
conductivities and outer radii of the different rings. k0 corresponds to the aquifer,
k1 is the well screen, k2 an outer sorbent layer for contaminant sorption (e.g.,
Lewatit resin for uranium), k3 an intermediate sorbent layer (e.g., granular
activated carbon (GAC) for alcoholic tracers) to retain tracers eluded from an
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inner sorbent layer of k5 (e.g., also consisting of GAC for alcoholic tracers).
Between the two GAC layers, there is a thin perforated stainless steel pipe of
conductivity k4, which serves to separate the inner GAC from the outer one for
installation and laboratory analysis. The center circle of radius r6 is an
impermeable pipe for physical stabilization and water evacuation during PFM
(b)

(a)

r6
r2

k2

k2

r1

r5

r3

k5

k3

r2
r1

k1

k1

k0

k0

Figure 1:

Horizontal cross sections of well screens and (a) a PFM consisting
of a single sorbent and (b) a multi-layer PFM as used in laboratory
testing. Bold black circle is of outer radius r4 and conductivity k4.

Table 1:

Summary of multi-layer PFM properties as depicted in figure 1b
with k1 and k4 to be determined from laboratory box experiments.

Ring no. i
[-]
0

Conductivity ki
[m/day]
33

Outer radius ri
[cm]
infinite

1

k1

5.7

Well screen (slotted PVC pipe)

2

250

5.1

Lewatit resin for uranium sorption

3

350

3.8

GAC for tracer retention

4

k4

2

Perforated pipe for separation

5

350

1.9

GAC for tracer elution

6

0

0.8

Impermeable center pipe

Material / purpose
Aquifer (sand)

installation and removal. Table 1 summarizes the properties of the multi-layer
PFM configuration used in laboratory sand box experiments for determination of
k1 and k4 and subsequent deployment for measuring water and uranium fluxes at
the uranium field site in Rifle.
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Similar to the simple PFM, the multi-layer PFM provides data in terms of
tracer losses from sorbent ring 5 and contaminant masses retained from sorbent
ring 2. Following the method of Hatfield et al. [4] the apparent flux qPFM,i [L/T]
through the i-th ring of a PFM may be found as
q PFM ,i 

1  m r
ri

 ri 21  i Ri
2ri t
2

i

(1)

where mri [-] is the relative mass of a tracer remaining (with respect to the initial
mass of that tracer) after time of exposure t [T] in the i-th ring of relative water
content θi [-] and retardation factor Ri [-]. The attribute “apparent” indicates that
flow is generally not uniform inside a multi-layer PFM and qPFM,i is to be
understood as a discharge per unit transect area of the i-th ring perpendicular to
incident flow direction. In analogy, an apparent contaminant mass flux JPFM,i
[M/(TL2)] trough the i-th ring may be obtained from

J PFM ,i 

M si
2ri bt

(2)

where Msi [M] is the mass of contaminant sorbed in the i-th layer over a PFM
interval of length b [L]. Eqn (1) is valid as long as none of the stream tubes
through the i-th layer are completely cleared (empty) of tracer, while eqn (2) is
valid as long as none of the contaminant previously sorbed onto the i-th layer is
again released from it. As a consequence, within their ranges of validity eqns (1)
and (2) do not depend on the properties (e.g., non-uniformity) of the flow field in
the respective rings. Note that for ri+1 = 0 (i.e., the i-th layer is the center circle)
eqn (1) reduces to eqn (18) of Hatfield et al. [4], whose coefficient of 1.67
appears as π/2 ≈ 1.57 here. This is a consequence of the range of validity
stipulated (an analogous observation applies to eqn (2)).
However, due to the more complex configuration of the multi-layer PFM and
flow refraction between layers of different conductivities, an assessment of
undisturbed ambient water and contaminant fluxes in the aquifer is not straightforward. Klammler et al. [6] present an analytical solution to the potential flow
problem through the multi-layer PFM and they develop flow convergence factors
for estimation of undisturbed (uniform) ambient fluxes. These factors, however,
are with respect to the inner-most ring (center circle) only and are not applicable
to other rings. The present work generalizes the convergence factors of
Klammler et al. [6] to arbitrary layers in a multi-layered PFM configuration and
uses the result for calibration of unknown parameters (well screen and perforated
pipe conductivities k1 and k4) through a laboratory sand box experiment, such
that they may be applied to the multi-layer PFM deployment at Rifle for
measuring water and uranium fluxes.

2 General flow field solution
The solution of Klammler et al. [6] is based on potential flow through porous
media (Strack [7]). It makes use of a flow field analogy between uniform flow
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disturbed by a cylindrical inhomogeneity in hydraulic conductivity and uniform
flow disturbed by an impermeable or infinitely permeable cylinder. Its
application is best illustrated by a numerical example, for which we use the flow
domain of figure 1b (table 1) with values of k1 = 2.3 m/d and k4 = 3.2 m/d. This
leads to the flow field (stream lines) of figure 2 with the stream function Ψi
[L3/T] in the i-th ring given by
 a2 
i  qi rb1  i2  sin 
 r 

(3)

where r [L] and γ [-] are the radial and angular coordinates, respectively, b [L] is
the thickness of the flow domain (length of PFM interval in eqn (2)) and the
parameters ai [L] and qi [L/T] are given in table 2 and obtained as follows:
Starting with an initial value of a6 = 0 in table 2, the columns of kia [L/T] and ai
are populated from bottom up by alternately applying eqns (4) and (5).
Subsequently, the column of qi is populated from top down by consecutive use of
eqn (6). Most parameters in table 2 are auxiliary variables without direct physical
equivalences (some of them complex/ imaginary). Exceptions are q0 (undisturbed
flux in the aquifer; assumed uniform), k6a (equal to conductivity k6 of inner ring),
k0a (equal to aquifer conductivity k0) and q6 (specific discharge in inner ring).
Since k6 = 0, it is further seen that a5 is equal to the center pipe radius r6.
Following this example, the step-wise solution scheme of eqns (3) through (6) is
generally applicable to an arbitrary number of layers.
a
1   i
 ri
k ia  k i
a
1   i
 ri

2




2




(4)

kia
ki 1
ai1  ri
k
1  ia
ki1

(5)

ki
kia
qi  qi 1
k
1  i1
kia

(6)

1

1
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A

B

Figure 2:

Flow field solution depicted as stream lines (lines of constant Ψi)
for flow domain of figure 1b (table 1).

Table 2:

Summary of flow field parameters and convergence factors for
multi-layer PFM of figure 1b for k1 = 2.3 m/d and k4 = 3.2 m/d.
j   1 is the imaginary unit.
Ring no. i [-]
0
1
2
3
4
5
6

ai [cm]
2.94
5.05j
0.79
1.73
1.88j
0.80
a6 = 0

kia[m/day]
33
19.12
238.38
229.46
49.78
244.59
0

qi/q0 [-]
q0/q0 = 1
0.41
0.83
1.01
0.13
0.32
0

αi [-]
1
0.73
0.81
0.80
0.25
0.26
0

3 Flow convergence factors for arbitrary layers
Using the solution of Ψi from eqn (3) for an arbitrary number of layers, the
apparent flux qPFM,i [L/T] through the i-th ring of eqn (1) may be found. It is
equal to the difference of the stream function between the lateral-most points
(e.g., for i = 2 points A and B in figure 2) of the ring divided by the cross
sectional area perpendicular to flow.


q PFM ,i





i (ri , )  i (ri , ) i (ri , )
2
2
2 
2  q 1  ai 

i
ri b
ri 2 
2ri b
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In the undisturbed aquifer the flow is assumed to be of uniform flux q0, such
that a flow convergence (or divergence) factor αi [-] for the i-th ring may be
defined by
i 

q PFM ,i qi  ai2 
 1  2 
q0
q0 
ri 

(8)

In other words, the flow convergence factor expresses how much flow crosses
the i-th ring of a multi-layer PFM with respect to the ambient flow through a ring
of the same size, if the aquifer was not disturbed by the well and PFM
components. A value of αi larger than one may be viewed as a situation of flow
convergence, while a value smaller than one reflects a condition of flow
divergence. For a single layer PFM, flow convergence occurs when the PFM
sorbent is more permeable than the aquifer and flow divergence occurs when the
contrary is true. For multi-layer PFMs, however, αi ≥ 1 and αi ≤ 1 may occur
simultaneously in different layers of a single device depending on the sequence
of ki. Returning to the example of figure 1b and using values of ri from table 1
with values of qi/q0 and ai from table 2, the values of αi as given in the last
column of table 2 are directly obtained from eqn (8) (note hereby that some
values of ai are imaginary).
The flow convergence factor αi from eqn (8) is a generalization over that of
Klammler et al. [6], because it is applicable to any layer. If i is equal to the total
number of layers present, such that αi applies to the center circle of the flow
domain as shown in figure 1, for example, then eqn (8) becomes equal to αi from
Klammler et al. [6]. Moreover, for i = 1, 2 and 3 (and an arbitrary total number
of layers), eqns (3), (12) and (13) of Klammler et al. [6] may be written in a
generalized form by using k1a, k2a and k3a from eqn (4) instead of k1, k2, and k3
resulting in
1 

2 

3 

2
k
1 0
k1a

(9)

4
 k0 
k
1  1  1
 k1  k 2 a

  k0 
k
  1  1  1
  k1  k 2 a

 r2 
 
 r1 

2

(10)

8
2

2


k 
k 
k 
k 
k 
k  
k 
k  r  
k 
k  r  
k 
k  r 
1  0 1  1 1  2   1  0 1  1 1  2  2   1  0 1  1 1  2  3   1  0 1  1 1  2  3 

k1 
k 2 
k3a  
k1 
k 2 
k3a  r1  
k1 
k2 
k3a  r2  
k1 
k 2 
k3a  r1 


2

(11)
For i = 4, the result of Appendix B in Klammler et al. [6] is incomplete and
after substituting k4 by k4a it should be
4 

16
A B C  D  E  F G  H
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with

k  
k 
k  
k  
A  1  0   1  1   1  2   1  3 
k1  
k2  
k3  
k 4a 

 k  
k  r 
k  
k  
B  1  0   1  1   1  2   1  3    2 
k
k
k
k
1  
2  
3  
4 a   r1 


2


k  
k  r
k  
k  
C  1  0   1  1   1  2   1  3    3
k1   k 2  
k3  
k 4 a   r2






2


k  
k  r 
k  
k  
D  1  0   1  1   1  2   1  3    3 
k1  
k2  
k3  
k 4 a   r1 


2


k  
k  r 
k  
k  
E  1  0   1  1   1  2   1  3    4 
k
k
k
k
1  
2  
3  
4 a   r3 


2


k  
k  r
k  
k  
F  1  0   1  1   1  2   1  3    4
k1   k 2  
k 3   k 4 a   r2






2


k  
k  r 
k  
k  
G  1  0   1  1   1  2   1  3    4 
k1  
k2  
k 3   k 4 a   r1 


2

2

 k  
k  r r 
k   k  
H  1  0   1  1   1  2   1  3    2 4 
(13)
k
k
k
k
1  
2  
3  
4 a   r1 r3 

Note that eqns (9) through (13) are equivalent formulations to the step-wise
procedure of eqns (4) through (6). While closed form expressions of αi for i > 4
may be derived, they become increasingly lengthy and computational
implementation of eqns (4) through (6) (e.g., in a spreadsheet) may be more
convenient.
Not immediately obvious from eqns (9) through (13) and more easily
verifiable using eqns (5), (6) and (8) is that the ratio αi/αi-1 is only a function of
km and rm, where m ≥ i – 1. More intuitively, this means that flow refraction
between two adjacent layers does not depend on the radii and conductivities of
any outside layers or the aquifer. This may be convenient for comparing flux
estimates from different layers independent of the perhaps uncertain aquifer
conductivity k0 and will be explored for estimating k1 and k4 below. However, it
also precludes the possibility of estimating an unknown k0 from two flux
estimates in different layers (as may be attempted in analogy to the method
presented in Klammler et al. [6]).
Assuming that contaminant transport is dominated by advection (i.e.,
contaminant particles travel along the same stream tubes as water particles and
effects of diffusion and dispersion are neglected), qPFM,i and q0 in the first
equality of eqn (8) may be substituted by JPFM,i from eqn (2) and the undisturbed
ambient contaminant mass flux J0 [M/(L2T)], respectively. It is recalled that mri
for estimation of qPFM,i and Msi for estimation of JPFM,i do not have to stem from
the same PFM layer (i.e., index i in eqns (1) and (2) generally takes different
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values). However, if mri and Msi are obtained from the same layer, then the same
flow convergence factor αi applies.

4 Laboratory experiments and calibration
For application of the multi-layer PFM configuration of figure 1b at the uranium
site in Rifle and determination of unknown conductivities k1 and k4, laboratory
sand box experiments are performed. Box size is 39 x 30.5 x 17.9 cm (length L x
width W x height H) and table 1 contains the sand conductivity as well as well
screen and PFM parameters. “Ambient” water fluxes q0 and uranium fluxes J0
through the box are obtained from

q0 

Q0
WH

(14)

J 0  q 0 Cu

(15)

where Q0 [L3/T] is the independently measured water discharge through the box
and Cu [M/L3] is the uranium concentration in the influent water. Eleven tests of
different durations were run for water flux obtaining estimates qPFM,5 from eqn
(1) for comparison to q0 of eqn (14). In five of these tests uranium was added at
Cu ≈ 200 μg/l for comparison of JPFM,2 from eqn (2) with J0 of eqn (15).
Table 3:
t
[days]
3.00
2.87
2.92
2.99
4.24
4.05
5.92
3.94
1.95
1.51
12.00

q0
[cm/day]
15.95
16.85
16.85
18.48
17.03
19.44
7.87
11.52
25.02
31.78
3.87

Summary of results from sand box experiments.
qPFM,5
[cm/day]
4.12
4.03
3.44
4.13
3.84
4.09
2.40
3.64
6.17
7.93
1.68
Average α5 =

α5
[-]
0.26
0.24
0.20
0.22
0.23
0.21
0.30
0.32
0.25
0.25
0.43
0.26

J0

JPFM,2

[μg/(cm2day)] [μg/(cm2day)]

α2
[-]

N/A

1.68
2.38
5.05
6.15
0.80

1.86
1.80
2.16
2.96
1.05
Average α2 =

1.11
0.76
0.43
0.48
1.30
0.81

Table 3 summarizes the results of the sand box experiments and indicates
average values of α2 = JPFM,2/J0 = 0.81 and α5 = qPFM,5/q0 = 0.26. At this point we
return to table 2 and revert the previous assumption that the conductivities k1 and
k4 of the well screen and the perforated pipe are known. Instead, the
experimental values of α2 and α5 are used to determine effective values of k1 and
k4 to be used in the interpretation of field deployments. For this purpose,
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advantage is taken of the previous conclusion that the ratio α5/α2 = 0.32 is not
affected by k1. Thus, k4 may be directly found, which is most conveniently
achieved by systematically varying k4 for an arbitrary value of k1 and observing
the results in terms of α5/α2. Figure 3 shows the outcome of this process and
leads to two possible values of k4 = 3.2 and 18851 m/day. For each of the values
found for k4, the same process is repeated with k1 to reach the required value of
α2 = 0.81 (or equally α5 = 0.26). This is illustrated in figure 4 and shows that
again two values of k1 may be combined with each value of k4, thus resulting in
the four solutions given in the first two rows of table 4.
1
0.9
0.8

 5/ 2 [-]

k4 = 18851 m/day

k4 = 3.2 m/day

0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4

5/2 = 0.32

0.3
0.2
0.1
0 -5
10

10

0

10

5

10

10

k4 [m/day]
α5/α2 as a function of k4 for arbitrary k1 to achieve target value
α5/α2 = 0.32.

Figure 3:

2

2

k4 = 3.2 m/day

1.8
1.6

k = 2.3 m/day

1.4

1

1.6

k1 = 3450 m/day

1.4

k = 2.2 m/day
1

2 = 0.81

0.8

1

0.6

0.4

0.4

0.2

2 = 0.81

0.8

0.6

0.2
10

0

10

5

10

10

0 -5
10

k1 [m/day]

Figure 4:

k1 = 5278 m/day

1.2

1

 2 [-]

 2 [-]

1.2

0 -5
10

k4 = 18851 m/day

1.8

10

0

10

5

10

10

k1 [m/day]

α2 as a function of k1 for k4 = 3.2 and 18851 m/day to achieve target
value α2 = 0.81.
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Possible combinations of k1 and k4 in m/day to achieve
α2 = 0.81 and α5 = 0.26 from box experiments and resulting αq and
αJ for the Rifle deployment.
k1

2.3

k4

3450

2.2

3.2

5278
18851

αq

0.20

0.36

0.20

0.37

αJ

0.61

1.13

0.61

1.16

For each of the four solutions pairs, a flow convergence factor αq for water
flux and a flow convergence factor αJ for uranium may be computed for the
deployment conditions at the Rifle site. These conditions are identical to those of
figure 1b, except for the presence of a filter pack of radius 10.2 cm and
conductivity 160 m/day around the well screen and inside an aquifer of
conductivity of approximately 2.5 m/d. Considering these modifications, results
for αq and αJ from application of eqns 4, 5, 6 and 8 are given in the last two rows
of table 4. It may be seen that αq/αJ = α5/α2 = 0.32 remains constant and, more
interestingly, that the solutions are pair wise identical (up to chart reading and
rounding errors). It appears that this is not a coincidence as the same behaviour
may be observed for other hypothetical values of aquifer and filter pack
conductivities and radii. From the remaining two solution, αq = 0.20 and αJ =
0.61 are proposed for use at the Rifle site, since they are associated with a low
value of k1 = 2.3 (and either value of k4). This choice is justified by two related
arguments: (1) From an independent borehole dilution test (no PFM installed) in
the sand box a value of k1 = 87 m/day is estimated. This may be regarded as an
upper bound for k1 as flow in the vicinity of an open borehole is radial. Flow
components in the tangential direction through the well screen are hindered by
the fact that screen slots are not continuous along the circumference of a PVC
screen. (2) As illustrated by the flow field in figure 2, low k1 and k4 cause flow in
the respective rings to be essentially radial, which is in agreement with the
geometric properties of the screen slots and the pipe perforations acting as water
conduits. Large values of k1 and k4, in turn, would lead to a certain degree of
flow short circuiting along these rings, which is considered less plausible,
particularly since the sorbents are granular and tend to settle into the well and
close possible voids along the pipe or screen surfaces.

5 Summary
Based on an existing solution to the potential flow problem of uniform flow
disturbed by an arbitrary number of concentric rings of contrasting
conductivities, flow convergence (or divergence) factors are developed for
interpretation of multi-layer PFM measurements. Flow convergence factors
convert water and contaminant fluxes measured in an arbitrary layer of the PFM
into estimates of respective undisturbed ambient fluxes (i.e., unaffected by the
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presence of well and PFM). Using the results in combination with laboratory
sand box experiments, effective conductivities of a well screen and another
separation screen between layers are determined. With these conductivities, flow
convergence factors for measuring water and uranium fluxes at a site in Rifle,
CO, USA, are proposed.
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Abstract
A steady nonlinear planetary-geostrophic model in spherical coordinates is
presented describing the hemispheric-scale meridional flow of grounded abyssal
currents on a sloping bottom. The model, which corresponds mathematically to a
quasi-linear hyperbolic partial differential equation, can be solved explicitly for a
cross-slope isopycnal field that is grounded (i.e., intersects the bottom on the up
slope and down slope sides). The abyssal currents possess decreasing thickness in
the equatorward direction while maintaining constant meridional volume transport
and exhibit westward intensification as they flow toward the equator.

1 Introduction
Many of the abyssal currents in the oceans associated with the equatorward
motion of deep water masses produced in high latitudes due to atmospheric
cooling, are organized as mesoscale topographically-steered geostrophicallybalanced grounded gravity currents that flow along sloping continental boundaries.
These currents form an important component in the deep “leg” of the meridional
overturning circulation in the oceans. The mesoscale dynamics of these currents
has been described in a series of papers [1–11]. All of these studies have implicitly
assumed either an f or β-plane approximation in which the dynamics is modelled
in a Cartesian coordinate system with the implicit assumption that the horizontal
length scales are not too much larger than the internal deformation radius (on the
order of about 10–100 km in the ocean).
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However, the spatial extent of these abyssal currents is well known to be
hemispheric in scale. This raises the question about the role of planetary sphericity
in determining the large scale kinematic structure of these flows.
The principal purpose of this paper is to present a preliminary report on a
simple, but nevertheless illuminating, reduced-gravity shallow-water model for
the meridional, or equatorward, steady flow of grounded abyssal currents on a
longitudinally-sloping bottom on a rotating sphere. A complete discussion of the
dynamical properties as well as a specific oceanographically-relevant example of
the solution briefly described here will be published elsewhere in a venue more
suitable for research problems in geophysical fluid dynamics.

2 Model derivation
The reduced-gravity shallow-water equations for a stably-stratified abyssal water
mass overlying variable bottom topography on a rotating sphere can be written in
the form
vuθ
u v tan θ
uuλ
+
−
− 2Ω v sin θ
ut +
a cos θ
a
a
g
(h + hB )λ ,
a cos θ

(1)

vvθ
v 2 tan θ
g
uvλ
+
−
+ 2Ω u sin θ = − hθ ,
a cos θ
a
a
a

(2)

1
[(h u)λ + (h v cos θ)θ ] = 0,
a cos θ

(3)

=−
vt +

ht +

where u and v are the zonal (positive eastward) and meridional (positive
northward) velocities, respectively, λ is the longitude (positive eastward) and θ
is the latitude (positive northward), t is time, Ω is the angular frequency associated
with Earth’s rotation (2π rads/day), a is the radius of Earth (about 6300 km),
h (λ, θ, t) is the thickness of the abyssal layer, hB (λ) is the longitudinallyvarying height of the bottom topography above a constant reference depth and
g  = g (ρ2 − ρ1 ) /ρ2 > 0 is the (stably-stratified) reduced gravity where ρ1
and ρ2 are the densities of the (infinitely deep and motionless) overlying fluid
and dynamically active abyssal layer, respectively, and g is the gravitational
acceleration (9.81 m/s2 ). Typical oceanographic values for the reduced gravity are
in the range 10−4 −10−2 m/s2 . The dynamic pressure (i.e., the total pressure minus
the hydrostatic pressure) in the abyssal layer is given by p = g  ρ1 (h + hB ).
Further analysis is facilitated by introducing the scalings
λ=

a
LV
L
λ, t = 
u
, v = V v,
t, u =
a
V
a

(h, hB ) =

2ΩV L   
h, hB , p = 2ΩV Lρ1 p,
g
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into (1)–(3), yielding (after dropping the tildes)


uuλ
+ v uθ − u v tan θ − v sin θ =
ε δ 2 ut +
cos θ
1
(h + hB )λ ,
cos θ

+ v vθ − v 2 tan θ + u sin θ = −hθ ,
−


uvλ
ε vt +
cos θ

(5)
(6)

1
[(h u)λ + (h v cos θ)θ ] = 0,
(7)
cos θ
where ε and δ are, respectively, the Rossby number and aspect ratio given by
ht +

ε=

V
L
and δ = ,
2ΩL
a

and where the dynamic pressure is given by
p = h + hB .
Assuming typical scales [12] of
V  5 × 10−2 m/s, L  105 m and g   3 × 10−3 m/s2 ,
suggests that

ε  3.4 × 10−4 and δ  1.6 × 10−2 ,

with the additional scalings
a
LV
2ΩV L
 145 days,
 8 × 10−4 m/s and
 240 m.
V
a
g
Thus, to leading order in the Rossby number, the model reduces to
u =−
v =

1
hθ ,
sin θ

1
(h + hB )λ ,
sin θ cos θ

sin2 θ ht + tan θ hBλ hθ − h hλ = hBλ h.

(8)
(9)
(10)

Equations (8)–(10) corresponds to a planetary-geostrophic model in which the
velocities are geostrophically determined but for which order-one dynamic
variations in the thickness in the abyssal layer are permitted, i.e., the thickness field
can intersect the bottom allowing for groundings. It is important to point out that
the model is singular at the equator (θ = 0) and thus cannot be used to described
inter-hemispheric or cross-equatorial flow. The dynamic pressure p = h + hB
forms the geostrophic stream function for the flow as seen in (8) and (9).
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3 Steady state solution
We briefly describe the equilibrium solution to the model (8)–(10) in which
h (λ, θ) will be determined by the steady-state quasi-linear hyperbolic equation
tan θ hθ −

h
hλ = h.
hBλ

(11)

The model (11) can be solved using the method of characteristics with the
boundary condition
(12)
h (λ, θ0 ) = h0 (λ) ,
where θ0 is a given reference latitude and h0 (λ) is a prescribed abyssal height
profile that varies only in the latitudinal direction.
The solution to (11) subject to (12) can be written in the form
h (λ, θ) =

sin θ
h0 (τ ) ,
sin θ0

(13)

sin θ0 − sin θ
h0 (τ ) = hB (λ) .
(14)
sin θ0
Given λ and θ, one solves (14) for τ (λ, θ) and then determines h (λ, θ) from (13).
hB (τ ) +

4 Some properties of the solution
The first thing to note is that the abyssal height monotonically decreases in the
equatorward direction and in the limit as θ → 0, it follows from (13) that
h (λ, θ) → 0.
The characteristics associated with the quasi-linear model (11) are the curves
in (λ, θ)-space along which τ is constant, as determined by (14). Along these
characteristic curves

h (λ) sin θ0
dθ 
.
(15)
=− B

dλ τ =constant
cos θ h0 (τ )
We are interested in the physical situation where hB (λ) < 0 with θ > 0
corresponding to flow in the northern hemisphere along a topographic slope in
which the depth of the fluid increases as λ increases, i.e., eastward. This is a model
for the equatorward flow of a grounded abyssal water masses along a continental
slope on the western side of an ocean basin. In this situation the characteristics are,
generally speaking, aligned in the southwest to the northeast direction since
−

hB (λ) sin θ0
> 0.
cos θ h0 (τ )

In fact, the characteristics correspond to the geostrophic streamlines. Equations
(13) and (14) can be combined into the form
p (λ, θ) ≡ hB (λ) + h (λ, θ) = hB (τ ) + h0 (τ ) .
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Thus, when τ is constant, i.e., along a characteristic, the geostrophic stream
function is constant and the characteristics coincide with the streamlines. The
characteristics, therefore, describe the path lines in the flow and given the
orientation of the characteristics associated with (15) when hB (λ) < 0 with
θ > 0, the equatorward flow is, generally speaking, moving in the northeast to
the southwest direction as it is, nevertheless, topographically steered.
The corresponding velocity components, determined by (8) and (9) are given
by, respectively
[h (τ ) + h0 (τ )] τθ
u (λ, θ) = − B
sin θ

cot θ h0 (τ ) [hB (τ ) + h0 (τ )]
=−
,
(17)
sin θ0 hB (τ ) + (sin θ0 − sin θ) h0 (τ )
[hB (τ ) + h0 (τ )] τλ
sin θ cos θ
sin θ0 hB (τ ) [hB (τ ) + h0 (τ )]
=
,
sin θ cos θ [sin θ0 hB (τ ) + (sin θ0 − sin θ) h0 (τ )]
v (λ, θ) =

(18)

where (14) and (16) have been used. Observe that as θ → 0, both u and v become
unbounded as a consequence of the fact that the geostrophic balance ((8) and (9))
breaks down at the equator. The meridional and zonal mass fluxes given by vh and
uh, respectively, remain bounded over the entire domain (including at the equator).
Another general property of the solution is that the position of the groundings in
the abyssal height field, that is, the location(s) where h (λ, θ) = 0, i.e., h intersects
the bottom, are invariant with respect to θ once set by their location in the boundary
condition (12). This means that throughout the domain the groundings will simply
correspond to the fixed λ-values for which h0 (λ) = 0. To see this suppose that a
 (θ) (allowing for a possible
grounding in the solution occurs along the curve λ = λ
θ-dependence). It follows from (13) that
 



 (θ) , θ
 (θ) , θ = 0 = sin θ h0 τ λ
h λ
sin θ0
 

 (θ) , θ
= 0.
=⇒ h0 τ λ
But it therefore follows from (14) that
 





 (θ) , θ
 (θ) =⇒ τ λ,
 θ = λ,

hB τ λ
= hB λ

(19)

 

 θ

since h0 τ λ,
= 0. Thus, along a grounding we necessarily have λ = λ
 
 = 0, i.e., the λ-location of a grounding is independent of θ and is
where h0 λ
set by the boundary data along θ = θ0 .
The fact that the meridional location of the groundings does not vary with
latitude θ, together with the fact as previously established, that the streamlines
are oriented in the northeast to the southwest direction (when hB (λ) < 0 with
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θ > 0) means that the flow exhibits a westward intensification, i.e., as the
flow moves equatorward the streamlines shift westward or in the onshore or up
slope direction. In fact, as shown below, it is possible, depending on the initial
conditions for a “shock” to form in the solution on the western or up slope or
western flank. The formation of such a shock could result in mixing on the up
slope flank of the abyssal water mass as it propagates equatorward. This would
be a decidedly different “instability mechanism” than baroclinic destabilization,
which preferentially occurs on the down slope or offshore side of grounded abyssal
currents [7, 8, 10].
The net meridional volume transport is also constant with respect to θ. Suppose
that the abyssal current height h0 (λ) is only nonzero in the region λ1 < λ < λ2 ,
i.e., h0 (λ1,2 ) > 0 only for λ ∈ (λ1 , λ2 ) with h0 (λ1,2 ) = 0. The net meridional
volume transport as a function of θ is given by

T ≡

λ2

h (λ, θ) v (λ, θ) cos (θ) dλ

λ1


=
=

1
sin θ0

=

1
sin θ0

λ2

λ1



λ2

λ1



h 0 (τ ) [h0 (τ ) + hB (τ )]λ dλ

λ2

λ1

1
=
sin θ0

h (h + hB )λ
dλ
sin (θ)

h 0 (τ ) [h0 (τ ) + hB (τ )] dτ


λ2

λ1

h 0 (τ ) hB (τ ) dτ,

(20)

which is independent of θ, where (13), (14) and (19) have been used.
As discussed previously, the westward intensification of the streamlines or
characteristics as the flow moves equatorward (when hB (λ) < 0 with θ > 0)
could result in shock formation on the western flank of the propagating abyssal
water mass. The formation of a shock in the solution will correspond to the first
θ-value (as θ decreases from θ0 > 0) where |hλ | → ∞ (assuming flow in the
northern hemisphere with hB (λ) < 0). From (13) it follows that
hλ =
=

sin θ0 hB

sin θ 
h (τ ) τλ
sin θ0 0

sin θ h0 (τ ) hB (τ )
,
(τ ) + (sin θ0 − sin θ) h0 (τ )

(21)

where (14) has been used. Thus, the shock will occur for the first value of θ ≤ θ0
for which

h (τ )
sin θ = 1 + B
sin θ0 ,
h0 (τ )
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hB (τ ) 
sin θs = 1 + max
| h (τ ) > 0
τ
h0 (τ ) 0
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sin θ0 ,

where we assume hB (τ ) < 0. Should it be the case that
hB (τ ) 
| h (τ ) > 0
h0 (τ ) 0

max
τ

< −1,

then θs < 0 and this is not physically relevant since the solution is singular at the
equator θ = 0 in any event and cannot be extended into the southern hemisphere
where θ < 0. Thus, the only physically relevant case is when
−1 < max
τ

hB (τ ) 
| h (τ ) > 0
h0 (τ ) 0

< 0.

In only this case is it possible that a shock forms on the up slope or western flank
of the equatorward propagating abyssal water mass (in the northern hemisphere)
and the potential for mixing by nonbaroclinic instability processes can develop.
This is an interesting idea that requires further study.

5 Summary
A preliminary report on a simple, but nevertheless illuminating, reduced-gravity
shallow-water model for the meridional, or equatorward, flow of grounded abyssal
currents on a longitudinally-sloping bottom on a rotating sphere has been given.
For oceanographically relevant parameter values it was shown that the abyssal
layer height satisfies a quasi-linear hyperbolic equation with the velocities being
geostrophically determined. The model corresponds to a planetary-geostrophic
dynamical balance that permits the abyssal height field to intersect the bottom,
i.e., a so-called grounding. Due to the fact that model is singular at the equator, it
cannot be used to investigate cross-equatorial or inter-hemispheric flow.
The steady-state limit of the equation governing the abyssal layer height could
be solved exactly. For a physical configuration corresponding to flow in the
northern hemisphere on topography associated with increasing ocean depth in the
eastward direction, the abyssal current flows equatorward from the northeast to
southwest direction. The characteristics associated with the quasi-linear hyperbolic
model were shown to be co-parallel with the geostrophic streamlines. It was shown
that the groundings could not vary with latitude and are therefore set by the
northern boundary condition. The meridional volume transport was shown to be
independent of latitude. Finally, conditions for possible shock formation in the
solution were established. If a shock forms, it is possible that this could lead to
mixing on the up slope or western flank of these propagating abyssal water masses,
which would be quite different than the instability and mixing associated with
baroclinic destabilization. These and other issues require further study.
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Abstract
The Italian Data Buoy Network consists of 15 oceanographic buoys, deployed
along Italian coasts, on a seabed 100 meters deep. It collects directional sea wave
data, meteorological data, sea surface temperature and in some cases quality
parameters. Acoustic Doppler Current Profilers (ADCP) and hyperspectral
probes will be added in the future. The network will be also the main framework
for tsunami wave study in the central Mediterranean Sea, and an early
technological platform to study low-frequency sea motion detected in open sea
using high-precision, multichannel, multisatellite GPS/Glonass/Galileo receivers
and sea bottom instrumentation equipped with nano-resolution pressure sensors.
Keywords: data buoys, coastal management, directional wave measurement,
gravity waves, physical oceanography, iSSH, SST, tide, tidal waves, tsunami.

1 Introduction
The Italian Data Buoy Network (RON) owned and managed by ISPRA, was
completely redesigned by Envirtech in 2009 to acquire more oceanographic
parameters and to increase nautical capabilities, reducing accidental buoy adrift
events. The network goals comprise the Mediterranean Tsunami Assessment
System (MeTAS) project. Since 1989, a network has been in place along Italian
coasts, but this was only able to measure directional sea waves and sea surface
temperature. It consisted of eight ‘slope-following’ Datawell Wavec buoys, and
was called the Rete Ondametrica Nazionale (RON). It was a semi-real-time
network with reduced capabilities in terms of prompt data accessibility, as only a
small part of the collected data was available at the control centre. All data were
stored at shore stations and manually downloaded on a quarterly basis using
magnetic disks. In 1999, the number of buoys was increased to 10, introducing
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two more Datawell Waverider buoys; furthermore, the data management system
was centralised and upgraded to real-time. In 2002, all buoys were changed to
‘particle-following’ Triaxys, and the number of buoys was increased to 14. A
new Control Centre architecture was introduced to maintain a stable, faulttolerant SQL database to centralise all measures and to generate easier data
access and processing. The Triaxys network was in place until 2009, when a
completely renewed network was deployed based on 15 new Watchkeeper buoys,
using the same sensor technology (Triaxys).

2 Network description
Figure 1 shows the buoys’ positions along Italian coasts.

Figure 1:

Buoys’ location.

Buoys transmit data to shore stations within 15 NM and a small dataset via
Inmarsat. All shore stations are connected to the control centre based in Rome,
using 2 Mbps xDSL channels, implementing a virtual private network. Users can
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access data via the Web, GTS, the Italian Broadcast Teletext Service (Rai-1
televideo) and via scheduled FTP uploads. At the control centre, a server array
based on six quad-processors nodes, in a cluster configuration, processes and
stores all data collected using a Microsoft SQL Server.
Table 1 shows the shore stations names, the buoys’ positions and sea bottom
depths.
Table 1:

Buoys' coordinates and sea bottom depth.

BUOY
CODE

SHORE
STATION

LATITUDE

LONGITUDE

Depth
(meters)

61207

CATANIA

37°26’24’N

15°08’48’E

90

61208

MAZARA

37°31’05’N

12°32’00’E

85

61209

PALERMO

38°15’30’N

13°20’00’’E

145

61210

CROTONE

39°01'25’N

17°13'12’E

80

61211

CETRARO

39°27’12’N

15°55’06’E

100

61212

SINISCOLA

40°37’00’N

09°53’30’E

130

61213

ALGHERO

40°32’55’N

08°06’25’E

85

61214

PONZA

40°52’00’N

12°57’00’E

115

61215

MONOPOLI

40°58’30’N

17°22’40’E

85

61216

CIVITAVEC
CHIA

42°14’41’N

11°33’14’E

62

61217

ORTONA

42°24’24’N

14°32’12’’E

72

61218

ANCONA

43°49'26’N

13°43'10’E

70

61219

LA SPEZIA

43°55’45’N

09°49’40’E

85

61220

VENEZIA

45°20’00’N

12°31’00’E

17

61221

CAGLIARI

39°06’54’N

09°24’18’E

150

2.1 Network goals
According to Shih [1], surface gravity waves provide the principle energy inputs
related to many near-shore processes such as longshore currents, changes in
beach profiles and the longshore transportation of sand. Further interest in
coastal wave information comes from environmental managers, the engineering
and scientific communities and maritime commerce.
It has been found that surface wave observations and forecasts are usually one
of the top three variables requested or used by marine users. The other two
variables are surface winds and currents. Moreover, waves have number three
priority under physical observations, following temperature and salinity.
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Figure 2:

Network scheme.
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Further applications include wave nowcast/forecast model verification,
determining marsh restoration and shore erosion, hazardous material spill
response, assessing coastal storm induced flooding, engineering design and
construction, dredging, ship routing and scheduling, cargo loading and unloading
and recreational boating.
The new Italian Data Buoy Network was designed with the above-mentioned
priorities in mind, and new buoys were acquired to implement the following
measurements:
 Directional sea waves
 High-accuracy Sea Surface Temperature (SST) and salinity
 Meteorological parameters like wind speed and direction, air
temperature and barometric pressure.
New buoys have been equipped with a special moon-pool to improve the
implementation of quality multiparameter probes and Acoustic Doppler Current
Profiler (ADCP).
The redesign of the data management architecture, as well as the
implementation of a shore station network that is well connected to the control
centre located in Rome, will allow for the further increase of data buoys and
sensors to monitor low-frequency sea motion, including infragravity waves, to be
measured in open sea using GPS buoys and nano-resolution pressure transducers
deployed on the sea bed. According to Webb et al. [2], tsunamis are largeamplitude infragravity waves generated by the displacement of the seafloor
during earthquakes or because of landslides. Since 2002, after the Stromboli
Volcano Tsunami Event, the authors started to project and build a new class of
underwater modules, called the ‘Vulcan Class’, which are able to collect both
high-resolution pressure data and seismic waves in real-time. The device was the
leading part of the MeTAS project, after the Tsunami Event in the Indian Ocean.
Figure 3 shows all the data that will be collected by the network within the next
five years. At present, Surface Gravity Waves, SST and meteorological
measurement data are being taken. By the end of the year, the first Envirtech
MKIII buoy [3], for the study of very low frequency waves will be moored. At
present, an MKI-2 [4] is under testing for tide measurements in open sea and
biochemical data collection.
2.2 Nautical capabilities of buoys
After the first five years of network operation, it was clear that having four or
five buoys off-mooring every year was acceptable in consideration of the very
high level of fishing boat traffic. This means more or less one buoy adrift
episode for each two buoys moored per year. Buoys adrift and vandalization are
well recognized problems worldwide as reported by Teng et al. [5] and
highlighted by the Data Buoy Cooperation Panel (DBCP).
Unfortunately, the small dimensions of Triaxys and Waverider hulls did not
fulfil the necessary nautical capabilities, taking into account the increased fishing
boat traffic revealed during the first years of the 21st century. In 2001–2003, the
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Figure 3:

Network goals.

data buoy network, based on 15 Triaxys buoys, reported about 100 off-mooring
cases (more than two adrift events per moored buoy per year), mainly due to
fishing boats or acts of vandalism. As a consequence, the network produced a
very low volume of data.
To address this unplanned adrift rate, in 2005, experimentation began
regarding the use of bigger buoys with good nautical capabilities in terms of
stronger mooring and visibility, but with acceptable sea wave measurement
accuracy at the same time. The Watchkeeper buoys from Axys were chosen.
These buoys have proven hull visibility in any condition, and embed the same
payload as Triaxys buoys. The experiment consisted of mooring a Triaxys buoy
and a Watchkeeper buoy sufficiently close to one another and collecting the
same data from both of them, which was sampled at 4 sps for one year.
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The test showed acceptable compatibility in the period range of 2–15 seconds,
and the new buoys were proposed as potential substitutes for Triaxys buoys in
the network.
2.3 Data Buoys in the Italian Network
One of the very basic requirements of a data buoy network is to maintain as
many buoys as possible in position for a long time to collect an uninterrupted,
good-quality data series. This goal can easily be reached in sea water that is not
crossed by too many fishing boats or vandals. Unfortunately, this is not the
standard situation in Italian seas or, generally speaking, in Mediterranean coastal
waters. Moreover, to collect an accurate sea wave series, it is mandatory to
ensure that the buoy hulls are as small as possible. This further condition
conflicts with the requirement of having good visibility (night and day) to avoid
collisions, and is the main issue that needs to be addressed to create a stable data
buoy network.
To find the best performat buoy, in terms of accuracy and nautical
capabilities, in the last 15 years, the authors have tested many buoys from
different manufacturers. To better understand the differences between all
available systems, the principal method of collecting directional sea wave data
using buoys is now briefly described.
2.3.1 Slope-following buoys
Heave-pitch-roll buoys such as the old Wavec and Fugro Oceanor Wavescan.
Advantages: The buoys have great dimensions. This was the only available way
to measure waves in open sea until the 1990s.
Disadvantages: The hull and mooring system are expensive; accurate
measurement requires that the buoy be designed to follow the water’s surface
and ensuring that the accelerometer remains vertical. The cardanic suspension of
the heave sensor could results in many mechanical faults as a consequence of
impact during land transportation and small collisions at sea.
2.3.2 Small Particle-following buoys
These include Waverider and Triaxys.
Typically spherical shape; use a compliant mooring system; the Waverider
sensing package consists of a gyroscopically stabilised platform, accelerometers
(heave), surface slope (pitch and roll) and a compass.
The Triaxys sensing package consists of accelerometers, rate gyros and a
compass.
Advantages: Less expensive; very high accuracy; widely used.
Disadvantages: Susceptible to theft, vandalism and damage from shipping;
could be overturned by steep breaking waves (this often occurs in shallow waters
less than 8 m); accurate measurement requires that the buoy be designed to
follow water particles; accuracy degrades in the very highest waves or short crest
seas, and measuring nonlinear wave properties.
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2.3.3 Big Particle-following buoys
These include Watchkeeper and Envirtech Deep Sea MKI-2 buoys.
To address the issues related to the small dimensions of Triaxys buoys, a class
of medium displacement buoys has been developed (by Axys Canada and
Envirtech Italy), embedding inertial platform sensors. In these buoys, the transfer
function is very important to assure a good response in frequency over the
classical frequency band; the hull shape also has a relevant impact on the
accuracy of wave height measurement.
To increase the accuracy of sea wave measurement, in 2000, Triaxys buoys
were introduced to substitute for Datawell Wavec and Waverider buoys.
As mentioned, Triaxys buoys, like the Datawell Directional Waverider buoys,
the Watchkeeper and the Envirtech Deep Sea MKI-2, are ‘particle-following’
buoys that measure the water particle motion in three orthogonal directions.
While Axys and Envirtech sensors work similarly to one another, the wavemeasuring techniques of the Waverider are different.
The Triaxys buoy uses three accelerometers to measure total accelerations
along the mutually orthogonal X, Y, Z axes of the buoy; three angular rate
sensors to measure rotation rates about the roll, pitch and yaw axes; and a
gimbaled compass to measure sensor heading. An algorithm for a six-degrees-offreedom non-linear equation of motion of the sensor and the Maximum Entropy
Method (Kalman filter) are used to derive wave height and directional frequency
spectra. In comparison, the Waverider buoy uses heave-pitch-roll sensors, two
horizontal hull-fixed accelerometers and a compass to determine directional
wave information.
Starting in 2009, the new network has been composed of Watchkeeper buoys.
In 2011, an Envirtech buoy, Deep Sea MKI-2, was introduced to the network to
collect more sea water quality data and to test high-precision, multichannel,
multisatellite receivers to implement instantaneous Sea-Surface Height (iSSH)
measurement in open sea and to start a comparative test with the Watchkeeper
buoys. The new buoy is in addition to the next deployment of Envirtech MKIII
Tsunami Buoy, which have been built to study very low frequency sea motion
within the MeTAS project, which began in 2005.

3 Directional wave data acquisition and processing
Since the year 2000, it has been clear that a permanent data buoy network should
be built to allow for data acquisition from sea wave measurement payloads
produced by different manufacturers.
It was decided to implement new, manufacturer-independent wave data
management architecture to allow for the use of any buoy available on the
market. This should also use an open format to access raw data collected directly
by the sensors with little or no post-processing.
The data acquisition architecture is shown in Figure 4.
Basically, any manufacturer implements software to process data starting
from the sensor up to the final result. For many reasons, the software runs within
the payload on board the buoy, and only the final result is transmitted to the
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control centre. Because of the different algorithms implemented, the results are
not always completely cross-comparable; in particular, directional spectral
analyses could give different results.
In the new network architecture, the measurement chain has been split into
two flows: one on board the buoy, on charge to the manufacturer software, and
the other at the control centre. In this way, the independent maintenance of the
second process, independent from the specific buoy, has been assured. To
address the goal, manufacturers have been requested to implement the supply, in
addition to their data and calculations, time domain data files containing the
following information for each record: sample time, Heave, Displacement NorthSouth and Displacement East-West. These data are acquired with the maximum
available data sample rate, and further decimated to comply with the network
standard of 1,536 samples spaced at 0.78 seconds. The file, transmitted to shore
stations every 30 minutes has been named HNE displacement file.
Figure 5 shows the first data process on board an Envirtech MKI-2 buoy. It is
similar to the data processing of Triaxys sensors.

Sea waves

Accelerations
and Euler angles
acquired for 20min
at 6.4sps and referred
to the buoy axes

Figure 5:

First data process on board the buoy.
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The sensor is programmed to produce accelerometric samples (three
accelerations and three Euler angles) with a rate of 6.4 sps. In the Italian
network, 20 minute series are collected every 30 minutes.
The technique used to produce a motion history from these data consists of
the following steps:
 Acquiring data for 20 minutes
 Preprocessing raw data (filtering, anti-spike, etc.)
 Finding the rotational matrix
 Finding the inertial accelerations
 Applying a mirror to the last samples to obtain a 2^N sample vector
 Applying the Hamming window
 Applying band-pass filtering in the frequency domain
 Double-integrating accelerations to obtain the motion history.
These steps are explained in detail in Figures 6 and 7.

Inertial Accelerations
Referred to the
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X = East to West
Y = North to South
Z = Down to Top

Accelerations
and Euler angles
acquired for 20min
at 6.4sps and referred
to the buoy axes

Figure 6:

Reference system transformations to get the inertial accelerations.
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Processing steps to get buoy displacements in the frequency
domain, correction of buoy characteristic effect, passage to the time
domain and decimation to get HNE data file.
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3.1 Manufacturer-independent open architecture HNE processing
The next illustrations show the calculation chain implemented at the Control
Centre, which is able to transform the above-mentioned HNE files received from
the buoy each 30 minutes to the final statistical data output and directional power
spectra. Modelling the HNE sequences as ergodic stochastic signals, it is
possible to get related auto, cross and quadrature spectral correlations with the
following relationships where  X , Y and Z are the Fourier transformations of
the displacements in the HNE data file:
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The spectrum correlations allow us to get the typical waves statistical
parameters with the following formulas:
Significant wave height Hs
Average spetral period Tm
Zero crossing period Tz

Spectrum
Correlations

Tp corrisponds to the
frequency of the max Czz(ω)

Peak Period Tp

Evaluation of frequency
directional distribution Df(Ѳ)

Directional wave parameters

The frequency directional distribution D f ( ) provides for each frequency
the wave probability distribution along the direction range [0, 2]. We refer
to Kahama et al. [6] for the derivation of D f ( ) that assumes
D f ( )  E ( f , ) / C zz ( f ) where E( f , ) is the energy directional spectrum and
C zz ( f ) the elevation auto-spectrum also called energy density: it is possible to

get D f ( ) with the following approximation:

Spectrum
correlations
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The mean propagation direction for frequency band is obtained as:

 0 ( f )  arctan(b1 ( f ) / a1 ( f ))
It is clear to the user that the energy directional spectrum E ( f ,  ) allows to
get all statistical parameters of the wave as function of the period and direction.
It contains all information related to the wave data collected.

4 Conclusions
In this paper, the state-of-the-art Italian Data Buoy Network has been described,
along with further improvements planned for the next five years. Collected data
are accessible via GTS, Web [7] and Televideo-RAI teletext service [8]. The
network capabilities will be extended to infragravity wave measurement and
biochemical data gathering. The manufacturer-independent data processing
algorithm implemented at the Control Centre in Rome was also described; this
allows for experimentation on all devices available on the market while
maintaining the legacy data structure.
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Abstract
The formation of the flow field and spatial aerosol particle distribution play an
important role in various industrial applications. Regarding experiments on
aerosol particle transport phenomena in turbulent flows it is of essential interest
to generate a homogeneously mixed air stream. Particle Image Velocimetry
(PIV) measurements have been conducted in order to characterize the turbulent
mixing process in a small-scale gas/aerosol test facility which is designed for the
investigation of deposition and resuspension of nuclear aerosol particles. The
turbulent flow field in a square duct (Red = 8.9k..43k) is seeded with DEHS
droplets in the size range of approximately dPaero = 2 µm. Firstly, the
downstream formation of particle mixing is quantified in terms of the spatial
distribution of the scatter light intensity of the PIV images. It is found that
sufficient mixing of the aerosol particles is accomplished at 8 to 10 hydraulic
diameters downstream of the injection point. Furthermore, the formation of the
flow field is evaluated in terms of the time mean averaged velocity as well as
velocity fluctuations. These values are presented at successive downstream
positions and display the development of the turbulent boundary layer. It is
shown that the near wall turbulent region of the test section nicely follows the
universal slope of a well developed turbulent boundary layer. Nevertheless, the
flow field formation still takes place after 20 hydraulic diameters.
Keywords: aerosol particles, particle image velocimetry, turbulent flow,
quadrant count method.
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1 Introduction
The nature of turbulent flows in stacks and ducts has been comprehensively
explored in the past by all kinds of scientists but is not yet fully understood.
Huser and Biringen [4] described the nature of turbulent duct flow as a mean
flow, which is superimposed by eight counter rotating edge vortices. They
performed a direct numerical simulation at a bulk Reynolds number of 10320,
which displays the interaction between corner near-wall effects and the distortion
of the mean flow field. Quadrant analysis of the instantaneous turbulent
structures shows a dependency between the stress-driven secondary flow field
with respect to pressure-strain and velocity-pressure gradient correlations.
Another direct numerical simulation of a turbulent duct flow at Reynolds
number of 6000 was done by Nikitin [5] who focussed on the characterization of
near-wall turbulence statistics. Comparison of the time mean averaged flow field
between Nikitin’s data and present results show relatively good agreement.
Recently, Winkler et al. [10] performed a Large Eddy Simulation (LES) of a
turbulent square duct flow at Reynolds numbers of 360 based on the friction
velocity. It is shown that aerosol particles tend to accumulate in regions of low
vorticity magnitude. Nevertheless, the time mean averaged flow field is in good
agreement to the present results with respect to the state of flow formation.
In this work, Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) measurements have been
conducted in a new small-scale gas/aerosol test facility whose results will be
presented hereafter. For experimental studies, it is of essential importance to
understand how well developed the flow field in the test section of a facility is.
Unknown flow disturbances due to flow formation processes may have a crucial
impact on the quality of the experimental results. Thus, the state of flow
development and particle mixing in the present facility are quantified
experimentally. The experiments have been conducted in an air driven wind
tunnel, which is specifically designed for the investigation of the transport
behaviour of nuclear aerosol particles. The flow field is recorded successively at
different downstream positions and Reynolds numbers. Analysis of scattered
light intensity distribution of the PIV raw data images by means of quadrant
count techniques characterizes the particle mixing process. It is shown that the
aerosol particles are homogeneously distributed 8 hydraulic diameters
downstream of the injection point which is in good agreement to published data
(Cohen [2]). The flow field formation is illustrated in terms of time
averaged velocity plots in channel centre section. It will be shown that the
velocity profiles nicely approach existing numerical data approximately after 40
to 50 hydraulic diameters. However, the turbulent boundary layer is in excellent
agreement to results from direct numerical simulations.

2 Experimental setup
The facility is an air driven open loop wind tunnel in suction mode. The inlet of
the tunnel is equipped with a HEPA for air cleaning purposes. Afterwards, a
nozzle contracts the flow into a 10 x 10 cm² square duct formation zone of 15
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diameters length. The test section is located downstream of the flow formation
zone and has a length of 5 hydraulic diameters. Both the formation zone and test
section are made of Plexiglas in order to allow optical access. Finally, the
particle laden air stream is decelerated in a diffuser stage and filtered by an
electrostatic precipitator before entering a radial fan at the outlet of the facility.
Aerosol particles, which are used as PIV seeding, are made of DEHS by
means of a Condensation Aerosol Generator SLG 270 and injected into the flow
upstream of the flow formation zone. The aerodynamic diameter of the aerosol
particles was measured using an Aerodynamic Particle Sizer Spectrometer (TSI,
APS 3321) and isokinetic sampling (dP,aero = 2 µm).
The LaVision 2C2D-PIV system consists of a Nd:YAG double pulse laser
source (New Wave Gemini 200-15) and a CCD camera (Imager intense, 1376 x
1040 pxl) focusing normal to the laser sheet as further described in Raffel et al.
[8]. Both, the laser and the camera are mounted on a 3D linear traversing system
in order to record the flow field at different downstream positions using the same
calibration. The double frame, double exposure technique is used and the images
have been processed with LaVision DaVis 7.
The signal-to-noise ratio of the images is increased substantially by
calculating the mean pixel-image of a data set and then subtracting it from every
individual image. This eliminates background noise, e.g., due to scatter light
reflections. The images were then cross-correlated. As correlating attributes were
chosen an interrogation window size of 32 x 32 pixels at positions x = [1,3,5]d
and 16 x 16 pixels further downstream due to more homogeneous mixing of the
tracer particles. The images were correlated with 75% overlap. Thereby the
spatial resolution of the velocity field was about 0.4 down to 0.2 mm per
interrogation frame. According to Prasad et al. [7], the relative uncertainty of the
velocity is about 4% of the measured value. 400 sections were recorded and time
averaged to have sufficient statistical convergence of the turbulent flow field.

CCD camera
t:

t + t’:
trace

Laser

r parti
cles

sheet

Nd: Yag laser

Figure 1:

Left: general setup of 2C2D PIV system (Raffel et al. [8]), right:
test section including Nd:YAG laser (green) and CCD camera
(red).
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3 Results
3.1 Spatial distribution of aerosol particle mixing
The quality of the PIV data is mainly influenced by an evenly distributed tracer
material, which is illuminated by two well aligned laser sheets. At the entrance to
the flow formation zone, the tracer particles are irregularly distributed, as can be
seen in Figure 2. PIV raw image data display the kind of vortex shedding in the
wake of the particle injection nozzle. Particles tend to accumulate in the vicinity
of the vortices. Eventually the turbulent mixing leads to a homogeneous spatial
distribution of the tracer particles in the downstream region. This process is
quantified by spatial point pattern analysis using quadrant count method
(Diggle [3]).

Figure 2:

PIV raw data images, left: x = 1d, right: x = 17d.
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Downstream formation of particle distribution and concentration in
terms of scatter light intensity.

The PIV raw images are post processed by means of Image J. 50 snapshots
are uploaded and discretized into 40 x 32 interrogation windows. Then, the stack
of 50 images is treated with a threshold to suppress optical noise and mean
average of particle light intensity (Avg), as well its standard deviation (Std) are
evaluated. The standard deviation of particle light intensity decreases
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continuously from 7.5 down to 2.13 which is probably the result of continuous
turbulent mixing downstream.
The average light intensity between inlet and test section decreases slightly to
about 20% which might be induced by the deposition of the tracer particles at the
channel walls. Assuming that there is constant light sheet intensity, the
downstream gradient average light intensity might be a parameter, which could
be used in order to quantify particle deposition rates. Nevertheless, normalizing
the mean average particle light intensity (Avg) by standard deviation (Std) leads
to a particle number independent value for the correct assessment of spatial
distribution. The ratio Avg/Std increases from 9% at x/d = 1 to about 49%, but
the uptake from x/d = 9 to 18 reduces to 31 %. According to that change, the
tracer particles are roughly well distributed after 8 hydraulic diameters, but there
is still progress in the mixing process due to particle deposition and turbulent
mixing. However, the aerosol particles seem to be evenly distributed 8 hydraulic
diameters downstream of the injection point, which is in good agreement with
the empirical values of Cohen [2] who also stated that homogeneously mixing is
evident after 5 to 8 hydraulic diameters downstream of a disturbance.
3.2 Formation of the velocity field
The development of the flow field is illustrated in terms of non-dimensional
velocity plots across the channel centre plane at different downstream positions.
The time-averaged mean velocities, as well as its fluctuations are computed from
400 instantaneous velocity fields (Figure 4).
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The velocity profile at x = 1d (magenta line) is considerably sharp, whereas
the slope with increasing downstream position continuously changes to a wellWIT Transactions on Engineering Sciences, Vol 74, © 2012 WIT Press
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curved profile. Note that the development of the flow has not yet been completed
at x = 19d (red line).
There is a slight shift of <u>max to y/d = 0.6, but <u>max should usually be in
channel centre. One possible reason for this is the asymmetric injection of the
tracer particles in order to concentrate the tracer particles in the measurement
area. The SLG 270 is driven by a N2 gas flux of about dV/dt = 150 l/h, which is a
contribution to the overall volume flux in the test section of approximately 1%.
However, the time-averaged mean velocity profiles seem to approach the slope
of LES data published by Winkler et al. [10]. It is assumed that this approach
might be approximately finished after 20 hydraulic diameters further
downstream.
The profiles of the root mean square velocities in Figure 4 match the data of
Winkler et al. [10]. The slope of urms corresponds to the slope of Winkler’s data
at a downstream position of x = 3d. The maximum of urms(x = 3d) in the nearwall region is nicely reproduced. Further downstream the magnitude of urms
overshoots the level of Winkler (Winkler et al. [10]), which might be an effect of
higher wall roughness and surface irregularities of the experimental facility.
The velocity fluctuations could not be resolved in the viscous sublayer of the
wall-near region due to reflexions and laser sheet distortion at the wall.
Furthermore, the non-dimensional, time-averaged mean velocity u+ is plotted
against the wall units y+ in Figure 5 in order to compare the data with the
universal slope of a turbulent boundary layer (tbl). The dotted line represents the
ideal tbl, whereas in the viscous sublayer (y+ < 5) the velocity is proportional to
the wall units (u+ = y+). For y+ > 12 the velocity u+ departs from the linear
relationship and above y+ > 20 it enters the logarithmic law of the wall (u+ = 1/κ
ln(y+) + B), which is called the log-law region. The intermediate region between
viscous sublayer and log-law region is called buffer layer (Pope [6]).
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y+ in channel centre plane at x = 17d.
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The first measurement point of the low Reynolds number Red = 8.9k is at
y+=4 which is fairly well within the viscous sublayer. In comparison to the law
of the wall (hatched gray line) the measured velocity falls below the u+ = y+
slope in the viscous sublayer and slightly exceeds the log law above y+ > 20.
This might be related to the unfinished development of the turbulent flow field at
this position downstream of the inlet. Note that by increasing the Reynolds
number from Red = 8.9k to Red = 27.95k and finally Red = 44.25k the first
useable measurement point changes from y+ = 4 to y+ = 11 and finally to y+ >18.
By increasing the Reynolds number, the viscous length scale decreases and thus
the layers of the tbl shrinks by then. Therefore, the application of a constant
geometrical measurement grid defined by the settings of the PIV system leads to
the spatial resolution of the tbl to decrease with increasing Reynolds number.
However, the data from Huser and Biringen [4] show excellent agreement to the
present data and also overshoot the log-law region at y+ >20. They state that the
overshooting in the log-law region might be due to the higher turbulence
production near the walls away from the corners compared to channel and
boundary layer flows without pressure gradient.

4 Discussion
The time-averaged mean velocity plots in channel centre (Figure 4 and Figure 5 )
show reasonably good agreement with the numerical results published by
Winkler et al. [10] and Huser and Biringen [4]. Note the non dimensional
velocity in channel centre is proportional to Reynolds number. This relationship
is consistent to the numerical results of Ciofalo and Collins [1], which is
quantified in Table 1. In contrast, the time-averaged mean fluctuations in channel
centre are assumed to be u+’ = 1.4 by Nikitin [5] and u+’ = 2.2 by Truckenbrodt
[9]. In the present work the time-averaged mean fluctuations increase from the
inlet u+’ (x/d = 1) = 0.85 up to u+’ (x/d = 17) = 2.45 in the test section, which
suits well with the value from Truckenbrodt [9]. The increase in the magnitude
of the fluctuations is assumed to be an indication of an increasing turbulence in
the downstream region.
Table 1:

Comparison of non dimensional maximal velocity against Reynolds
number.
present study
Re (k)
u+max (-)
8.9
19.77
27.95
21.92
22.68
44.25

Ciofalo and Collins [1]
Re (k)
u+max (-)
10
20.5
20
21
40
22

Considering the time-averaged mean flow field presented in Figure 4 and
Figure 5 , it is visible that in terms of downstream length the near-wall turbulent
boundary layer develops much faster than the core region. The root mean square
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of the mean velocity already meets the curve progression of Winkler et al. [10]
after 3 hydraulic diameters downstream of the inlet whereas the slope of the time
mean averaged velocity still changes after 20 hydraulic diameters.

5 Conclusion
In the present work a PIV measurement of a turbulent flow in a square duct was
done in order to assess the aerosol particle mixing process and the flow
development in terms of velocity profiles at the channel centre. At first, a brief
overview on published data about turbulent square duct flow was given.
Following the remarks of Huser and Biringen [4] a turbulent square duct flow
consists of eight counter-rotating edge vortices which deform the mean flow
field accordingly. The downstream particle mixing process was analyzed by
quadrant count method. The distribution of the scattered light intensity of the
PIV raw data images was analyzed by dividing the image into separate
interrogation frames and assessing the scattered light intensity of each frame,
respectively. It was shown that particle mixing is complete after 8 hydraulic
diameters, which is in good agreement to previous investigations on turbulent
particle mixing.
The flow field formation was illustrated in terms of time-averaged mean
velocity profiles in the channel centre. The curve progression of the mean
velocity right after the inlet is relatively sharp and thereafter the slope
continuously approaches a parabolic shape. However, the present velocity field
in the test section (x = 15..20d) is not fully developed, but it seems to approach
the flow field of Winkler et al. [10] after approximately further 20 hydraulic
diameters downstream. On the other hand, the velocity root mean square already
agrees well with Winkler’s data after 3 hydraulic diameters, which raises the
suggestion that the wall-near turbulent boundary layer develops faster than the
core flow. Furthermore, this assumption was endorsed by the plot of non
dimensional velocity u+ against wall units y+. In comparison to the universal law
of the wall (Pope [6]) and DNS data published by Huser and Biringen [4], there
is excellent agreement between these data and the present results. In addition, the
overshooting of the velocity in the log-law region can be explained by additional
turbulence production in the channel corner. This turbulent production may have
an impact on the channel core flow. In relying on the present data, it is assumed
that the turbulent boundary layer region converges much earlier a constant state
with respect to downstream formation compared to the channel core flow. In the
present facility, the particle mixing is complete after 8 hydraulic diameters
downstream of the injection point. The near-wall turbulent boundary layer nicely
follows the universal law of the wall after 17 hydraulic diameters but the core
flow probably needs 40 to 50 hydraulic diameters to approach an equilibrium
state between the pressure and the shear forces.
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Abstract
Three dimensional, steady, turbulent flow RANS simulations are carried out to
study the near flow field characteristics of a particle laden coaxial water jet.
Spherical glass particles of 240 micron diameter are added to the central jet flow
at two mass loading ratios of 0.074% and 0.22%. Numerical results for single
phase flow are first compared with experimental data obtained using Molecular
Tagging Velocimetry (MTV). The predictions of the axial velocity, axial
turbulent intensity, correlation coefficient and vorticity are compared for singlephase and two-phase flow cases to bring out the effect of addition of particles on
the fluid phase, while the numerical results show that the influence of the
particles on the continuous phase flow field is minimal.
Keywords: coaxial turbulent jets, particle laden, numerical simulation.

1 Introduction
The study of particle laden, coaxial turbulent jets in a confined environment has
been a subject of interest due to its implications in several applications such as
jet mixers, sprays, particle separators, and combustion chambers in the field of
chemical, industrial and mechanical engineering. The near field region of a
coaxial jet, typically extending up five to six diameters from the nozzle exit,
plays a crucial role in shaping the turbulent characteristics of the jet. This has a
direct effect on the mixing process of the particle in a particle-laden coaxial jet.
It is therefore important to understand the flow field in this region to better
understand the details of particle-laden coaxial jets. A review of the literature
pertaining to coaxial jet flows with and without the dispersed phase is presented
next.
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Ko and Kwan [1] experimentally investigated the initial region of single
phase coaxial jets at different mean velocity ratios. Based on the length of the
inner and outer potential cores, they categorized the initial region of coaxial jet
flow field into three zones namely, the inner merging zone, intermediate zone
and the fully merged zone. Also, they reported that the outer mixing region
resemble close to that in a single phase jet. Dahm et al. [2] investigated the
vortex dynamics in the near field of the coaxial water jet for velocity ratios
ranging from 0.59 to 4.16. They reported that the sudden momentum change
across the shear layer is an important aspect of the dynamics of coaxial jet. Later
on, several studies [3, 4] were carried out to investigate the effect of inner wall
thickness and diameter ratio on the flow field dynamics and mixing
characteristics of single phase turbulent coaxial jets.
Mostafa et al. [5] investigated the initial region of coaxial jet flows with and
without the glass beads of 110µm diameter and reported that the discrete
particles attenuate the continuous phase turbulence. Fan et al. [6] investigated the
effect of velocity ratio and particle mass loading on coaxial jets. The spreading
rate of two phase coaxial jet was observed to be smaller than that of the single
phase coaxial jet. Later, Fan et al. [7] confirmed these results using RANS
simulations with k- ε turbulence model. Recently, Virdung and Rasmuson [8]
investigated the hydrodynamics of a liquid single jet dispersed with glass beads
of 1.5mm diameter. They carried out the numerical simulations with three
different turbulent models and compared them with experimental data. It was
reported that the realizable k- ε turbulence model was able to predict the mean
axial velocity better with the drag correction term suggested by Brucato et al. [9]
when compared to the other turbulent models. Despite the drag correction, the
results were reported to be under- and over-predicted in the initial jet region.
Stakic et al. [10] numerically investigated the influence of sand particles (of
diameter 0.25mm and 0.9mm) on the gas phase using the k- ε turbulence model.
The particle size was reported to have an influence on the mechanism of
momentum exchange between the continuous phase and the particles. However,
the under prediction of the results was attributed to the assumption of isotropic
nature of turbulence in the modeling. Later, in the same configuration, Sijercic et
al. [11] numerically investigated the effect of turbulence anisotropy using a
higher-order, Reynolds-stress turbulence model. However, the axial and radial
turbulent intensities were under-predicted near the jet exit.
In recent years, the high end numerical methods such as large eddy simulation
(LES) and direct numerical simulation (DNS) are used to solve the turbulent
flow field either completely (DNS) or partially (LES) in contrast to RANS
simulations wherein the turbulent eddies are modeled. The flow field predictions
of particle laden coaxial turbulent jets using the LES (Liu et al. [12]) and DNS
(Ahmed and Elghobashi [13]) methods have demonstrated to be superior to the
RANS calculations. Nevertheless, these numerical methods are computationally
too expensive to apply in practical applications at a time that RANS models are
able to predict the two phase flows reasonably well within the scope of turbulent
closure modeling.
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Although, several investigations were carried out in the past, most of them are
case specific and demand further investigation to understand the performance of
the modeling scheme to study the flow field. Thus in the present work, RANS
calculations in conjunction with realizable k- ε turbulence model are carried out
to investigate the effect of discrete particles on the continuous phase coaxial
turbulent jet flow field at two different velocity ratios. The single phase
numerical results are validated with experimental data of Sadr and Klewicki [14]
herein after called the experiment. Later, predictions of the discrete phase results
are compared with single phase results to highlight the influence of addition of
particles on the continuous phase flow field.

2 Experimental methodology
Figure 1 shows a schematic of the experiment facility with its major system
components. The test section measures 0.5m in height and width and 0.6m in
length. The coaxial jet orifice located in the center of the upstream wall of the
test section issues fluid horizontally into the test section. The central and annular
jets are di=30mm and do=75mm in diameter, respectively. The wall thickness of
the central jet nozzle, t, is 1.5mm. The central and the annular jet flows are
driven by two pumps. The particles are made of clear spherical glass beads with
a specific gravity of 2.46 and a mean diameter of 240µm. A novel particle
injection system, Sadr and Klewicki [15], is used to introduce particles into the
central jet flow upstream of the jet orifice.

Figure 1:

Schematic of the coaxial jet configuration.

Molecular tagging velocimetry (MTV), a whole field optical technique, is
used to non-intrusively map the fluid flow velocities simultaneously at many
points over a plane. It works by premixing the flowing medium and/or solid
phase with molecules having long-lived luminescence lifetime. Typically, a
pulsed UV laser is used to tag a region of interest in the flow. The tagged region
is imaged at two successive times to record its displacement caused by the fluid
flow. From this deformation, the kinematics of the flow may be obtained. The
method is especially attractive for particulate flow studies since it does not
require seeding, which may raise some complications with the presence of the
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Radial Direction

solid phase. More details of the method and various parameters involved in it can
be found in several review articles by Koochesfahani and Nocera [16].
Two different laser patterns are commonly used in MTV method: multiple
lines and a grid. The major advantage of the multiline method is its fine spatial
resolution. This method, hence, relies on finding the best fit to the laser line
intensity profile near its peak. Figure 2 shows an example of the MTV images
used by Sadr and Klewicki [17] to study the flow field in the particle- laden
coaxial jet. The multiple line method is most accurate in flows dominated by a
single velocity component. In this method, a series of coplanar MTV laser lines
are used to measure single component of instantaneous velocity profiles.

Axial direction

Figure 2:

Axial direction

Sample undeformed (left) and deformed (right) MTV images at
x/di=0.07 and velocity ratio of 1.11. Black line indicates the center
of the laser line. Flow is from left to right.

3 Numerical formulation and methodology
Figure 3 shows a slice of the schematic of the computational domain considered
here and it is only part of that shown in fig. 1. The central and coaxial jets issue
into the test section at x/di = 0 where, x is the axial distance and di is the inner
pipe diameter. More details about the experimental facility are discussed in
section 2. In this study, three dimensional, steady, incompressible, turbulent flow
calculations are carried out in half domain (as shown in fig. 3) from symmetry
considerations at two velocity ratios (ratio of outer to inner jet mean velocity) η
= 1.11 and 0.18. The inner jet velocity is held constant and the velocity ratio is
varied by varying the outer jet velocity. In all the simulations, the working fluid
is taken as water and mass and momentum equations (Reynolds-averaged
′ ′
Navier-Strokes (RANS)) are solved. The Reynolds stress, (
) is modeled
using the Boussinesq’s approximation.
Initially, the single phase simulations were carried out using two turbulence
models namely SST k-ω (Menter [18]) and realizable k-ε (Shih et al. [19])
turbulence models. Since the axial velocity profile and the turbulent intensity
predictions at x/di = 0 are better with the realizable k-ε turbulence model, the two
phase simulations are carried out with the realizable k-ε turbulence model alone.
Hence, the results obtained using realizable k-ε turbulence model alone is
discussed here. The turbulent kinetic energy, k and the dissipation rate, ε are
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calculated using the realizable k-ε turbulence model with default model constants
1.44,
1.9,
1.0 and
1.2) where, σk and σε are the turbulent
(
prandtl numbers for the turbulent kinetic energy and dissipation rate respectively.

Test section

Outer
Inner jet

Figure 3:

Symmetry

Outlet

Schematic of the coaxial jet configuration (slice of a 3D domain).

The calculations with the discrete phase are carried out using EulerLagrangian approach where the continuous phase is solved in Eulerian mode and
the discrete phase in Lagrangian mode. This is based on the fundamental
assumption that the second phase (here discrete solid particles) volume fraction
is small (typically <5%) when compared to the continuous phase in spite of the
second phase having higher mass. The trajectory of the discrete phase is
calculated based on the force balance of the particle as follows,
Particle Inertial force = Drag force + gravity force + additional forces

(1)

The additional force could be due to virtual mass (when fluid density is more
than the particle density), thermophoretic, brownian and Saffman’s lift force.
Based on the experimental condition, in this work only the drag force is
accounted in the calculation. Consequently, the force balance results in the form,
, where

.

(2)

Here, u is the fluid phase velocity, up is the particle velocity, µ is the molecular
viscosity of the fluid, ρ and ρp are the fluid and particle densities respectively. CD
is the Drag coefficient and Re is the relative Reynolds number, Re ≡ (ρdp|up-u|)/
µ. The drag force is calculated using the spherical drag law.
In discrete phase simulations, the effect of continuous phase turbulent
velocity fluctuations on the particles is predicted using the stochastic tracking
model. In addition to turbulent dispersion, two-way coupling is also considered
to include the effect of particle fluctuations on the continuous phase. The
particle-particle collision is not considered as the discrete phase concentration is
below 0.3% (Hardalupas et al. [20]). The coupling between the continuous phase
and the discrete phase is carried out using the particle-source-in-cell (PSI-CELL)
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approach. In all the simulations reported here, second order, upwind scheme is
used for the spatial discretization and Roe-flux difference splitting scheme (Roe
[21]) is used for the convective and diffusive flux terms. The pressure-velocity
coupling is carried out using the coupled solver. All the calculations are carried
out using the ANSYS-FLUENT [22].
3.1 Boundary conditions
The central and coaxial pipe inlets upstream of the test section inlet are defined
as mass flow inlets where, the mass flow rates are adjusted until velocities at x/di
= 0.07 and r/di = 0 matches with the experimental values. Since the exact values
of the inlet turbulent quantities at either of these pipe inlets are not available
from experiments, a uniform specification of the turbulent intensity and the
hydraulic diameter are specified. The Reynolds number for the inner jet is
maintained at 4.1x104 (center line jet exit velocity Uc=1.39 m/s) same as that of
experiments. The outlet is defined as an outflow boundary condition with zero
diffusive flux for all the variables and extrapolated from the interior of the
domain. The mid-plane is specified as symmetry and all the walls are defined as
stationary with no slip condition. At the plane of symmetry, the radial velocity
and the radial gradients of other variables are defined to be zero.
For the discrete phase simulations, the discrete particles (glass beads of
240µm diameter) are injected in the central jet at two mass loading ratios (ratio
of particle mass to continuous phase mass) of 0.074 % and 0.22 % similar to the
experimental case of Sadr and Klewicki [17]. Volume fraction at this range is
encountered in many practical applications. For example the primary stream of a
pulverized coal burner operates at a volume fraction of 0.05% (Hardalupas et al.
[20]) at standard condition.
3.2 Convergence metrics
All the calculations are carried out until the mass and momentum balances are
within the acceptable limits. For all the results reported here, the difference in
mass and momentum balance between the inlets and the outlet is within 1% and
5% respectively. All the results reported here is second order accurate.
3.3 Grid independence
The computational domain is completely meshed using the structured mesh. The
near wall regions are resolved using the boundary layer mesh. In the test section,
the first node from the wall is placed at about 50 microns and the following
nodes are placed at different lengths using a progressive ratio. A top view of the
node distribution on the test section symmetry plane and a close up view of the
inner wall region are shown in fig. 4. A coarse mesh is generated first and then
refined progressively until no significant change (i.e., less than 5%) in the results
was observed and that resulted in a total cell count of 799500, that herein after is
called the base mesh.
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Top view of the node distribution in the symmetry plane (left) and
a close up view of the inner wall region (right).

In order to attest to the fact that the results are grid independent, the base
mesh was further refined in the region of interest, i.e., x/di > 0, by reducing the
distance between the cells in the radial and axial direction by half. This has
resulted in a cell count of 1909500. Since the wall refinement has been done
adequately for the base mesh, the near wall refinement is retained the same in the
refined mesh. As a result, the wall y+ values between the meshes are almost the
same (y+≈40). Grid independence study is carried out only for the high velocity
ratio. Figure 5 shows the comparison of radial profiles of the mean axial velocity
and axial turbulent intensity at several locations downstream of the test section
inlet between the base mesh and refined mesh.
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Comparison of axial mean velocity (left) and axial turbulent
intensity (right) at different axial locations (x/di = 0.07, 2, 3, 4, 5
and 6) between the base mesh (blue line) and refined mesh (red
line) at velocity ratio, ɳ = 1.11. Here, Uc,0 is the inner jet velocity at
x/di = 0.

The variation of mean axial velocity between the meshes is almost the same.
On the other hand, the difference in the variation of turbulent intensity profiles
between the meshes is only marginal. These results clearly suggest that the base
mesh is able to resolve the flow features adequately. Hence, all the results
reported here are calculated using the base mesh.
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4 Results and discussions
In this section, results from the continuous phase simulations with and without
considering the discrete particles at two velocity ratios (ɳ = 1.11 and 0.18) are
presented and discussed. First, the results of single-phase are compared with that
of experimental data to establish the validity of the numerical procedure. Later,
results from two phase flow calculations are compared with single phase results
to highlight the influence of discrete particles on the continuous phase.
4.1 Single phase flow
Figure 6 shows the comparison of predicted radial profiles of the axial velocity at
several axial locations downstream of the jet exits with experimental data. Here,
the velocity profiles (except at x/di = 0.07) are offset by a factor of 0.5*x/di to
show the variation. In both the cases, the inner jet (0≤r/di≤0.5) velocity profile at
x/di =0.07 is a fully developed velocity profile and the outer jet (0.55≤ r/di ≤1.25)
is almost like a top-hat profile similar to that observed in the experiment. Since
the velocity ratio is varied by varying the outer jet, the inner jet velocity profile
is the same at all velocity ratios. The inlet jet velocity profile shows small
deviation from experimental data in the region, 0.15<r/di<0.4. This could be due
to the difference in the jet inlet conditions between the experiment and numerical
simulation as mentioned in section 3.1. However, the velocity gradient near the
inner jet wall region is predicted well (in the region 0.5≤ r/di≤0.55).
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2
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Radial variation of axial velocity at different axial locations (from
left, x/di = 0.07, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6) and velocity ratios.

In both velocity ratios, the outer jet velocity profile predictions at x/di = 0.07
are very close to experimental data. Further downstream, at ɳ = 1.11, the
predictions show a greater deviation from experimental data in the inner shear
region where the difference is close to 5 % elsewhere, the deviation is within
3%. This could be due to the over prediction of the wake effect when compared
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to experimental data. This difference decreases with decrease in velocity ratio.
At low velocity ratio, the radial profile predictions agree with experimental data
within 2%.
Figure 7 shows the decay of the axial velocity and axial turbulent intensity
comparison between the prediction and experimental data, along the centerline
r/di = 0 (left) of the inner jet and along the midpoint of the coaxial jet r/di = 0.86
(right), both normalized by the inner jet exit velocity at x/di = 0. It is observed
that in all the cases, the axial decay of mean axial velocity is predicted well
within 5% of the experimental data. Along the centerline of the inner jet, the
turbulent levels are under-predicted however, the trends are predicted well while
at r/di =0.86, the turbulent intensity levels are predicted closer to experimental
data at both velocity ratios (near x/di = 0). In both lines the difference between
the experimental data and prediction increases with axial distance. This under
prediction could be due to the difference of the turbulent intensity, between the
experiments and simulation, at the jet inlets. The under prediction of turbulent
quantities at the jet exit could be either due to the lack of turbulence level
information from the experiments or due to the turbulent closure modeling. From
all the above results it is evident that the RANS simulations are able to predict
the trend and the magnitude at a reasonable level. Having these in mind, the
numerical simulations are extended further to study the influence of discrete
particles on the continuous phase. This is discussed next.
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4.2 Two phase flow
In this section results pertaining to the two phase simulations are presented and
discussed. The effect of discrete particles on the continuous phase flow field is
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discussed by comparing the two phase results with the single phase results.
Although the simulations are carried out at two mass loading ratios, the
difference in the predictions between the mass loadings are marginal and hence
not presented here for the sake of brevity. The high mass loading results are
compared with the single phase results.
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Comparison of the radial variation of axial velocity predictions of
two phase and single phase at different axial locations (from left
x/di = 0.07, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6).

Figure 8 shows the variation of the axial velocity component along the radial
direction predicted with and without the discrete particles. The rate of decrease
in continuous-phase centerline velocity is seen to be similar in the single phase
as well as in two phase flow predictions. It is evident from fig. 8 that overall the
difference between the dispersed phase and the single phase predictions is almost
nil except a few regions near the inner shear layer at ɳ = 1.11. This is found to be
consistent with the experimental observation by Arai et al. [23], and later, Sadr
and Klewicki [17], and Virdung and Rasmuson [8] wherein the effect of mass
loading at 0.21% on the continuous phase was reported as insignificant.
Figure 9 shows comparison of the axial turbulent intensity predicted along the
radial direction with and without the dispersed phase. It is observed that at ɳ =
1.11, the turbulent intensity gradually decreases in the outer mixing region with
increase in axial distance, whereas, the axial turbulent intensity is considerably
affected in the inner jet alone as the particles are injected in the inner jet. At x/di
= 0.07, the axial turbulent intensities predicted (in the inner jet region) with the
dispersed phase are lower than the single phase predictions at all velocity ratios.
This can be attributed to the fact that the particles seem to attenuate the
continuous phase turbulent intensities as experimentally observed by Fan et al.
[24]. Further downstream, the dispersed phase turbulent intensity is marginally
lower than single phase only in the outer mixing region elsewhere; the values are
comparable to the single phase results. Overall, the difference in turbulent
intensity between the dispersed phase and the single phase is predicted to be high
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only in the immediate vicinity of the jet exit. Far downstream, the difference is
marginal. Gore and Crowe [25] related such a trend for the small particle size,
and low stokes number, which is the case in this study.
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Comparison of axial intensity at stream-wise locations x/di = 0.07
(left), 3 (center) and 6 (right) at different velocity ratios.

Figure 10 shows the comparison of the predictions of correlation
/
with and without the dispersed phase. The
coefficient,
predictions are different only in a few regions in the inner mixing region
elsewhere, the difference is insignificant. This corroborates with the fact that the
axial and radial turbulent intensities are almost the same and marginally different
from the single phase predictions. At ɳ = 0.18, the difference is almost nil at all
axial locations investigated here.
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In addition to the axial velocity and turbulent intensity, the comparison of the
vorticity field between the single-phase and two-phase results is also discussed.
Since the difference between two phase and single phase predictions is small,
only the normalized difference is presented instead of the absolute values to
facilitate the discussion. The vorticity is normalized using the central jet velocity
and central jet diameter. Then the difference, Δξ21 is calculated between the
single phase and two phase conditions. The difference, Δξ21 at a given condition
is then normalized using the maximum value of the difference, (Δξ21)max= 6.1 at
ɳ = 1.11. Hence, the difference presented here is the difference between the
normalized vorticities not the difference in absolute value of vorticity.
Figure 11 shows the normalized vorticity difference between two-phase and
single-phase. It is worth noting that at x/di = 0.07 in the inner mixing region, the
maximum difference is in the negative direction implying that the single phase
prediction is higher than the two phase prediction at ɳ = 1.11. This in turn
implies that the particles in the continuous phase influence adversely in the inner
side of the inner mixing region. However, the peak in the outer side of the inner
mixing region is positive when compared to the inner side. This could be due to
the restricted spread of the inner jet and in turn the particles by the outer jet.
At low velocity ratio ɳ = 0.18, the difference is only marginal which indicates
that the fluid rotation is not affected by the presence of particles. However, at
downstream locations, the difference increases gradually. This could be due to
the effect of the solid particles on the entrainment in the outer jet at ɳ = 0.18. At
x/di = 0.07, the difference is seen to increase with increase in velocity ratio. At
x/di = 6, the difference is high at low velocity ratio when compared to ɳ = 1.11.
This is due to the entrainment of the outer jet into the inner jet. Interestingly,
from this trend it can be inferred that the particles in the inner mixing region tend
to reduce the fluid rotation possibly owing to the transfer of momentum from the
continuous phase to the particles. The influence of particles on the fluid rotation
is minimal at all conditions. Away from the jet exits, the difference is seen to
decrease at both velocity ratios.
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All these results clearly demonstrate that velocity ratio has a major
contribution in the development of coaxial jet flow field. Furthermore, the
addition of discrete particles alters the continuous phase flow field. However, it
is evident only in the turbulent quantities rather than the mean quantities.

5 Conclusions
In this work, the flow field dynamics of the particle laden coaxial, turbulent jets
are numerically investigated at two different velocity ratios. To this end, 3D,
incompressible discrete phase turbulent flow calculations are carried out. In this
study, glass beads of 240µm diameter are injected in the inner jet alone. For the
mass loading studied in this work, the overall difference in the prediction
between two phase and single phase is seen to be minimal which in turn implies
that the influence of discrete particles on the continuous phase flow field is
insignificant. However, close to the jet exits, the presence of discrete particles is
seen to attenuate the continuous phase turbulence along the pipe. The results
from this study demonstrate that the velocity ratio is an important parameter in
the development of coaxial jet flow field and particles (of the size considered)
will have an influence on the continuous phase only in the near flow field of the
coaxial jets.
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Three-dimensional mixture theory simulations
of turbulent flow over dynamic rippled beds
A. M. Penko & J. Calantoni
Marine Geosciences Division, Naval Research Laboratory, USA

Abstract
The highly turbulent, sediment-laden flow above rippled beds in the wave
bottom boundary layer (WBBL) is poorly understood and difficult to quantify
mainly because of our failure to understand the fundamental interaction forces
driving sediment transport. However, recent advances in high performance
computing allow for highly resolved simulations of fluid-sediment dynamics in
the WBBL to examine the small-scale fluctuations of boundary layer processes
and characterize seabed morphology. A three-dimensional mixture theory model,
SedMix3D, solves the unfiltered Navier-Stokes equations for the fluid-sediment
mixture with an additional equation describing sediment flux. Mixture theory
treats the fluid-sediment mixture as a single continuum with effective properties
parameterizing the intra- and inter-phase interactions with closure relations for
the mixture viscosity, diffusion, hindered settling, and particle pressure. We
validate results obtained with SedMix3D using temporally and spatially resolved
fluid velocity measurements acquired with a particle image velocimetry (PIV)
system in a free-surface laboratory flume. Measured two-dimensional velocity
fields are compared to two-dimensional vertical slices from the threedimensional simulation domain. We examine the hydrodynamics of the flow by
comparing bulk flow statistics, and swirling strength. In general, results from
SedMix3D were in excellent agreement with the observations. We believe
SedMix3D captures the essential physics governing two–phase turbulent flow
over ripples for the conditions represented by the experiments and should
provide us with a powerful research tool for studying the dynamics of seafloor
bedforms.
Keywords: ripples, bedforms, numerical modeling, turbulence, multiphase flow,
mixture theory, model-data comparison.
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1 Introduction
Despite advances in computing and laboratory observational technology, there
still exist many unknowns about the small-scale interactions driving two-phase
hydrodynamics in the seafloor boundary layer. Past work has extensively studied
the flow structure over static (or fixed) sand beds [1– 5]. These studies have
broadened our knowledge on vorticity dynamics of oscillatory flow over ripples;
however, they lack the dynamic coupling between the fluid and sediment, which
influences turbulence production/dissipation and resulting bed morphology.
Because strong correlations exist between the sediment transport, near bed fluid
velocity, and bed morphology, coupling these processes will be necessary to
accurately model bottom boundary layer flow and the resulting sediment
entrainment/deposition.
A three-dimensional numerical model solving the unfiltered Navier-Stokes
equations using mixture theory is presented here. Mixture theory treats the fluidsediment mixture as a continuum with the inter- and intra-phase interactions
parameterized with closure relations. The model is validated quantitatively
through comparisons of time-dependent and spatially varying velocities as well
as bulk flow statistics measured under scaled laboratory conditions.

2 Experimental set-up
The observations were made in a wave flume at the Fluid Mechanics Laboratory
at Delft University of Technology, Netherlands using a particle image
velocimetry technique [6]. The wave flume is 42 m in length, 0.8 m in width, and
1 m in height, with the bottom covered with a layer of sediment. A material
typically used for sand blasting was chosen for the sediment with a mean grain
diameter of 0.054 cm and a specific gravity of 1.2. A Dantec particle image
velocimeter (PIV) system consisting of a 120 mJ Nd-Yag pulsed laser
synchronized with a 1 MegaPixel camera was used to capture two-dimensional
vertical (x-z) plane optical images. The sampling window (11 cm × 11 cm) was
located approximately 29 m from the wave generator in a water depth of about
0.31 m. For this experiment, the wave generator produced regular waves 5 cm in
height with a period of 2 s.
The laser was placed in a watertight housing located approximately 27 cm
above the bed and the camera was placed outside the flume. An Acoustic
Doppler Velocimeter (ADV) time-synchronized with the PIV system measured
the free-stream velocity approximately 17 cm above the bed. The camera
captured image pairs (10 ms time lag between pair members) of the sampling
window for 60 s bursts at approximately 12 Hz. Suspended sediment, organic
matter, and micro-bubbles acted as seeding agents in the water column. The
velocity vectors were calculated by correlating the image pairs using 64 × 32
pixel interrogation windows with 50% overlap. The resulting spatial resolution
of the vector field was 3.48 mm × 1.74 mm. Outliers were removed with a three
standard deviation filter and replaced with the local ensemble average.
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3 Methodology
SedMix3D solves the unfiltered Navier-Stokes equations with an additional
sediment flux equation for a fluid-sediment mixture resulting in the timedependent sediment concentration and three-component velocity vector field [7].
The model treats the fluid-sediment mixture as a single continuum with effective
properties that parameterize the fluid-sediment and sediment-sediment
interactions including a bulk hindered settling velocity, a shear-induced
diffusion, an effective viscosity, and a particle pressure. The sediment flux
equation models the concentration of sediment by describing the balance
between advection, sedimentation due to gravity, and shear-induced diffusion.
Grid spacing was on the order of a sediment grain diameter and time step was
O(10-5 s). The model only simulates flow in the boundary layer (i.e., no free
surface). The numerical scheme is finite difference with second-order central
differences employed on a staggered grid. The boundary conditions for the
velocities and concentration are periodic in the horizontal. At the top of the
domain, the u velocity is assumed to follow the free-stream while the v and w
velocities are set to zero. A no-slip condition exists for the velocities at the
bottom boundary (i.e., deep inside the sand bed). The initial concentration is
equal to the concentration of a fully packed bed at the bottom boundary (ϕ =
0.63) and zero at the top boundary.
The modeling framework of SedMix3D includes governing equations for
sediment flux, mixture continuity, and mixture momentum. The mixture
continuity equation was derived by combining the fluid and sediment phase
continuity equations,


   ( u)  0,
t

(1)

where u is the mixture velocity and ρ is the mixture density,

   s  (1   )  f ,

(2)

where ϕ is the sediment volumetric concentration, and ρs and ρf are the sediment
and fluid densities, respectively. The mixture momentum equation was derived
from the sum of the individual phase momentum equations,



u
 u  u  P    (u)  F  g,
t

(3)

where P is the mixture pressure, μ is the effective viscosity, F is the external
driving force vector per unit volume, and g is gravitational acceleration (981 cm
s-2 ). SedMix3D employs a modified Eilers [8] equation to represent effective
viscosity, μ, here scaled by the pure water viscosity, μf

  0.5  
 1
,
 f  1    m 
2
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where [μ] is the intrinsic viscosity, a dimensionless parameter representing the
sediment grain shape, and 0.0 < ϕ < 0.63, where the lower bound represents pure
water and upper bound roughly corresponds to the maximum concentration of
unconsolidated sediment. Here, we fix the maximum value of the effective
viscosity by specifying ϕm = 0.66. The intrinsic viscosity parameter, [μ], was 2.5
to represent spherical particles [9].
The concentration of sediment is modeled with a sediment flux equation [10]
that balances the temporal gradients in sediment concentration with advection,
gravity, and shear-induced diffusion,

Wt

 u    D 2 
,
t
z

(5)

where Wt is the concentration specific settling rate,

Wt  Wt 0 (1   ) q ,

(6)

where Wt0 is the settling rate of a single particle in a clear fluid and q is an
empirical constant [11]. The shear-induced diffusion of sediment, D, is a
function of grain size, volumetric concentration, and mixture stresses [12].

4 Results
The model forcing was derived from the free stream velocity measured by the
ADV in the experiment (Fig. 1). The first four wave periods were considered
model spin-up periods. All quantities used in the following comparisons were
calculated after discarding the four model spin-up periods. Flow quantities were

Figure 1:

Free-stream velocity recorded by the ADV in the experiment (solid
lines) and the four model spin-up periods (dashed lines).
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time- and ensemble-averaged over a total of 17 wave periods. We compared a
two-dimensional velocity field (x-z plane) from the simulation to the twodimensional velocity field extracted from the PIV measurements. The simulated
x-z plane chosen for comparison here resulted from the minimization of the
temporal RMS deviation of the horizontal and vertical velocity RMS deviation.
Here we examine the difference between the simulated and observed mean and
standard deviation of the horizontal velocity and the ensemble-averaged swirling
strength.
4.1 Horizontal velocity mean and standard deviation
The simulated and observed horizontal mean flow profiles at varying locations
over the bed are plotted in fig. 2. The maximum difference between the
simulated and observed mean flow is less than 2 cm/s at all locations along the
ripples. The simulated mean flow agrees very well with the observations over the
peaks of the ripples (e.g., x = 3 cm, 7 cm, and 8.5 cm), matching the maximum,
minimum, and shape of the mean horizontal velocity profile. In the first and last

Figure 2:

Mean horizontal velocity profiles from the simulation (lines) and
observations (dots) at varying locations above the bed.
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profiles (x = 1.5 and 9.8 cm), there is about a 2 cm/s difference between the
simulated and observed horizontal maximum and minimum mean velocity. Fig.
3 is a plot of the standard deviation of the horizontal velocity at the same
locations as fig. 2. Contrary to the mean flow, there is better agreement between
the simulated and observed standard deviation of the velocity in the troughs of
the ripples. In the troughs, the simulated and observed standard deviations are
within 2 cm/s. The model overestimates the standard deviation above the crests
of the ripples by a maximum of 5 cm/s. Except at the crests, there is very good
agreement between the simulated and observed standard deviation profile shape.
Above the boundary layer (i.e., z > 6), the simulated and observed mean and
standard deviation of the horizontal velocity are in very good agreement with the
velocities differing less than 0.3 cm/s.

Figure 3:

Profiles of the standard deviation of the horizontal velocity from
the simulation (lines) and observations (dots) at varying locations
above the bed.

4.2 Swirling strength
In complex, three-dimensional, and oscillatory flows, the vortex structures are
often difficult to distinguish from the vorticity due to the boundary-generated
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shear. The swirling strength, λci, is used to identify the coherent closed rotational
vortex structures excluding the interference from boundary-generated shear
(fig. 4). The swirling strength is calculated as the imaginary part of the complex
eigenvalues of the velocity gradient and is zero if the eigenvalues are not
complex [13]. The method is effective in determining the location of vortex
cores in boundary layer shear flow, but does not identify the rotational direction.
The ensemble-averaged swirling strength plotted in Fig. 4 illustrates that the
time-varying quantities from the simulation and observations are also in good
agreement. The horizontal and vertical positions of the vortices and the timing
relative to the wave phase predicted by the model are in good agreement with the
observations. The strength of the vortices predicted by the model is only slightly
greater than the observations. The observations show less coherent vortex
structures and are noisier than the simulation.

Figure 4:

Ensemble-averaged simulated and observed swirling strength, λci
(s-1), at three phase locations of a wave. Flow is initially directed to
the left. Darker areas indicate coherent vortex structures. A timeaverage of the simulated and observed bed profile is plotted for
reference.
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5 Discussion
Coherent vortex structures in bottom boundary layer flow over rippled beds have
been found to play a significant role in erosion and deposition of sediment on the
seafloor. Therefore, a numerical model examining the dynamics of bottom
boundary layer flow must accurately predict the temporally and spatially varying
velocity fields. While differences in the magnitude of the velocity and swirling
strength exist, the simulated vortex location, size and shape agreed remarkably
well with the observed vortex structures. The noise associated with making
measurements in a laboratory forces the need to smooth the data to remove any
outliers. Data smoothing damps out the closed streamline paths of the observed
flow measurements, decreasing the strength of the coherent vortices. Typically
only very strong circulation events are recorded in situ [14]. In addition, large
light reflections at the fluid-sediment interface result in a decreased peak
correlation and a lower confidence in the velocity estimates near the bed. The
inherent ability of the model to calculate velocities with equal resolution
everywhere, even in the highly concentrated layer of moving sediment at the bed
would account for some of the differences between the simulated and observed
velocity.

6 Conclusions
The turbulent, three-dimensional nature of the wave bottom boundary layer
forces the need for three-dimensional, time-dependent simulations in order to
fully capture the physics of the flow over ripples. While two-dimensional models
are typically less computationally expensive and generally require less storage
and processing, they must compensate for their deficiencies in the physics by
introducing non-physical terms. Our three-dimensional mixture model has been
validated with laboratory data and provides an unprecedented level of detail
about sand ripple dynamics that exceeds field and laboratory technologies.
Future work will examine the complex, three-dimensionality of the turbulent
bottom boundary layer flow over rippled beds.
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Abstract
Coal gasification technology has the potential to reduce the environmental
impact of coal power by enabling technologies like integrated gasification
combined cycle (IGCC) and carbon capture for sequestration (CCS) for power
generation. Numerical simulations of the various components of a coal
gasification plant using validated CFD models enables faster configuration
improvement cycles and thereby increased component performance, reliability,
and overall cycle efficiency. Many such computations require the simulation of
turbulent, multi-phase flows where the atomization and agglomeration of liquids
play a critical role in plant processes. This paper focuses on the development and
validation of a stochastic droplet breakup and agglomeration model for use in a
steady-state RANS simulation of a liquid jet in a turbulent cross-flow. The
models aim to accurately predict the trajectories and sizes of liquid droplets
without incurring the computational cost of more expensive methodologies such
as LES or VOF which are currently too computationally intensive to be used in
the design cycle. The model builds on similar models proposed by Apte and
Kuan by proposing a new probability density function (PDF) for the break-up
process and adapting the methodology to a steady-state framework. The model is
then validated against measurements made by Wu. The model shows good
qualitative and quantitative agreement with measurement of the downstream
mass flux distribution of the liquid droplets. An agglomeration model is added to
the simulation which improves the agreement between predicted and measured
Sauter-mean diameter (SMD) of the liquid droplets downstream of the initial
atomization region.
Keywords: atomization, agglomeration, stochastic, gasification.
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1 Introduction
Coal-derived power plays a major role in meeting the world’s energy needs and
will continue to do so for many years. Technologies can make coal-derived
power generation with fewer emissions than traditional coal plants. Coal
gasification technology has the potential to reduce the environmental impact of
coal power by enabling technologies like integrated gasification combined cycle
(IGCC and carbon capture for sequestration (CCS) for power generation.
Numerical simulations of the various components of a coal gasification plant
using validated CFD models enables faster configuration improvement cycles
and thereby provide increased component performance, reliability, and overall
cycle efficiency. Many such computations require the simulation of turbulent,
multi-phase flows where the atomization and agglomeration of liquids play a
critical role in plant processes.
This paper focuses on the development and validation of a stochastic droplet
breakup and agglomeration model for use in a steady-state RANS simulation of a
liquid jet in a turbulent cross-flow. The goal of the current study is to accurately
predict the trajectories and sizes of the atomized particles using a discrete phase
model (DPM) coupled with a 2-equation turbulence model without incurring the
computational cost of more expensive methodologies such as large eddy
simulation (LES) or volume of fluid (VOF) which are currently too
computationally intensive to be used in the design cycle.

2 Breakup model formulation
The proposed breakup model is similar to the previously-published models by
Apte [1] and Kuan [2] in that breakup events are triggered when a droplet’s
Weber number exceeds a critical value (this work assumes that WeCR = 6) and
the and the size of the child droplets are determined by a stochastic sampling of a
probability density function (PDF) based on Weber number. The current model
differs from previous versions in 3 key areas:
1. The breakup PDF formulation prevents particle growth (child droplets
cannot be larger than their parents).
2. The model is implemented for steady-state spray simulations.
3. Droplet parcelization is held constant throughout the atomization
process.
2.1 Breakup PDF
The proposed breakup function from which new particle diameters are sampled,
exhibits many of the same self-similar properties described by Apte [1] but is
formulated such that no child droplet can be larger than its parent. The function
is formulated such that the ratio of droplet Weber number to critical Weber
number is the key parameter that drives the rate of breakup during the
atomization process and is shown in cumulative distribution function (CDF)
form in equation (1), where i and i+1 subscripts respectively denote parent and
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child droplet characteristics. The timescale of droplet breakup is given in
equation (2), where ρp, ρg, dp, and Vp-g denote droplet density, gas density,
droplet diameter, and the magnitude of relative velocity between the droplet and
gas respectively. No further breakup events are allowed to occur until during the
time interval ∆tBU after a breakup event is triggered. The value of the constant C
in equation (2), is taken to be 1⁄3 1⁄3 from O’Rourke [3]. The definition of
Weber number is given in (3), where σ denotes droplet surface tension.

 Wei 



 We  We 
CDF  po  i 1  CR 
 Wei 
∆

C

(1)

p dp
g Vpg

(2)

(3)

2.2 Numerical implementation and parcelization

The droplet breakup model algorithm is implemented in the following steps:
1. A new particle parcel stream is introduced into the simulation with
diameter equal to the injector orifice diameter.
2. As the particle is marched through the steady-state flow field, the
particle’s Weber number is calculated at each time step, if the Weber
number is ever greater than WeCR and the elapsed time since the last
breakup event (or injection) is greater than ∆tBU, a breakup event is
triggered.
When a breakup event is triggered and a new particle diameter is sampled
from equation (1) but the parcelization of the stream is held constant as the new
particle diameter is applied to the entire parcel stream.

3 Validation
The current model was applied to a simulation of an experiment by Wu et al.
[4, 5], which consisted of a liquid jet injected into a turbulent crossflow of gas at
low Mach number. Measurements of mass flux, particle velocity, and particle
size were made along the spray centerline 300 nozzle diameters downstream of
the injection point.
The CFD simulation of the experimental test section was modelled as shown
in as a 12.5 x 40.6 x 7.5 cm rectangular domain with 1.0e6 grid cells and wall y+
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of approximately 20 for the baseline simulation. The baseline conditions
consisted of a .5 mm diameter liquid jet (all distance normalization of the results
is done based on this diameter) being injected at 19.3 m/s into a 103 m/s gas
crossflow. Turbulence was modelled using the standard k-epsilon model and
droplet-turbulence interaction was accounted for using Fluent’s default
stochastic random walk model. The spray was parcelized into 1e5 streams of
equal mass flow. The liquid jet of pure water, was assumed to have surface
tension and viscosity of 7.19e-2 N/m 1.003e-3 Pa-s respectively. The gas flow
was assumed to have properties of air at standard sea-level conditions.

Figure 1:

Schematic of wind tunnel and liquid jet.

In addition to the baseline case, case A, four additional runs were completed,
shown in , to evaluate the sensitivity of the results to changes in liquid jet
velocity (at 12.3 and 29 m/s respectively) and changes in crossflow velocity (69
and 137 m/s respectively). The mass flux profiles of these streams were also
sampled along the spray centerline 300 injector diameters downstream of the
liquid jet.
Table 1:

5 cases comprising this study.

Case

U (m/s)

vj (m/s)

A

103

19.3

B

103

12.8

C

103

29

D

69

19.3

E

137

19.3
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The droplet flux of the simulated spray showed good first- and secondmoment agreement with the measured flux profiles as can be seen in Figure 2.
While certainly some discrepancy exists between the vertical location of the
measured and simulated peaks in the flux profiles, the centroids of the profiles
match each other within 3-10% in all five cases as shown in Figure 3. The halfwidths of the profiles are likewise similar between simulation and measurement.

Figure 2:

Droplet flux profiles at x/d = 300 downstream of the injection
point.

Figure 3:

Comparison of profile centroids between the current study and
measurements.
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Table 2:

Comparison of profile centroids between current study and
measurements.
Centroid Height (y/d)

Case

U (m/s)

vj (m/s)

Current Work

Wu (1997)

A

103

19.3

40.6

41.9

B

103

12.8

30.1

27.5

C

103

29

57.9

63.8

D

69

19.3

62.1

60.0

E

137

19.3

29.0

31.5

4 Agglomeration model
While the simulated particle trajectories showed good agreement with the
measured profiles of particle mass flux, the profiles of Sauter-mean diameter
(SMD) of the simulated sprays showed consistently smaller droplet sizes than
were measured. It was hypothesized that the droplets were breaking and very
rapidly reaching their final height above the injection plane but were coalescing
to form larger droplets farther downstream before being measured. This
hypothesis, if true, would explain how a droplet’s height at the measurement
plane could be decoupled somewhat from its size.

Figure 4:

Sauter-mean diameter profiles at x/d = 300.
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To account for agglomeration of droplets a simple droplet collision and
coalescence model, originally developed by O’Rourke [3] for unsteady sprays,
was adapted to a steady-state formulation as shown in equations (4) and (5),
where KT ∆tp mp, CDPM, and smd denote, local turbulent kinetic energy, droplet
trajectory integration timestep, parcel mass, local droplet concentration, and the
local SMD of the spray respectively. The effect of this model on the size
distribution of the simulated spray is shown in Figure 4, which shows how the
inclusion of the agglomeration model significantly improves the agreement
between measured and simulated SMD profiles.
V

m C

3
KT t p  p  DPM 


2
 d p smd 

d i 1 3
 1V
di

(4)

(5)

5 Conclusions
The proposed steady state breakup model showed good agreement with
measurements of droplet flux profiles downstream of the injector. When a simple
droplet agglomeration model was incorporated into the simulation, the size
distributions of the simulated spray matched the corresponding measurements as
well. This simple set of models allows for the atomization process to be
modelled with reasonable accuracy in a steady state framework that significantly
reduces calculation time compared to other, more computationally intensive
methods like volume-of-fluid or large eddy simulation, thus providing the
designer with a low-cost option for simulating jet breakup.
© 2011 General Electric Company. All Rights Reserved.
This material may not be copied or distributed in whole or in part, without prior
permission of the copyright owner and the publisher.
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Abstract
Two-phase flow is an area of primary interest, particularly for the petroleum
industry, where a fair amount of these kinds of flows can be found in the
production of oil wells. This study refers to the evaluation of two-phase flow air–
water through a horizontal pipe of 0.0508m (2in) diameter and 1.016m (40in)
length. A 3D CFD approach was used for reproducing the behavior of the
dispersed bubble, stratified smooth and slug flow in a horizontal pipe. The
pressure drop and liquid holdup associated with it were estimated. Data of the
superficial velocities of the liquid and gas were taken from the literature; and
then many CFD simulations were carried out using different multiphase flow
models. The results were validated with the available experimental data from the
literature. For the case in which the liquid is the continuous phase and the gas
behaves as the dispersed one, the results show that the bubble disperse flow
behaves homogeneously. In these simulations, for a 0.01mm gas bubble diameter
the pressure drop presented a deviation of 6.12% over that reported in the
literature. For the liquid holdup value a difference of 0.001% was obtained. An
inhomogeneous approach with the free surface model reproduced satisfactorily
the stratified smooth behavior. In addition, the influences of increasing water
superficial velocity on the energy losses and the liquid holdup were obtained.
However, for the studied numerical domain, the slug flow pattern could not be
reproduced. All these results above allowed us to establish the great applicability
of CFD modeling in the problem resolution of two-phase flow in a horizontal
pipe.
Keywords: two-phase flow, CFD, flow patterns, liquid holdup, pressure drop.
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1 Introduction
In the petroleum industry, the two-phase flow characterization has an essential
importance due to its presence during the production and transportation of crude
oil and natural gas. The gas and liquid phases are distributed in the pipe in a
variety of flow configuration, called flow patterns. The flow pattern prediction is
a major problem in two-phase flow analysis. Indeed, main variables like:
pressure drop, liquid holdup, heat and mass transfer coefficients are strongly
dependent on the existing flow pattern. These variables have to be predicted in
order to reduce the main potentially hazardous problems that such parameters
could cause.
The explanation above is why many researchers study the two-phase flow
behavior in horizontal and vertical pipes, trying to predict accurately the flow
pattern. In that sense, Aziz and Petalas [1] proposed a mechanistic model applicable
to all pipe geometries and fluid properties. Thus, new empirical correlations were
proposed for: liquid/wall and liquid/gas interfacial friction in stratified flow, the
liquid fraction entrained and the interfacial friction in annular-mist flow, and the
distribution coefficient used in the determination of holdup in intermittent flow.
The model application has shown the ability to predict reasonably accurate
pressure drops and holdup under different operating conditions. Wongwises
et al. [2] presented new correlations to predict the liquid holdup with horizontal
concurrent stratified flow in a circular pipe. Also, they demonstrated that the
liquid holdup can be predicted by using Taitel and Dukler momentum balance
between both phases. Recently, Shoham [3] presented an approach for flow
patterns prediction. The mathematical mechanistic model was based on the
physical phenomena of the two-phase behavior analysis. The model allows its
application to diverse operational conditions, showing results with significant
confidence.
With nowadays computer performances and dedicated codes, numerical
simulations of tridimensional two-phase flow calculation in a horizontal pipe are
proposed with reasonable precision, providing a close look at the flow
development through the pipe. In this new direction of two-phase flow
understanding, the present study assesses the two-phase air-water flow in a
horizontal pipe by means of 3D CFD flow simulations. The study mainly focus
on predicting the behavior of the flow patterns, the pressure drop in the flow line,
as well as on predicting the liquid holdup changes throughout the pipe. The
specific objectives of the study are to:
- Reproduce the flow patterns behavior, for air–water mixture in a horizontal
pipe by means of CFD techniques.
- Determine the pressure drop associated to the flow pattern under study.
- Determine the liquid holdup associated to each flow pattern through the pipe.
- Validate with literature data, the results obtained by the simulations.
- Establish the applicability of CFD techniques in the calculation of two-phase
flow in a horizontal pipe.
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2 Verification of flow patterns existence
Based on the Taitel and Dukler [4] flow patterns map, the studied flow patterns
were selected. Due to the complexity of the flow patterns identification by means
of visual observations, it was important to verify the flow patterns predicted by
Taitel and Dukler for all the selected values of superficial velocities of water and
air, against some correlations. This verification was carried out using the specific
correlations presented in table 1, which are widely used in this research area [5].
Table 1:

Test case values of water and air superficial velocity, for each flow
pattern considered.

Taitel and
Dukler flow
pattern
Dispersed bubble

Stratified

Slug

VSL
[m/s]

VSG
[m/s]

8.429
6.629
8.408
6.881
0.100
0.062
0.010
0.100
0.062
0.010
6.458
4.734
2.915
1.000

0.100
0.100
1.000
1.000
0.100
0.100
0.100
1.000
1.000
1.000
10
10
10
10

Verification
correlations

Beggs and Brill

Guzhov

Guzhov

For dispersed bubble the Beggs and Brill correlation [6] was used. On the
other hand, to verify the presence of the flows stratified smooth and slug the
correlation of Guzhov was used [3].

3 Numerical approach
Numerical simulations were carried out on a horizontal pipe of L/D coefficient
equal to twenty (20). Furthermore, as in any CFD problem, a sensibility analysis
was performed to guarantee the independence of the results with respect to the
numerical grid. For the calculations, unstructured tetrahedral cells with inflated
layers were created. The total number of elements in the final grid was 644,620.
The simulations were performed using the software package ANSYS CFX v.11.
To reproduce all the flow patterns above mentioned, an air-water two-phase
mixture at 25°C and an Eulerian approach were used. The turbulence and the
two-phase flow models were selected according to the three studied flow patterns
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as it is shown in table 2. For dispersed bubble flow several gas bubble diameters
were studied, among them are: 1, 0.1, 0.01 and 0.001 mm.
Table 2:

Specification of numerical models used for each studied flow
pattern.

Flow pattern
Dispersed bubble

Stratified

Slug

Two-phase flow
model
Homogeneous:
mixture and
particle
Inhomogeneous:
mixture and
particle
Inhomogeneous:
free surface and
particle

Turbelence
model

Temporal
approach

K-épsilon

Steady state

Shear Stress
Transport

Steady state

K-épsilon

Unsteady &
steady state

The equations describing the fluid flow through a specific domain need to be
numerically closed stipulating the so-called boundary conditions. At the inlet of
the domain, a total pressure condition and the volumetric fractions of the air and
water were set. This condition is the most accurate due to the inflow energy is
defined and the software is allowed to obtain gradients in velocity and pressure.
At the outlet the mass flow was specified. Each flow rate of interest corresponds
to a different superficial velocity. The viscous fluxes are computed with a “high
resolution” scheme, which means that in regions with low variable gradients, a
second order scheme is used. In areas where the gradients change sharply, a first
order upwind scheme is used to maintain robustness. Furthermore, root mean
squared convergence criteria with an average residual target of 1 x 10-4 in mass,
momentum and turbulence (k-) equations was used.
In order to validate the results obtained by CFD calculation, the pressure drop
and holdup were compared with values calculated from experimental data in the
literature. These values were estimated by using the Wallis homogeneous flow
model [7] for dispersed bubble, Lockhart and Martinelli separated flow model
[8] for stratified smooth and finally the Dukler and Hubbard model [9] for slug.

4 Results and discussion
All flow patterns existence was verified using the mentioned correlations criteria.
The conditions of the used correlations for verifying the flow patterns existence
were satisfied in all the studied points of the disperse bubble, stratified and slug
flow. Afterward, in this section the fluid dynamic behavior of the flow patterns
in the horizontal pipe is addressed for the operating conditions in Table 1. First,
the flow patterns behavior are qualitatively and quantitatively studied by means
of water volume fraction contours and superficial velocity calculations. Next,
pressure drop and holdup are assessed though the pipeline. Finally, the numerical
calculations are compared with experimental data from literature.
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4.1 Flow patterns behavior
4.1.1 Dispersed bubble flow
A good numerical convergence and representation of the fluid dynamic
associated with dispersed bubble flow was reached by using the homogenous
approach with the particle model (particles diameter: 0.01mm). This flow pattern
could be easily identified as it is shown in the fig. 1. The water volume fraction
contour shows the dispersed gas phase as small bubbles into the continuous
liquid phase.

Figure 1:

Dispersed bubble flow pattern throughout the pipe.

4.1.2 Stratified flow
This flow pattern was successfully reproduced with an inhomogeneous
multiphase modeling, using the free surface model. In fig. 2, the liquid and gas
velocities were plotted through the pipe. The figure presents a mixed flow at the
inlet, and due to the buoyancy effect the phases are separated flowing through
the pipe. The water flows at the bottom of the pipe and the air on the top. This
stratified smooth flow takes place under relatively low flows of gas and liquid.

Figure 2:

Stratified smooth flow pattern throughout the pipe.
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Figure 3 depicts the liquid and gas velocities. It is possible to see that the gas
phase moves faster than the liquid one.

Figure 3:

Velocities of the phases in stratified smooth flow pattern for
VSG=0.10 m/s.

4.1.3 Slug flow
With regard to the slug flow pattern, in spite of the fact that a sinusoidal
perturbation in the free surface model was set and a good numerical convergence
was reached during the calculation, the slug flow configuration could not be
reproduced. Even though the beginning of the flow stratification was observed,
the slug flow was not completed; this could be attributed to the short pipe length
which might not have been long enough to establish the stratification of the flow
and to the slug development. These observations are in accordance with that
Vallée et al. [10] reported with regard to the pipe length needed for slug
generation, which can have an important influence on the evolution of the flow
regime along the pipe.
4.2 Pressure drop and holdup
4.2.1 Dispersed bubble flow
In the figures 4 and 5 are shown the comparisons between obtained pressure drop
for a VSG=0.1m/s and obtained pressure drop for a VSG=1m/s, for several gas
bubble diameter. As it was expected, the total pressure drop increases with
increasing the superficial velocities of the liquid and gas phases. This is
consistent with the fact of modeling the disperse bubble flow as a homogeneous
flow with average physical properties. The relation between such parameters is
directly proportional, so the greater the mixture velocity, the greater is the
pressure obtained [3].
In addition, Figures 6 and 7 confirm the homogeneous flow condition in view
of the fact that non slippage is observed between the liquid and the gas
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Figure 4:

Total pressure drop in dispersed bubble for several bubble
diameters and VSG=0.10 m/s.

Figure 5:

Total pressure drop in dispersed bubble for several bubble
diameters and VSG=1 m/s.

Figure 6:

Holdup in dispersed bubble through the pipe for VSG=0.10 m/s.
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Figure 7:

Holdup throughout each plane of the pipe for VSG=0.10 m/s and
VSL=8.42m/s.

velocities. The gas bubbles are carried out by the liquid phase at the same
velocity resulting in zero slippage. As it was expected, the holdup for each
established superficial velocity remains constant.
4.2.2 Stratified smooth flow
The total pressure drop for a stratified flow is shown in the fig. 8. The increase of
the superficial velocities of the phases leads to a significant pressure drop in the
pipe; this occurs as a fluid dynamic response to the decrease of the total pressure
at the outlet caused by the velocity increase, meaning greater pressure losses
throughout the pipeline.

Figure 8:

Total pressure drop in stratified smooth through the pipeline.

Fig. 9 shows the holdup along the pipe for several water superficial velocity
values, keeping the air superficial velocity constant at 0.1m/s. As it was
expected, greater holdup was obtained as liquid superficial velocity was
increased. This is consistent with the mass conservation consideration. As a
result, an increase of the amount of the liquid results in an increase of the liquid
area and a decrease of the gas area, simultaneously. This is reflected with a larger
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liquid accumulation in the bottom of the pipeline. Furthermore, fig. 10 shows
how the slippage takes place between the two phases.

Figure 9:

Holdup throughout each plane of the pipe for VSG=0.10 m/s in
stratified smooth.

Figure 10:

Holdup throughout each plane of the pipe for VSG=0.10 m/s and
VSL=0.0617m/s, in stratified smooth.

4.3 Comparison with experimental data from literature
4.3.1 Dispersed bubble flow
With regard to the total pressure drop, in the figure 11it can be seen that for
0.01mm and 0.001mm bubble diameters, the obtained percentage deviations
were smaller than 10%. The particle size that reproduces better the dispersed
bubble behavior is 0.01mm (according to all the obtained results previously),
which can be observed on the mentioned figure. This result was obtained for a
VSG=1m/s as well.
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Figure 11:

%Desviation of ΔPtotal in dispersed bubble for VSG=0.10 m/s.

In addition, with regard to holdup values, the error percentages are lower than
0.2% for all the particle sizes evaluated under different superficial velocity
conditions (fig. 12). The outstanding results show consistency with the
experimental data.

Figure 12:

%Error of the holdup in dispersed bubble for VSG=0.10 m/s.

4.3.2 Stratified smooth flow
In fig. 13, a comparison of the results of pressure drop obtained by CFD
calculation with those calculated according to the Lockhart and Martinelli model,
it was found that error percentages fluctuated between 0.98% and 7.09%, which
shows a good accuracy.

Figure 13:

%Error of ΔPtotal in stratified smooth for different Vsl.
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Furthermore, figure 14 shows greater percentage of errors in the obtained
holdup (between 2.55% and 20.24%). Nevertheless, the results are considered
acceptable.
In summary, the set of simulation models have been addressed to reproduce
flow patterns for several operation conditions. The results could be considered
satisfactory for each flow pattern, since the errors were lower than 20% in
relation which those reported in literature [3]. Thus, the numerical approach is
widely useful in problems resolution with two-phase flow in horizontal pipe.

Figure 14:

%Error of holdup in stratified smooth for different Vsl.

5 Conclusions
1. Two-phase air water flow behavior was evaluated in a horizontal pipe, ϕ=2in,
by means of 3D CFD calculations.
2. Dispersed bubble flow pattern was reproduced accurately.
3. The dispersed bubble flow behaved homogenous. This result was obtained by
using a homogenous modeling with the particle model, 0.01mm bubble
diameter. For this diameter, the greater the mixture velocity, the greater was
the obtained total pressure drop. The liquid holdup is remained constant, for
each assessed air superficial velocity.
4. The inhomogeneous approach with free surface model reproduced in an
expected way the stratified flow. As the water superficial velocity was
increased, keeping constant VSG, greater losses in the flow and greater
accumulation of liquid in the bottom of the pipeline were reported.
5. Even though the slug flow existence was verified by using the literature
models. It was found with CFD simulations that the pipe length used was
insufficient to reproduce this flow pattern.
6. The CFD is suitably applicable in the behavior reproduction of the dispersed
bubble and stratified smooth flow, obtaining reliable results with a deviation
rate smaller than 20%.
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6 Nomenclature
VSL: Liquid superficial velocities [m/s]
VSG: Gas superficial velocities [m/s]
Bubble diameter [mm]
ϕB:
ΔPTOTAL: Pressure total drop [Pa]
Holdup:
Liquid holdup
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Isenthalpic oscillations with quadratic damping
in saturated two-phase fluids
J. V. Madison
Ebara International Corporation, Sparks, Nevada, USA

Abstract
Saturated two-phase fluid flows are often subject to pressure induced
oscillations. Due to compressibility the vapour bubbles act as a spring with an
asymmetric non-linear characteristic. The volume of the vapour bubbles
increases or decreases differently if the pressure fluctuations are compressing or
expanding; consequently, compressing pressure fluctuations in a two-phase pipe
flow cause less displacement in the direction of the pipe flow than expanding
pressure fluctuations. The displacement depends on the ratio of liquid to vapour,
the ratio of pressure fluctuations over average pressure, on the exciting frequency
of the pressure fluctuations and the damping factor.
In addition, pressure fluctuations in saturated vapour bubbles cause
condensation and evaporation within the bubbles and change periodically the
liquid to vapour ratio and influence the dynamic parameters for the oscillation.
The oscillations conform to an isenthalpic process at constant enthalpy with no
heat transfer and no exchange of work. Due to friction forces the oscillations are
subjected to quadratic fluid damping.
The paper describes the governing non-linear equation for quadratically damped
oscillations in saturated two-phase fluids with condensation and evaporation, and
presents steady state approximate solutions for free and for pressure induced
oscillations. Resonance criteria and stability are discussed.
Keywords: two-phase flow, isenthalpic oscillations, quadratic fluid damping,
saturated fluid, condensation, evaporation, steady state solutions.

1 Introduction
A saturated two-phase fluid is a mixture of liquid and vapour. The volumetric
ratio R between the vapour and the liquid portion is defined as
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(1)
where R=0 for pure liquid and R=1.0 for pure vapour. In standard books for
Thermodynamics [1], the ratio R is called the quality of the fluid with the symbol
x instead of R. VV is the vapour volume and VL is the liquid volume. With very
good accuracy, the liquid portion can be assumed to be incompressible when
compared to the compressible vapour portion. The vapour portion follows
approximately the ideal gas equation of state with the vapour volume VV
inversely proportional to the pressure p at constant temperatures. Pressure
changes Δp and volumetric changes are related by (2)
∆

(2)

∆

Eqn (2) may also be written in the form:
∆

∆
∆

.

(3)

Within a controlled volume of a two-phase fluid defined as the sum of VV and VL
equals one. The volumetric vapour content is equal to
(4)
The amount of condensing and evaporating fluid depends on the pressure
change, and with r as the rate of change the momentary vapour portion VV as a
function of the pressure is
∙∆ .

(5)

Fig. 1 shows the asymmetric oscillations in a two-phase pipe flow. For a
given absolute pressure difference Δp the absolute displacement ΔX(t) is smaller
for compression than for expansion.

Figure 1:

Asymmetric displacement of vapour bubbles for expansion and
compression.
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Fig. 2 demonstrates the condensation and evaporation within the vapour
bubble for isenthalpic compression and expansion for saturated two-phase fluids,
if the slope of the curves (R=constant) is positive [1]. The slope is positive
towards the liquid side of the saturation dome. A pressure increase causes a
partial condensation, and a pressure decrease causes a partial evaporation of the
vapour bubble.

Figure 2:

Isenthalpic oscillations with condensation for increasing pressure.

Fig. 3 demonstrates the condensation and evaporation for a negative slope of
the R=constant curves. The slope is negative towards the vapour side of the
saturation dome, and a pressure increase causes a partial evaporation, and a
pressure decrease causes a partial condensation of the vapour bubble.

Figure 3:

Isenthalpic oscillations with evaporation for increasing pressure.
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Any evaporation makes the spring characteristic of the oscillating system
softer and the mass smaller, and any condensation makes the spring
characteristic stiffer and the mass larger. These changes of the system
characteristics during a periodic oscillation result in complicated non-linear
periodic oscillations.

2 Free isenthalpic oscillations in saturated fluids
Pressure changes Δp act as a force in the axial direction X of the pipe. The
compressible vapour volume and the mass of the liquid volume form an
oscillating system. The vapour volume acts as an asymmetric spring and
generates axial forces non-linear to the displacement X as a function of time t.
∆

∆

(6)

The density of the vapour is negligibly small compared to the density ρ of the
liquid, and the oscillating mass m within the controlled volume VV +VL =1
depends only on the volume VL of the liquid.
1

1

∆

1

(7)

Eqn (8) is a non-linear differential equation that models the free oscillation in
saturated fluids with condensation and evaporation:
0.

1

(8)

For very small displacements, X(t), the oscillating system can be considered
as a linear harmonic oscillator,
1

0.

(9)

with the natural frequency,
.

(10)

and
0.

(11)

The non-linear differential equation can be written now in term of the natural
frequency and transforms into:
1

0.

(12)

Steady state approximate solutions for free isenthalpic oscillations are
included in the solutions for the pressure induced oscillations.
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3 Forced pressure induced oscillations in saturated fluids
with quadratic damping
In the case of forced oscillations with harmonic excitation the non-linear
differential equations transforms into:
1

cos

,

(13)

The exciting force
depends on the exciting amplitude G and the square
of the exciting frequency f. Friction forces generated by fluids are opposed to the
velocity vector and proportional to the square of the displacement velocity
multiplied by the damping factor D. In damped oscillations there is a phase angle
between the harmonic excitation and the periodic oscillation.
The quadratic fluid damping force QD caused by the fluid friction is described
with
(14)
In the case of a forced oscillation with harmonic excitation and quadratic fluid
damping the following non-linear differential equation describes the pressureinduced isenthalpic oscillations in saturated two-phase fluids
1

,

cos

(15)

.

This highly non-linear differential equation cannot be solved by analytical
methods and numerical or approximation methods have to be applied. The
method described by A. Kimmel [3] using Fourier coefficients for the periodic
error is applied to generate an approximate analytical solution for the steady state
case.
If X(t) is an approximate solution, then E(t) is the function of the error for this
approximate solution X(t):
1

,

cos

.

(16)

The periodic functions of the error E(t) can be expanded in a Fourier series and
the Fourier coefficients ak and bk of the periodic error are determined by (17) and
(18).
cos
.
(17)
sin
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By setting certain ak and bk equal to zero, the error for the k-th term of the
Fourier series E(t) becomes zero. The approximate solution X(t) is then correct
for the k-th term of the function E(t).

4 Approximate solution
For the given differential equation with forced oscillation through harmonic
excitation
cos
the approximate solution X(t) corresponds to the
same exciting frequency but with a different amplitude A and with a phase
angle between excitation and approximate solution.
cos

.

(19)

This is part of the Fourier series with ½a0=S and a1=A and all other Fourier
coefficients are equal to zero. By substituting X(t) into the differential equation
the Fourier coefficients a0 and a1 of the error, E(t) can be determined by
integration:
G cos
|

cos
|

1

cos
.

,
(20)

Integration of (20) leads to the functions (21) and (22) for a0 and a1
respectively, and for b1 to the function (23).
, , , ,
, , , ,
, , , ,

, , , ,
, , , ,
, , , ,

0.
0.
0.

(21)
(22)
(23)

Setting all three functions (21), (22) and (23) equal to zero produces the
approximate solutions for A, S and as a function of the exciting frequency f ,
the exciting force G and the damping factor D determined by the vapour to liquid
ratio R and the condensation and evaporation parameter r. The coefficient S can
be determined from a0 = 0 with (21).
.

(24)

The scaled frequency fS is the ratio of exciting frequency f over natural
frequency fN.
⁄
Eliminating
for A, S and fS.

.

(25)

using functions a1 and b1 generates the implicit function (26)

1
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Substituting eqn (24) into eqn (26) the solution for A and fS is found as an
implicit function.
Solutions of the functions a0 , a1 and b1 are the stable steady state solutions
for isenthalpic oscillations with condensation and evaporation in saturated twophase fluids with quadratic damping.
The phase angle
between the harmonic excitation and the periodic
oscillation depends on A, D and G.
arcsin
The range of the phase angle is 0
3

| |

.

(27)

for
8

| |

3

.

(28)

5 Approximate solution examples
Steady state oscillations with quadratic damping in saturated two-phase fluid
exist only with forced excitation.
A typical forced oscillation spectrum with G = 0.5 and R = 0.5 with a positive
quality change rate of r = 0.1 and damping factors of D = 0, D = 0.25, D = 0.5
and D = 2.0 are shown in Fig. 4.
Quadratic Damping Spectrum

Positive Quality Change Rate r=0.1
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Figure 4:

Forced oscillations with quadratic damping and positive quality
change rate.

Fig. 5 shows the oscillation spectrum for the same parameters G, R, and D as
in Fig. 4, but for a negative quality change rate of r = - 0.1.
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Fig. 6 demonstrates the oscillation spectrum for the same parameters G, R,
and D as in Fig. 4 and 5, but for a constant quality value with the quality change
rate of r = 0.
Quadratic Damping Spectrum

Negative Quality Change Rate r=-0.1
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Figure 5:

Forced oscillations with quadratic damping and negative quality
change rate.
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Figure 6:

Forced oscillations with quadratic damping and constant quality
value.
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6 Experimental application example
Eqn (27) defines the phase angle between the harmonic excitation and the
responding oscillation. By solving the equation for the damping factor D, eqn
(27) transforms into eqn (29) with D as a function of , A, and G.
sin

.

(29)

The exciting amplitude G, the responding amplitude A and the phase angle
can be measured during the isenthalpic oscillations. With these three values, the
quadratic damping factor D can be calculated and experimentally determined. In
general it is difficult to determine the damping factor in steady state oscillations.
Using eqn (29) and the measured listed parameters the quadratic damping factor
D can be found.

7 Conclusion
Pressure induced isenthalpic oscillations with condensation and evaporation in
saturated two-phase fluids have stable solutions for the whole range of the
saturated fluid within the saturation dome. The solution pattern is more
complicated close to the vapour side of the saturation dome at negative slopes of
the constant quality curve. There are no instabilities for free or forced
oscillations. The effect of quadratic fluid damping reduces the responding
amplitudes significantly.
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Abstract
An investigation into single bubble dynamics detection in a liquid-filled column,
and monitoring and measurement of gas void fraction in a horizontal pipe using
AE technology has been performed. A correlation between Acoustic Emission
(AE) and Gas Void Fractions in two-phase gas-liquid flow in a horizontal pipe
has been established from this work. The results demonstrate the feasibility of
employing AE technology as an on-line monitoring tool for bubble dynamics and
flow patterns in two-phase gas-liquid flow in pipes.
Keywords: Acoustic Emission (AE), gas bubble, two-phase flow.

1 Introduction
Acoustic Emission (AE) technology is very practical as a passive and intrusive
tool for the monitoring of material processes and for the testing, detection, and
characterization of any present defect or particular event. AE describes the
process associated with the emission and propagation of strain waves, resulting
from localized modifications of materials [1]. If there is a transient release of
energy within a solid/medium, it is dissipated in the form of elastic waves which
can be detected on the surface by transducers. This process is known as Acoustic
Emission (AE) [2]. The frequency of the elastic wave is usually beyond the
human hearing threshold (25 kHz). The sensitivity of the AE transducer which is
made of piezoelectric material can detect sound beyond the human range of
hearing, i.e. 25 kHz-1MkHz is regarded as the backbone of AE technology.
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The application of AE technology as a monitoring tool in two phase gasliquid flow in pipeline is relatively new. It is gaining attention because the
advantages of the AE technology over the other measuring techniques has been
realised. It offers significantly reduced installation time as it can be fitted nonintrusively to the pipe; in addition, the cost of the AE technology is considerably
less than existing systems. An active-observing benefit from the on-line
monitoring technique offered by AE technology provides information of current
process conditions such as flow patterns and velocity in a pipe.
Recently, AE technology’s application as a measurement and monitoring
tools for the two-phase gas-liquid system has been explored. Yen and Lu [3]
employed the AE technique, combined with artificial neural network technology
in their experiment to determine and observe the flow patterns (bubbly, slug,
churn and annular flow) of the two-phase flow in a vertical column bed. In a very
recent study, 2009, the AE technology was employed in the monitoring of slugs
and in the measurement of their characteristics – gas void fraction [4]. It is
concluded therefore that the GVF can be determined by measurement of the AE.
However, its applications in multi-phase and two-phase gas-liquid systems are
relatively few and still in their infancy stage. The opportunity for on-line
monitoring in two-phase flow with AE offers industry a complementary
technology. A passive AE technology offers an alternative to the intrusive
ultrasonic methods.

2 Background work of bubble detection
The concept of sound propagation interference which contributed by surface
discontinuities in solid material particularly metal, has been used in detecting
surface defects such as cracking and pitting. Such defects are known as
mechanical sources in moving parts/elements such as gears, bearings etc. In
addition, in a fluid system the AE could be attenuated/excited by sources such as
bubble activities including bubble formation, coalescence, break-up and
collapse/burst [5–7]. The other sources of AE generation in liquid flow are flow
turbulence, flow past restrictions, liquid flashing and recirculation/turbulence
[5, 8–10]. Those sources caused a change of pressure wave or sound pressure in
liquid. The establishment of AE from bubble activities in two phase gas-liquid
flow is interesting and has motivated this technique to be used for correlation
with gas void fraction in pipeline.
Phenomena in two-phase flow are quite complex and knowledge of two phase
gas-liquid flow and measuring techniques as related to key parameters (e.g.
phase velocities) and bubble activities such as bubble inception, coalesce, breakup and collapse in liquid are not sufficient so far. In addition, two phase gas–
liquid flow plays an important role in industrial applications; hence, it seems a
strong reason for two-phase flow to be investigated [11].
Kloeppel [12] relates the sound generated from bubble collapse with liquid
wave where noted that the sonic energy is converted into mechanical energy,
causing shock waves and motion in the surrounding liquid. In another reference,
Ross [13] noted that the pressure pulse emitted by collapsing bubbles is of
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sufficient amplitude to produce shock waves. De-Bosset et al. [14] used a
pressure sensor to record the pressure change from bubble activities and the
results confirmed the association of pressure peaks with the shockwaves emitted
at cavity inception and collapse. It has been observed by many researchers that
the pulse started just as the bubble separates/pinches off from the nozzle [15–18].
Beside bubble inception and collapse events, bubble break-up and coalescence
are also sources of sound in liquid [5, 15, 19, 20].
Liquid stream in a pipeline is complicated with inter-phases induced due to
turbulence flow. Turbulence flow caused rupture of liquid where cavities were
thus generated [21]. This type of cavity is known as cavitation bubble.
Turbulence flow also caused bubbles’ coalescence which contributed to a greater
size. The bigger the size of bubble, the higher bubble potential energy contained
[14, 22–24]. The generated bubble/cavity as a result of the turbulence flow in a
pipe is commonly categorized as transient cavity and generally exists for less
than one cycle before collapsing violently [25]. Rebounds from a relatively
bigger size would probably be detected by transducers. Multiple bubbles
collapse/burst or rebound: the sound produced would increase whilst the
frequency remained the same. A single bubble activity generates an AE transient
signal in the waveform. Multiple bubbles’ activities (from bubbles cloud or
higher bubble population); inception, coalescence, break-up and burst resulted in
a mixed signal type of waveform.
There are four types of flow regimes has been characterized in two-phase
flow in a horizontal pipe; stratified, wavy, bubble, slug, and annular flow. The
flow patterns are dependent on the phase flow rates, see figure 1 [26].

Figure 1:

Horizontal flow regimes map [26].

Briefly, it can be explained that the gradual increase in liquid velocity (VSL)
will result in converting the wavy flow to what is described as slug flow. In this
flow pattern large waves of liquid form a slug that can fill the whole crosssection of the pipe leading to the blocking of the downstream gases, see figure 1
and 9. In the case of slug flow in the pipeline, the elongated bubble induces
greater interfaces where the concentration of bubbles at its nose and tail would
collapse/burst at the free surface of a film region, see figure 9. This phenomenon
is one the reasons why at the presence of slug flow, the AE generated is higher.
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The contribution of bubbles, particularly at the region of nose and tail of liquid
slug body, can be illustrated as below and well explained in reference [4].
Evidence has been provided by many researchers that the acoustic pressure
waves are detected in the initial shape distortion of bubble formation phase when
a bubble detaches from the nozzle and in the subsequent collapse phase. Pressure
impulses depend on the bubble energy where it is estimated only ~10 to 15% of
the bubble energy contributed to the generation of pressure impulses [27]. High
pressures arise from the bubble activities (formation and collapse) which cause
compression to liquid and become an important factor in the motion near the end
of collapse when eventually the pressure pulse radiated from the bubble collapse
centre will take the form of a shockwave [28]. Shockwave then propagates with a
direct function of the pressure at any given point: the higher the pressure, the
greater the velocity of sound [29]. This shock wave propagation can be detected
by underwater sensor pressures such as hydrophone, microphones and AE
transducers.
Based on the evidence from a background survey and previous work at
Cranfield University, it is determined that the AE technology is feasible for
detecting gas bubble activities; formation, coalescence and collapse.
Furthermore, it is strongly believed that pressure pulses associated with the
bubble formation, coalescence in the liquid and burst at free surface are potential
sources for AE. This gives an indication that correlates with gas phase/Gas Void
Fraction (GVF) measurement in a horizontal pipe.

Figure 2:

Schematic diagram of the experiment for AE single bubble
detection.

3 Detection of a single bubble formation and burst
The apparatus employed for AE detection of a single bubble is shown in figure 6.
The rig consists of a column filled with water and salt-water for comparison on
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the effect of liquid viscosity on the emission of bubble activities. A single bubble
in the column was produced with a syringe. Sensor-1 was positioned at the
bottom near to the nozzle; sensor-3 was positioned near to the water free surface;
sensor-2 was positioned in mid-way of bubble travelling. The transducers had an
operating frequency of 100-750 kHz and a pre-amplification at 60 dB was
applied. The sampling rate for acquisition of AE waveforms was 2 MHz.
Threshold level 24 dB was set above the electronic background noise of the
acquisition system.

4 Experimental results
A waveform associated with a single bubble inception is shown in figure 3 (top).
A corresponding time-frequency plot was generated by the AGU-Vallen
software tool, see figure 3 (bottom) which showed the intensity of frequency
over the time of the signal captured during bubble inception.

Figure 3:

AE from a single bubble inception (nozzle size 8.4 mm in
water (1 cP)).

Figure 4:

AE from a single bubble burst from nozzle size 8.4 mm in
water (1 cP).
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The waveform and wavelet plot from the data acquired from bubble burst at
the free surface is presented in figure 4. Both figures 3 and 4 show that the
bubble inception or burst has high frequencies of up to 750 kHz at the start of the
AE event.
The findings demonstrated that AE technology is very sensitive where it can
differentiate the emission from bubble activity with difference test parameters.
The magnitude of AE energy from bubble burst was dependent on liquid
properties; surface tension and viscosity, as well as the bubble size, see figure 5.
3.0E‐12
2.5E‐12
2.0E‐12
1.5E‐12
1.0E‐12
5.0E‐13
0.0E+00

Water (1 cP)
Liquid (2 cP)
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Figure 5:
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Average of energy from a single bubble burst as a function of
bubble size and viscosity.

5 Monitoring gas void fraction in horizontal pipe with AE
Having showed that AE has been successfully detected from a single bubble
activity (inception and burst), the application of this technique (AE technology)
has been explored to assess whether AE could be correlated to Gas Void Fraction
(GVF). In this experiment, three important parameters have been used that
commonly used to describe two-phase flow: Gas Void Fraction, Superficial
Liquid Velocity and Superficial Gas Velocity. Briefly, GVF is defined as the
ratio of the volumetric of the gas to the total volumetric flow-rate. In two-phase
flow Superficial Liquid Velocity (VSL) is defined as the volumetric flow rate of
liquid phase divided by the cross-sectional area of the pipe. Superficial Gas
Velocity (VSG) is defined as the volumetric flow rate of gas phase divided by
the cross-sectional area of the pipe [30].
Liquid superficial velocity (VSL) ranging from 0.3 m/s to 1.0 m/s at
increments of 0.1 m/s, and the gas superficial velocity (VSG) ranged from 0.8
m/s to 9.4 m/s at increments of 0.2 m/s have been employed in this experiment.
For a reference/comparison measurement, conductivity rings which are
commonly used for GVF measuring devices were installed in the experimental
apparatus for gas void fraction (GVF) measurements (see fig 6 and 7).
Correlation of AE energy with the value obtained from conductivity rings then
has been performed.
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Figure 7:

Experimental setup
measurement.

for

two-phase

GVF

monitoring
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and

Test section: AE sensor, preamplifier and conductivity sensor.

Prior to the test; calibration work on the conductivity rings had been
performed. The gas-liquid phase fractions were achieved by injecting known
liquid volumes using an air compressor.

6 Experimental results and discussion
The results show that AE absolute energy steadily increased with the increase of
VSG at all VSL velocities, see figure 8. The AE obtained could be associated
with the flow pattern which was introduced by VSG. The results show evidence
that the main contribution for increasing AE energy was VSG. In other words,
the AE excitement was contributed by bubbles’ activities.
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Figure 8:

AE absolute energy level measured at various VSL and VSG.

AE phenomenon of slug flow in a horizontal pipe could be correlated with the
slug head and tail respectively, see figure 9. A time-frequency plot (figure 9) of
an AE waveform associated with the slug showed frequencies of up to 500 kHz
at the earliest part of the AE slug wave. This high frequency was contributed by
bubble activities as shown in figures 3 and 4 for single bubble inception and
burst respectively.

Figure 9:

Typical AE Signal from fully developed slug flow.
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The results of WT of AE signal obtained from one of slug flow condition in
horizontal pipe, which present both contour map and 3D-plot are shown in
figures 10 and 11. Since the AE events are of short duration (tens of µs) and of
relatively high frequency, the 3D plots of the WT show very sharp peaks at high
frequencies at about 40– 50 µs. The contour maps (fig 10), shows the AE events
appear in the form of a very closed space ‘‘island’’ shaped contours at average
frequency around 400 kHz. Each AE signal appears as a distinctive peak
“mountain” in the 3D representation. This implies that the high-energy AE
signals, which have high amplitude and long duration, are composed of several
closely spaced individual events. The wavelet as presented in figures 10 and 11
just showing an example of the characteristics of AE on slug flow.

Figure 10:

Example; time-frequency contour map of slug flow in horizontal
pipe.

Figure 11:

3-D plot of wavelet transform (WT) of AE signal in fig 10.
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Figure 12 presents the measured GVF, calculated GVF and absolute energy
level of AE signal acquired at varying VSG and a fixed VSL of 2.0 ms-1. Results
showed that any increase in GVF resulted in an increase in AE absolute energy.
This manifests a correlation between AE (AE Technology) and the calculated
and measured GVF (Conductivity rings).

Figure 12:

Correlation; GVF and AE abs energy levels at VSL=2.0 m/s for
Ch1.

7 Conclusions
The sensitivity of an AE sensor has been demonstrated in this experiment to
capture the emission from single bubble activities; inception and burst/collapse.
The result showed the AE level associated with bubble activity increases as a
function of bubble size and liquid viscosity. These findings confirmed the source
of AE activities in two phase flow which comes from bubble dynamics; therefore
it is evident that it provides a basis for assessing the applicability of AE to
monitoring gas content in multi-phase flow. AE technology has the potential to
be developed as a tool for flow pattern identification and monitoring in two
phase flow in pipes.
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Abstract
In this study, a correlation between acoustic frequency and the bubble size of a
single bubble burst at the free surface has been demonstrated. Bubble burst was
used as it is an acoustically noisy process, independent parameter and potential
source of AE in a liquid medium. An AE transducer was used to record sound as
the bubble bursts at the free surface. The acoustic data were then processed to
extract the bursting frequency associated with the bubble size. The frequency of
the acoustic bursting has been shown to be related to the size of the bubble. The
effects of liquid viscosity on acoustically determined bubble size has also been
demonstrated.
Keywords: Acoustic Emission (AE), gas bubble, gas bubble burst, frequency
spectra.

1 Introduction
Bubble burst characteristics-acoustic frequency can be used as a basis for
interpreting bubble properties, particularly bubble size. Sound pressure detection
from a single bubble burst at free surface is an important parameter for
estimating bubble and liquid properties where the process is independent from
external forces. Bubble bursting by its nature at a free surface is deemed useful
for empirical parameter which is more accurate and detectable with an AE
transducer. However, study of the acoustic frequency of a single bubble burst at
free surface using AE technology is never attempted for bubble properties’
determination, particularly for bubble sizing. This proposed technique is passive,
can be employed either intrusively or non-invasively and is a rapid measurement
technique. Furthermore, the robust acoustic transducer is more practical in
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hostile industrial or environmental flows where more delicate and complicated
instruments are impractical [1].
The other bubble properties such as bubble natural oscillation frequency,
rising velocity and shape have been used for interpreting bubble and liquid
characteristics in bubble columns [2, 3]. However, the method with these bubble
properties is very complicated in terms of apparatus and calculation. For
instance, Sinha [3] has developed a pattern of apparatus and methods for
measuring properties of bubbles that can be used for liquid
properties/characteristics’ determination. These liquid properties are density and
surface tension. The apparatus he used was a cylindrical transducer and Doppler
probe as the invasive and active method. A non-invasive method has also been
developed where a ring piezometer transducer/cavitation transducer was attached
externally to the container wall. A syringe was used for injecting air into the
liquid bulk which is placed vertically at the container bottom. He used bubble
properties (oscillation frequency [4], terminal velocity [5] and oscillation of
shape mode [6] to calculate liquid density and surface tension.
Boyd and Varley [7] commented that other techniques such photography and
conductivity probes used to measure bubble properties such as gas hold-up and
size would not be suitable for application in industries; this is due to the
limitation of the visualisation and the intrusive techniques to liquids involved
which can foul the probes. On the other hand, AE monitoring is relatively noninvasive and is a rapid measurement technique. In their investigation of acoustic
emission measurement of low velocity plunging jets to monitor bubble size, they
found that larger bubbles resulted from increasing the height which showed a
shift to lower frequency in the spectra.
Leighton et al. [8] employed a Gabor transform time-frequency signal
analysis technique to determine bubble size in their investigation of bubble
entrainment and bubble cloud generation under a waterfall, and a plunging jet.
Computing the Gabor expansion of a signal is one form of time-frequency
analysis. A time-frequency representation via the Gabor coefficients was used to
identify the bubble signatures. They used a hydrophone (Bruel & Kjaer 8104)
with flat frequency response from 20 Hz to 22 kHz. They found that peaks
occurred at 2 kHz and 700 Hz, which correspond to bubbles of approximately 3
mm and 9 mm in diameter respectively oscillating at its natural frequency. Their
findings noted that the bigger bubble size showed a lower frequency in the
spectra.
Jin and Kim [2] found that the mean frequency of the pressure spectrum
decreases with the increase of bubble size. They also correlated dynamic
minimum pressure with the radius of curvature and the maximum pressure to the
vertical bubble length. In other words, the pressure spectrum is correlated with
the bubble properties; particularly bubble size (radius curvature). The pressure
variation is a function of bubble properties; size, shape, rising velocity and wake
properties, and therefore the bubble characteristics can be determined from the
Fourier transform [2]. In addition, the energy dissipation rate which was
determined from the pressure spectrum was found to increase with the growth of
the bubble radius. In their investigation on bubble properties and spectral
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analysis of a single bubble in water, it was found that large bubbles have low
peak frequency in the pressure spectrum. Their findings agree with those of
Boyd and Varley [7]

2 Experimental apparatus
This experiment employed two apparatus. The first apparatus was a square
column filled with water. The second apparatus was a cylinder column filled
with water (1 Cp) and salt-water (2 Cp) to show the effect of liquid viscosity on
the emission of bubble burst.
2.1 Apparatus 1
The apparatus (1) used for AE detection in this investigation are shown in
figures 1 (schematic diagram), 2 and 3. A bubble rig was filled with water. A
manifold

Figure 1:

Schematic diagram of apparatus 1.
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pipe consists of a vertical nozzle fixed to the bottom of bubble rig, see figure 2.
Air has been supplied to the manifold by a compressed cylinder. A single bubble
was released from the nozzle when the valve was gently opened. Four sizes of
nozzle were used in this investigation; 1.4, 2.8, 5.6 and 8.4 mm internal holediameter. It was assumed that the bubble created using these nozzles is
equivalent to the nozzles’ internal hole-diameter.

Sensor-4
(Ch 4)

Sensor-1
(Ch 1)

Nozzle
underwater

Figure 2:

Bubble formation mechanism at the bottom of bubble rig.

Sensors 3 and 4 were mounted onto the column intrusively and nonintrusively to detect bubble burst emissions, see figure 3. Broadband AE
transducers (Physical Acoustic Corporation type Wideband Differential, WD)
with an operating frequency range of 100-750 kHz and a pre-amplification at 40
dB was applied. The sampling rate for acquisition of AE waveforms was set at 2
MHz.

Sensor-5
(Ch 5)

Figure 3:

Sensor-3
(Ch 3)

AE sensors mounted at the top (free surface) of bubble rig to detect
the emission of bubble burst.
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2.2 Apparatus 2
The schematic diagram of apparatus (2) employed for AE measurements is
shown in figures 4. The rig consists of a bed column filled with a fluid. An AE
sensor was placed just beneath the free surface of the fluid to detect the emission
of bubble burst at free surface. The column was made of Perspex pipe and was
150 mm in diameter with a height of 1500 mm. The transducers had an operating
frequency of 100-750 kHz and a pre-amplification at 60 dB was applied. The
sampling rate for acquisition of AE waveforms was set at 2 MHz. A single
bubble was created with a syringe as gas (air) was forced through different sized
nozzles (diameters of 1.4, 4.4 and 8.4 mm) placed at the bottom of the water
column. Two fluid conditions were investigated; plain water with a viscosity of 1
cP and a fluid with a salt solution and a viscosity of 2 cP.

Figure 4:

Schematic diagram of apparatus 2.

3 Experimental results
3.1 Test 1(from apparatus 1)
Table 1 shows an example of a signal detected using the AE sensor. The
waveform shows a transient upon the bubble burst event and it decays in a very
short time (~10 µs), see Table 1. The transient at the waveform plots clearly
show that AE amplitude rises with the increase in bubble size.
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Table 1:

AE from a single bubble burst as a function of bubble size.

A Fourier analysis highlighted frequency characteristics for all sizes (see
Table 2 presenting the average of FFT). The averaged frequency spectra (from
10 samples) of all AE events associated with differing bubble sizes showed an
increase in size amplitude across the broad frequency range. Peak amplitude
started at ~120 KHz for all sizes. Higher peak amplitude was observed with the
bigger nozzle/bubble size. It was found that the peak amplitude at 120 kHz grew
with the increasing bubble size. Peak amplitude at 120 kHz for respective sizes
1.4, 2.8, 5.6 and 8.4 mm were 0.5 x 10-5, 0.6 x 10-5, 0.7 x 10-5 and 1.5 x 10-5
Volts. Table 3 presents the summary of peak amplitude comparison at a
frequency of 120 kHz for all bubble/nozzle sizes.
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Frequency spectra of data acquired by sensor-3 as a function of
bubble size.
Spectral Analysis of bubble burst

Spikes:
Characteristics of the
sensor

Nozzle 1.4 mm

Nozzle 2.8 mm

Nozzle 5.6 mm

Peak shifts to
lower frequency

Nozzle 8.4 mm
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Table 3:

Peak
amplitude
at 120 kHz

Comparison of peak amplitude at frequency 120 KHz for all sizes.
Size 1.4 mm

Size 2.8 mm

Size 5.6 mm

Size 8.4 mm

0.5 x 10-5

0.6 x 10-

0.7 x 10-5

1.5 x 10-5

Volts

Volts

Volts

5

Volts

The FFT plot in Table 2 shows that the peak amplitude occurs at the same
frequency. This indicates that peak amplitude can be used as a parameter for
correlation with bubble size at burst event at free surface. A very close inspection
of peak amplitude value at frequency 120 kHz for the size of bubble burst that
generated from nozzle sizes 1.4, 2.8 and 5.6 mm implies that there is not much
difference in size generated from those nozzle sizes. However, peak amplitude
from the frequency spectrum of nozzle size 8.4 mm shows an obvious difference
value which indicates a big difference of bubble size generated, compared with
the previous three bubbles.
Another indicator can be seen in the FFT plot which can be used to indicate
that the bubble size is the shift of frequency corresponding to the size of bubble.
For nozzle sizes 1.4 and 2.8 mm it is noted that the peak occurs at 280 kHz. The
peak shifts to 240 kHz for size 5.6 mm. For the bigger size 8.4 mm, the peak
more obviously shifts to the left at the lower frequency (120 kHz). This agrees
with the results obtained by previous researchers (Jin and Kim [2]; Pandit et al.
(1992); Leighton et al. [8]; Boyd and Varley [7]) where large bubbles have a low
peak frequency in the pressure spectrum.
Some spikes in the FFT plot can be seen in all plots for every bubble size
(Table 2) which actually result from the characteristics of the AE sensor used.
The spikes exist at the same frequency. There are 5 spikes identified, as shown
by the arrows in Table 2.
3.2 Test 2 (from apparatus 2: Effect of liquid viscosity on bubble burst
emission
The results from test 2 (see Table 4) generally show the same trend as the results
from test 1 (see Table 2) where the bigger the size, the higher the amplitude in
pressure spectra. Also, it is noted that a shift in the peak in the bubble pulse
range to a lower frequency as nozzle size increases, suggests that the bubble size
increases correspondingly and this concurs with visual observations of larger
bubbles being formed at bigger nozzle sizes.
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Table 4:
Nozzle
Diameter
(mm)

Average frequency spectra of bubble bursts at free surface.
Frequency Spectra in Water

Frequency Spectra in Salt Water

Size 1.4

Size 4.4

Peak shifts
to
lower
frequency
Size 8.4
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Table 5 shows the comparison of peak amplitude at frequency 120 kHz and
280 kHz for both liquid conditions; water and salt-water. It is noted that peak
amplitude at a higher viscosity (salt-water, 2 Cp) is higher than lower viscosity
(water, 1 Cp). For nozzle sizes 1.4 and 4.4 mm, peak occurs at the same
frequency, 280 kHz. However, for nozzle size 8.4, it is found to shift to the left
to a lower frequency; in water peak frequency shifts to 220 KHz, while in saltwater it shifts to 120 KHz.
Table 5:

Comparison of peak amplitude at frequency 120 KHz for all sizes
in water and salt-water.

Peak amplitude at
120 kHz in Water
Peak amplitude at
280 kHz in Water

Size 1.4 mm

Size 4.4 mm

Size 8.4 mm

2.5 x 10-5 Volts

5.5 x 10-5Volts

7.0 x 10-5 Volts

5.8 x 10-5 Volts

7.8 x 10-5Volts

9.0 x 10-5 Volts

4.3 x 10-5 Volts

4.8 x 10-5Volts

11.0 x 10-5 Volts

6.2 x 10-5 Volts

9.0 x 10-5Volts

9.0 x 10-5 Volts

Peak amplitude at
120 kHz in SaltWater
Peak amplitude at
280 kHz in SaltWater

4 Conclusions
Increasing the size of bubble burst at free surface has been observed with a shift
to lower frequency in the spectra. This experiment demonstrated that the size of
bubble burst at free surface was inversely proportional to frequency.
The acoustic frequency was related to the bubble size, and liquid viscosity on
acoustically determined bubble size has been demonstrated. This gives an
indication that bubble size can be determined from the calibrated peak amplitude
and frequency of a single bubble burst at the frequency spectra. However, this is
not an easy task and really needs a lot of correlation tasks before becoming well
established as we know that a spectral analysis would be biased unless a
correction is introduced [1]. Correlations include bubble properties, liquid
properties and the distance of the source (bubble burst location) to the AE
sensor.
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Abstract
We present the results of experiments studying droplet coalescence in a dense layer
of emulsion droplets using microfluidic circuits. The microfluidic structure allows
direct observation of shear-induced collisions and coalescence events between oil
droplets dispersed in water. A mineral oil was chosen as the dispersed phase
and a 9 wt% NaCl aqueous solution as the continuous phase. We determine the
coalescence rate as a function of the droplet velocity and droplet concentration
from image sequences measured with a high-speed camera. A trajectory analysis
of colliding droplet pairs allows evaluation of the film drainage profile and
coalescence time tc . From the coalescence times obtained for ten thousands of
droplet pairs we calculate the coalescence time distributions for each set of
experimental parameters, which are the mean droplet approach velocity v0  and
the mean dispersed phase fraction φ . We discuss the potential of the procedure
for the prediction of emulsion stability in industrial applications.
Keywords: emulsion, microfluidic, coalescence, kinetics, image analysis, droplet,
film drainage, petroleum.

1 Introduction
The control of emulsion stability is an important issue in many industrial
applications. Our motivation is rooted in the field of crude-oil/water separation
which is a key processing step in oil production. In this application, a common
way to separate the liquid mixture is by using mechanical devices [1], like
gravity settlers, centrifugal separators such as hydrocyclones or in-line swirl
elements [2]. A criterion for the successful operation of these separators is
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that the demulsification time of the oil/water mixture must be smaller than
the residence time of the fluids in the separator. To recover pure oil and
water phases, coalescence between emulsion droplets needs to take place; this
coalescence time will depend on the nature of the flow as well as the presence
of emulsifying agents. To assess the feasibility of a device to separate a crudeoil/water mixture, the kinetic parameters governing coalescence must be known.
This becomes especially important in view of Enhanced Oil Recovery methods
that use surfactants, which may lead to the formation of stable emulsions. As the
separation typically is performed on the oil rig, a fast and robust method to assess
crude-oil/water emulsion stability using lab-scale experiments would be useful,
which may aid in separator design for a given produced fluid.
A large number of theoretical and experimental studies on droplet coalescence
have been performed until now. Generally, the physical processes determining
coalescence are well understood [3,4], but difficult to model, as the solution of the
involved equations, such as the Navier-Stokes equations to describe the drainage
of continuous phase between the droplets, is only possible numerically [5]. The
presence of surfactants causes additional complications due to the introduction
of colloidal forces [6] and modification of the interfacial rheology [7]. For these
reasons, simplified models are often used [8, 9], which provide the necessary
accuracy to reliably predict coalescence only for chemically simple systems, and
if the droplet deformation during film drainage is not significant.
Extensive experimental studies on coalescence between isolated droplet pairs
colliding in simple shear flow have been performed. The influence of collision
geometry [10], viscosity ratio of the liquids [11] and the flow field [12] on the
droplet trajectories and coalescence probability was studied. As these methods
typically use light microscopy to study droplet interactions, density-matched
liquids are employed to avoid movement of droplets out of the focal plane due
to buoyancy. In doing this, the choice of liquids is limited to very specific
model systems. An experimental route to study coalescence in dilute emulsions
is to optically measure the evolution of the droplet size distribution of a
sheared emulsion in a rheometer. Both ex-situ [13] and in-situ [14] droplet size
measurements have been reported. In the work of Korobko et al. [14], a mean
coalescence probability was evaluated from the temporal evolution of the droplet
size distribution.
The rate ri j of coalescence between droplets of volume Vi and V j can be
expressed as [15]:
ri j = Θi j pi j = Θi j e−ti j /τi j 

(1)

In eq. (1), Θi j and pi j are the collision frequency and coalescence probability;
ti j  and τi j  are the mean coalescence time and the mean contact time between
the two droplets for a given flow and fluid properties. Θi j can be calculated from
Θi j = ni n j σi j ∆vi j , where ni and n j are the concentrations of the droplets, σi j is the
collision cross section, and ∆vi j is a characteristic velocity difference between the
droplets. From an application point of view, it would be ideal being able to directly
measure ri j for a given experimental condition, or to measure Θi j , ti j  and τi j 
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independently. Further, the set of ri j measured for a given flow condition and fluid
properties may be used as an input parameter in the coalescence rate equations of
population balance equation (PBE) models [16]. The PBE are used in multiphase
Computational Fluid Dynamics methods to describe the evolution of droplet size
distributions in fluid-liquid flows [17].
In this article, we present the results of a microfluidic analysis on droplet
coalescence in a dense two-dimensional oil-in-water emulsion without added
surfactant. We monitor the interactions in an ensemble of droplets in a collision
chamber. We perform a detailed evaluation of the droplet interactions in the
microchannel and analyze the trajectories of colliding droplets which allows to
calculate the coalescence rates for different flow conditions. Further, we obtain
the individual coalescence times for droplet pairs as a function of the initial
film drainage velocity of the droplets. From this data, we are able to calculate
coalescence time distributions for each set of experimental parameters. We will
discuss the potential of the method as a predictive tool for crude-oil/water
demulsification kinetics.

2 Experimental section
2.1 Chemicals
The physical properties of the mineral oil at 293 K are density ρ = 869 kg m−3 and
viscosity η = 20.1 mPa s. The aqueous phase was a 9 wt. % solution of NaCl in
water (at 293 K: ρ = 1063 kg m−3 , η = 1.18 mPa s). Purified water obtained from
a Millipore Milli-Q system (ZMQS 50001) and sodium chloride (ACS reagent, ≥
99%, Sigma Aldrich) were used to prepare the solution. All liquids were degassed
before use. The interfacial tension of the oil/brine interface at 293 K was measured
to be 11 mN m−1 .
2.2 Microfluidic experiments
Custom-designed microfluidic circuits were purchased from Micronit B.V., The
Netherlands. The microchips are made from glass and have a rectangular crosssection. Figure 1 displays the layout of the chip. All channels have a depth of 45
µ m. The width of the channels is 100 µ m, except for the channel in the center
of the chip, where the droplets collide. This collision channel has a width of 500
µ m and a length of 5 mm. The chip contains four inlet and two outlet sections.
For droplet creation T-junctions are used, where the continuous (flow rate qc )
and dispersed phase channels (qd ) intersect. By controlling the flow rate ratio
qc /qd , the droplet volume and frequency can be controlled for a given T-junction
geometry [18, 19]. After formation, the droplets then enter a wider channel, where
they undergo collisions and coalesce. In this collision channel the droplets are
not spherical, but take on a flattened, disk-like shape. The effective hydraulic
diameter dh of a droplet is given by dh = 4A/P, where A and P are the cross
sectional area and the perimeter of the droplet. For a disk-shaped droplet, we obtain
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Figure 1: Layout of the microfluidic chips used for the experiments. qd and qc
denote the inlet sections of the continuous and dispersed phases; qout,1
and qout,2 denote the outlet sections for the liquids. The channels have a
uniform depth of 45 µ m, the width of all channels is 100 µ m, except for
the wider channel in the center of the chip. The width of this channel is
0.5 mm, and the length 5 mm.

dh = 4h(dd − (1 − π /4)h)/(π h + 2(dd − h)), where dd is the diameter of the disklike droplet and h the channel height. For the flow conditions used in this work, we
obtained 70 µ m < dd <110 µ m, corresponding to 55 µ m < dh < 64 µ m.
Before each experiment, the microfluidic chips underwent a cleaning procedure
to ensure the hydrophilicity of the channels. First, the channels were filled with
an alkaline cleaning solution (Decon 90, Decon Laboratories Ltd.), sonicated for
15 minutes, and afterwards flushed with water. The chips were then blown dry
and baked out in an oven for 3 h at 600 ◦ C. Finally, the chips were subjected
to an oxygen plasma for 10 minutes (Zepto B Plasma Cleaner, Diener Electronic
GmbH).
The microfluidic chips are mounted on a chip holder (4515 Nanoport, Micronit
B.V., The Netherlands). The inlet sections of the chips are connected to silica
capillary tubing (Grace Altech, inner diameter 150 µ m). The liquids are dosed
using syringe pumps (NE 1000, New Era Pump Systems, Inc.). The flow rates of
dispersed phase qd at the two different inlets of the dispersed phase were always
kept equal, as were the flow rates of continuous phase qc . This was done to assure
identical droplet volumes and formation rates obtained from both T-junctions. The
two outlet sections have the same hydraulic resistance. To change the flow rate
ratio qout,1 /qout,2 of the outlet sections, and thus the flow rate ratio in the upper
and lower part of the collision channel, capillary tubings of different length (inner
diameter 50 µ m) were attached to the outlet sections.
The droplet interactions in the collision channel are monitored using a
microscope (Axiovert 200 MAT, Carl Zeiss GmbH, 2.5× magnification) and a
camera (HS4, IDT Inc.). The frame rate of the recorded movies was 10000 s−1 .
Sequences of images were recorded from one half-section of the collision channel,
thereby sampling an area of 0.5×2 mm2 . Experimental parameters were the
continuous and dispersed phase flow rates, qc and qd , as well as the outlet flow
rates qout,1 and qout,2 . By varying these parameters, the mean drop velocity in
the collision chamber vd and the dispersed volume fraction φ can be controlled
independently from each other. For each experimental condition, movies with a
length of 2 s were recorded (Motion Studio Software, IDT Inc.). The range of
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Figure 2: Snapshot of the collision channel. Monodisperse oil droplets (dd = 97
µ m in this example) dispersed in the aqueous phase enter the chamber
from two inlets, where they collide and coalesce. The total fluid flow rate
in the collision channel is 60 µ l min−1 . ys and ye denote the start and end
y-coordinate for the evaluation of coalescence events in the chamber.
The red dotted rectangle encloses a droplet that was formed through
coalescence between the displayed and the previous frame.
experimental parameters was 0.21 < qd /qc < 0.71, 2 µ l min−1 < qt < 300µ l
min−1 and 70 µ m < dd < 110 µ m. qt denotes the total fluid flow rate, qt = qc + qd .

3 Results and discussion
Figure 2 displays a snapshot of the collision channel during an experiment as an
example. Monodisperse oil droplets with dd ≈ 97 µ m enter the channel from two
inlets and then move into the wider channel were they undergo collisions. The flow
rate qout in each section of the collision channel in this example is qout ≈ 60 µ l
min−1 . The flow rate ratio is qd /qc ≈ 0.15, but the dispersed phase fraction φ in
the collision channel is φ ≈ 0.29. This difference is caused by the fact that the
disk-shaped droplets in the collision channel will experience a larger drag due to
contact with the wall and will thus move significantly slower than the continuous
phase. Due to this effect, there will be a holdup of droplets in the collision channel.
The mean droplet size increases as the droplets move downstream in the
collision channel. This growth in droplet size is caused by coalescence between
colliding droplets, which will lead to droplet sizes in the channel ranging from
the original volume of a droplet V1 entering the chamber, to a droplet volume
of Vi = iV1 , where i − 1 indicates the number of coalescence events that led to
the formation of the droplet. The collisions are caused by differences in droplet
velocity, which originate from local differences in hydraulic resistance caused
by the presence of neighboring drops, and from the velocity profile that exists
in laminar channel flow.
3.1 Evaluation of the coalescence rate
Counting the number of coalescence events permits to calculate the coalescence
rate ri j . We define ri j for a combination of droplets of volume Vi and V j as
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Figure 3: Coalescence rate r11 of the oil/brine system for droplets of relative
volume Vi /V1 = 1, as a function of the mean dispersed phase flux φ vy 
(shown in panel A). φ  denotes the mean dispersed phase volume
fraction and vy  the mean y-component of the droplet velocity in the
collision channel. Panel B displays the specific coalescence rate q11 of
the oil/brine system as a function of the mean y-component of the droplet
velocity vy  in the collision channel. The mean hydraulic diameter of the
droplets entering the collision channel was d = (58 ± 4.7) µ m.
ri j = nc,i j /Actexp , where nc,i j is the number of coalescence events between droplets
i and j, Ac is the area of the collision channel, and texp the experiment time. The
procedure to determine ri j from the image sequences is described elsewhere [20].
Only coalescence events occurring between the y-coordinates ys and ye were
counted (see Figure 2).
r11 is shown in Figure 3A as a function of the mean dispersed phase flux φ vy 
in the collision channel. φ  denotes the mean dispersed phase volume fraction and
vy  the mean y-component of the droplet velocity in the collision channel. The
mean hydraulic diameter of the droplets was (58 ± 4.7) µ m. The scatter of the
data points is significant, this is caused by the relatively small number of droplets
passing through the chamber in 2 s, which ranged from 200–5000, depending
on the flow rate. The ri j for i ≥ 1 and j > 1 are not shown. r12 was on average
approximately one order of magnitude smaller than r11 and all other ri j were on
average zero.
The measured dependence r11 (φ vy ) can be qualitatively explained from
equation (1). The mean shear rate γ̇  in the microchannel is related to vy by
γ̇  ∝ vy [21]. In simple shear, the collision frequency will depend on γ̇  as Θi j ∝ γ̇
and the coalescence probability ln(pi j ) ∝ γ̇ −n . Korobko et al. found n = 1.5 ±
1 from experiments on coalescence in simple shear flow [14]. The flow in the
microfluidic channel is not simple shear flow due to the large dispersed phase
fractions, but qualitatively we would expect a similar scaling of the parameters
in equation 1 in our system. Depending on the value of n, ri j may increase
monotonously or pass through a maximum in a given range of γ̇ .
To account for the effect of droplet concentrations on the coalescence rate,
we calculate the specific coalescence rate q11 = r11 /n1 2 . n1  is the mean
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concentration of droplets with volume V1 in the collision channel. q11 is formally
equivalent to a second-order rate constant. Figure 3B displays q11 as a function
of the mean y-component of droplet velocity vy  in the collision channel. From
eq. (1), the decrease of qi j with vy indicates a decrease of the coalescence
probability pi j with increasing vy , as Θi j will increase with increasing vy .
3.2 Evaluation of the film drainage profiles and coalescence times
If experimental data for qi j is not available, then eq. (1) can, in principle, be used
to predict qi j . For turbulent flow and laminar shear flow, analytical relations for
the collision frequency Θi j and contact time τi j can be derived if the characteristic
velocity variation ∆v between droplets in the flow is known. For the turbulent flow
this property is related to the rate of energy dissipation ε through ∆v ∝ ε 1/3 [22].
For laminar shear flow the shear rate γ̇ will determine the magnitude of ∆v,
γ̇ ∝ ∆v [15, 22]. For the coalescence time tc no general analytical equation can be
derived, except for certain idealized situations, which are typically not encountered
in applications. Hence, a possible experimental measurement of tc (∆v) can also be
useful for coalescence modeling. We argue that the tc (∆v), which we measure, can
also be used to describe coalescence in other flow conditions. On a microscopic
scale the approach velocity and force will determine the timescale of coalescence,
rather than the mechanism which is bringing the droplets together in the flow.
In this section, we will derive tc (∆v) from the recorded trajectories of coalescing
droplets in the microchannels.
Evaluation of the trajectories of colliding droplets permits to calculate the
coalescence time tc , which we define as the time it takes the droplets to approach
each other from a given initial distance h0 to a critical thickness hc at which

coalescence takes place, i.e. tc = hhc dh/v f . In the equation, v f = −dh/dt denotes
0
the velocity of drainage of the continuous phase film between the two droplets.
Due to the limited spatial resolution of the microscope that was used in the
experiments we cannot resolve the film drainage process until hc is reached, as
hc < 100 nm [23]. We can, however, identify a coalescence event. The occurrence
of coalescence indicates that h ≤ hc between two recorded frames, thus permitting
to calculate tc ≈ (F(h0 ) − F(hc ))/ f , whereas F indicates the frames with the
relevant film thicknesses and f indicates the frame rate of the camera.
The inset in Figure 4 schematically displays the geometry of a pair of colliding
droplets k and l. The film thickness can be calculated from h ≈ ((xk − xl )2 + (yk −
yl )2 − (rk + rl ))1/2 . In doing this, a spherical shape of the droplets is assumed. The
validity of this assumption was checked by evaluation of the circularity parameter
c = 4π A/P2. For circular objects, c = 1. It was found that for ∼ 90% of all analyzed
droplets c was > 0.95, which indicated circular or almost circular shape of the
droplets. Droplets for which c < 0.95 were discarded from the analysis.
As long as the droplets are still visibly separated, the drag force on a droplet
will be balanced by the force exerted by the flow. Thus, we can calculate a relative
initial approach or film thinning velocity of the droplets along the line connecting
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Figure 4: Film drainage profile h(t) of two colliding droplets k and l. The droplets
approach each other, spend time in close contact and then coalesce. The
end of the curve at t = 42.4 ms marks the time when coalescence takes
place. The initial film thickness (h0 = dh /8 ≈ 7 µ m in this example) is
reached after 4.4 ms, thus a coalescence time tc = 38 ms is obtained. The
mean initial approach velocity v0 , which was evaluated in the interval
0–4.4 ms, is ≈ 9.4 mm s−1 in this example. The inset shows the collision
geometry. ∆x = xk − xl and ∆y = yk − yl signify the difference of the xand y- coordinates of the centers of mass of the droplets, respectively. rl
and rk are the droplet radii, h is the thickness of the film of continuous
phase between the droplets. vy,k and vy,l are the velocity components of
the droplets parallel to the downstream channel direction.
their center of mass v0 = −dh/dt. From all the videos recorded for different flow
conditions and dispersed phase fractions, the coalescence time of colliding droplets
was evaluated. Only droplet pairs for which the initial separation distance was
≥ 30 µ m were considered, in order to obtain enough data points to calculate v0 .
v0 was calculated for each droplet pair as a mean value ∆h/∆t in the interval
h0 < h < 30 µ m, whereas h0 = dh /8, which is an estimate for the film thickness
at which the film drainage rate becomes smaller than the shear-induced velocity
bringing the droplets together [7]. The coalescence time was then calculated using
the same definition of h0 for the initial film thickness.
From all recorded videos, a total of ∼ 10000 film drainage profiles fulfilled
the aforementioned criteria for evaluation. To each data point also a hydraulic
droplet diameter dh and a dispersed phase volume fraction φ are assigned. Visual
inspection of the data set indicated that there was a distribution of coalescence
times for a given v0 . These coalescence time distributions may depend on φ
and dh in addition to the dependence on v0 . As the range of dh was relatively
small (55–64 µ m), the dependence tc (dh ) was not investigated. To evaluate the
dependence tc (φ ) we sort the data into 5 bins of different ranges of φ with equal
amounts of data points. For the dependence tc (v0 ) for a given φ i , we further sort
a given set of data points of bin i into 5 bins of ascending v0 and calculate the
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Figure 5: Distribution of coalescence times nc (tc ) for φ  = 0.61 ± 0.087 and
v0  = (5.8 ± 1.1) mm s−1 . The mean hydraulic diameter of the colliding
droplets was (54 ± 4.7) µ m. The solid line is a log normal distribution
which was fitted to the data points. The expected value Etc of this data
set is 53 ms.
distribution of coalescence times for each bin. The upper and lower boundaries
of the v0 bins were chosen in a way to obtain the same geometric mean v0  j for
different φ i , to allow a better comparison of the results. Figure 5 displays the
distribution of coalescence events nc (tc ) for the bin with φ i = 0.61 ± 0.087 and
v0  = 5.8 ± 1.1 mm s−1 as an example. It was found that all nc (tc ) distributions
calculated in this way could be well described by log normal distributions:
nc (tc ) ∝ √

(lnt −µ )2
1
− c
e 2σ 2
2π tc σ

(2)

The expected value Etc and standard deviation σtc of the distribution can be

2
2
calculated from the parameters µ and σ , Etc = eµ +0.5σ and σtc = Etc eσ − 1.
From all the distributions obtained for the different φ i and v0  j bins, we evaluate
Etc and σtc . Etc is shown in Figure 6 as a function of v0  for the different
φ i . It can be seen that Etc decreases weakly with increasing v0 . From power
law fits to the data series, we obtain Etc = (31.7 ± 2.8) × 10−3v0 −0.097±0.012.
˙ in the limit of Ca = ηc d γ̇ /σ → 0 [12],
Hydrodynamical theory predicts tc ∝ γ −0.5
h
and an increase of the exponent −0.5 to a maximum value of 0.5 for Ca → ∞ [7].
We can calculate a local shear rate of colliding droplets for our experiments from
γ̇kl = (vy,l − vy,k )/(| xl − xk |) (see Figure 4). From plotting Etc vs. γ̇kl  we obtain
Etc = (37.6 ± 2.7) × 10−2γ̇kl −0.067±0.009 from a power law fit to the data points.
The range of 10−3 m s−1 < v0 < 10−1 m s−1 corresponds approximately to a range
of shear rates 1 s−1 < γ̇kl < 1000 s−1 . The exponent of -0.067 found by us for our
experimental system thus lies within the range of theoretically possible values.
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Figure 6: Expected values Etc (panel A) and standard deviations σtc (panel B)
of the coalescence time distributions as a function of the mean initial
approach velocity v0  for different mean dispersed phase fractions φ i .
There is no trend of tc for the different φ i for a given v0 , which indicates
that the presence or absence of neighboring droplets does not modify the average
coalescence time. Panel B of Figure 6 displays σtc as a function of v0  for the
different φ i . Neither a clear trend of σtc as a function of v0  and φ i can be
observed. Thus we can conclude that the presence of neighboring droplets also
does not lead to a broadening of the coalescence time distributions.
Even though we do not know why the coalescence time distribution can be
described by a log-normal distribution, we think that the major reason for the
existence of a rather wide distribution is that the droplets are moving in an external
flow field. During the collision, the leading droplet will induce a wake which
will effect the drag force acting on the trailing droplet [24]. Depending on the
magnitude of the absolute velocities of the droplets and the collision angle, the
wake effect can cause a net attraction or repulsion of the droplets [25]. The
magnitude of the effect increases with decreasing h. Further, as the droplets are
subjected to shear flow, droplet deformation during the collision can be expected
to be asymmetrical. These factors will influence the timescale of film drainage and
magnitude of droplet deformation. Additionally, the critical film thickness itself
in a quiescent emulsion has a probability distribution, which contributes to the
observed coalescence time distribution [3, 8].

4 Conclusions and outlook
We have presented a method to evaluate the demulsification kinetics of liquidliquid mixtures. The coalescence rate in a hexadecane-in-water emulsion without
added surfactant was measured, which is a parameter that has been difficult to
obtain directly until now. Due to the simplicity of the experimental setup and the
evaluation procedure, the method provides an easy-to-use diagnostic tool for the
assessment of the stability of flowing dispersions. As the flow rates can be adjusted
quickly, a complete set of coalescence parameters can be obtained as a function of
the experimental variables d, φ and qt within a few hours.
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In the current design, the method is best suited for the investigation of
oil-in-water emulsions. For crude-oil-production, the breakup of water-in-oil
emulsions is equally important. When using glass chips, the channels can be made
temporarily hydrophobic in a simple manner by adsorption of alkylsilanes on the
glass surface for the duration of an experiment [26], to enable the formation of
water droplets. Alternatively, the microstructures can be made from hydrophobic
materials [27].
The measured coalescence times are smaller than the residence times of the
droplets in the collision channels, which in our experiments ranged from 0.1 to 2
seconds, depending on the fluid flow rate. If the viscosity of the continuous phase
is increased, or surfactant is present in the system, then the coalescence time will
be increased [8]. For these systems, the length of the collision channel can be
increased to increase the residence time of the droplets.
The range of accessible hydraulic diameters is currently limited due to the
droplet being squeezed into a disk-like shape in the collision channel. This issue
may be solved by producing microstructures with a non-uniform depth, where the
height of the collision channel will be several times larger than the height of the
T-junction. This will allow the droplet to take on a spherical shape, thus increasing
its hydraulic diameter.
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The role of natural convection and density
variations in the solidification process of water
in an annular enclosure
E. M. Alawadhi & R. I. Bourisli
Mechanical Engineering Department, Kuwait University, Kuwait

Abstract
Unsteady natural convection flow during the solidification process of water in the
annulus is numerically modeled using the finite element method. The annulus
inner surface temperature is kept at a temperature lower than the solidification
temperature. Ice is formed at the inner surface while natural convection flow is
induced in the liquid portion. The goal of this study is to evaluate the effect
of natural convection and variations in the density of water on the solidification
process. The water density peak near the solidification temperature creates a
unique flow structure. High resolution capturing of the solid/liquid moving
boundary and the details of the flow structure and temperature contours are
presented.
Keywords: natural convection, solidification, density variation, annulus enclosure.

1 Introduction
Phase change heat transfer has been extensively studied experimentally and
theoretically in literature during the past two decades. Phase change has a wide
range of utility in scientific and engineering applications. These applications
include, for example, solar energy storage units, industrial refrigeration, crystal
growth, welding and casting. During melting process, the effective specific heat of
a substance is increased by more than 100 times, storing a large amount of energy.
On the other hand, during solidification process, the specific heat is decreased to
release a large amount of energy. Phase-change materials (PCM’s) are substances
that are used to store/release thermal energy by utilizing this effective specific heat
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variation. Small but influential variations in density often accompany this process
and can have detrimental impact on the solidification process.
Common PCM’s include waxes, many types of salts, as well as water. Wax
PCM’s are extensively employed in electronic devices as a method of thermal
management [1], and in thermal control units [2]. In electronic cooling, PCM’s are
used to absorb heat from high thermal dissipating components during operating
times, and then, release the stored energy during OFF times [3]. In thermal storage
systems, especially in solar storage units, water is commonly used to store energy
during high-energy demand periods [4]. Understanding phase change heat transfer
mechanism in an enclosure is essential to predict the thermal performance of a
PCM thermal unit.
Modeling the melting and solidification processes within a fixed enclosure has
been of special interest to engineers. Modeling such processes can be intricate
because of the need to deal with conduction in the solid portion, and conduction
plus convection in the liquid portion. The phenomena are strongly coupled and
the modeling results are extremely sensitive to the set up as well as the physics of
the problem. Giangi et al. [5] performed numerical and experimental studies on
natural convection flow during solidification of water in a rectangular enclosure
with constant temperature boundary conditions. PCM melting in a rectangular
enclosure by heating the bottom side was also studied by Gong and Mujumdar [6].
The resulting complex flow patterns were consistent with experimental results.
Phase change heat transfer for a pure metal in a rectangular enclosure was studies
by Mbaye and Bilgen [7]. Their results indicated that the Nusselt number passed
through the maximum when the enclosure aspect ratio is unity. A rectangular
composite cell filled with PCM and water was studied by Ho and Chu [8], and
the effect of an ON/OFF pulsing of boundary heat load was analyzed. El Omari
et al. [9] also studied the impact of the shape of the enclosure on the PCM
solidification process, and found that non-slender shapes provide little control over
the process.
More importantly, and more relevant to the subject of this work, Pal and
Joshi [10] investigated the effect of natural convection on PCM melting rate in a
honeycomb enclosure. When the PCM in the system is relatively small, or the PCM
is placed in a metal matrix, natural convection flow in the liquid portion is often
neglected, the rationale being that conduction dominates in the overall domain.
While this approximation is widely used in phase change simulations [11–13], it
could produce significant error. This also related to the variation in the density of
the material as it changes temperature and phase. Kuznetsov and Sheremet [14]
numerically studied the influence of Rayleigh number on fluid motion and heat
(and mass) transfer in enclosures. They related these quantities specifically to the
dimensional time and outlined regions of variations in the general behavior of flow
as a result of phase change.
In this research, solidification process of pure water in an annulus enclosure
is investigated. The annulus enclosure represents a practical geometry for thermal
storage pipes [15]. Water is commonly used in thermal storage units, because of its
availability, non-toxicity, non-flammability, and chemical stability. In addition, its
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latent heat of fusion is relatively high compared to other PCM’s. Initially, the water
temperature in the annulus is higher than solidification temperature. At a certain
instant, the boundary temperature at the inner surface is decreased to temperature
lower than the solidification temperature. Ice is formed at the inner surface, and
density gradients in the liquid portion induce natural convection flow. The main
objective of this paper is to evaluate the significance of the natural convection
effect on the solidification time.

2 Problem formulation
A schematic diagram of the model that was used for numerical simulations is
shown in figure 1. As shown, it consists of a two-dimensional annulus enclosure
of outer radius ro and inner radius ri , with ro = 2ri . The enclosure is initially
at a temperature Tini = 38◦ C, well-higher than water’s solidification temperature,
Ts = 0◦ C. At a certain instant t = 0, the annulus inner wall temperature is dropped
to Tw = −2◦ C, which is lower than the water solidification temperature. The peakdensity temperature of water is denoted by Tp = 4◦ C.

Figure 1: Problem schematics and mesh of annular enclosure.
2.1 Governing equations
Phase change simulations were done using apparent capacity paradigm. The
apparent capacity is the sum of the sensible and latent heats, as follows
C p = Cp +

∂L
∂T

(1)

where Cp is the specific heat, and ∂L/∂T is the released latent heat. The apparent
capacity can be approximated if the phase change transient temperature is finite,
as follows:
C p = Cp +

∆L
∆T

The value of ∂L/∂T is equal to zero in the liquid and solid phases.
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The governing equations are nondimensionalized using the following
parameters: Rayleigh number Ra, Prandtl number P r, Stefan number St, and
Fourier number F o; they are defined, respectively, as,
Ra =

gβ∆T ro3
,
να

Pr =

ν
,
α

Ste =

Cp ∆T
,
L

Fo =

αt
ro2

Based on these dimensionless groups, the non-dimensional forms of the
continuity, x-momentum, y-momentum, and energy equations are obtained as
follows,
∂u
=0
(3)
∂x


∂ 2 u
∂u
∂u
∂u
∂p
∂ 2 u
+ u  + v   = −  + P r(θ)
+
(4)
∂F o
∂x
∂y
∂x
∂x 2
∂y  2
 2 

∂ v
∂v 
∂v 
∂v 
∂p
∂ 2 v
+ u  + v   = −  + P r(θ)
+
+ Ra P r θ (5)
∂F o
∂x
∂y
∂v
∂x 2
∂y  2
Φ(Ste, θ)

∂θ
∂θ
∂2θ
∂2θ
∂θ
+ u  + v   =
+
∂F o
∂x
∂y
∂x 2
∂y  2

(6)

where


 1,
Φ(Ste, θ) =
1/Ste,


1,

θ ≤ θs
θs < θ < θs + ∆θ

(7)

θ ≥ θs + ∆θ

Star-superscripted symbols signify dimensionless quantities where the
following were used in the nondimensionalization,
x =

x
,
ro

y =

p =

y
,
ro

p
,
ρα2 /ro2

u =
θ=

u
,
α/ro

v =

v
,
α/ro

T − Tw
|Ts − Tw |

Finally, initial and boundary conditions are written in dimensional forms, using
the dimensionless time τ , as,
τ =0:

u = v  = 0




and

θ = θ0 = 20

(8)
(9)

τ > 0, r = ri :

u =v =0

and

θ = θw = 0

τ > 0, r = ro :

u = v  = 0

and

∂θ
=0
∂n
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2.2 Finite element model
The finite element model is used to solve simultaneously the set of coupled
governing equations for this viscous flow. A four-node quadrilateral element is
used to discretize the computational domain, as shown in figure 1. The finite
element model consists of 2,250 elements and 2,366 nodes. The computational
domain is reduced by half after taking advantage of symmetry in the problem.
Kuehn and Goldstein [16] conducted an experimental study of natural
convection without phase change in a cylindrical annulus. The present code
was validated by simulating natural convection in an annulus for the conditions
presented by Kuehn and Goldstein. The inner and outer radii of the annulus are
0.0463m and 0.0178 m, respectively. The working fluid is air. The inner and outer

(a)

(b)
Figure 2: Comparison of temperature along the top symmetry line for natural
convection flow in an annulus.
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cylinder walls are set to temperatures of 373 and 327K, respectively. The Rayleigh
number is 4.95 × 104 . The temperature profiles long the top symmetry line of the
numerical results and the experimental data are shown in figure 2. As shown, the
agreement between the numerical and experimental results is excellent.

3 Results and discussion
Water is selected as the PCM for its common use in thermal storage pipes.
Its thermo-physical properties are listed in table 1. Water exhibits a negative
volume expansion coefficient at a temperature below 4◦ C and a positive volume
expansion above 4◦ C. This phenomenon creates a unique flow structure during
water solidification. The effect of free convection flow in the liquid portion during
the solidification process is examined in the following sections.

Table 1: Thermo-physical properties of water [5].
Specific heat (Cp )

4.202 kJ/kg-K

Thermal conductivity (k) 0.56 W/m-K (liquid)
2.26 W/m-K (solid)
Dynamic viscosity

1.53×10−3 Pa-s

Latent heat (L)

335 kJ/kg-K

Density (ρ)

999.84 + 0.067326T − 0.008944T 2
+8.87 × 10−5 T 3 − 6.62 × 10−7 T 4

3.1 Flow field and temperature contours
Figures 3 show the velocity streamlines of the flow field alongside the resulting
temperature contours at four time steps: τ = 0.05, 0.1, 0.15 and 0.25, for Ra =
107 . Each curve in the plot on the right-hand-side of these figures represents a
streamline, while each curve on the left-hand-side represents an isotherm. Initially,
water is in liquid phase (θ0 = 20). At τ > 0, the inner wall temperature is dropped
to a temperature lower than the water solidification temperature (θw = 0).
Figure 3(a) shows how one recirculating cell is formed and the temperature of
water is higher than its peak-density temperature of θp = 3. Cold water adjacent
to the inner cylinder is continually replaced by warm water coming from the outer
cylinder. The water stream is cooled as it flows naturally close to the inner cylinder
to leave the inner to outer cylinder. Therefore, the temperature differences between
the inner cylinder and the water is maximum at the upper region, and minimum at
the lower region. The variations of the temperature difference explain the observed
wide temperature gradient at the upper region of the annulus. Up to this time
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(b)

(d)

Figure 3: Flow field streamlines and temperature contour of the solidification
process for Ra = 107 at (a) τ = 0.05, (b) τ = 0.1, (c) τ = 0.15,
(d) τ = 0.25.
(τ = 0.05), one recirculating cell exists in the annulus. As time progresses, two
additional recirculating cells are formed, as shown in figure 3(b), one at the top
and another at the bottom of the original recirculating cell. Furthermore, while
the original cell recirculates in the counter clockwise direction, the two newly
formed cells have clockwise directions. Water temperature decreases as it flows
close to the inner cylinder, and reaches the peak-density temperature. When water
temperature becomes less than (θp ), water density decreases to create a clockwise
flow cell, and therefore, the direction of flow is reversed from counterclockwise to
clockwise, creating a small cell below the original cell. The direction of original
cell is still counterclockwise, because the temperature of the cell is higher than the
peak-density temperature. These results are consistent with those of de Souza and
Vielmo [17] who studied ice formation and melting processes in tubes for HVAC
applications.
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Figure 4: Effect of Rayleigh number on the water solidification time, for
conduction and conduction-plus-convection modes of heat transfer, for
Ra = 107 .
3.2 Effect of natural convection flow
Figure 4 shows the solidification time for the conduction and conduction-plusconvection modes of heat transfer with Ra = 106 to 107 . For 106 < Ra <
1.25 × 106, the solidification times for conduction and conduction-plus-convection
are almost the same, showing a negligible effect of the convection as a heat
transfer mechanism. Hence, eliminating the natural convection flow during phase
change simulation is an acceptable approximation for this range of Ra. For
Ra ≥ 1.25 × 106 , figure 4 indicates that the effect of natural convection becomes
significant. With Ra = 107 , the natural convection decreases the solidification
time by 13.3%.
Figures 5 show the average heat flux at the inner cylinder for conduction and
conduction-plus-convection for Ra = 106 and 1107 . For Ra = 106 , figure 5(a)
indicates that the heat flux differences between the conduction and conduction plus
convection is negligible. The strength of the natural flow is so weak that it does not
decrease the thermal resistance in the annulus. On the other hand, when the Ra is
increase to 107 , figure 5(b) indicates that the effect of natural convection is only
initially insignificant (τ < 0.15) (note the negligible difference between the two
WIT Transactions on Engineering Sciences, Vol 74, © 2012 WIT Press
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5: Variation of average heat flux at the inner cylinder with time, for (a)
Ra = 106 and (b) Ra = 107
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cases.) During the period 0.15 < τ < 0.6, however, the natural convection flow
increases the heat transfer into the annulus by decreasing the thermal resistance
in the annulus. Natural convention flow improves heat flow in the annulus by
transporting warm water from the outer boundary to the freezing interface. For
τ > 0.6, the heat flux of the two cases is close again, indicating that the natural
convection flow is slowing down and flow temperature becomes close to freezing
temperature.

4 Conclusions
The main objective of this paper was to evaluate the effect of natural convection
flow during water solidification process. Natural convection is commonly
neglected in phase change simulations, even if the Rayleigh number is high.
The results indicate that the effect of natural convention flow is significant for
a wide range of Rayleigh numbers, and this significance is increased as the
Rayleigh number is increased. Specifically, when the Rayleigh number is less than
1.25 × 106 , the convection mode of heat transfer is an insignificant factor with
regards to the solidification rate. For Rayleigh numbers higher than 1.25 × 106 ,
natural convection flow plays an important role in reducing thermal resistance
in the domain, enhancing heat transfer, and increasing the solidification rate.
Therefore, neglecting natural convection flow can produce significant errors in
numerical simulations.
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Bénard convection with rotation and a
periodic temperature distribution
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Abstract
This study investigates the effects of a sinusoidally varying temperature
distribution and rotation on free convection between two rigid plates. The domain
is assumed to be much larger in the horizontal direction than in the vertical
direction, which naturally introduces a small parameter. An approximate analytical
solution for the steady-state flow is derived by expanding the flow variables in
the small parameter. The steady-state solution was also determined numerically
using the commercial CFD software package CFX. A comparison of the results
shows that the form of the steady-state flow pattern is indeed captured by the
approximate analytical solution. Unsteady numerical calculations are also carried
out for various sets of parameters to determine when the flow destabilizes, how the
modulated temperature boundary condition and rotation affect the critical Rayleigh
number, and also to illustrate the flow pattern that develops when the flow becomes
unstable.
Keywords: Bénard convection, rotation, sinusoidally varying boundary condition,
shallow flow, analytical, numerical.

1 Introduction
The problem of free convection within a long, rotating rectangular domain driven
by a sinusoidally varying bottom temperature is studied. This problem is an
extension of traditional Bénard convection to account for both rotation and a
periodic temperature distribution along the bottom plate. Numerous studies have
been devoted to Bénard convection. One previous related study is the work by
Pascal and D’Alessio [1], which addresses the stability of the flow with rotation
and a quadratic equation of state. Schmitz and Zimmerman [2] studied the effects
of a spatially varying temperature condition together with wavy boundaries, but
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without rotation. They also simplified their governing equations by assuming a
very large Prandtl number. The current work, on the other hand, takes advantage
of the thinness of the fluid layer to simplify the governing equations. Other related
work includes that of Malashetty and Swamy [3], who consider the effects of
rotation and a temperature boundary condition which varies with time, and that of
Basak et al. [4], who study the flow resulting from a spatially varying temperature
boundary condition in a square cavity without rotation.
One goal of this research is to compare the steady and unsteady flows to that
of traditional Bénard convection (henceforth referred to as the basic case) so as to
assess the combined impact of rotation and a periodic temperature condition on
the stability of the flow. Another objective is to contrast the approximate analytical
steady-state solution with a fully numerical solution obtained from a commercial
CFD software package.

2 Governing equations
The two-dimensional flow is confined to a thin rectangular domain shown in
figure 1. The domain is allowed to rotate about the z-axis and the flow is assumed
to be uniform in the x-direction.
The governing equations are given by
 · v = 0 ,
∇

(1)

∂v   
ρ
−1 
∇p − g k̂ + ν∇2v ,
+ v · ∇ v + f k̂ × v =
∂t
ρ0
ρ0

(2)

∂T   
+ v · ∇ T = κ∇2 T ,
∂t

(3)

 = (f /2)k̂ is the rate
where v = (u, v, w) is the velocity, T is the temperature, Ω
of rotation, g = −g k̂ is the acceleration due to gravity, and the density, ρ, is taken

Figure 1: The coordinate system and flow configuration.
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to vary with temperature according to
ρ = ρ0 (1 − α [T − T0 ]) ,

(4)

with α denoting the thermal expansion coefficient and ρ0 , T0 representing
reference values for density and temperature. The remaining fluid properties ν, κ
refer to the kinematic viscosity and thermal diffusivity, respectively.
Since the flow is assumed to be uniform in the x-direction, the continuity
equation permits a stream function, ψ, to be defined such that
v=

∂ψ
∂ψ
and w = −
.
∂z
∂y

(5)

The system of equations (1)-(5) can be expressed in terms of the stream function
and the x-component of vorticity, ζ, as follows
 2

∂ ψ
∂2ψ
ζ=−
+
,
(6)
∂y 2
∂z 2




∂ψ ∂ 2 ψ
∂ψ ∂ 2 ψ
∂ψ ∂ 2 ψ
∂ ∂ψ ∂ 2 ψ
−
+
−
−
∂z ∂y 2
∂y ∂y∂z
∂z ∂z ∂y∂z
∂y ∂z 2
 2

∂ ζ
∂T
∂u
∂2ζ
= αg
+ν
−f
+ 2 ,
(7)
2
∂z
∂y
∂y
∂z
 2

∂ u ∂2u
∂ψ
∂u ∂ψ ∂u ∂ψ ∂u
+
−
−f
=ν
+
,
(8)
∂t
∂z ∂y
∂y ∂z
∂z
∂y 2
∂z 2
 2

∂ψ ∂T
∂ψ ∂T
∂ T
∂2T
∂T
+
−
=κ
+
.
(9)
∂t
∂z ∂y
∂y ∂z
∂y 2
∂z 2
These equations are to be solved in the rectangular region spanning one
wavelength in the y-direction subject to the no-slip and prescribed temperature
conditions given by
∂
∂ζ
+
∂t
∂y

u = v = w = 0 at z = 0, H and y = 0, λ ,
(10)
 y
at z = 0 , T = T0 − ∆T at z = H , y = 0, λ. (11)
T = T0 − ∆T cos 2π
λ
The corresponding boundary conditions for ψ become
ψ=

∂ψ
∂ψ
= 0 at z = 0, H and ψ =
= 0 at y = 0, λ .
∂z
∂y

(12)

It is noted that the vorticity lacks conditions. This can be resolved by utilizing
the over-specified conditions for ψ and applying Green’s Second Identity


 
 2

∂φ
∂χ
2
−χ
φ∇ χ − χ∇ φ dV =
φ
dS ,
(13)
∂n
∂n
V
S
∂
is the normal
where φ and χ denote arbitrary differentiable functions, ∂n
derivative, and S is the surface enclosing the volume V . Choosing φ to satisfy
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∇2 φ = 0 and letting χ ≡ ψ, then ∇2 χ = ∇2 ψ = −ζ. Also, applying the
boundary conditions ∂ψ
∂n = ψ = 0 on S, the above leads to integral constraints
for the vorticity given by
 H λ
φn ζdydz = 0 ,
(14)
0

where


φn (y, z) = e±2nπz

0

sin(2nπy)
cos(2nπy)

for n = 1, 2, 3, · · · .

(15)

2.1 Non-dimensionalization
The governing equations and associated conditions are non-dimensionalized using
the following scaling
t→

κ
H2
t , y → λy , z → Hz , ψ → κψ , ζ → 2 ζ ,
κ
H
κ
T → (T0 − ∆T ) + ∆T T , u → u .
H

(16)

This introduces the non-dimensional parameters
Ra =

αgH 3 ∆T
κ
ν
H
, Ro =
, Pr = , δ =
.
νκ
Hf λ
κ
λ

(17)

Cast in dimensionless form, the equations now become




∂ζ
∂ ∂ψ ∂ 2 ψ
∂ψ ∂ 2 ψ
∂ψ ∂ 2 ψ
∂ψ ∂ 2 ψ
3 ∂
−δ
−
+
+
δ
−
∂t
∂z ∂z ∂y∂z
∂y ∂z 2
∂y
∂z ∂y 2
∂y ∂y∂z


2
2
∂T
∂ ζ
∂ ζ
δ ∂u
= δP rRa
+ P r δ2 2 + 2 ,
−
(18)
Ro ∂z
∂y
∂y
∂z


∂2ψ ∂2ψ
,
(19)
ζ = − δ2 2 +
∂y
∂z 2




∂ψ ∂u ∂ψ ∂u
∂u
∂2u ∂2u
δ ∂ψ
+δ
−
= P r δ2 2 + 2 ,
(20)
−
∂t
∂z ∂y
∂y ∂z
Ro ∂z
∂y
∂z


∂ψ ∂T
∂T
∂ψ ∂T
∂2T
∂2T
+δ
−
,
(21)
= δ2 2 +
∂t
∂z ∂y
∂y ∂z
∂y
∂z 2
while the boundary conditions are
∂ψ
∂ψ
= 0 at z = 0, 1 and u = ψ =
= 0 at y = 0, 1 ,
∂z
∂y

(22)

T = 1 − cos (2πy) at z = 0 and T = 0 at z = 1, y = 0, 1 ,

(23)

u=ψ=
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and the integral constraints become


1



0

1
0

φn ζdydz = 0 ,

(24)

where

φn (y, z) = e±2nπδz

sin(2nπy)
cos(2nπy)

for n = 1, 2, 3, · · · .

(25)

3 Steady and unsteady solutions
The steady-state solution corresponding to the problem considered in this
investigation is more complicated than that pertaining to the basic case due to the
presence of a horizontal temperature gradient. Two methods are used to determine
the steady-state solution. The first is an approximate analytical solution found by
expanding the flow variables in a series in the small parameter δ, while the second
is a numerical solution obtained using a commercial CFD software package.
3.1 Approximate analytical solution
For small δ, an approximate analytical solution can be constructed by expanding
the flow variables in the following series
ψ = ψ0 + δψ1 + · · · ,
ζ = ζ0 + δζ1 + · · · ,
u = u0 + δu1 + · · · ,
T = T0 + δT1 + · · · .

(26)

With the understanding that the Rossby (Ro) and Prandtl (P r) numbers are
O(1), and the Rayleigh (Ra) number is O(1/δ), the leading-order unsteady
problem becomes
∂T0
∂ 2 T0
=
,
(27)
∂t
∂z 2
∂ζ0
∂ 2 ζ0
∂T0
= P r 2 + P rδRa
,
∂t
∂z
∂y

(28)

∂ 2 ψ0
= −ζ0 ,
∂z 2

(29)

∂u0
∂ 2 u0
= Pr
,
∂t
∂z 2

(30)

subject to
u0 = ψ0 =

∂ψ0
= 0 at z = 0, 1 ,
∂z
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T0 = 1 − cos (2πy) at z = 0 and T0 = 0 at z = 1 ,
the integral constraint


0

1

ζ0 dz = 0 ,

(32)

(33)

and the initial conditions
ζ0 = ψ0 = u0 = 0 .

(34)

Taking the initial temperature to be the steady-state solution given by
T0 = (1 − z) (1 − cos (2πy)) ,

(35)

it follows that the temperature remains constant for all time. It is also easily
deduced that u0 = 0. Thus, rotation does not affect the solution at leading order.
A straight-forward calculation yields the solution


7z
1
z3
2
−
+
ζ0 (y, z, t) = − πδRa z −
sin (2πy)
3
10 10
∞

2

an e−n

+

π 2 P rt

cos(nπz) ,

(36)

n=1


ψ0 (y, z, t) =πδRa

z4
z5
7z 3
z2
−
−
+
12 60
60
20


sin (2πy)

∞

−

an −n2 π2 P rt
e
(1 − cos(nπz)) ,
2 π2
n
n=1

(37)

where

an = 2πδRa sin (2πy)

0

1



7z
1
z3
−
+
z2 −
cos(nπz)dz ,
3
10 10

(38)

for n = 1, 2, 3, · · · . It is worth noting that it is impossible for ψ0 to satisfy all
the boundary conditions; although the condition ψ0 = 0 at z = 1 is not exactly
satisfied, all the other ones are.
As t → ∞, the following leading-order steady-state solution emerges


7z
1
z3
2
−
+
ζs = −πδRa z −
sin(2πy) ,
(39)
3
10 10
 4

z
z5
7z 3
z2
−
−
+
sin(2πy) .
(40)
ψs = πδRa
12 60
60
20
The steady-state solution reveals a non-zero background flow, which results
from the horizontal temperature gradient; recall that for the basic case the
background flow is stationary. Dimensionalized plots showing the leading-order
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Figure 2: Leading-order solution for: T0 (top) in K, speed (|v0 |) (second from top),
v0 (second from bottom), and w0 (bottom), in m/s.

steady-state solution are shown in figure 2, and indicate that two circulation cells
develop. The simulations correspond to air at 298 K in a domain having a length
of 20 cm and a height of 2 cm. The temperature difference is ∆T = 0.5 K. The
values of the non-dimensional parameters are Ra = 388.7, P r = 0.7046, and
Ro = 0.0548.
3.2 Steady-state numerical simulations
The steady-state solution is calculated numerically using the CFD software
package CFX which solves the full Navier-Stokes and energy equations
for arbitrary values of the non-dimensional parameters. In these simulations
periodicity conditions are applied at the left and right boundaries of the domain.
Results for two steady-state simulations will be discussed. The first corresponds to
the basic case, while the second illustrates the effects of a sinusoidally varying
bottom temperature and rotation. The parameter values are the same as those
used in figure 2 for the analytical solution (i.e. Ra = 388.7, P r = 0.7046 and
Ro = 0.0548). Plotted in figure 3 are the temperature distributions for the two
cases. It should be noted that the range of temperatures is smaller for the basic case
because the bottom temperature for this case is taken to be the average value of the
second case. Plots of the magnitude of the velocity (|v |) for each case are shown in
figure 4. It should be noted that while the velocity is not exactly zero for the basic
case, it is two orders of magnitude smaller than that in the second case. Contour
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Figure 3: Steady-state temperature distribution for: basic case (top), and sinusoidal
bottom temperature with rotation (bottom).

Figure 4: Steady-state plots of |v | for: basic case (top), and sinusoidal bottom
temperature with rotation (bottom).

plots of the v and w velocity components for the case having a sinusoidally varying
bottom temperature and rotation are displayed in figure 5. The v and w velocity
components illustrate the circulation resulting from the horizontal temperature
gradient. Comparing figure 2 with figures 3–5, it is clear that the leading-order
analytical solution is in good agreement with the fully numerical solution, both in
the qualitative flow pattern and also in the magnitude of temperature and velocities.

4 Unsteady numerical simulations and flow stability
The flow pattern that develops for unstable cases was also numerically investigated
using CFX. As before, the basic case is also presented for comparison purposes.
Shown in figure 6 is the basic case for an unstable case having ∆T = 4 K,
Ra = 3109 and P r = 0.7046.
Figure 6 clearly shows that 5 pairs of counter-rotating cells develop. Since the
length of the domain is ten times its height, each cell forms a square. Figure 7
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Figure 5: Steady-state velocity contour plots for the case with a sinusoidal
bottom temperature and rotation: v velocity component (top), w velocity
component (bottom).

Figure 6: Unsteady case with a constant bottom temperature and no rotation:
temperature (top), speed (|v |) (second from top), v (second from bottom),
and w (bottom).

shows the corresponding case with a sinusoidal bottom temperature and rotation
(Ro = 0.0548). The flow patterns are noticeably different from those shown in
figures 3–5. Here, the flow destabilizes and breaks up into a greater number of
cells; the number of cells was found to depend on ∆T . Velocity plots are presented
in figure 8 for both cases and for various temperature differences, and hence
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Figure 7: Unsteady case with a sinusoidally varying bottom temperature and
rotation: temperature (top), speed (|v |) (second from top), v (second from
bottom), and w (bottom).

Figure 8: Speed (|v |) plots for the basic case and for bottom temperature variation
with rotation, for increasing Rayleigh numbers (P r = 0.7046 and
Ro = 0.0548 for the case with rotation).

Rayleigh numbers. The results suggest that for the case with bottom temperature
variation, the flow becomes unstable for ∆T between 1.5 K and 1.8 K, while
for the basic case this occurs for ∆T between 2.5 K and 4.0 K. Since Pascal and
D’Alessio [1] showed that rotation stabilizes Bénard convection, this indicates that
the impact of bottom temperature variation significantly influences the stability
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of the flow. An interesting feature occurs when ∆T = 12 K for the case with
variable bottom temperature. The apparent trend is that increasing ∆T increases
the number of cells that develop in an unstable flow; however, once the temperature
difference is sufficiently large, the flow pattern resembles that of a stable flow with
two cells, despite the fact that the circulation is intensified.

5 Summary
The combined effect of a sinusoidal bottom temperature and rotation on the
background flow and on the stability of free convective flow was investigated.
Contrary to Bénard convection, a non-zero background flow ensues. This
background flow was determined analytically by taking advantage of the relative
thinness of the fluid layer, and performing an expansion in terms of the thinness
parameter. The background flow was also determined numerically using a
commercial CFD software package. The leading-order analytical solution was
found to be in good agreement with the numerical solution for stable cases.
The impact on the stability of the flow was then investigated through numerical
simulations. Although rotation has previously been found to stabilize the flow,
variations in the bottom temperature was found to dominate and destabilize the
flow when compared to Bénard convection. Lastly, interesting features emerging
from unstable numerical simulations were also presented and discussed.
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Abstract
According to the features of low temperature and Type III boundary conditions
during deepwater oil and gas exploitation, an experimental system was designed
and built to simulate the heat transfer of deepwater oil and gas. A large number
of laboratory experiments were carried out and the relational expressions of the
heat transfer as well as the influence of the gas-liquid discharge on the heat
transfer of each gas-liquid two-phase flow patterns under the deepwater and lowtemperature Type III boundary conditions were obtained. The results show that
the expression in the laminar flow obtained in this paper is largely different from
the relational expression of the heat transfer at ordinary temperatures under the
simple boundary conditions. The two expressions are in substantial agreement in
the turbulent flow. The liquid discharge is the principal factor which influences
the heat transfer in the bubbly flow, slug flow and annular flow while the gasliquid two-phase flow has little influence on the heat transfer in the churn flow.
Keywords: deepwater, gas-liquid two-phase flow, transfer, experiment.

1 Introduction
In process of the deepwater oil development, the low-temperature characteristic
(2-6ºC) of the seawater can bring about low temperature in a portion of the
wellbore. In addition, if it is gas-liquid two-phase flow in the wellbore, the
temperature field will be more complex. According to the published documents,
the temperature range of current experimental research of the non-boiling
cooling heat transfer of the gas-liquid two-phase flow is generally at ordinary
temperatures (above 20ºC) (e.g. Taitel and Barnea [1]) or low temperature (80K85K with the medium of liquid nitrogen) [2, 3]. There is no experimental
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research result reported for the circumstances of deepwater and low temperature
(0-6ºC). However, the characteristic of liquid within this temperature range is
largely different from that of the normal temperature. It has some unique
parameter. In this paper, the heat transfer laws of the fluid in the pipe in cold
circumstance and the heat transfer laws of the gas-liquid two-phase flow in the
pipe are studied. It lays the foundation for the design of the technological
parameters of the offshore deepwater oil and gas exploitation.

2 Experimental system
2.1 Experiment equipment and process
Fig. 1 shows the sketch of equipment and operation flow diagram of the
imitating system that simulates the cooling heat transfer of the gas-liquid twophase flow in the deepwater wellbore. The main wellbore consists of two parts,
the inner tube for the hot fluid and the annulus for the cold fluid. The sizes are as
follows: length × outer diameter of inner tube × outer diameter of outer tube ×
outer diameter of insulating sheath = 12000 × 60 × 100 × 200mm; outer diameter
of annulus: Φ108 × 5mm, inner diameter of annulus: Φ60 × 5mm. The working
temperature is between 5-65Ԩ. Wherein, the inner tube refers to the pipe such as
a riser or a drill rod contacting with the seawater. The fluid in the annulus
between the inner tube and the outer tube imitates the deepwater circumstance.
In the experiment, the hot liquid (20-65ºC) is injected from the bottom of the
inner tube. The hot liquid can be gas-liquid two-phase flow that has been fully
mixed before entering the heat transfer section. The cold liquid is injected

Figure 1:

Experiment equipment.
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from the top of the annulus with adjustable flow. Thus a simulating process of
the cryogenic cooling heat transfer of the wellbore flow in the deepwater
circumstance forms.
The return tank is equipped with an insulating sheath and an electrically
heated temperature control system to heat the water in the return tank and carry
out the thermostatic control. The temperature is controllable between the
ordinary temperatures to 60ºC with control precision of ±0.5%. The maximum
flow is 12m3/h with control precision of 1%.
The cold water is provided by the chiller. The cold water at different
temperatures is obtained by adjusting the thermostat of the chiller. The
compressor shuts down when the temperature reaches the set value. The
temperature is controllable between 2ºC to 6ºC with precision of ±0.5ºC. The
maximum flow is 10m3/h with control precision of 1%.
The injected air is generated by the compressor, buffered in the gas tank and
dried in the condenser. The injected gas discharge is adjusted automatically in
the gas discharge control system to keep constant. Injected gas discharge:
controllable input between 1-8Nm3/min with flow measurement accuracy of 1%
To reduce energy loss, the return tank, the refrigerating tank, and the
experiment pipes are all packed in heat shield and thus the complete experiment
measurement system can be regarded as an isolated process, which accords with
the energy conservation law. In addition, the data in this experiment is collected
when the flow and heat transfer become stable.
2.2 Experimental data acquisition and processing
2.2.1 Data acquisition of differential pressure
As it is multiphase flow in the inner tube and it is sealed within the annular space
in the system, the flow pattern is hard to identify through the fluctuation of void
fraction. So the method of differential pressure fluctuation is adopted for the
identification of this flow pattern. The PCI2013 data acquisition card driver is
adopted in the data acquisition system. The set ratings of the basic parameters
are as follows: The acquisition frequency is 5 kHz and the resolving power is
12bit; 2 analog input channels are provided.
The principles of the hardware structure of the data acquisition system are
shown in Fig. 2. The differential pressure parameters are converted into standard
current signals of 4~20mA by the sensor. Then the multi-channel signal
converter converts the different kinds of current signals that the sensors output
into voltage signals. Then the voltage signals are sent to the 16 A/D converters.
The A/D Converter converts the input analog voltage into binary digital signals,
which are sent to the computer through the data bus of the computer. The data
acquisition and processing software of the differential pressure fluctuation is
built with Lab VIEW. The data is output to the file and the analytical processing
of it is carried out by the software.
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Figure 2:

Schematic diagram of the differential pressure acquisition system.

Figure 3:

Heat transfer model of experimental equipment.

2.2.2 Experimental data processing
The heat transfer model is built based on the experimental pipes, as shown in
Fig. 3. Then the energy equation of vertical annulus (e.g. Gao et al. [5]). is
obtained:
1
1
2
2
H a ( z  dz)  H a ( z )  wa va ( z  dz )  wa va ( z )  qi  0
2
2
(1)
Derived equation:
dH a
v dv
dq
 wa  a a  i  0
dz
dz
dz

(2)

H a ( z  dz ) is the enthalpy of the fluid that enters the element in unit time, J/s;
H a (z ) is the enthalpy of the fluid that outflows the element in unit time, J/s;
qi is the energy that is transferred from the inside of the tube to the element of the
annulus in unit time, J/s;
va is the speed of the fluid, m/s; wa is the mass flow of the fluid in the annulus,
kg/s;
The energy that is transferred from the inner tube to the element of the
annulus in unit time:
wC
(3)
q ta  a a Tt  Ta dz
B
Ta and Tt are the temperatures in the annulus and the tube, Ԩ; Ca is the specific
heat of the fluid, J/kgԨ;
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The intermediate parameter
wa c a
2rtiU t
Ut is the heat transfer coefficient of the annulus fluid and the drill rod, W/(m2ºC)
(e.g. Jakob [6]):
B

 1 r ln rt 0 rti  rti 1 
U t    ti


kt
rto ha 
 ht

1

(4)

kt is the coefficient of heat conductivity of the tube, W/(m2ºC); rti and rto are the
inner radius and the outer radius of the tube, m;
ht and ha are the convective heat transfer coefficients of the fluid in the tube and
the annulus, W/(m2ºC).
Additionally, because the flow is stable and the compressibility of the fluid
can be ignored, the following equation can be obtained:

dTa 1
 Ta  Tt 
dz
B

(5)

The differential equation of the energy of the inner tube can be obtained in the
same way:

dTt
w
 a Ta  Tt 
dz wt B

(6)

wt is the mass flow of the fluid, kg/s;
The following equation can be obtained by solving the differential equation of
the energy of the annulus and the inner tube simultaneously:
 dT
d 2 Ta 1  w a
 
 1 a  0
2
B  wt
dz
 dz

(7)

Boundary conditions: while z=0, Tt=Tt1 and Ta=Ta1; while z=L, Tt=Tt2; the
experimental result value of the overall heat transfer coefficient is obtained:
 T  Ta1  Tt1  Ta1  1  W  

U t  wa c pa ln t 2
W Tt1  Ta1  1  W 



wherein

1  W 2rti L
(8)

W  wa wt  v a Aa vt At  , then the expression of the experimental

value of heat transfer coefficient in the tube:
1

ht

1  u a Aa u t At 2rti L
r
 ti
 Tt 2  Ta1  Tt1  Ta1  1  u a Aa u t At   k t
 l Aa u a c pa ln 

 u a Aa u t At   Tt1  Ta1  1  u a Aa u t At 

r
ln t 0
 rti

 rti 1
 
 rto ha

(9)

wherein vt is the speed of the fluid in the inner tube, m/s; Aa and At are the areas
of the annulus and the inner tube, m2.
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3 Cryogenic cooling heat transfer laws in the wellbore
Although the heat transfer calculation methods of the flow patterns are different,
the expression for the calculation of the single-phase flow or its revised type is
used for all the flow patterns. Thus the heat transfer of the single phase is the
basis for the heat transfer calculation of each two-phase flow pattern. Currently,
as for the research on the fluid heat transfer at low temperatures (0-6Ԩ) in
deepwater, there is still no document reported. Additionally, the seawater
belongs to Type III boundary condition that is more complicated than the fluid in
the wellbore and it is unrealistic to deduce the heat transfer expression purely in
theory. So in this paper, the heat transfer laws of the fluid in the wellbore that
simulates the cryogenic deepwater circumstance are studied by experiment.
As the three processes of the convection heat transfer between the fluid in the
annulus and the outer layer of the inner tube, the heat conduction of the tube wall
and the convection heat transfer between fluid in the tube and the inner tube wall
are included in the heat transfer and the three processes are interrelated, it cannot
be directly solved. In this paper, the trial and error procedure are adopted to
obtain the convection heat-transfer coefficient. Then the parameters in the
equation are determined according to the criterion equation Nu  C Re n Pr m .
Wherein, C, n and m are the undetermined coefficient and index in line with their
definitions. Set CPrm equal to A and take the logarithm of both sides of the
equation above. Then equation (10) is obtained:

lg Nu  lg A  n lg Re

(10)

Because the Nu and Re in different flow patterns measured in the experiment
are in a straight line on the coordinate axes of lgRe and lgNu, thus A and n can
be determined.
The experiment is carried out under the condition of cooling heat transfer.
According to the conventional criterion relational expression of heat transfer, 1/3
is selected for the exponent of Pr in the laminar flow and the transition flow and
0.3 is selected in the turbulent flow because Pr is the function of the natural
characteristic of the fluid and it is independent of the flow speed. Based on the
experimental data, we obtain the relationship between Re and Nu, as shown in
Fig. 4. On the whole lgNu and lgRe are linear. Especially they are entirely
consistent with the criterion equation in the laminar flow and the turbulent flow.
But the laws in the transition flow are very complicated. So many researchers
suggest that the transition flow should be evaded for the research of heat transfer.
In view of the actual engineering requirements, the above-mentioned criterion
definition is still adopted because the scope of the transition flow is narrow and
too complicated expression will be too difficult for the calculation. The relational
expression of Nu in the tube is obtained through regression:

Nu  0.001873 Re 1.02 Pr 1 / 3 Re<2000
Nu  0.10219 Re 0.6384 Pr 1 / 3 2000<Re<10000

Nu  0.02694 Re

0.7922

0.3

Pr Re>10000
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Figure 4:

Relationship of Nu and Re in tuibulence flow.

According to the relational expression of the heat transfer in each flow
pattern, the exponent of the Reynolds number decreases and the strength of the
heat transfer increases from the laminar flow to the turbulent flow. That is
because the temperature distribution of the turbulent flow core is flat except the
adherent lower layer of the laminar flow, according to the heat transfer boundary
layer theory. The main thermal resistance is in the lower layer of the laminar
flow, which is extremely thin. So the temperature gradient is extremely great
(e.g. Yang and Wenquan [7]). From the perspective of energy, the flow speed in
the laminar flow is relatively low and thus the interaction among the particles of
the fluid is very small. The flow becomes very disordered with vortex and
fluctuation when it reaches the turbulent flow. Then the interaction among the
particles of the fluid becomes strong. The internal energy increases because of
the converted internal energy from partial kinetic energy. And then the change of
the temperature gradient is more obvious and the heat transfer is more intense.

4 Influence factors of cryogenic cooling heat transfer in each
flow pattern
4.1 Bubbly flow
The bubbly flow is the simplest and most basic flow pattern in the gas-liquid
two-phase flow. Its characteristic is that the gas phase is distributed in the
continuous liquid phase in the form of small discrete bubbles with the feature of
stable and uniform flow. Because of limited experimental conditions, the gas
discharge Qg has to be limited above 8m3/hr and the liquid discharge also must
be within 11m3/hr. A series of experiments are carried out for the research on the
influence of the liquid discharge on the convective heat-transfer coefficient in the
tube (h,W/(m2ºC)) and the results are shown in Fig. 5.
The numerical relational expression of the heat transfer coefficient and the
liquid discharge is obtained with the gas discharge of 8m3/hr through regression:
(12)
h  91.093Ql  740
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Figure 5:

Influence of liquid discharge on heat transfer.

The results of the experiment show that the convective heat-transfer
coefficient in the tube rises in a straight line along with the increase of the liquid
discharge. That is because the liquid phase is the main part in this kind of
pseudo-single-phase flow such as the bubbly flow and the proportion of the
liquid in the annulus increases along with the liquid discharge. From the formula
of the heat transfer h  Nu d , we can see that the heat transfer coefficient h,
Nu, and the coefficient of heat conductivity of the fluid λ are related with the
tube diameter d. However, in the bubbly flow, the liquid discharge is greater than
the gas discharge. Then according to the expression of Nu, the relevant
parameters of the two phases of gas and liquid, and the much larger heat
conductivity of the liquid phase than the gas phase, the conclusion is drawn that
the heat transfer is mainly influenced by the liquid phase. The Reynolds number
Re and the heat transfer coefficient increases along with liquid phase discharge.
4.2 Slug flow
As the gas content rises, some big bubbles accumulated by some smaller bubbles
appear in the center of the tube at intervals. The big bubble is called Taylor
bubble. The differential pressure decreases obviously while a big Taylor bubble
passes. The slug flow is also a kind of basic flow pattern. However, because of
the obvious feature of subsections of the slug flow, both the void fraction
distribution and the differential pressure distribution have large fluctuations. It
has characteristic of great flow fluctuation and alternation of gas and liquid. a
large amount of experiments are carried out for the research on the influence of
the liquid discharge and the gas discharge on the convective heat-transfer
coefficient. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. Through
regression the numerical relational expressions of the heat transfer coefficient
with the discharge are obtained when the liquid discharges are 14m3/h, 15m3/h
and 30m3/h and the gas discharges are 5.44 m3/h, 6.14 m3/h and 7.89 m3/h.
Wherein, the heat transfer coefficient is an average value in a long time period
when the flow and the heat transfer are stable.
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hl1  2352.4Ql1  5431.6 ，
hl 2  2250.9Ql 2  5906.4

，

(13)

hl 3  1298.8Ql 3  3886.3
h g1  2.0625Q g1  1780 .5
h g 2  11 .961Q g 2  1681 .6

，

h g 3  18.552Q g 3  1651 .8

Figure 6:

Influence of liquid discharge on heat transfer.

Figure 7:

Influence of gas discharge on heat transfer.
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From the relational expression, it can be seen that both the heat transfer
coefficient-liquid discharge and the heat transfer coefficient-gas discharge are
linear. As the liquid discharge rises, the convective heat-transfer coefficient in
the tube rises rapidly. However, the change of the convective heat-transfer
coefficient is very small as the gas discharge rises. On the other hand, when the
gas discharge is larger, the influence of the liquid discharge on the convective
heat-transfer coefficient decreases. And when the liquid discharge is larger, the
influence of the gas discharge on the convective heat-transfer coefficient
increases. In the slug flow, the liquid discharge is still the main influence factor.
That is because the heat transfer coefficient, Nu, and the heat conductivity of the
fluid are related with the tube diameter. In the slug flow, the liquid discharge and
the gas discharge are still of the same order of magnitude and the difference is
not very large. Then according to the expression of Nu, the relevant parameters
of the two phases of gas and liquid, and the much larger heat conductivity of the
liquid phase than the gas phase, the conclusion is that the heat transfer is mainly
influenced by the liquid phase. The Re number and the heat transfer coefficient
increases along with liquid phase discharge.
4.3 Churn flow
If the void fraction is greater than the scope of the slug flow, the Taylor bubble
bursts and the flow changes to churn flow. The appearance of big vortexes and
bubbles cause violent jarring to the flow. The shape and size of the gas become
irregular. The gas and liquid intrudes each other and they are highly
decentralized in the area away from the wall. At this time, a highly disordered
state emerges. It has the characteristic of a high degree of disorder and violent
jarring. A large amount of experiments are carried out for the research on the
influence of the liquid discharge and the gas discharge on the convective heattransfer coefficient of the churn flow. The experimental results are shown in
Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. Through regression the numerical relational expression of the
heat transfer coefficient and the liquid discharge and the gas discharge is
obtained with the gas discharge of 46m3/hr and the liquid discharge of 2.5m3/hr.

h  8.7564 Ql  2047

(15)

h  0.2777Qg  2006.6

(16)

From the relational expression, it can be seen that the change of the liquid
discharge and the gas discharge has little influence on the heat transfer
coefficient in the tube. That is because the gas constitutes the most part in the
churn flow while what influences the heat transfer most is the liquid area near the
wall. The core entrainment rate of the gas increases as the liquid discharge
increases (e.g. Azzopardi and Wren [8]). Therefore, even if the change of the
liquid discharge is great, its influence on the heat transfer coefficient is still
small. In addition, during the research, the speed of the gas is basically over
5m/s. So the entraining liquid discharge in the gas also does not change
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(e.g. Azzopardi and Wren [8]) according to the formula of the entrainment rate
of the gas. So the liquid area near the wall is stable. Even if the gas discharge
increases, the heat transfer coefficient is basically stable.

Figure 8:

Figure 9:

Influence of liquid discharge on heat transfer.

Influence of gas discharge on heat transfer.

4.4 Annular flow
When the void fraction reaches a certain value, the liquid proportion in the cross
section reduces further. For the speed of the gas increases further, its entrainment
function becomes more and more obvious. Then the liquid film forms in the area
near the wall and the mist flow core formed by the entraining liquid in the gas
forms in the center of the tube, which is called annular flow. In the annular flow,
the mist flow core and the liquid film near the wall are in a relatively stable state
because the amount of the liquid that the mist flow core can entrain is balanced.
Then both the gas phase and the liquid phase near the wall are continuous
phases. The liquid in the mist core is discontinuous phase. It has the
characteristic of stable flow. A series of experiments are carried out for the
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research on the influence of the liquid discharge and the gas discharge on the
convective heat-transfer coefficient in the tube. The experimental results are
shown in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11.

Figure 10:

Influence of liquid discharge on heat transfer.

Figure 11:

Influence of gas discharge on heat transfer.

The numerical relational expression of the heat transfer coefficient and the
discharge is obtained with the gas discharge of 170m3/hr and the liquid discharge
of 0.707m3/hr through regression:

h  2467.78347 

3358.81169
 Ql 
1 

 0.7161 

(17)

0.55174

h  2044.77436  0.00285Q g2.6064
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The convective heat-transfer coefficient increases with non-linearity as the
liquid discharge while it decreases with non-linearity as the gas discharge. That
is because the density and relevant thermal parameters of the gas and the liquid
differ by two orders of magnitude, although the amount of the liquid is small,
when the change of the liquid discharge is larger, it still has obvious influence on
the heat transfer. On the other hand, what influences the convective heat transfer
mostly in the annular flow is the liquid film area near the wall. The liquid
entrainment rate of the mist flow core is only related with the apparent speed of
the gas. If the gas discharge increases, the entrainment rate increases with nonlinearity. The discharge in the liquid film is bound to reduce when the
entrainment amount increases. Then it brings about the reduction of the
convective heat-transfer coefficient in the tube.
4.5 Influence of average void fraction
To understand the influence of the gas discharge and the liquid discharge on heat
transfer more fully, the parameter average void fraction is selected in this paper.
Its definition:

s 

v sg
v sg  v sl



Qg

(19)

Q g  Ql

The heat transfer experiments with different liquid discharge and gas
discharge are carried out, as shown in Fig. 12.
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Figure 12:

Influence of average void fraction on heat transfer.

On the whole, when the average void fraction increases, the heat transfer
coefficient increases first and then decreases. However, the change trend of each
specific flow pattern differs. The numerical expression of the heat transfer
coefficient and the average void fraction is obtained under the experimental
condition through regression:
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h  3518.8  3637.6 s

(20)

h  19716 s  20682

(21)

h  1419.3 s  3013.9

(22)

h  442.93 s  1604.8

(23)

The convective heat-transfer coefficient in the tube decreases as the average
void fraction increases in the scope of the bubbly flow and the slug flow. The
convective heat-transfer coefficient changes little in the scope of the churn flow.
The convective heat-transfer coefficient decreases rapidly in the scope of the
annular flow. That is because the bubbly flow is similar to the single phase flow.
The proportion of the gas in the section of the tube increases as the average void
fraction increases. The difference of the Nu number of the gas and the liquid is
not great in the bubbly flow and the heat conductivity of the liquid phase is much
larger than the gas phase. So the heat transfer coefficient is bound to decrease as
the proportion of the liquid phase. In the slug flow, the void fraction changes
little in the section of Taylor bubbles when the average void fraction increases.
However, in the liquid slug section, the proportion of the gas in the section of the
tube increases when the average void fraction increases and the thermal property
of the air is much worse than the water. So for the two reasons the overall heat
transfer coefficient decreases. In the churn flow and the annular flow, the
changes of the heat transfer coefficients under the two conditions have been
expounded above.

5 Conclusion
(1) In the paper, several heat transfer experiments are designed with the
consideration of the heat transfer characteristics of each flow pattern and the
characteristics of the cooling heat transfer based on the current research. The
experimental system and the data processing methods are introduced in the
paper.
(2) The relational expression for the calculation of the heat transfer in the
turbulent flow under the deepwater cryogenic condition is basically consistent
with that at normal temperature. However, the difference of the relational
expression in the laminar flow is great.
(3) The liquid phase discharge is the main factor that influences the heat transfer
in the bubbly flow, slug flow and the annular flow.
(4) The changes of the liquid discharge and the gas discharge have little
influence on the heat transfer in the churn flow. Although the amount of the
entraining liquid in the mist flow core will increase relatively when the liquid
discharge increases, the mist flow core has little influence on the heat transfer.
The net upwardly change of the liquid near the wall is the most important factor
on the heat transfer in the churn flow.
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Abstract
Flows of variable viscosity fluids have many industrial applications in fluid
mechanics and in engineering such as pump flows for highly viscous fluids.
Carrying out a literature survey, it was found that in most cases the fluid
viscosity is mainly temperature dependent. Numerical investigation of such
flows involves the solution of the Navier-Stokes equations with an extra
difficulty arising from the fact that the viscosity is not constant over the flow
field. This article presents an analytical solution to the Navier-Stokes equations
for the case of laminar flows in rotating systems with variable viscosity fluids.
The equations are written in a cylindrical relative frame of reference rotating
with a constant angular velocity. In the following, appropriate reference
quantities are chosen to provide the non-dimensional form of the partial
differential equations. The proposed solution that satisfies the continuity, the
momentum and the energy equation, is expressed in terms of the Bessel function
of the first kind and of exponential functions. Carrying out algebraic
manipulations, it is proven that the proposed solution satisfies all the governing
equations. Plots of the velocity, pressure and temperature distributions show the
influence of the radius and of the axial coordinate to the flow field.
Keywords: variable viscosity, exact solution, Navier-Stokes, incompressible flow,
laminar flow, Bessel functions.
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1 Introduction
Exact solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations are very important not only
because they are solutions of certain fundamental flows but also because they
serve as accuracy checks for experimental, numerical, empirical and asymptotic
methods An excellent review summarizing the basic steady and unsteady flows
providing their exact solutions is presented by Drazin and Riley [1].
These are exact solution methods, treating non-Newtonian fluids, such as
polymer solutions, special soap solutions, blood, paints, certain oils and greases,
for which a different model has to be used to account for the non-Newtonian
behavior. Such a model based on the theory of Oldroyd [2], is described by
Fetecau [3].
The exact solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations when the viscosity is
variable are rare, however the literature in which the viscosity is variable is
dependent upon the space, time, temperature, pressure etc. Martin [4] used for
the first time an elegant method in the study of the Navier-Stokes equations for
an incompressible fluid of variable viscosity. Martin reduced the order of the
governing equations from second order to first order by introducing the vorticity
function and the generalized energy function.
Naeem and Nadeem [5] generalized Martin’s approach to study the steadystate, plane, variable viscosity, solving the incompressible Navier-Stokes
equations. They transformed the equations to a new system with viscosity,
vorticity, speed and energy function. The transformation matrices included the
unknown functions and helped determine some exact solutions for vortex, radial
and parallel flows.
Naeem [6] presented recently a class of exact solutions of the equations
governing the steady plane flows of incompressible fluid of variable viscosity for
an originally specified vorticity distribution.
The effects of linearly varying viscosity and thermal conductivity on steady
free convective flow of a viscous incompressible fluid along an isothermal
vertical plate in the presence of heat sink were investigated by Mahanti and
Gaur [7]. The governing equations of continuity, momentum and energy are
transformed into coupled and non-linear ordinary differential equations using
similarity transformation and then solved using Runge-Kutta fourth order
method.
Variable viscosity Couette flow was investigated by Makinde and
Maserumule [8] by solving analytically the Navier-Stokes equations using a
perturbation method coupled with a Hermite-Padė approximation technique to
obtain the velocity and temperature distributions.
This article presents a method providing analytical solutions to the
incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. The equations are written in cylindrical
coordinates suited for applications in rotating machinery flows. It is proven that
the analytical solutions obtained satisfy the partial differential equations.
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2 Governing equations
Considering that the model aims to describe the motion of a Newtonian fluid, the
Navier-Stokes equations are the governing equations of the problem [9]. It was
chosen to express the equations in cylindrical coordinates because it is more
convenient for axisymmetric bodies or rotating systems. Moreover since many
applications of rotating systems concern fluid rotating machinery such as
compressors, turbines or pumps, the relative frame of reference is preferred.
Adopting the relative cylindrical frame of reference, ( r ,  , z ) , the z  axis
coincides to the axis of rotation, the r  axis is directed radially outwards and
the   axis is in the peripheral direction and it is rotating with a constant
rotational speed with the rotor. In this case the relative velocity is linked to the
absolute velocity and the rotation speed of the relative system of coordinates:

   
 
V  W  U  W    r 

(1)





is the absolute velocity vector,
V  vr  ir  v  i  vz  iz





  
W  u r  ir  u  i  u z  iz is the relative velocity vector and U    r   i

where

is the rotating speed of the relative system of coordinates.
The following equation was chosen to express the viscosity in terms of
temperature, as proposed by Schilling et al. [10]:

  0  1    T 

(2)

where β is the thermal expansion of the fluid.
The system of the 3-D Navier-Stokes equations for incompressible flow in
cylindrical coordinates can be non-dimensionalised by using the following
parameters:
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where R is a characteristic radius of the geometry in consideration, Re and Ec
are the non-dimensional Reynolds and Eckert numbers based on the rotational
speed and the radius of the rotor, [9].
Thus, the continuity equation can be written:

u* u* w*


0
R* R* z *
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Using the above non-dimensional parameters, the r-momentum equation can
be written:

u* 

*
v*2
u *
P* H *   2u * 1 u * u *  2u * 
* u
w












R*
z * R*
R* Re  R*2 R* R* R* z *2 

R *  2v * 

1 H * u * 1 H * w* 2 H * u *








Re z * z * Re z * R* Re R* R*

(5)

The non-dimensional form of the θ-momentum equation is:
*
v*
u *  v*
* v
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The non-dimensional form of the z-momentum equation is:

u* 
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P* H *   2 w* 1 w*  2 w* 
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z *
z * Re  R*2 R* R* z *2 
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(7)

Re R*  z * R*  Re z * z *

Using the above non-dimensional parameters, the energy equation is
becoming:

 2T * 1 T *  2T *
 

0
R*2 R* R* z *2

(8)

3 Solution of the equations
*

Resolving the system of eqns (4) to (8), it was found that the axial velocity w ,
*

*

the radial velocity u , the tangential velocity v can be expressed in terms of
the functions:

w*  J 0  rb   eb z

*

u *   J1  rb   eb z

(9)
*

v*   r
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J 0  rb  and J1  rb  are the Bessel functions of the first kind and

b  2,4056405 defined in details in [11].
*

Pressure P , temperature
the functions:

P* 



T * and viscosity H * can be expressed in terms of
  J 02  rb   J12  rb    e 2b z

2



*

2b
1
Re

(12)

(13)

T *  A  B  J 0  rb  e bz

(14)

H *  J 0 (b  r )  eb z

(15)

where the constants A 

1
1
, B
Ec
Ec

The above solutions (eqns 9 to 15) are implemented to the system of the nondimensional partial differential equations (4) to (8). The governing equations are
satisfied, as shown below:
3.1 Continuity equation
Substituting the solutions for u * , w* , v* the continuity equation yields:
*
B 

*
  J1  e  b z e k t  *  J1  e  b z e k t  B  J  e  b z* e k t  A  (1  R*2 )
0
R 

R* 


*
*
R
R
z *





J1 (b  R* )  e  b z e k t
J1 (b  R* )   b z* k t
B 
*
(
)





b
J
b
R
2

e e 
0
R*
R*
R* 

*

 B
  *2
 R


*
 b z* k t
  (b)  J 0 (b  R )  e e  0


meaning that the continuity equation is satisfied.
3.2 R-momentum equation
Introducing the expressions for the flow velocities u* , v* , w* , in the r-momentum
equation, one can see that these expressions satisfy the equation.
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The left hand side of the equation is:
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The right hand-side terms of the equation are:
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Thus, we see that the r-momentum equation satisfies the proposed solution.
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3.3 Θ-momentum equation
Introducing the expressions for the flow velocities u* , v* , w* , in the θ-momentum
equation, one can see that these expressions satisfy the equation.
The left hand side of the equation is:



 ( R )   J (b  R )  e   ( R )
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The right-hand side of the θ-momentum equation is:
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Hence the proposed solution satisfies the θ-momentum equation.
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3.4 Z-momentum equation
Introducing the expressions for the flow velocities u* , v* , w* , in the z -momentum
equation, one can see that these expressions satisfy the equation.
The left hand side of the equation is:
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The term
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Substituting the above expressions to the non-dimensional form of the zmomentum equation, we obtain:
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which equals the left hand side, meaning that proposed solution for the
temperature satisfies the z-momentum equation.
3.5 Energy equation
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The derivative
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Thus the energy equation is:
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which means that the proposed solution for the temperature satisfies the energy
equation.
The distributions of axial and radial velocity components in terms of the nondimensional radius R* for different axial positions z*, are shown in figure 1.
One can see that the axial velocity distribution (figure 1a) respects the condition
that its value is zero at R*=1 for all axial positions z*. Similarly, the radial
velocity distribution (figure 1b) respects the condition that for all axial positions
z* its values is zero at R*=0.

(a)
Figure 1:

(b)

(a) Axial and (b) radial velocity distribution in terms of R*.

The temperature and the pressure distributions in terms of the nondimensional radius R* for different axial positions, are shown in figure 2. From
the temperature distribution, it can be seen that at the outer radial boundary
corresponding at R*=1 all the curves converge to the same value of temperature.
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The fact that from figure 2a we can observe variations of temperature in terms of
the radius and in terms of axial coordinate, reveals a three-dimensional field of
the distribution.

(a)
Figure 2:

(b)

(a) Temperature and (b) pressure distribution in terms of R*.

Similar observations occur for the case of the pressure field. The pressure
variations at the inlet corresponding at z*=0 are negligible, whereas the
variations are more intense as the axial distance z* increases.

4 Conclusions
In this article, an original work has presented an exact solution of the Navier-Stokes
equations in cylindrical coordinates for incompressible, laminar, axisymmetric,
viscous flows with constant and variable viscosity. The fluid viscosity was assumed
to be a function of temperature, as literature survey indicated for flows in rotating
machinery [10]. It was proven that the solution field consisting of the Bessel
functions of the first kind and of exponential functions satisfies the continuity
equation, the equations of motion and the energy equation. It was shown that the
present method based on Bessel functions can be used to provide reference solutions
for numerical and empirical methods for flow field predictions in rotating systems
involving fluids of variable viscosity.
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Hybrid synthetic jet actuator with a novel
fluidic diode
J. Kordı́k & Z. Trávnı́ček
Institute of Thermomechanics AS CR, Prague, Czech Republic

Abstract
The paper deals with a new design of the hybrid synthetic jet actuator (HSJ), which
is based on a novel fluidic diode. The fluidic diode was tested by a static experiment
and its diodicity was evaluated. The same experiment was performed for a second
fluidic diode whose planar geometry was taken from the literature and the resultant
diodicities were compared. Higher diodicities were achieved with the new design
of the diode.
The velocity resonance curves were measured at the nozzle output for two
variants of the HSJ with a short or with a long nozzle. After that the volumetric
efficiencies of the HSJ were evaluated as functions of the frequency. The highest
efficiency (over 80%) was achieved at the second resonant frequency of the
actuator with the long nozzle.
Keywords: synthetic jet, hybrid synthetic jet, rectification effect.

1 Introduction
Hybrid synthetic jets, which were first introduced in [1–4], combine the usual
synthetic jet and valveless pump principles. The valveless pump [5–10] is a
pumping device consisting of a chamber equipped with a moving piston or
diaphragm, the chamber is connected to a fluidic diode and a nozzle. The
orientation of the fluidic diode is adjusted so that its forward direction is oriented
toward the inside of the chamber. Once the diaphragm oscillates, a nonzero net
mass flow is created in the nozzle (rectification effect). Unlike the valveless pump,
the nozzle of the hybrid synthetic jet actuator (HSJA) issues into ambience where
the hybrid synthetic jet (HSJ) is formed.
The experimental investigation offers many unexplored possibilities, as hybrid
synthetic jets represent a new research topic, with only a few papers dedicated
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to their study [1–4, 11–15]. The motivation of the present work is based on
improvements in the rectification effect of a hybrid synthetic actuator, which is
desirable particularly for the augmentation of convective heat transfer of the jet. To
quantify this flow rectification, the volumetric efficiency of the actuator is defined.

2 Hybrid synthetic jet principles
Figure 1 shows two basic working modes of the valveless pump on which the
hybrid synthetic jet actuators (HSJAs) are based. In the first mode, the supply
mode, the piston (or diaphragm) of the valveless pump moves left, and a fluid is
sucked in. A conical duct element, which was chosen as the fluidic diode here, has
a low hydraulic resistance during the inward flow (forward direction), and at the
end of the supply cycle, a fluid volume VSD is supplied into the chamber through
it. The fluid volume sucked into the chamber through the nozzle is denoted VSN .
In the pump mode, the fluid is extruded through the fluidic diode, which
possesses a higher hydraulic resistance during the outward flow (reverse direction).
This causes the fluid volume VPD passed during the pump cycle through the diode
to be smaller than the VSD , and the volume pumped through the nozzle VPN is larger
than the sucked volume in the supply mode VSN . Periodic cycling of the pump
and supply modes results in a nonzero net flow in both elements, the diode and
nozzle. A measure of the pumping efficiency is the ratio defined in [5] (volumetric
efficiency):
εV =

VPN − VSN
.
VSD + VSN

(1)

Compared with the valveless pump, the nozzle of the HSJA is terminated, and the
flow issues into ambience creating flow structure similar to the synthetic jet. The
flow structure is called a hybrid synthetic jet (HSJ) and was studied, for example, in
[3, 4]. The paper [4] also introduces another definition of the volumetric efficiency

Figure 1: A sketch of the valveless pump (or the HSJA).
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for the hybrid synthetic jet:
εN =

VPN − VSN
.
VPN + VSN

(2)

This is a more user-friendly definition because the εN is based on HSJ
measurement only, without (extremely complicated) measurement of a fluid flux
through the diode. This definition was also used as a criterion for comparing hybrid
synthetic jet actuators (HSJAs) in [14–16]. The efficiency εN is also used for the
investigated HSJA in this work. A criterion for the fluidic diode efficiency can be
expressed as the ratio of the pressure loss coefficient in the reverse direction ξo and
the pressure loss coefficient in the forward direction ξi . This is called the diodicity
(denotation: Di) [17–20]:
ξo
(3)
Di = .
ξi

3 Experimental setup and data processing
3.1 The design of the hybrid synthetic jet actuator
The actuator based on the loudspeaker TVM ARN-165-01/4 is comprised of two
fluidic diodes D1 and D2 (see Fig. 2) and is projected such that the diodicity of
the both fluidic diodes can be tested by static measurement (see the section 4.1).
Concurrently, after an easy adaptation of the HSJA, the hybrid synthetic jet can
be investigated at the nozzle output. Two nozzles N1 and N2, which differ by
length (30 mm and 150 mm respectively), are prepared in the actuator. The hybrid
synthetic jet based on the fluidic diode D1 is studied separately for each nozzle,
this means that the remaining nozzle will be always sealed during the experiments.
The fluidic diode D1 was selected by a static experiment as the one with the
higher diodicity (see the section 4.1, Fig. 3). The new design for the diode D1 was
developed, and the planar geometry of diode D2 was taken from the paper [20].
According to this paper, the diode is expected to have a high diodicity (around
Di≈1.6). The experimental conditions, selected dimensions, and properties of the
HSJA are summarized in Table 1.
3.2 Data acquisition and hardware setup
The experiments aimed at evaluating the volumetric efficiencies εN of HSJAs were
performed using velocity measurement in the actuator nozzle. The velocities were
measured by the hot-wire probe 55P16 placed 1 mm inward from the nozzle exiting
area along the nozzle axis. The hot-wire signal from the anemometer MiniCTA
54T30 DANTEC was sampled in the data acquisition device NI-PCI 6023E. The
sampling frequency was set to 10 kHz, and the number of samples was 65536.
The hot-wire probe was calibrated in the velocity range 0.2–50 m/s after each
two hours of continuous operation. The maximal relative uncertainty of single
velocity sample was 17%, usual value of the relative uncertainty was under 5%
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Figure 2: The present hybrid synthetic jet actuator.

for velocities in range 2–50 m/s. A more detailed description of the anemometer
settings, probe calibration method, and uncertainty evaluation can be found in [21].
During the velocity measurement the loudspeaker of the actuator was supplied
by a harmonic electrical current whose effective value 0.8A was kept constant and
the frequency of the current was a variable parameter.
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Table 1: The parameters of the experiment.
Unit

Value/formula

D0 = 2R0

(mm)

131 (diaphragm diameter)

D2 = 2R2

(mm)

5 (nozzle diameter)

hD

(mm)

5 (diode height)

wD

(mm)

10 (diode width)

L2

(mm)

30 or 150 (lengths of nozzles N1 or N2)

Dimensions:

Fluid properties:
r

(J/(kg·K))

287 (specific gas constant)

κ

(1)

1.4 (specific heat ratio)

pb

(Pa)

98900 (barometric pressure)

T

(K)

292.15 (air temperature)

ρ

(kg/m3 )

ν

(m2 /s)

pb
rT

= 1.18 (air density)

1.55 · 10−5 (kinematic viscosity)

Electric supply:
Ieff

(A)

0.8 (effective value of current supply)

P (power)

(W)

≈ 2.7 at f = 20Hz (effective value of power supply)

3.3 Hot-wire data reduction
The volumetric efficiencies εN of the HSJAs were evaluated from the phaseaveraged velocity waveforms with help of additional SJ measurements. The SJ
was achieved by sealing off the fluidic diodes ducts of the HSJA, and its velocity
waveforms were measured at the same input current, location, and frequencies as
the HSJ. The following corrective factor gSJ was evaluated from the SJ phaseaveraged velocities U (t):
 TE
gSJ =  T0
TE

U (t)dt

|U (t)| dt


⇔

0

TE


U (t)dt − gSJ

T

TE

|U (t)| dt = 0,

(4)

where TE is the extrusion stroke duration time and T is the period. The correction
factor gSJ forces the fulfillment of the continuity equation, which is applied to the
centerline velocity measured in the nozzle output. The factor evaluation method is
based on the behavior of the SJ/HSJ, which creates slug velocity profiles during
the extrusion stroke, and the velocity measured by the hot-wire technique at the
nozzle output is in accordance with the cross-sectional averaged velocity. Thus,
we obtain a good result for the extruded volume by the integration of the velocity
U (t) from 0 to TE , and no correction is necessary.
During the suction stroke, the flow is sucked from a large area behind the
nozzle, and the streamlines converge into the nozzle. This outcome causes the
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velocities measured at the nozzle output to not correspond to the cross-sectional
averaged velocity and to meet the continuity equation, they must be corrected. The
T
correction factor gSJ modifies the volume S2 TE |U (t)| dt so that it is equal to the
extruded volume, which is known quite precisely from the integration of S2 U (t)
from 0 to TE (S2 is the nozzle cross-sectional area).
The factor gSJ obtained from the SJ data is then also applied to the HSJ phaseaveraged velocity , which are acquired under the same conditions and from which
the volumetric efficiency is evaluated:
 TE
εN =

0
 TE
0

U (t)dt − gSJ
U (t)dt + gSJ

T
TE

|U (t)| dt

TE

|U (t)| dt

T

.

(5)

4 Experimental results
4.1 Experimental evaluation of diodicities
The static experiments for the fluidic diodes were performed within the HSJA from
Fig. 2. The loss coefficients were measured in the forward and reverse directions
for the diodes D1 and D2 at 13 different mass flows in the range 3–30 ln /min. The
mass flows were measured by a precise digital thermal mass flow meter Bronkhorst
EL-FLOW F-201A-50k-AAD-33-V equipped with a particle filter M-422-19-00V. To evaluate a volume flow from the measured mass flow, the flow temperature
and barometric pressure were measured.
In order to evaluate loss coefficients, pressure drop along a diode was measured
by the digital manometer Greisinger GMH 3156. Pressure taps were located at
the ends of the diode in places where the flow velocity was negligible compared
with the flow velocity inside the diode. To measure the pressure drops in forward
directions, additional flanges with pressure taps were mounted at the exits of the
diodes. The flanges were equipped with hose connections for the volume flow
supply and comprise a suitable enlarged cross-sectional area for the static pressure
measurement.
During the measurement of the pressure drop in the reverse flow direction, the
volume flow was supplied by a duct particularly designed for this purpose in the
HSJA (see Fig. 2 duct for static measurement). Another arrangement of the HSJA
was used for this experiment; the loudspeaker was removed and substituted by
a solid plate with a rubber gasket, and the nozzles and remaining fluidic diode
were hermetically sealed. The loss coefficients were evaluated using the measured
pressure and volume flow Q as:
ξi =
ξo =

2∆pdi S32
ρQ2 ,
2∆pdo S32
ρQ2 ,

(6)

where ∆pdi , ∆pdo are pressure drops in the forward and reverse directions,
respectively and S3 is the diode cross-sectional area. The loss coefficients
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Figure 3: The measured diodicities.

evaluated from the experiments using Eq. (6) were not constant with varying
Reynolds number Red . The Reynolds number was computed as Red = hQ
Dν
(where hD is the diode duct height, this dimension was the same for both diodes
hD = 5 mm – see Fig. 2).
The diodicities were evaluated as functions of the Reynolds number Red using
Eq. (3) and are shown in Fig. 3. All of the measured diodicities increased with the
Reynolds number, and the highest values of the diodicity were achieved with the
diode D1. For this reason, the fluidic diode D1 is used in unsteady hybrid synthetic
jets experiments.
The maximal diodicity of the diode D2 was about 2.3 at Red = 3000, this
diodicity is even higher than the diodicity of the diode from [20] having the same
planar geometry. The strong deviation can be caused by a non-similarity in an
aspect ratio of both channels. The aspect ratio of the present diode channel is 0.5,
whereas for the other diode is 2.5.
 










 

 





  
  












 

Figure 4: Velocity resonance curves for
SJs and HSJs.











 



Figure 5: The measured efficiencies of
both HSJA variants.
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4.2 Velocity resonance curves
Figure 4 compares the velocity resonance curves acquired for the HSJA and SJA
measured at constant effective value of electrical current Ieff = 0.8A (for other
power details see Table 1). The velocity resonance curves are evaluated here as
T
dependencies of the centerline time-mean velocity Um = T1E 0 E U (t)dt on the
driving current frequency. The curves were measured with the nozzle N1 and
N2; for nozzle N1, the experimental results for HSJ and SJ show nearly the
same velocity amplitudes. The curves, however, slightly diverge behind the second
velocity resonance (210 Hz), where the HSJ has higher velocity amplitudes, and
beyond that merge again (at 260 Hz).
A much larger difference between the HSJ and SJ is noticeable for the
experiment with the nozzle N2. The velocity amplitude differences can be found
in the range of 50 to 120 Hz and especially in the vicinity of the second velocity
resonance (170–270 Hz). The largest difference is at 220 Hz, where the velocity
amplitude of HSJ is nearly 1.8 times higher than the SJ amplitude.
4.3 Volumetric efficiency εN
In Fig. 5 we can see the comparisons of the volumetric efficiencies εN for HSJA
with nozzle N1, or nozzle N2. The curves in Fig. 5 reach local maxima around
80–90 Hz. Other local maxima of εN can be found for both variants of HSJA close
the second velocity resonance (around 220 Hz); for the HSJA with nozzle N2, the
volumetric efficiency εN exceeds even the value of 80% at this point.
4.4 Velocity waveforms
The phase-averaged velocity waveforms of SJA and HSJA are depicted in Figs. 6,
7, and 8 at frequencies where the local maxima of volumetric efficiencies εN were
found.
The effect of enlargement of the extrusion duration time described in [4],
combined with positive velocity amplitude enhancement, is noticeable in Fig. 6,
where the waveforms of the SJ and HSJ with the nozzle N1 are compared.
However, much higher volumetric efficiencies were achieved for the configuration
using nozzle N2; see Figs. 7, 8, where enlargement of the extrusion stroke duration
time, the enhancement of the positive velocity amplitude, and the decrease of the
negative velocity amplitude are apparent.

5 Conclusion
Two fluidic diodes were studied in this paper. The planar geometry of the first one
was taken from the literature [20] and the second diode was newly developed.
Functionalities of the fluidic diodes were verified by a static experiment, and
their diodicities were determined. The diodicity of the first diode showed to be
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Figure 6: The velocity waveform for HSJA with short nozzle N1.









































Figure 7: The velocity waveform for
HSJA with long nozzle N2
acquired at 90 Hz.

























Figure 8: The velocity waveform for
HSJA with long nozzle N2
acquired at 200 Hz.

approximately 2.3 and the diodicity of the novel diode was about 3.0 (both at the
Reynolds number 6000).
The novel diode was used in the HSJA, which was tested in two variants –
with a short nozzle and with a long nozzle. To quantify the quality of the HSJA
the volumetric efficiency εN (defined in Eq. (2)) was measured. The volumetric
efficiency was tested for both variants of the HSJA in the frequency range from
10 to 300 Hz. A very high volumetric efficiency εN was achieved for the case
with a longer nozzle at the second velocity resonance; the value of the efficiency
exceeded 80%.
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Superquadratic fluidic restrictors and
their applications
V. Tesař
Institute of Thermomechanics ASCR v.v.i., Prague, Czech Republic

Abstract
In a little-known type of flow restrictors the resistance to flow is due to
centrifugal force acting on the fluid rotating in a shallow cylindrical chamber
into which it enters tangentially. The advantage over other restrictor types is high
achievable pressure drop in relation to quite large flowpath cross-sections. The
super-quadraticity – which is steeper than the quadratic rise of the pressure drop
with increasing flow rate – is an interesting and yet almost unknown property of
these restrictors. This paper presents examples of the effect and its applications.
Keywords: flow restrictors, vortex devices, rotating flow, fluidics.

1 Introduction
In view of the general requirements of efficiency it may seem contradictory to
common sense to develop and use hydraulic and pneumatic devices having no
other purpose than to dissipate the energy of fluid that passes through them. Yet
such devices, hydraulic or pneumatic restrictors (general term: fluidic restrictors)
are not only useful but actually very important. Their typical application is
limiting the discharge of fluid accumulated in a pressure vessel after its sudden
opening. Another use is suppression of fluid flow pulsation. Related case is
damping mechanical motion converted by a piston transducer into the fluid flow.
Yet another use is “gagging” of the inlets into several parallel flowpaths to
secure uniform flow distribution into them. There are also numerous applications
in sensors: a well-known example is the evaluation of flow rate by measuring the
pressure drop across a restrictor.
Presented in Fig. 1 are three different operating principles used for these
tasks, named according to the ideal value of the exponent n of their characteristic
– the dependence of pressure drop P on volume flow rate
P  V n
(1)
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Figure 1:

Three basic types of flow restrictors. It is not easy to get
characteristics perfectly linear or perfectly quadratic in the wellknown capillary or orifice devices, respectively, and equally
difficult to achieve is the perfectly cubic behaviour in the less
known vortex restrictors.

It is advisable to replace eq. (1) by the dependence between conserved
quantities: specific energy drop and mass flow rate
e  M n
(2)
Eq. (1) remains nevertheless a convenient choice (because it uses directly
measurable quantities) if it is acceptable to neglect compressibility and also the
difference in the kinetic energy in the inlet and outlet.
The linear characteristic (ideal exponent n =1) of the laminar capillary-type
restrictors (Fig. 1) is sometimes considered desirable, mainly because the
conditions in – and dynamics of – circuits composed of linearly behaving
devices are amenable to analytical solutions. Usually, however, the linearity is
imperfect, marred by inevitable additional non-linear components of resistance,
such as the one caused by the flow development in the capillary entrance or by
the formation of a jet in the exit (and the jet energy dissipated further
downstream). The condition of laminarity requires small inner diameter d of the
capillary, prone to clogging by dirt or by objects carried with the fluid. An also
unpleasant property is the ease with which the characteristic varies due to
accretion, precipitation, or temperature dependence of viscosity . The
dissipation is characterised by Euler number
 2 d 4 e
Eu =
(3)
8V 2
For a capillary of length l, Euler number for fully developed flow is
64 l
Eu =
(4)
Re d
It is usually desirable to have Re as high as is compatible with the laminarity
requirement (let us say Re ~ 1000, higher values may lead to sensitivity to
disturbances). Manufacturing very long capillaries, longer than about l/d ~ 20,
may be difficult. As a result, typical Euler numbers are Eu ~ 1.3.
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Less sensitive to the obliteration, temperature changes, and blockage by
foreign objects are the orifice type restrictors, called quadratic in Fig. 1 although
their actual value of the exponent n in eq. (2) is usually less than the ideal n = 2
due to the inescapable presence of wall friction, negligible only at very high Re,
usually above Re  10 000 (cf. Tesař [1]). Total dissipation of the energy drop
e converted into the kinetic energy of the jet issuing from the orifice would
result in Eu = 1. In real flows, typical values (depending on the orifice shape) of
Euler number are around Eu  1.4 – i.e. of the same magnitude as for the linear
restrictors.

Figure 2:

(Top left) Simple vortex-type flow restrictor with single inlet. Fluid
enters tangentially the vortex chamber where it rotates at increasing
rate as it progresses towards the central exit, opposed by centrifugal
effects. (Right) Typical steady-state characteristic of vortex-type
restrictor – note the cubic slope in logarithmic co-ordinates.
(Bottom left) Clever manufacturing of the largest vortex restrictors:
two standard pressure vessel heads welded together. Resultant
geometry is not very favourable: chamber height increasing
towards the exit tends to slow down rather than promote the
rotation.

2 Vortex-type restrictors
This less known class of restrictors was invented by Thoma in 1928 [2] as one of
the earliest purely fluidic (no-moving-part) devices, and later was developed in
particular by Zobel [3]. While both in linear and quadratic devices the flow
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restriction is achieved by dissipating fluid energy e, in the vortex restrictors is
used an effect actually opposing the flow in the vortex chamber (Fig. 2(top left)).
It is the centrifugal force acting against the fluid motion towards the central exit
if the fluid in the chamber rotates – which is easily arranged by the tangential
orientation of the entrance. It is easy to achieve Euler number values as high as
Eu ~ 50 – even values near to Eu ~ 150 are not unheard of. Rotation speed
increases as fluid progresses towards the exit as the moment of momentum
conservation requires the speed to be inversely proportional to the decreasing
radius. Friction effects (mainly in boundary layers formed on the chamber floor
and ceiling), however, break the momentum conservation. The friction may
dominate at low Reynolds numbers so that for obtaining effective flow
restriction, Re should be reasonably high (details: Figs. 5(left) and 11(right)),
otherwise the rotation stops (as demonstrated by visualisation in related vortex
mixers, Tesař and Low [5]) and the characteristic reduces to a quadratic one. The
almost two orders of magnitude higher pressure drop for a given flowpath size
makes them the choice for flows having to cope with occasional presence of

Figure 3:

(Left) More tangential inlets ensure symmetry of the vortical flow
and thus increase the generated fluidic resistance. Details of this
design are in ref. Tesař [4]. (Right) Characteristic – dependence of
specific energy on mass flow rate, here in logarithmic co-ordinates
– of the design shown in the figure on the left. With its large size, it
was possible to reach without compressibility effects a quite high
Re and yet there is (as in Fig. 2(right)) the decreased-slope region
U at high flow rates.
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foreign objects (Brombach et al. [6]). Those used in rainwater retention basins,
Brombach [7] – an example is shown in Fig. 3(bottom left) – can resist high
pressure drops while the physical dimension of their smallest cross sections are
large enough to be not blocked even by objects as large as dead small animals,
not infrequently carried with the rainwater.
Not only typical values of Eu in vortex type restrictors are very high – they
were found to increase with increasing flow rate, which is the very opposite to
the typical decrease of Eu with increasing Re in most other fluidic devices.

Figure 4:

(Left) Experimental tests of influence of the tangential inlet width b.
Right) Characteristics obtained with the three plates shown in the
figure on the left demonstrate the negligible effect of the width b on
superquadraticity – unless the inlet is extremely wide, apparently
leading to too slow rotation in the chamber.

3 Superquadratic behaviour
This increase of Eu with increasing Re is the superquadratic behaviour
(Tesař [8], Brombach [9]), originally found in experiments with the small,
shallow-chamber, single-inlet restrictor shown in Fig. 2(top left). The exponent n
(eq. (1)) had the cubic law value n = 3 across several decimal orders of the
pressure drop (Fig. 2(right)). This was and still remains rather surprising, in view
of the otherwise almost ubiquitous quadratic behaviour in fluidics. Those few
(extremely rare) other examples of superquadratic behaviour were known so far
only in a narrow Reynolds number range, since they are usually associated with
transition between two regimes - and therefore tend to be unstable.
Later, the phenomenon was again found to be present (though mostly
unnoticed) in many devices of the vortex type, irrespective of the size or the
number of inlets (Fig. 3). In many cases, e.g. in the domed shapes like that in
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Fig. 2(right), the exponent may be only slightly above n ~ 2. The data presented
in Figs. 4, 5 and 10(left) were collected in (unproductive) search for an exponent
n higher than the cubic law value n = 3. The experiments involved systematic
variations of the three geometric parameters b/D, h/D, and d/D in a design
according to Fig. 2(top left). While b/D is seen in Fig. 4 to have a negligible
influence – as has also the number of inlets, Fig. 3 (as long as this does not make
the entrance velocity too slow, as is the case b = 0.38 mm in Fig. 4(left)) – the
variations of h/D, and d/D did lead to changes in the exponent n (Figs. 5(right),
10(left)), but with the conclusion that the value n = 3 is actually the achievable
maximum that was chosen fortuitously in the initial experiment.

Figure 5:

(Left) Characteristics obtained in testing the influence of the
chamber height h. Loss of superquadraticity is found at very low
Re where friction stops the rotation. (Right) Cubic behaviour (n=3)
was the limit found near h ~ 20 D.

4 Significance for possible applications
Potential uses of the rapid build-up of pressure with increasing flow rate in
superquadratic devices are numerous and often quite interesting, though not
widely known. The more rapid rise of the pressure across the vortex chamber
with increasing flow rate shown in Fig. 6 makes possible more precise flow rate
measurement (or relaxed demands on the manometer), Tesař [11]. Another
particularly sensitive flow rate measurement method with the vortex restrictor
was described by Tesař in [12]. Another use is the gagging of the entrances into
parallel evaporator tubes, Tesař [13], to counter the instability associated with
the segment of negative slope (Fig. 7(left)). The advantage gained by the cubic
characteristic is reduction of the overall pressure (and therefore the input power)
required for driving the fluid through the system. In [14] Tesař describes the
advantages offered by superquadratic flow restrictors in shock absorbers.
Useful applications were also found for the series connection of the vortex
restrictor V with standard orifice-type quadratic restrictor R, as shown in
Figs. 7(right) and 8(left). The experimental results presented in Fig. 8(right)
demonstrate that the ratio of their pressure drops varies in the perfectly linear
manner with the flow rate passing through both devices. Obviously, the
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Figure 6:

(Left) Flowmeter with vortical flow generated by inclined vanes
inserted into slits of the central body circumference.
Superquadraticity increases the measured pressure drop. (Right)
The central body with simple plane vanes (they may be bent to
evade separation on the leading edges).

Figure 7:

(Left) Inlets into the evaporator tubes. Instability due to negative
slope in a part of evaporator characteristics is eliminated by
gagging, superquadraticity reduces the pressure delivered by the
supply pump. (Right) Series-connected quadratic restrictor R and
the vortex restrictor V as they were used in the tests (dimensions in
millimetres).

deviations from the ideal n = 3 of the vortex valve V and from n = 2 of the orifice
R cancel mutually so that the slope of the ratio is constant over at least a decimal
order of flow rate magnitude. Tesař [15] describes the use of this linearity in a
sensor employing the property of resistance ratios in a Wheatstone bridge.
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Figure 8:

(Left) Photograph of laboratory model containing the two different
restrictors according to Fig. 7(left). They were made in a stack of
thin foils so that it was possible to change the height h by varying
the number of foils in the stack. (Right) Experimental results
obtained with the pair of restrictors in series shown in Fig. 7(left).
Ratio of the pressure drop PD across the vortex-type restrictor V
to PR across the orifice-type restrictor R varies in strictly linear
manner with the flow rate passing through the two devices as if
their characteristics were purely cubic and purely quadratic,
respectively. Apparently, deviations from the ideal power laws
cancel themselves in evaluation of the ratio.

Perhaps even more useful is the other connection – the parallel one – of the
pair of restrictors V and R, as shown schematically in Fig. 9(right). The different
properties cause a change in the ratio of the two output flows if the pressure
increases. The outputs may be connected to the inputs of a fluidic jet-deflection
amplifier, which then reacts by generating an amplified output signal indicating
(with proper sign) the deviation from a desirable condition (zero difference set
by adjusting the orifice restrictor). The layout may be actually simpler than
suggested by the schematic representation since the role of the orifice resistor R
may be fulfilled by any component already present in the system (due to the
usual quadratic hydrodynamic characteristics). The advantage of this method of
sensing the deviations from a desired flow rate (or pressure) is the robustness
(operation, e.g., at a high temperature), low cost (just a shallow cylindrical cavity
is all that is necessary) and no need for bringing electricity to the sensor.
Described in Tesař [16] is the extremely simple, no-moving-part regulator
used to keep a constant total regulated flow. This bifurcates into the parallelconnected R and V restrictors, as shown in Fig. 9(right). The difference in the
flow rates, Fig. 9(left), is used in the vortex amplifier valve [17, 18] – the third
component of the regulator, besides the resistors V and R. The tangential inlet
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flow into the vortex amplifier, passing through the quadratic-behaving nozzle e,
increases with increasing total flow more rapidly than the radial inflow so that
the total flow is turned down. Without a feedback, the control effect is only
approximate, but the advantage is the extreme simplicity (with consequent low
cost) and robustness. A similar pressure regulator may be built on the same
principle, with just interchanged radial and tangential inlets into the vortex valve.
This was described as a part of a fuel flow control device in Tesař [19].

Figure 9:

(Left) Schematic representation of orifice-type R and the vortextype V restrictors in parallel and (below) their intersecting
characteristics. Above the intersection more fluid passes through
the quadratic restrictor. Below that point the fluid prefers flowing
through the vortex device. (Right) The principle described in the
figure on the left applied to control of a vortex amplifier valve
keeping (in an open-loop control) a constant total flow passing
through the set of 7 plates in which the circular holes form the flow
regulator.

5 Transition into the rotation-less regime K
In the early stages of the search for high values of the exponent n (before the
experience has shown the cubic case is the extreme, Figs. 5(left) and 10(right)) it
was believed that high n may be obtained by extremely vigorous rotation in the
vortex chamber produced by extreme ratios of vortex chamber diameter D to the
exit diameter d. The model made for these tests is shown in Fig. 10(right). The
disillusion learned is apparent in the results presented in Fig. 11: the large
shallow chamber only resulted in dominance of friction, which limits the
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superquadratic behaviour to the range of Reynolds number above the transition
at . Tests with increasing d/D did not result in the high exponent but just in a
removal of progressively higher Reynolds numbers from the useful operating
region.

Figure 10:

(Left) Dependence of the exponent n on the exit diameter d of the
basic restrictor as shown in Fig. 2(top left). (Right) Restrictor
model design made for experiments with large ratio of vortex
chamber diameter D to exit diameter d. The exit is not visible in
this photograph as it is in the top (removed) part of the body. The
groove on the periphery of the vortex chamber was intended to
improve the flow symmetry.
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6 Upper limit: regime U
Closer investigations of vortex restrictor characteristics have revealed that the
cubic or near-cubic region, despite the wide range of Reynolds numbers in which
at small flow rates but has
it was found, is not only limited by the transition at
also a limit at high flow rates. An onset of deviation U from the behaviour was
already found at the upper end of the range of experimental conditions in the
earliest tests as shown in Fig. 2(right). This effect is not very prominent – in
fact, the behaviour remains superquadratic. The deviation was initially thought to
be a mere experimental imperfection, but plotting in terms of Eu (Fig. 12(left))
has shown it to be a systematic phenomenon. Because it was found always at
very high pressure drops P, necessary to force the large flow through the small
models (e.g., Fig. 2(right)), an explanation was later sought in compressibility.
Only after the effect was investigated in detail by numerical flowfield
computations
(Fig. 12(right)) and by evaluation of circulation  (by a method analogous to the
one used in Tesař and Low [5]) this upper-limit transition was explained to be
the consequence of the vortex breakdown.

Figure 11:

(Left) An example of results obtained with the model shown in
Fig. 10(right). The superquadratic behaviour was found only above
the transition at
– below which there is the more or less quadratic
regime K. (Right) Instead of resulting in extremely high values of
the exponent n as originally expected, the very small diameters d of
the exit resulted in large Reynolds number of the transition.
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Figure 12:

(Left) Dependence of Euler number Eu on Re evaluated for the
design from Fig. 3(left) shows clearly the transition into the U flow
regime characterized by less steep Eu growth with increasing Re.
(Right) Circulation in the vortex chamber exit(argon was used
to simulate uranium hexafluoride, less pleasant to work with)
shows transition into the U flow regime. The change ceases to
become discernible when the circulation is non-dimensionalised
with respect to Euler number.

Figure 13:

(Left) Computed pathlines for the basic superquadratic flow
regime: fluid leaves the vortex chamber exit as a narrow swirling
jet.(Right) Pathlines for very high Re flow regime U. There is a
vortex breakdown bubble immediately downstream from the exit.
Also interesting is the separation of the arbitrarily chosen pathlines
into the upper a and lower b flow through the chamber, indicative
of the fluid passing through the boundary layers.

7 Conclusions
Vortex type restrictors and their interesting properties are not as much known
and used as they deserve. The paper focuses one of their properties: the
superquadratic behaviour, which offers a number of particularly useful
application possibilities.
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Abstract
Three numerical hydrodynamic models, ROMS, POM and MIKE 3 FM, were
used to simulate circulation variability in the middle Adriatic coastal area.
ROMS and POM models were used to perform a year-long simulation of the
Adriatic circulation with the spatial resolution of approximately 2 km.
Temperature, salinity and sea level fields, obtained by the ROMS model, were
used for the initial and boundary conditions in the MIKE 3 FM local domain
covering the channel area off Zadar. A similar area was covered with the POM
local domain nested within the shelf and Adriatic-scale POM models using threedimensional velocity, temperature and salinity fields, as well as two-dimensional
sea level fields from coarser resolution grids. Current fields obtained by both
modelling systems are in agreement with the ADCP measurements performed in
the area of the local models. During winter northwestward currents dominate in
the surface layer, while in the lower layers of the channel topographically
controlled gyres can be observed. Both measurements and numerical simulations
indicate current reversal to southeastern direction in the coastal area off Zadar
during summer.
Keywords: hydrodynamic models, ROMS, POM, MIKE 3 FM, wind-induced
currents, tidal currents, ADCP measurements, Adriatic Sea, Zadar.

1 Introduction
Croatian coast of the Adriatic Sea has complicated coastline and bathymetry with
more than 1200 islands, innumerable channels, bays and inlets. Such complex
geometry severely influences the coastal circulation mainly driven by
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meteorological and hydrological forcings. Although occasionally in some parts
of the eastern coastal strip tidal currents and buoyancy-driven circulation can be
important, in general these current components tend to be secondary in
comparison with wind-induced motions [1].
Physical processes in the middle Adriatic coastal area were studied within
several national and international projects. The Zadar and Pašman channel area
was investigated during early nineties due to the planned implementation of the
public sewage system. Temperature, salinity and current measurements were
made during two campaigns, the first one in June/July and the second one during
August/September 2004, focused on the near coastal area. Although the main
goal of Vilibić and Orlić [2] investigation were surface seiches and internal
Kelvin waves in the Zadar and Pašman channel, they also calculated and
discussed tidal, wind-induced and residual circulation. Tidal dynamics in the
wider Zadar area is particularly interesting because of its close position to the
Adriatic semidiurnal amphydromic point [3]. Wind-driven currents in the
channel are predominantly baroclinic during summer and two-layer response was
clearly observed during strong sirocco episode. Similar result describing wind
influence on the currents was obtained by Leder et al. [4]. Residual currents were
oppositely directed during two campaigns, and the reversal was related to the
meteorological activity. The interesting feature of the residual dynamics was
cyclonic and anticyclonic gyres, controlled by topography. Three-dimensional
model [5] developed for the area off Zadar agreed with measurements and
moreover indicated that vertically averaged currents at the basin mouth formed
an anticyclonic gyre during a bora episode and a cyclonic gyre when sirocco
wind blows.
Measurements in the open sea area off Zadar and Pašman channel were
performed within international project ‘East Adriatic Coastal Experiment’
(EACE). Two maxima detected in the East Adriatic Current, the first one during
winter and the second one during spring, were related to the water and heat airsea fluxes, respectively [6]. Wind-induced currents were barotropic during
winter and baroclinic during spring due to different stratification and stability
conditions.
This paper gives insight into the numerical modelling of the circulation in the
channel area off Zadar (Fig. 1) made within ‘The Adriatic Sea monitoring
program’ during 2007 and 2008 [7]. Since the objective of the Program was the
development of an efficient monitoring system and supporting models for the
Adriatic coastal waters, besides modelling, Program also comprised extensive
oceanographic measurements within the Croatian territorial waters. Two
modelling systems were developed during the Program: the first one consisted of
the Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS) [8, 9] and MIKE 3 FM [10]
models, while the other one was made of nested Princeton Ocean Model (POM)
[11] models. In the following second section of the paper the basic
characteristics of both modelling systems will be described. The third section
presents the results of the modelling and their comparison with measurements,
while final fourth section brings brief discussion and conclusions.
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Figure 1:
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Spatial domain of the Adriatic-scale POM and ROMS models with
MIKE 3 FM and POM local spatial domain. Monitoring sites are
denoted with circles.

2 Numerical models implementation
Circulation variability in the middle Adriatic coastal area was reproduced with
two nested modelling systems. The first one was made of the Adriatic-scale
ROMS model and MIKE 3 FM applied for the local domain off Zadar. The
second modelling system was made of three nested POM-based models: the
Adriatic-scale model, shelf model and local POM model. POM and ROMS
models are finite difference, terrain-following, primitive equation models. On the
other hand, MIKE 3 FM is a finite volume model with sigma vertical component.
In the application for the channel area off Zadar MIKE 3 FM uses unstructured
horizontal grid with resolution ranging from 2 km at the outer part of the domain
up to 150 m close to the coast.
As a first step in the modelling, the Adriatic Sea dynamics has been simulated
with two three-dimensional nonlinear sigma models: POM and ROMS for the
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period between November 2007 and October 2008. Both models had almost the
same setup which allowed for a reliable comparison between their results. In a
year-long simulation numerical models were forced with atmospheric, river and
tidal forcing. Atmospheric forcing for the ocean models was calculated from the
output fields of the meteorological mesoscale model ALADIN [12] having 8 km
horizontal resolution and 3 hour resolution in time using standard bulk
formulation. The ALADIN model has been used for operational purposes at the
Meteorological and Hydrological Service of Croatia and, in particular, it has
been applied for studying the mesoscale environment in which severe winds in
the Adriatic region occur [13, 14]. Used (Croatian version) of the operational
ALADIN is run on a domain which covers the Adriatic region together with the
surrounding orography of the Alps, the Dinaric Alps and the Apennines [15].
Influence of 48 Adriatic rivers in the ROMS and POM domains has been defined
through the climatological data according to Raichich [16] with the exception of
Po and Neretva Rivers where hourly averaged measured values of discharges and
temperatures were utilized. Tidal function was applied on the southern open
boundaries of both models at the Otranto Straight for denivelation and transport
using seven harmonic constituents – M2, S2, N2, K1, O1 and P1, while radiation
condition was applied for the three-dimensional current field. Both Adriaticscale models had horizontal resolution of approximately 2 km while along
vertical 22 and 30 sigma layers were defined for POM and ROMS, respectively
(Table 1). POM and ROMS models used also the same initial conditions. Both
models were initialized with mean summer fields of temperature and salinity on
standard oceanographic levels from Dartmouth Adriatic Data Base (DADB) [17].
Table 1:

Implemented numerical models and numerical simulations.

Model

Period

Adriaticscale POM
Middle
Adriatic-shelf
POM
Local POM

15 October 2007 – 15 October
2008
17 February – 13 March 2008

Adriaticscale ROMS
MIKE 3 FM

Horizontal
resolution
2.5 km
1 km

17 July – 16 August 2008
17 February – 13 March 2008
17 July – 16 August 2008
15 October 2007 – 15 October
2008
17 February – 13 March 2008
17 July – 16 August 2008

Vertical
resolution
22 sigma
layers
16 sigma
layers

200 m

16 sigma
layers

2 km

30 sigma
layers
20 sigma
layers

150 – 2000 m

The results obtained from Adriatic-scale models were used to define open
boundary conditions for the fine resolution models embedded along the eastern
coast using one-way offline nesting procedure. Temperature, salinity and surface
elevations calculated with ROMS model were extracted, interpolated and
implemented on the open boundaries of the MIKE 3 FM model. On the other
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hand, open boundary conditions of the local POM model are defined through
direct nesting with inclusion of all hydrodynamic fields: temperature, salinity,
current velocity and surface elevation using procedure described by Zavatareli
and Pinardi [18]. Initial conditions for the local models were defined according
to the corresponding Adriatic model results. Atmospheric and river forcings in
the fine resolution models were defined in the manner described for Adriatic
models. Simulations covered the periods 17/2/08-13/3/08 and 17/7/0-16/8/08 by
both of the local models. The spatial resolutions used in MIKE 3 FM and POM
shelf and local models together with simulation periods are shown in Table 1.
During the modelling periods oceanographic parameters were measured
within territorial water of the Republic of Croatia. Oceanographic sites were
divided into groups in accordance with measured parameters: current meter sites
and CTD sites (Fig. 1). Measurements undertaken on CTD verticals were used
for calibration and validation of ROMS and POM Adriatic models, while
currents measured at ADCP sites were used for the comparison with local
models results.

3 Modelling results and comparison with measurements
Surface mean monthly current fields obtained by the POM model show
significant resemblance with the corresponding fields from ROMS. Although
considerable variability can be observed in the modelled current fields, they also
indicate some common features in accordance with well-known characteristics of
the Adriatic-scale circulation. General circulation is cyclonic with several
imbedded, mostly cyclonic gyres. Two cyclonic gyres are around the main
pits – South Adriatic and Jabuka Pit, and one can be observed in the
northernmost part of the Adriatic. Current fields in the winter period resemble
bora induced current fields [19], indicating bora wind as an important driving
mechanism for the Adriatic general circulation. Current intensities during
summer decreased and numerous small-scale eddies appeared. South Adriatic
cyclonic gyre is present in all monthly current fields but with variable intensities.
Cyclonic gyre above the South Adriatic Pit is a well-known characteristic of the
Adriatic circulation and it is supposed to be topographically controlled by the
South Adriatic Pit and Palagruža Sill. The main difference between POM and
ROMS monthly averaged fields is manifested through the current intensity,
mainly in jet currents. They are attached to the outer boundary of the Croatian
outer islands, as well as through the intensity of the cyclonic South Adriatic gyre.
Calibration of ROMS and POM Adriatic models is referenced to the results of
the CTD measurements at the positions of the oceanographic stations 1-75
(Fig. 1). Comparison of the modelling results with measurements during winter
simulation period at the oceanographic stations 1–4 (Zadar area, Fig. 1) is
presented in Fig. 2. Generally, deviations of the POM model results from the
temperatures measured in March 2008 are less than 1°C and both modelled and
measured temperature profiles shows vertical homogeneity typical for the winter
season. Maximal model deviations from the salinity measurements are 1 psu in
the surface layer of all stations, while modelled and measured salinities are in
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better accordance in the bottom layer. Modelled temperature and salinity profiles
for the summer period show stronger departures from the measured values if
compared to the winter profiles, with lower agreement in the vertical structure
and higher absolute differences. Simulated values of both temperatures and
salinities are in agreement with their realistic values for summer in the coastal
Adriatic area, but stronger homogeneity in the model results is suggesting too
strong vertical mixing in the POM model. Generally, better agreement between
modelled and measured thermohaline properties is obtained in the northern
Adriatic in comparison to the middle and southern coastal areas. High correlation
between measured and modelled temperature and salinity profiles is obtained
also with ROMS model, particularly in simulations with more realistic initial and
open boundary files from operational model [20].

Figure 2:

Comparison of measured (CTD) and model (ROMS, POM)
verticals for T, S (13 March 2008).

Both local models reproduced almost homogeneous northwestern flow in the
surface layer during winter (Figs. 3 and 4). Current intensities in the lower layers
are reduced and in the outer part of the POM domain flow is northwestward while
in the channel topographically-controlled gyres are present. Similar structures
cannot be seen in the MIKE 3 FM results. Modelled current vectors agree well
with measured monthly means directed toward northwest [7]. Modelled and
measured current components indicate the importance of the tidal signal in the
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Figure 3:

Current fields in the Zadar-Šibenik area at 8 (a) and 26 m
(b) during winter obtained by local POM model.

Figure 4:

Current fields in the Zadar-Šibenik area at 8 (a) and 26 m
(b) during winter obtained by MIKE 3 FM model.
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Figure 5:

Comparison of the measured and modelled hourly averaged current
velocity components at the ADCP site S3 at the depth of 8 m.

Figure 6:

Comparison of the measured and modelled hourly averaged current
velocity components at the ADCP site S3 at the depth of 26 m.
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studied channel area during winter (Figs. 5 and 6). POM modelled current
component time series show well reproduced bora influence at ADCP station 3.
Bora started on 5 March and induced downwind current in the surface layer.

Figure 7:

Current fields in the Zadar-Šibenik area at 8 (a) and 26 m
(b) during summer obtained by local POM model.

Figure 8:

Current fields in the Zadar-Šibenik area at 8 (a) and 26 m
(b) during summer obtained by MIKE 3 FM model.
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Dominant southeastern flow can be observed in the outer part of the POM
model domain during summer simulation period. MIKE 3 FM reproduced
southeastern flow in front of the mainland. Occurrence of the southeastern flow
in the modelled fields is in agreement with measurements. Mean monthly current
vector obtained at ADCP station 2 is also of southeastern direction during
August 2008 and it is related to the intensive winds from northeast and
northwest. As well as during winter, tidal signal is important component of the
current field and it is well reproduced by both models.

4 Conclusions
Sea temperature, salinity and current fields in the eastern Adriatic coastal region
are resolved through implementation of numerical models ROMS, POM and
MIKE 3 FM. ROMS and POM were used for the hydrodynamic analysis on the
whole Adriatic area with the spatial resolution of approximately 2 km. The
results of that analysis were used to generate the initial and boundary conditions
for nested local domains covering the part of the middle Adriatic channel system
in the vicinity of the city of Zadar.
In the scope of the work presented in this article, ROMS and POM models
applied on the Adriatic scale both had the same setup. The comparison of results
revealed that both models could successfully reproduce basic characteristics of
the Adriatic circulation: global cyclonal flow with series of smaller, mostly
cyclonal vortexes. Furthermore, current fields modelled by ROMS and POM
indicate major similarity on a monthly scale, though in some areas differences
appear. Main difference between POM and ROMS monthly averaged current
field is manifested through the current velocity intensities, mainly in jet currents
that are attached to the outer boundary of the Croatian outer islands, as well as
through the intensities of the cyclonic South Adriatic gyre. Since unfortunately
current measurements in the open sea area were not performed during periods of
the simulations, modelled circulations could not be verified and it was
impossible to say which model gave better results on the Adriatic scale.
Evaluation of the Adriatic models was made with CTD measurements. Modelled
temperature and salinity profiles are of acceptable accuracy with errors
increasing from north to south Adriatic and during heating season.
Validation of the local models POM and MIKE 3 FM with results of the
ADCP measurements indicate acceptable agreement for both modelling systems.
During winter season modelled currents in the outer part of the POM domain are
northwestward along the whole water column. In the channel area surface
currents are also northwesteward during winter simulation period, while
topographically controlled gyres can be observed in the lower layers of the POM
model results. Both measurements and numerical simulations indicate current
reversal to southeastern direction in the coastal area off Zadar during summer.
Moreover, current measurements and model results point to the dominance of the
tidal signal off Zadar during both winter and summer.
Increased accuracy of both nested modelling systems could be attained by
using higher resolution of the atmospheric forcing, implementation of the
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realistic river discharges instead of the used climatological values and by solving
the open boundary conditions with nesting of the Adriatic scale models with one
of the operational Mediterranean systems.
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Abstract
The paper describes a series of experiments that study the formation of threedimensional vortices in micro/nano channel flows subject to an applied electric
field. The discussion is supported by a theoretical discussion of the vorticity
generation process in such flows.
Keywords: micro/nano flows, vorticity, electric fields.
“· · · · · ·
Under Maple Bridge the boat is moored
For my long journey will resume at dawn”
Chang Chi (8th century).

1 Introduction
A good reason exists as to why electro-osmosis flows are coming into common
use at the micro/nano scale. For small diameter fluidic devices the flow rate, Q, is
given as Q = πD4 P/(128µL) and the Reynolds number low. Hence for pressure
driven flows operating a fixed flow rate, the pressure required varies as D−4 and
becomes very large as D → 0. On the other hand, for electro-osmotic driven flows,
there is only a D−2 proportionality.
For electro-osmotic flows in simple channels, the flow is uniform outside a
thin, viscous, charge layer that exists near the channel walls. This, of course, is
no longer true if the channel contains large area changes when flow separation
could occur. The study of Takhistov et al. [1] demonstrated, both theoretically and
experimentally, that electrolyte depletion occurs at the junction between a wide
(400µm) diameter and a small (80µm) diameter channel. Vortical flow was also
observed in that flow and, it was suggested, changes to the local zeta potential gave
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rise to the vortex motion. Park et al. [2] provided a small disturbance analysis of
the electro-osmotic flow in a bottleneck geometry and found that both vortical
flow and an EOF profile distortion occurred in the constriction. These authors
postulated that the presence of eddies was partly geometric, the flow passing
into a narrow constriction, and partly due to a redistribution of ions. Kim et al.
[3] first observed vortices located at the corners of a micro/nano channel using
500nm fluorescent particles and drew attention to the importance of concentration
polarization initiated near the nano-channel. They located two pairs of vortices
near the sidewalls of the micro-channel which were due, it was suggested, to
the non-equilibrium electro-osmotic flow. Huang and Yang [4] visualized the
recirculating flow field using 2µm latex particles and simulated the vortices inside
the channel during their study of the depletion and enrichment process in a
micro/nano-channel. Hybrid micro/nano channels have also been constructed from
two separate micro-channels separated by a porous membrane. For example, Jin
et al. [5] simulated the flow field in this kind device and noticed electro-osmotic
flow of the second kind. These authors suggested that the net space charge in the
depletion region gave rise to non-linear electrokinetic transport (the second kind
electro-osmotic flow) and hence to vortical motion.
Two distinct flow mechanisms are at work in these devices:
1) the electro-osmotic generation of vorticity as described in section 2
2) discrete vortical flow development
Some vortex flows (such as those produced in sudden enlargement of a channel
where wall vorticity has been generated) are the same in electro-osmotic flows as
in familiar fluid dynamic flows; but with the presence of additional vorticity from
the electric field (as in equation (6) below). The underlying fluid dynamics cannot
be ignored. For example, the usual viscous vorticity creation mechanism is still
present and need not be discussed herein. Note that Moffatt [6] computed corner
eddies in low Reynolds number flow.
Micro/nano channel devices have potential application in many important
practical situations. Hence the operational properties, and the physics associated
with that operation, must be understood. In particular, does any vortical motion
found in such flows enhance, or detract from, the intended operation of the device?
The objective in the present paper is to observe the vortices in a three-dimensional
hybrid micro/nanochannel using fluorescent particles of 200nm diameter and to
establish the theoretical structure required to explore the electro-osmotic vorticity
creation mechanism. This requires a study of both the Navier Stokes and NernstPlanck equations.

2 Theoretical background
It is assumed for the theoretical structure discussed below that the fluid could
be treated as a continuum. Thus, the smallest length scale associated with the
experiment described in section 3 was that of the pores, of the order of 50nm, in
the nano-porous membrane. For the fluids of interest in the experiments reported
below (conducted at room temperature) there were approximately 1010 molecules
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per (µm)3 for both DI water and the buffer solution. This implied a pore-Knudsen
number of Kn ≈ 0.04.
2.1 Some theorems
Given this finding, it is appropriate to adopt the Navier Stokes equations as a model
of the fluid motion inside a micro/nano scale device. Since the fluid velocities are
very low with respect to the sound speed, it is also appropriate to assume that the
fluid density is a constant. With these assumptions, the field equations for the fluid
motion are given as:
∂vi
= 0;
∂xi

∂vi
∂P
∂ 2 vi
∂vi
+ vj
+
+ν
+ fi
∂t
∂xj
∂xi
∂xj ∂xj

(1a, b)

In equation (1b), P (x, t) denotes the fluid pressure normalized by the fluid
density and v(x, t) represents the fluid velocity. ν is the, assumed constant,
kinematic viscosity of the fluid. f (x, t) represents a body force which in the present
application will be Lorentz (see equation 2a).
Gurtin [7] gave a simple uniqueness theorem in the form:
Result: Let (v1 , P1 ) and (v2 , P2 ) be two solutions of the equations (1a,b)
(with the same boundary conditions and an independent body force). Then:
v1 = v2 ;
P1 = P2 + Q(t); such that the quantity Q = Q(t) is an
arbitrary function of time.
and is valid provided that the regularity required by the proof holds. This regularity
concerns the existence of a finite velocity gradient tensor L; that is ||L|| ≡
||∂v/∂x|| < ∞. The result of Gurtin [7] shows that while the velocity field is
specified uniquely by the field equations, the pressure field need not be unique.
This independence of the pressure level has been known experimentally since the
work of Dubuat (a fact noted by Stokes [8]).
While the above result of Gurtin [7] is of importance for many applications, it
is not appropriate in the present circumstances since the Lorentz body force, is
dependent upon the flow variables. Specifically:
 α α
(z c )
(2a,b)
f = ρe E with ρe = F
Here ρe denotes the charge density (with F the Faraday constant and z α the
valence of charge cα ) and E is the electric field. Now the charges, cα are coupled
with the fluid velocity, v(x, t) in equations (1a,b), via the Nernst–Planck flux and
the charge conservation equation:
∂cα
∂Ji (α)
+
= 0 with
∂t
∂xi

Ji (α) = −D

∂Ψ
∂cα
+ vi cα − µep z α F cα
∂xi
∂xi

which completes the specification of the fluid motion.
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It is assumed that there are no magnetic fields, either applied or induced, acting
on the fluid so that the Maxwell equations state that:
∇2 (Ψ) = −ρe /

(4)

for the permittivity  and electric potential, Ψ, defined such that the electric field
E is given by E = −∇(Ψ). The Poisson equation (4) shows, directly, that if the
charge density ρe is uniquely defined then the potential Ψ is unique and so is the
electric field E. Uniqueness of the Poisson equation is discussed in Stakgold [9].
Vorticity generation by this process is discussed in more detail in Silber–Li et al.
[10]. How this vorticity is wrapped into a discrete vortex depends upon the
geometry of the device and cannot be established from the present equations in
isolation.
The above system of equations can now be stated in the standard form:
∂vi
∂P
∂ 2 vi
∂vi
+ vj
+
=ν
+ ρe Ei
∂t
∂xj
∂xi
∂xj ∂xj
∂vi
=0
∂xi

(5a, b, c, d)



∂ρe
∂ρe
∂Ei
∂ρe
∂ρe
+ vi
=D
− µep F z 1
Ei + ρe
∂t
∂xi
∂xi ∂xi
∂xi
∂xi
∂Ei
ρe
=
∂xi


if it is assumed that there are the same number of positive and negative ions. Here
D denotes the diffusivity and µep the mobility. Both are assumed to be constant in
the following deliberations. The electric field provides directionality in equation
(5a).
A result of fundamental physics can be noted from direct inspection:
Lemma I: The system of equations (5a,b,c,d) is not covariant under time
reversal. Neither is it covariant under electric field reversal.
The first part of the lemma, lack of time reversibility, just recognizes that the
processes involved are not “ideal” and some increase in entropy must take place
as the flow field develops. The second part of the Lemma is more interesting and
suggests, in the context of the experimental results to be discussed below, that
reversal of the electric field cannot “unwind” the vorticity after it has started to
develop.
With the assumptions made above, a simple estimate suggests that:
Lemma II: Let (v1 , P1 , ρ1e , E1 ) and (v2 , P2 , ρ2e , E2 ) be two solutions of the
equations (5a,b,c,d) (with the same boundary conditions). Then:
P1 = P2 + Q(t);
E1 = E2 ;
ρ1e = ρ2e
v1 = v2 ;
such that the quantity Q = Q(t) is an arbitrary function of time. The physical
constants of the fluid are assumed the same for both flows.
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and the experimentally observed repeatability of the physics of micro/nano scale
flows would be contained in the flow model discussed above.
2.2 Vorticity and pressure
Let attention pass to the consideration of vorticity dynamics in micro/nano scale
flows driven by a Lorentz force. The curl operator applied to equation (1b), with
the Lorentz body force, gives the vorticity evolution equation:


dζi
∂vi
∂cα ∂Ψ
=
ζj + ν∇2 ζi − F ijk
(6)
zα
dt
∂xj
∂xj ∂xk
which differs from the classical form in fluid dynamics due to the specific nature
of the Lorentz body force. Now it is clear that vorticity is generated by the cross
product of the concentration gradient with the electric field gradient. Form an
equation for the global norm, |ζ|2g = D ζ, ζ dV , of the vorticity vector as an
integral over the entire device using equation (6). As discussed in Silber–Li et al.
[11] the vorticity in the device establishes a global norm which evolves as:
∂
1
| ζ|| 2 + νL2ζ | ζ|| g2 ≤ 2||L||g | ζ||g2 +
| g|| 2
∂t g
νL2ζ g
which couples to the velocity field via the velocity gradient L = ∇(v): the
magnitude of the velocity global norm influences the rate of increase on global
vorticity. More important is the influence of the vector g = curl(f) which, for the
present application, is bounded in norm by:
| g||g2 ≤ 2||E||g2 | ∇(ρe )|| g2
to give an upper bound on the electro-osmotic vorticity generation process.
For reference note that the divergence operation applied to equation (1b)
generates a Poisson equation for the fluid pressure which has the form:


∂Ei
1 ∂ρe
∂vj ∂vi
Ei + ρe
(7)
−
∇2 P =
ρ ∂xi
∂xi
∂xi ∂xj
Both the hydrodynamics and the electric field establish the pressure.
While the concepts leading to equations (6) and (7) are quite standard in
classical fluid mechanics, their implications for micro/nano scale flows is less well
recognized. Equation (6) only shows how vorticity ζ = curl(v) is generated: it
gives no indication of how this vorticity evolves into the discrete vortex structures
observed experimentally. As noted in the Introduction, there are several factors
involved in this process which are related to the geometry of the device. At the
same time, the present study is not concerned with wall generated vorticity and
possible flow separation.
As noted before, the non-linear term in the linear momentum equation is often
neglected in these low velocity micro/nano scale flows. If that is done in equation
(6) it follows that the curl(f) term is collinear with the vorticity vector. In this
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Figure 1: The micro/nano device used in the experiments. Not to scale.

Figure 2: Vortex evolution.

case equation (6) specifies the direction of the vorticity field. This directionality
of the vorticity field then implies the initial direction of the evolving vortex. The
experiments discussed below study the significance of equation (6) for vorticity
generation in a specific micro/nano scale flow (see Figure 1 for the device in
question and Figure 2 for the emergence of discrete vortices from that vorticity).
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3 The experimental method
The experimental study discussed herein formed part of a research program on
micro/nano scale fluid mechanics that has been carried out at the Laboratory
for Non-Linear Mechanics (LNM) in the Chinese Academy of Science, Beijing,
China. In the course of that experimental program it was observed that vortices
were generated inside a micro/nano scale device (that shown in Figure 1) as
the flow field developed under the action of an applied electric field. All the
experiments reported herein relate to a visual study of the flow field in that same
device. Preliminary results have been reported in Silber–Li et al. [12] and Yu and
Silber–Li [13].
The theoretical study outlined in section 2 above suggests how vorticity can
be generated in micro/nano scale flow devices due to the applied electric field
interacting with the distribution of ions. The interpretation of the flow field
development discussed herein will ignore the viscous flow boundary layers that
develop on the walls of the device since the rotational sense of such wall vorticity
is not consistent with the observed vortex structures. While the overall flow
development is crucially dependent upon the device geometry, only one geometry,
that shown in Figure 1, was tested. Flows in other devices, adopting different
geometries, have been reported upon in the literature and have found different
vortex configurations.
The interest herein concerns the coalescence of the generated vorticity into
discrete vortex structures. This process is examined experimentally since a study
of the field equations (equations 5a,b,c,d above), in isolation from the boundary
conditions, cannot provide much information about this vortex development
process. Indeed, a numerical solution of the full set of equations is required for
that.
3.1 Experimental setup
As noted above, the experimental work reported herein was carried out at the
LNM, and the chip adopted for the experiments that was shown in Figure 1
above. In order to allow visualization of the flow field the device was mounted
upon an inverted fluorescence microscope (type Olympus IX–71 fitted with a
40 × /0.6 lens). The flow field images were recorded by an EMCCD camera (type
Andor 885). The electrical potential was obtained from a DC power supply (Zolix
Instruments Co., Ltd, Model DY Y –12C) whose output was stable to ±0.03%/h.
The voltage range was 0 to 1100V .
3.2 The micro-chip
The hybrid micro/nano-channels used in the experimental study (see Figure 1)
were constructed from two polydimethyl-siloxane (PDMS) micro-channels
connected together across a polycarbonate nano-porous membrane (PCTE). The
micro-channels were 100µm ± 0.1µm in width, 20µm ± 0.1µm in depth and
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9mm ± 0.02mm in length. The two channels were mounted orthogonally across
the membrane as shown in Figure 1. The nano-pores of the PCTE membrane were
distributed randomly and had a nominal diameter of 50nm, with a porosity of less
than 1.57%. The membrane thickness was 8µm with a measured error of ±0.8µm.
The random nature of the porosity demands that the vortex structures observed in
the experiment are not directly related to the membrane pore geometry.
3.3 The working fluid and tracer particles
The buffer solution concentration adopted in the experiment was 10mM Borax
at pH9.2. The fluorescent particles used to visualize the motion were of 200nm
diameter with a negative surface charge. The particle density, 1.05g/cm3, was
close to that of water and any buoyancy effects were very small. These tracer
particles were excited by a mercury lamp light source and made visible with a
filter wavelength of 616nm. The particles were diluted into DI water to a relative
volume concentration of 5 × 10−5 and then diluted into the Borax solution with a
1:2 volume ratio.
3.4 Experimental processes
The experiment started with the bottom channel of the micro/nano-channel device
being filled with the buffer solution containing the fluorescence particles. The
upper channel was filled with the pure borax buffer solution. Platinum electrodes
were inserted into the reservoirs of the micro-channel to provide the electrical
potential across the PCTE membrane. A DC voltage of 2V , was applied to the
reservoirs of the bottom channel while those of the upper channel were grounded
(Figure 1). This voltage was too low to induce electrolysis. A detailed discussion
of the concentration profile development was reported in Yu and Silber–Li [13].
It is the passage of this concentration profile through the channel that provides
the concentration gradient, ∇(cα ), that featured in equation (6) for vorticity
generation.
The focal plane of the EMCCD camera was adjusted to view, from vertically
below, flow in the lower micro-channel. The focal plane was located 15µm below
the bottom surface of the nano-porous membrane. The maximum image size was
(200 × 200) ± 0.26mm. A sequence of images were recorded with an exposure
time of ∆tp = 100ms and an interval time of ∆t = 130ms. Images from the
experiments showing the evolution of the vortical structures are shown in Figure 2
and will be discussed below.

4 Results from the experiment
The initial stages of vortex formation in the device shown in Figure 1 can be
observed by flow visualization techniques and the results of such an experiment
are shown in Figure 2 using the tracer particles as discussed above. For the flows
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Figure 3: Schematic showing the direction of the eddies relative to the two local
gradients, ∇(cα ), and, ∇(Ψ) in the junction region of the hybrid
macro/nano channel. In this figure, “x” represents a clockwise rotating
vortex (with rotation along the −z axis). At the same time the symbol
“·” represents count-clockwise rotating vortices (rotation is along the z
axis).

considered herein there is no wall vorticity included as the vortices develop in the
flow field and not adjacent to solid boundaries.
4.1 Evolution of the vortices
At the start of the experiment, the fluorescence particles in the bottom microchannel were at rest as discussed above in section 3. Motion of the particles
was, however, observed after the electric field was applied across the channel.
It is meaningful to discuss the flow evolution in a non-dimensional time scale,
t∗ , where: t∗ = veof t/. Here,  is the depth of the micro-channel and veof =
 ζw E/µ denotes the Smoluchowski velocity. Also t denotes the physical time,
measured in seconds, from the instant when the electric field was applied. For
the present application the wall zeta potential had the value ζw = −30mV . The
electric field was E ≈ 2V /cm while the value for the dialectric constant was
 = 7 × 10−10 c2 /N m2 . The fluid viscosity was taken to be µ = 10−3 P a.s.
Figure 2a shows the state at time t∗ = 0.25 (t = 1.25s). At t∗ = 0.65 (t = 3.25s)
three dominant pairs of vortices began to emerge from the cloud of particles
(Figure 2b). Two pairs of small vortices are located near the upper and bottom side
walls. These vortices were seen to rotate in opposite direction. A pair of vortices
(the principle vortices) was found to be located in the (horizontal), x ∼ y, plane in
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Figure 4: Traces for two of the vortices.

the lower micro-channel 15µm from the membrane. At time t∗ = 0.98 (t = 4.9s)
the particles in the principle vortices are migrating towards the central plane of
the micro-channel as shown in Figure 2c. The last figure, Figure 2d, shows the
location of the vortices at t∗ = 1.28 (t = 6.4s). At this time all the particles in the
principle vortices are located on the central plane. Figure 3 summarizes the final
vortex locations and their sense of rotation.
4.2 Rotation directions of the vortices
To illustrate the vortex rotation more clearly, the motion was observed with fewer
particles than used for Figure 2. Figure 4 presents a pair of vortex images and
their sketch maps. The vortex in Figure 4a is located at the bottom-right hand
corner on Figure 3. The photograph in Figure 4a was obtained by overlapping 22
images with the tracer particle captured at a time T = 22∆t. The numbers in the
picture indicate the time order of the tracer particle as it moved within the vortical
flow. For locations 2, 5, 10 the particle was within the vortex boundary. Then for
location 10, 20 the particle departs from the vortex and migrates towards the center
of the micro-channel. This vortex rotated clockwise and the axis of rotation was
essentially along the −z axis. The dotted-line on the figure indicates the wall of
the micro-channel. Similarly for the vortex in the lower-left (on Figure 3), the
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vortex rotated counter-clockwise and the axis of rotation was along the +z axis.
The sense of rotation of the upper left and upper right vortices is as shown on
Figure 3. For the principle vortices resided in the center of the junction region, it
was observed that the tracer particles of vortex in the center-left moved round the
vortex as indicated by the numbers on the tracer particles (Figure 4b). However,
the rotation axis of this vortex is along +y axis. Symmetrically for the vortex in
the center-right, its rotation axis is along −y axis. The vortex system is symmetric
about the y–z plane.
4.3 Velocity field in the vortices
The tracer particle velocities were computed from the images in Figure 4. For the
vortex in Figure 4a, the trace moved 2.5µm during the time interval ∆tp so that its
velocity was 125µm/s. This data implies a Strouhal number St = 0.021 for the
center vortex and a Reynolds number (based upon veof ) of Re = 0.0013. Hence
1, is not well satisfied.
Re /St ≈ 0.062. The creeping flow condition, Re /St
From Figure 4b, the velocity in the center left vortex was about 270−500µm/s. As
it is noted in section 4.1, the Smoluchowski velocity veof is 13µm/s in 5V . The
electro-phoresis velocity of the fluorescent particle was 22µm/s (vep = ζp E/µ,
here, ζp = −50mV denotes the zeta potential of the particle surface). Since the
direction of veof and vep are opposite, the net velocity of particle movement is
only 10µm/s. Hence the tracer velocity gives the line speed of the vortices.

5 Discussion of the results
The present section discusses the distribution of both the electric field gradient,
∇(Ψ), and the ion concentration gradient, ∇(cα ), in order to identify the sense
of vortex rotation shown in Figure 3 and to compare with the experimental data in
Figures 3 and 4.
5.1 Distribution of ∇(Ψ)
The electric field strength, E = −∇(Ψ), with potential Ψ was introduced in
section 2 above. This potential Ψ includes two parts: that due to the applied
electric field and the EDL potential ζw . For the buffer solution used in the present
experiments, the EDL thickness was approximately 10nm and the corresponding
potential ζw ≈ 30mV . Hence the influence of ζw on the potential Ψ for the bulk
flow in the micro-channel can be neglected. According to Figure 1, the applied
voltage is positive in the lower micro-channel and negative in the upper microchannel. Hence the direction of the gradient, ∇(Ψ), was from the upper to the
lower micro-channel (the electric potential is increasing). This implies that in the
lower micro-channel the potential gradient, ∇(Ψ), increased from the center (that
is in the junction region) to both ends 1 and 2 (see Figure 1).
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5.2 Distribution of ∇(cα )
The applied electric field produces enrichment in the upper micro-channel and
depletion in the lower channel. From previous experimental results (see Yu and
Silber–Li [13]), the depletion zone in the lower micro-channel will develop from
the junction region and pass along the micro-channel towards the reservoirs.
Therefore, the gradient, ∇(cα ), is directed along the normal to the depletion zone
profile and toward the higher concentration.
5.3 Vortices with ∇(cα ) and ∇(Ψ)
The vortices rotate about the span of the vector ∇(cα ) × ∇(Ψ). Now consider
each vortex shown in Figure 3. For the upper-left vortex as noted in Figure 3a,
∇(Ψ) and ∇(cα ) are in the x–y plane while ∇(Ψ) is along the −x axis and
∇(cα ) is along the normal direction of the depletion zone. While the front of
the depletion zone moves away from the center of the micro-channel, it does so
most rapidly in the region near the nano-porous membrane. That is, the normal to
the front is, locally, not along the −x axis but rather between the −x and the y
directions (see Figure 3). Therefore, rotation of upper-left vortex is along the −z
axis. Similarly, the rotation of upper-right vortex is along the axis z. By means
of a similar analysis, the rotation of the lower-left vortex is along axis z and the
rotation of lower-right vortex is along axis −z. For the principle vortices at centerleft, the ∇(Ψ) and ∇(cα ) are both in the x–z plane, with ∇(Ψ) along the −x axis
and ∇(cα ) along the normal direction to the depletion zone. Therefore, rotation of
the center-left vortex is along the y axis. Similarly, the rotation of the center-right
vortex was along the −y axis.

6 Conclusions
Vortices in a three-dimensional hybrid micro/nano channel, subjected to an applied
electric field, have been visualized. In addition, an analysis of the vorticity origin,
based on the Navier Stokes and Nernst–Planck equations, was undertaken. The
main points from the study are as follows:
(1) Three pairs of vortices were found from the experimental images. The
rotations of the vortices near the sidewalls are orthogonal to the principle vortices
in center channel. This differs from the situation in two-dimensional channels
where the axes of rotation of the vortices are parallel. The velocities of the vortices
was also calculated. The results show that the line velocities are much larger than
the electro-osmotic flow velocity, and the directions of the velocity near the wall
were the same as veof , but in the channel center, the velocity was opposite to this.
(2) The theoretical analysis has indicated that vorticity in the micro-channel
resulted from the cross product of the concentration gradient and the electric field
gradient. It was found that the experimentally observed vortices were consistent
with this finding.
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The flow visualization experiments reported herein illuminated the complexity
of the flow field resulting from the applied electric field interacting with charged
ions in the buffer solution. There is a need for further work.
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Abstract
The fundamental problem of turbulence is that of closing the infinite sequence of
equations that result from the application of Reynolds averaging to the governing
relations for momentum, heat and mass transfer. These equations model the
moments of the turbulent probability density, PDF, such as the first, second,
third, and higher order moments, each equation depending on higher order
moments. The ability to relate the set of moments of order n to moments of n+1
would permit closure to a finite system of equations as we could truncate the
sequence of equations. The concept of the Shannon entropy allows us to model
the degree of uncertainty of a PDF. The Shannon entropy is related to the
concept of thermodynamic entropy. The maximum entropy method determines
the PDF that maximizes the entropy subject to a number of constraints. The most
usual method is to use a finite number of lower order moments. A maximum
entropy PDF is often used to approximate the shape of a PDF as the solution has
desirable features such as being positive definite. The maximum entropy method
is of great value as an approximation method in general. An examination of the
behavior of the moments generate from a maximum entropy for a single degree
of freedom fit to real, turbulent PDFs for velocity, skin-friction, and temperature
fluctuations have been carried out to examine the methods ability predictive
capability. In this examination experimentally determined data sets that
contained data for all moments up to the sixth order were compiled from the
literature. The maximum entropy method was applied using the first four
moments. The fifth and sixth moments computed from the maximum entropy
approximations were compared and found to compare very favorably with those
measured. The presentation will start with a review of the maximum entropy
method for a finite number of moments and a discussion of the computational
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issues that arise. This will be followed by a review of the experimental data used,
and a comparison of the maximum entropy moments with the experimental data.
The presentation will conclude with a presentation of the solution to the
maximum entropy method for up to four degrees of freedom.
Keywords: turbulence closure, maximum entropy, turbulence modelling,
turbulent PDF.

1 Introduction
The fundamental problem of turbulence is that of closing the infinite sequence of
equations that result from the application of Reynolds averaging to the governing
relations for momentum, heat and mass transfer. These equations model the
moments of the turbulent probability density, PDF, such as the first, second,
third, and higher order moments, each equation depending on higher order
moments. The ability to relate the set of moments of order n to moments of n+1
would permit closure to a finite system of equations as we could truncate the
sequence of equations.
The maximum entropy method is of great value as an approximation method
in general. An examination of the behaviour of the moments generated from a
maximum entropy fit to real, turbulent PDFs for velocity, skin-friction, and
temperature fluctuations have been carried out to examine the methods ability
predictive capability. In this examination experimentally determined data sets
that contained data for all moments up to the sixth order were compiled from the
literature. The maximum entropy method was applied using the first four
moments. The fifth and sixth moments computed from the maximum entropy
approximations were compared and found to compare very favourably with
those measured.
The presentation will start with a review of the single degree of freedom
maximum entropy method for a finite number of moments and a discussion of
the computational issues that arise. This will be followed by a review of the
experimental data used, and a comparison of the maximum entropy moments
with the experimental data. We will conclude with the development of a four
degree of freedom maximum entropy solution.

2 The Shannon entropy of a probability density function
The concept of the Shannon entropy allows us to model the degree of uncertainty
of a PDF for a random variable U, expressed as p  p U  , through an integral
given by


s    p U  ln p U  dU .


The concept of the Shannon entropy also applies where the PDF has finite
support allowing us to consider integrals with finite limits. The Shannon entropy
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is related to the concept of thermodynamic entropy as developed by Boltzmann,
see Atkins [1].
The maximum entropy method determines the PDF that maximizes the
entropy subject to a number of constraints. The most usual method is to use a
finite number of lower order moments. A maximum entropy PDF is often used
to approximate the shape of a PDF as the solution has desirable features such as
being positive definite.

3 The maximum entropy method for one degree of freedom
The maximum entropy approximation to p(U ) yields the maximum entropy
subject to a set of constraints on the PDF. The range of possible constraints is
limitless in general; however we will examine the case where the first n central
moments have given values.
We will note that an implied constraint always applies to any PDF, that is


 p U  dU  1.



We also observe that the mean value of U is


U

 Up U  dU



which is not equal to zero in general. The central moments are obtained by
subtracting the mean value to give a new set of continuous random variable
given by u  U  U . This yields the following formula for the ith moment

i 



 u p  u  du.
i



Here we note that the previous discussion indicates that 0  1 and 1  0 as
basic minimum constraints for any PDF.
We will examine the case which constrains the moments up to the 4th order,
with the additional requirement that u has bounded support between a and a .
The entropy of the PDF is now given by
b

s    p ln pdu.
a

The determination of the PDF that maximizes this integral requires us to turn
to the calculus of variation. The PDF that yields the extreme value of the
entropy requires us to solve Euler’s equation

 0,
y
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where    p ln p  0C0  1C1  2 C2  3C3  3C3
constants. Hence the equation for p is obtained from

where

the



are


  ln  p   1  0  1u  2 u 2  3u 3  4 u 4  0.
p

The general form of p is thus given by
p  exp 1  0  1u  1u 2  3u 3  4 u 4 
 exp  0  1u  1u 2  3u 3  4 u 4 
 exp  F  u   ,

where 0  1  0.

4 Solving for the coefficients
Analytical determination of the coefficients for the maximum entropy
approximation to the PDF requires us to obtain closed form integrals of the
moments. Many of these integrals are known to be unknown, so analytical
solution is not possible. Hence we must resort to a numerical scheme to solve
for the coefficients. The method that was used was based on Newton’s method.
A linear approximation of any of the moments can be written as follows for
incremental changes in the coefficients

i  ˆ i 

ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
d 0 
d 1 
d 2 
d 3 
d 4 .
0
1
2
3
4

The hat indicates that the moments are for an initial, guessed set of
coefficients ˆi . Examination of the partial derivatives shows that they have a
particularly simple form,
ˆ i b i j
 x x exp  F  x   dx  ˆ i  j .
 j a





Hence we obtain the following system of linear equations given by
 ˆ 0
 ˆ
 1
 ˆ 2

 ˆ 3
 ˆ 4

ˆ1
ˆ 2
ˆ 3
ˆ 4
ˆ 5

ˆ 2
ˆ 3
ˆ 4
ˆ 5
ˆ 6

ˆ 3
ˆ 4
ˆ 5
ˆ 6
ˆ 7

ˆ 4   d 0   1  ˆ 0 
ˆ 5   d 1   1  ˆ1 
ˆ 6   d 2    2  ˆ 2  .
 


ˆ 7   d 3   3  ˆ 3 
ˆ 8   d 4   4  ˆ 4 

The initial values of the  j ' s are estimated or guessed and the values of the

ˆ ' s are numerically computed. Then the values of the d  j are computed from
this equation, finally they are added to the guessed values and the process is
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repeated if need be. This iterative procedure can be stopped when either the
coefficients of the polynomial converge to within some preset precision or the
estimated moments are accurate to within some preset value.
In the numerical scheme that is reported, the iteration were repeated if the
magnitude of the d  vector divided by the magnitude of the  vector was less
than 10-4. Computing the coefficients to a greater accuracy was not examined.
A similar scheme for terminating the iterations can be based on the computed
moments.
This presentation of the numerical method to solve for the maximum entropy
problem minimizes some of the numerical problems that have been encountered.
First the initial values of the coefficients must be chosen with some care for large
order systems. The starting guesses that were examined were to make all of the
coefficients equal to zero, but this caused the initial matrix to be a Hilbert matrix.
Unfortunately, Hilbert matrices have the well documented property of being ill
conditioned. Hence, for a large order approximation, order say 10 or more, we
might not be able to even start the iteration process. If the order of the system is
smaller we can however always use an initial guess that the coefficients are zero.
Notice that setting the initial values of the coefficients to zero is equivalent to
guessing that the PDF is uniform on the interval  a, b  .
The second difficulty that was encountered is that of computing the moments.
For a distribution that is very smoothly distributed across the interval, virtually
any numerical integration scheme will work. The computed moments will be
accurate with relatively little work. However, if the distribution is very spiky,
approaching that of a delta function, the integration will require either an
inordinate number of intervals or some sort of adaptive method. Simpson’s
method with 1000 subintervals was selected to compute the moments for the
results given here. It is quite clear that some distributions will tax the accuracy
of this kind of integration scheme to the point of making the iterations unstable.
The final difficulty that was encountered is that of solving the system of
equations. For smooth distributions, it has been observed that the system of
equations is relatively well conditioned, and that the system can be solved using
Gauss-Jordan elimination. For very spiky distributions, the system of equations
is not well conditioned, and the iterative procedure is then unstable. Singular
value decomposition must be used to deal with this ill-condition of the matrix.
The singular value decomposition algorithm that was used for this work is that
given by Press et al. [2]. The values of the terms of the diagonal matrix were set
to zero if they were less that P times the maximum value of the diagonal. By
experiment, it was found that P=10-12 was the minimum value of this factor that
would allow the iterations to proceed stably for all cases that were examined. If
P was chosen too large, a solution could be obtained but it would be very
misleading. Results of a numerical experiment for values of P that ranged from
10-6 to 10-12 clearly showed the effect of P being too large.
As a concluding remark on the numerics of the maximum entropy
approximation it should be clearly stated that the method does work and it
appears to work quite well. However, there are some difficulties that must be
carefully addressed in any algorithm that is going to be used to obtain the
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coefficients of the polynomial. To repeat, they are the numerical integration of
the moments, selection of the initial values of the coefficients and ill-condition of
the generated system of equations.
However, these problems can be
satisfactorily resolved if they are directly addressed.
As a note on the computational efficiency of this scheme we should state that
most of the computer time was spent performing the integrations. If the scheme
is to be made more efficient, we would have to find computationally more
efficient means of performing the integrations. Solving the system of equations,
updating the coefficients and testing for convergence generally took less than
evaluating even one of the moments. The number of iterations that must be
performed is strongly dependent upon the initial guess of the coefficients and the
final shape of the PDF. For very narrow distributions close to zero, the scheme
required in the order of 50 iterations to converge. It can be hypothesized that
better starting values could reduce the iteration count significantly. However,
there is no a priori means of determining the initial guess. If one of the moments
is tracked as the iterations proceed it will appear that the process converges,
diverges and then converges again. This is due to all of the moments being fit so
the behavior of one moment may appear oscillatory.

5

The maximum entropy for four degrees of freedom

Assume that p U , V , W ,   is the probability density function describing the
turbulent flow as a function of the velocity components (U, V, and W) and the
pressure,  . Then the statistical entropy for this PDF is given by
   

s 

   p U ,V ,W ,   ln p U ,V ,W ,   dUdVdWd .

   

For a given set of conditions, p U , V , W ,   is the function that maximizes s.
Based on physical considerations we would expect that p  0 when any of the
variables go to  .
The basic requirement for a PDF is that
   

    p U ,V ,W ,   dUdVdWd   1.

   

We will employ

 N  1

4

constraints on the statistical moments about the

mean, given by
   

Ci , j , k ,l 

    u v w  p  u, v, w,  dudvdwd
i

j

k

l

   

where the lower case indicates the fluctuation from the mean, and the i, j, k, and l
are any integers from 0 through N inclusive.
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The known solution to this problem (Weinstock [3]) is obtained by forming
the function
N

N

N

N

f *   p ln p   u i v j wk l ijkl p
i  01 j  0 k  0 l  0

and solving for
f *
 0.
p
This yields
N N N N
f *
  ln p  1   u i v j wk l ijkl  0
p
i 0 j 0 k 0 l 0

Thus p is given by
N

N

N

N

ln p  1   u i v j wk l ijkl .
i 0 j 0 k 0 l 0

Hence the maximum entropy PDF for the stated constraints is given by
N N N N


p  exp 1   u i v j wk l ijkl  .
 i  0 j 1 k  0 l  0


The constants, ijkl are set so the final PDF has the same moments as given by
the constraints.

6 Experimental data
Experimental data for one-dimensional moments of turbulent flows of order 5 or
higher are very difficult to find and tend to come from work published in the
1970’s. The sources of experimental data used for this work come from the
following sources. Antonia and Sreenivasan [4] presented moments up to 8th
order of the axial and cross-stream velocities and temperature for a turbulent
heated jet. Py and Duhamel [5] presented moments up to the 5th order moment
for the partial derivative of the velocity at the wall as a function of Reynolds
number for a two-dimensional channel. The moments up to the 6th order of the
fluctuating wall shear stress for an eight degree conical were reported by
Derksen [6].
6.1 Comparison to the maximum entropy approximation

The maximum entropy approximation was applied to the experimental data using
the measured moments up to and including the fourth as constraints. In all cases,
the final predicted movements up to and including the fourth matched to better
than four decimal places, confirming that the approximation was correct.
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Table 1:

The maximum entropy and measured fifth order moments.

Source
Antonia,
u,   0.00

Meas.
-1.52

Comp.
-1.34

Antonia,
u,   0.67

0.17

0.22

Antonia,
u,   0.89

2.28

2.36

Antonia,
u,   1.19

8.54

9.37

Antonia,
u,   1.48

39.3

55.2

Antonia,
u,   1.63

24.5

39.5

Antonia,
v,   0.00

-0.53

-0.96

Antonia,
v,   0.67

1.24

1.53

Antonia,
v,   0.89

3.45

4.22

Antonia,
v,   1.19

9.52

13.0

Antonia,
v,   1.48

37.7

51.2

Antonia,
v,   1.63

74.6

112

Antonia,
 ,   0.00

-3.35

-3.84

Antonia,
 ,   0.67

-1.09

-1.51

Antonia,
 ,   0.89

0.79

0.31

Antonia,
 ,   1.19

3.80

3.11

Antonia,
 ,   1.48

20.3

18.1

Antonia,
 ,   1.63

70.9

64.9

Py,  w , e=1700

12.3

0.21

Source
Py,  w ,
Re=1935
Py,  w ,
Re=2300
Py,  w ,
Re=2615
Py,  w ,
Re=3500
Py,  w ,
Re=5000
Py,  w ,
Re=7200
Py,  w ,
Re=9950
Py,  w ,
Re=15000
Derksen,  w ,
x=4.62
Derksen,  w ,
x=15.59
Derksen,  w ,
x=19.58
Derksen,  w ,
x=23.57
Derksen,  w ,
x=31.55
Derksen,  w ,
x=39.53
Derksen,  w ,
x=50.71
Derksen,  w ,
x=55.69
Derksen,  w ,
x=69.46
Derksen,  w ,
pipe
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Meas.
120

Comp.
117

27.9

27.7

5.76

4.42

4.98

4.50

4.37

4.20

4.44

4.04

4.25

3.90

4.17

3.84

9.80

9.10

5.22

4.98

3.30

2.97

3.94

3.53

4.69

4.23

4.40

3.86

9.43

8.96

9.55

8.69

7.13

6.75

1.97

1.87
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The resulting fifth and sixth order moments from the maximum entropy
approximation are compared to the measured moments in Table 1 for the fifth
order moments and Table 2 for the sixth order moments. General agreement
between the measured and computed fifth order moments is observed with two
exceptions. These exceptions are: (1) The agreement is poor at the outer edge of
the heated jet,   1.48 and 1.63 , This may be due to the flow being highly
intermittent in this zone. (2) The Py data at the lowest Reynolds numbers, 1700
and 1935, also does not agree well, however the agreement is much better as the
Reynolds number increase. So this may be due to the flow not being fully
turbulent.
Table 2:

The maximum entropy and measured sixth order moments.

Source
Antonia,
u ,   0.00
Antonia,
u,   0.67
Antonia,
u ,   0.89
Antonia,
u,   1.19
Antonia,
u ,   1.48

Meas.
15.7

Comp.
15.1

12.6

11.9

14.2

12.6

32.0

31.6

234

369

Antonia,
u ,   1.63

508

878

Antonia,
v,   0.00

17.6

21.6

Antonia,
v,   0.67

14.3

13.7

Antonia,
v,   0.89

19.7

20.3

Antonia,
v,   1.19

44.4

59.0

Antonia,
v,   1.48

223

319

Antonia,
v,   1.63

594

1000

Antonia,
 ,   0.00

18.7

21.0

Antonia,
 ,   0.67

9.46

10.1

Source
Antonia,
 ,   0.89
Antonia,
 ,   1.19
Antonia,
 ,   1.48
Antonia,
 ,   1.63
Derksen,
x=4.62
Derksen,
x=15.59
Derksen,
x=19.58
Derksen,
x=23.57
Derksen,
x=31.55
Derksen,
x=39.53
Derksen,
x=50.71
Derksen,
x=55.69
Derksen,
x=69.46
Derksen,
pipe

Meas.
7.28

Comp.
7.30

10.0

8.07

72.0

55.0

358

282

w ,

41.1

36.0

w ,

22.7

21.8

w ,

18.0

17.5

w ,

18.6

17.2

w ,

20.1

18.3

w ,

18.4

16.5

w ,

39.7

36.4

w ,

39.0

33.0

w ,

27.6

25.7

w ,

14.3

14.0
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The results for the sixth moment mirror those for the fifth moment, however it
should be noted that no data for the sixth moment was available from the Py
data.
These results indicate that the maximum entropy approximation predictions
of the fifth and sixth order moments are in general agreement to those obtained
from measurement where the flow is fully turbulent. This is an interesting
observation but further experimental studies would need to be done to confirm
that turbulence generated PDFs are maximum entropy PDFs that constrain
moments to the fourth order.
One factor that needs careful consideration in further studies is that of the
uncertainty in measuring the higher order moments. This mandates the use of
very large samples, in the order of 100,000 to 1,000,000 samples, to ensure that
the rare events can be observed.

7 Conclusions
The results presented here present a compelling case for assuming that the PDF
from a turbulent process results in a maximum entropy approximation that
constrains moments up to the fourth order. However, it is recognized that more
study needs to be done to confirm the validity of this statement.
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Abstract
Often in the treatment of patients echocardiograms are performed to analyse
cardiac function. As part of the calculation the shear and normal stress on the
endocardial surface of the left ventricle can be calculated. This was undertaken
for five elderly women patients undergoing stress testing. It was found that when
the stress was plotted as a function of strain rate the expected variation would be
a linear increase in stress. In some patients there was initially a sharp increase in
stress with strain rate then an abrupt change in the stress at the apex or at the
mitral valve annulus. With further increase in strain rate the rate of increase in
stress decreased. This would suggest that there was some defect in the wall
structure. The variation of ventricular volume with strain rate can be obtained.
In this case the volume should decrease initially and as the strain rate increases
the volume change becomes less. In two of the five patients the expected initial
rise in stress did not occur. This suggests a lack of strength of the ventricle. As
expected these were not the same patients where the abrupt increase in stress
occurred. Such information may be helpful to a clinician in reaching a diagnosis.
Keywords: cardiography, blood flow, echocardiograms, patient diagnosis, stress
test, dobutamine.
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1 Introduction
Physicians obtain a graphical outline of the heart’s movement using highfrequency sound waves, called ultrasound. The result is called an
echocardiogram (known as an echo). This test also provides pictures of the
heart’s valves and chambers. When combined with Doppler ultrasound and
colour Doppler, pictures of the blood flow across the heart’s valves can be
obtained as shown in figure 1.

Figure 1:

Echocardiogram that could be machine read.

It is possible to undertake the calculation of blood flow to include the whole
of the left ventricle using the rate of change of the myocardium and the septum
walls [1]. This additional information would be useful for physicians in making a
diagnosis of a patient’s condition. If the quality of the echo is very good, such as
those produced by the equipment manufacturers, then automating the reading of
the position of the heart walls can be undertaken. However the quality of many
echos is such that it is difficult to discern the edge of the heart, figure 2.

Figure 2:

Echocardiogram which could not be machine read.
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Thus a problem arises in implementing this on a wide scale as it would be
necessary to automate the reading of the position of the heart walls. As the
equipment improves in ease of use this should not present a problem.

2 Method of calculation
The general method of calculation used here has been described previously
[3, 4]. The method is based on [5] and known as the immersed boundary method.
The modification made in the method is that instead of specifying the boundary
force the shape of the ventricle as a function of time is taken from the
echocardiograms. The immersed boundary method has been reviewed in [6]. In
the solution the blood flow into the left atrium is simulated by a source
distributed throughout the atrium. In order to conserve mass sinks are distribute
around the periphery of the integration domain. The change in shape is obtained
from the echocardiograms and used as boundary conditions for the flow. The
source strength has to match the change in volume of the ventricle. The valves
have to be modelled as thicker than in reality as Lagranian integration must go
around both sides of the valve. The Navier-Stokes equations are then solved with
a predictor corrector scheme [4].
The Navier Stokes equations defined on an x-y Cartesian co-ordinate system
for an incompressible fluid are
 uˆ

 uˆ  uˆ   p   2 uˆ  Fˆ
 t


(1)

uˆ  0

(2)



where û is the velocity vector,
and the viscosity is  .

 is the density, t is the time, p is the pressure

The boundary force F̂ arising from the heart muscles is
L





Fˆ xˆ , t    fˆ s, t  xˆ  Xˆ s, t  ds

(3)

0

Here fˆ is the force on the boundary element at the point s defined on a
n

Lagrangian system where x̂ is defined on the Cartesian system and X̂ is the
nth point on the Lagrangian system
The flow velocities and pressures can be used to calculate the stresses on the
surface of the heart walls. These forces can then be used to examine the
microscopic interaction with the cells in the heart wall (endocardium).
The first step in the solution involves obtaining the shape of the ventricle at
various times. This is often difficult as echocardiogram images are sometimes
indistinct. Following a method often used by echocardiographers only five
images in a cardiac cycle were selected. One image when the valves were closed,
a second image when the valves were fully open, a third just before the atrium
starts to contract, one at the end of the ventricle filling (diastole) stage and a
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final one as the aortic valve opens. A linear variation was assumed between each
image, time frame. It was assumed that the motion of the wall would be normal
to the surface. As described below the times required for valve opening and
atrium contraction can be obtained from Doppler measurements of the velocity
through the mitral valve and the shape was obtained from the echocardiogram
contained many irregularities. The echocardiogram tracing was obtained as a
digital image. If the source was allowed to start while the valves were closed
then the program would fail due to excessive pressure. Similarly the wall could
not be allowed to start moving until the source started. Thus an initial short
period was required without source or wall motion to allow the valves to start
opening (these events are independent of fluid motion are dependent on cardiac
electrical signals).
The second step required the simulation of the atrium. The atrium changes
shape during the diastole stage and thus changes the pressure. However the use
of a source in place of the correct inflow pattern to the atrium was an artifice
which made the actual atrium shape unimportant. The atrium shape was fixed at
near hemispherical shape with valves in the closed and early open positions.
After some time the atrium contracts for a period before the mitral valve closed...
The shape was expanded and contracted as required for the different sized mitral
valves. The source strength was increased slowly as the valves opened in
accordance with the increase in volume of the ventricle.
Once the calculation of the flow velocities and pressures were completed the
stresses at the walls were calculated. This was undertaken following [7] and [8]
as the gradient of the velocity near the wall. As the shear stress is continuous at
the wall interface this will be equal to the shear force on the ventricle wall. In
accordance with the aim of the research, evaluation of wall stresses, the
boundary layer had to be modelled properly... Two points were chosen as close
to the wall as possible along a line normal to the surface. A finite difference
method was used to obtain the derivative of the velocity along this line. Similarly
the velocity normal to the wall was calculated along the same line. As only
pressure gradients are used in the calculations, an arbitrary constant was added to
the pressure to make it relative to atmospheric pressure.

Figure 3:

Time variation of shear stress.
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3 Results
The results are presented as the variation of time averaged stress with heart rate.
In viewing the results it should be remembered that all five patients were
elderly women.
Consider patient 1. From figure 5 it can be seen there is a peak in the shear
stress around 90 BPM. This could be due to the apex not relaxing sufficiently as
the heart rate increases. This is later, figure 4, reflected in the normal stress
around the mitral valve at a higher heart rate. Thus at a later time the mitral valve
could develop problems.
Patient 2. Both the shear and normal stresses figures 6 and 7, suggest that this
patient appears to be the most normal of the five patients without any sharp
changes in stress.
Patient 3. From figures 8 and 9 this patient bears some similarity to patient 1
where there is a peak in the shear stress at the apex and an increase in the normal
stress at a slightly higher heart rate. As in patient 1 the peak occurs around 90
BPM. However both the shear and normal stresses increase around the mitral
valve with increased heart rate.

Figure 4:

Patient 1 average normal stress over one cycle at various heart
rates.
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Figure 5:

Patient 1 average shear stress over one cycle at various heart rates.

Figure 6:

Patient 2 average normal stress over one cycle.
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Figure 7:

Figure 8:

Patient 2 average shear stress over one cycle.

Patient 3 average normal stress over one cycle.
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Figure 9:

Patient 3 average shear stress over one cycle.

Patient 4. With this patient there is an increase in normal stress around the mitral
valve at 95 BPM, figure 11 and a subsequent increase in shear stress figure 10 at
the apex occurred at 115 BPM. There are subsequent increases in the shear stress
around the mitral valve.

Figure 10:

Patient 4 average normal stress over one cycle.
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Patient 4 average shear stress over one cycle.

Patient 5. There was a steady increase in stress with BPM figures 12 and 3...
Thus it may be possible that this patient would require treatment to lower the
stress before such problems as ischemia occurred.

Figure 12:

Patient 5 average normal stress over one cycle.
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Figure 13:

Patient 5 average shear stress over one cycle ventricle with time.

4 Conclusions and future work
It has been demonstrated that additional potentially useful information could be
developed from an analysis of the blood flow in the left ventricle. The main
problem involved before clinical trials could be undertaken is the automation of
the reading of echocardiograms produced in clinician’s offices. It would not be
possible to recruit busy clinicians for such a study if their intervention was
required. This is one of our foremost objectives to use artificial intelligence
methods to estimate the ventricle position. It is intended to expand the data base
as more data becomes available.
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Abstract
Understanding of the air flow in human airways is the cornerstone for targeted
delivery of a medication to the lungs. Direct in-vivo measurement in lungs is
complicated; therefore in-vitro measurements in human lung models are
frequently performed employing optical measurement methods. Irregularly
sampled data acquired by Phase Doppler Anemometry in various locations of a
model of human lungs for different breathing conditions were statistically
processed to facilitate comparison and influence of diverse factors on the lung
airflow. Tests based on signs of differences, Kendall’s rank correlation
coefficient test and Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient test were used to
detect a linear trend between the samples, while a median test of randomness and
a turning point test were used to detect differences of a periodical nature. The
presented statistical tools allow detection of inter-cycle variability in velocity
course as well as evaluation of the influence of breathing pattern change or
gradual flow development in an airway. Application of the above mentioned
methods on our data confirmed the essential influence of lung geometry on flow
profiles and revealed remarkable flow behaviour in the main bronchi. Usability
of the statistical tools is not limited to measurements in human lung models, but
can be extended to any flow measurements, for comparison of irregularly and
regularly sampled data and also for comparison of numerical simulations with
experiments.
Keywords: flow analysis, human airways, lung flow, statistical analysis, airflow
measurement.
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1 Introduction
Targeted delivery of aerosolized medication to human lungs is of growing
interest, since respiratory as well as systemic diseases can be treated using
inhaled pharmaceuticals. Inhalation route represents a less harmful and a less
painful way of drug administration when compared with the intravenous and oral
methods, respectively. The necessary precondition to achieve minimal sideeffects of medication is to deliver the right amount of drug to the right location.
Failing to achieve this goal leads to increased load of organism which may result
into wastage of often very expensive medication (Kleinstreuer et al. [1]).
Deposition area of inhaled aerosol depends on many factors, such as
breathing pattern, lung capacity, geometry of airways, size and shape of
particles, their initial velocity and others. Measurement of influence of these
parameters on aerosol deposition in vivo is complicated due to restricted access
and variability of geometry related to physiological factors; therefore in vitro
experiments are frequently performed on models of human airways with various
degree of simplification [2–4]. Also numerical modelling has been often used to
simulate the flow and fate of inhaled particles [5–7].
In vitro measurement of flow velocity in different parts of airways can be
performed using optical measuring methods, such as Particle Image Velocimetry
(PIV) or Phase Doppler Anemometry (PDA). Application of PIV is limited by
optical distortions on the model/fluid boundaries arising from different refractive
index of air and material of the model. This problem could be avoided by using
liquid with identical refractive index as the material of model walls as a carrier
medium for tracing particles [8, 9]. However, for measurements with aerosol
PDA is the only possibility. In addition to particle velocity PDA measures the
size of particles and consequently can serve for investigation of clustering of
particles or velocity spectra analysis, for it provides time-resolved velocity
record. The disadvantage of the PDA is only point-wise measurement, hence
other methods have to be used for identification of the general flow behaviour
and identification of eddies and wakes.
Comparison of PDA results acquired for different input conditions such as
various breathing patterns or various sizes of particles is often a complex issue,
but can be solved by assessment of experienced researcher; nevertheless, the
result is always influenced by a subjective perspective. Statistical methods
presented in this paper allow unbiased evaluation of such data sets.

2 Methods
Realistic human airway model was used for PDA measurements of velocity and
size of aerosol particles in 16 cross-sections. Breathing was simulated using
computer controlled mechanism moving piston in a cylinder with sinusoidal
shape of the piston velocity. Measured velocities were then processed to allow
comparison of various breathing regimes and velocities in different measuring
location employing statistical tests of randomness.
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2.1 Measurement setup
The airway model was fabricated from optically transparent thin walled silicone
as described in Lizal et al. [10]. The model incorporates airways down from
pharynx up to fourth bifurcation level, and has asymmetrical branching and
realistic curved tubes, fig. 1. In this paper only seven cross-sections (marked A –
G in fig. 1) were included and 5 points in each cross-section were used for
comparison. Nomenclature of measuring points is as follows: the first character
represents cross-section, the second stands for measuring point (F – front, B –
back, R – right, L – left, no letter – point in the axis), please note that due to
different orientation of the tube axis in left and right bronchi and trachea,
position R is in the left bronchus on the lower side of the tube, while in the right
bronchus position R is on the upper side of the tube. The third entry of the code
is the distance of the point from the tube axis.

Figure 1:

Model of human airways with measuring cross-sections.

The measuring setup (fig. 2) consists of Condensation Monodisperse Aerosol
Generator (4) (CMAG, TSI 3475, TSI Inc.) producing liquid 3 μm particles from
di-2-ethyl-hexyl sebacate (DEHS); Process Aerosol Monitor (PAM, TSI 3375,
TSI Inc.) for on-line measurement of size and concentration of aerosol particles,
mixing chamber (3), where aerosol is mixed with air from breathing mechanism
(5) driven by motor (6) and controlled by computer to simulate three breathing
patterns (resting conditions with tidal volume Vt = 0.5 liter and period T = 4 s,
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deep breathing with Vt = 1 liter and T = 4 s and light activity with Vt = 1.5 liter
and T = 3 s); realistic model of human lungs (1) and PDA transmitting and
receiving optics (7). Aerosol is led to an elastic bag (2) which collects particles
for the inhalation phase.

Figure 2:

Diagram of the measurement setup.

PDA system (Dantec Dynamics, Skovlunde, Denmark) was adjusted for timeresolved measurement of axial velocity component and for complementary
measurement of the particle size (for details see Jedelsky et al. [11]).
2.2 Data processing
The irregularly sampled data acquired by Phase Doppler Anemometry describe
the breathing cycle in various locations of a model for different breathing
patterns. Therefore, the data files contain various numbers of non-equidistantly
distributed measurements. Novel software CIRDA [12] was created for
processing of this kind of data. The software is suitable for comparison of large
irregularly sampled data files.
To reduce the size of data files and to overcome the difficulty of irregularly
sampled data, smoothing techniques were used, that is the kernel regression with
local linear kernel estimator
1

.

(1)

where
1

and Gaussian kernel
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In our case, when a rather regular structure of data is observed, the use of some
simple rule for the optimal bandwidth selection is sufficient. Thus the bandwidth
is of the form (see Bowman and Azzalini [13])
4
3

|

median |
0.6745

,

(4)

where represents the sample median. In order to cover the variability of the
data in the direction of both x- and y-axis, the bandwidth is selected as
.

(5)

The local linear estimator was chosen because of its favourable asymptotic
properties and boundary behaviour (see e.g. Wand and Jones [14]).
A pair of irregularly sampled data files was processed by the above
mentioned regression techniques, which results in regression curves with
regularly sampled values. These regression curves were subtracted from each
other and normalized by the square root of the sum of variances of the particular
data files. This technique gave rise to a set of velocity values scattered around a
constant. For cases where different breathing patterns were observed (e.g.,
normal breathing vs. light activity), particular regression curves were scaled to
one of the breathing modes.
To decide whether two velocity profiles are similar or whether they differ, it
is necessary to find out whether the subtracted velocity values are randomly
scattered around a constant or whether there is a systematic component. Tests of
randomness, as described below, were used to elucidate the velocity profiles
2.3 Tests of randomness
Tests of randomness (Cipra [15]) are often used for identification of a random, or
systematic component (linear or periodic) in the series. The hypotheses simply
are H0: xi ~ i.i.d. (independent and identically distributed) and H1: otherwise.
2.3.1 Test based on signs of differences
The test based on signs of first differences in the series x1,...,xn can be carried out
by counting the plus and minus signs in the differences. The test is based on the
number k of positive differences xi+1 - xi, i = 1,…,n-1, in the series.
Let’s define a random variable Vi as
1 for

,
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.

It can be shown, that the number of positive differences k has the expected value
1
2

(7)

⋅

and variance
1
12

(8)

.

Variable k has the asymptotic normal distribution, thus for a sufficiently large
sample size n the hypothesis H0 is rejected on significance level α if
|

1 /2|

⁄2

1 /12
where

.

(9)

⁄2 is a quantile of standard normal distribution N(0,1).

2.3.2 Kendall’s rank correlation coefficient test
Let v be the number of pairs xi and xj, that xi < xj for i < j. Kendall’s rank
correlation coefficient
4
1

1.

(10)

has the asymptotic normal distribution with zero mean and variance
2 2
9

5
1

(11)

⋅

The hypothesis H0 is rejected on the significance level α if
| |
2 2
9

5
1

/2

⋅

(12)

2.3.3 Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient test
Let q1,…,qn be the ranked observations in the series x1,…,xn. Ordinal ranking is
used, thus all items receive distinct ordinal numbers, including items that
compare equal. For example, if x1 = 10, x2 = 1, x3 = 5, x4 = 1, then q1 = 4, q2 = 1,
q3 = 3, q4 = 2. Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient ρ
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has the asymptotic normal distribution and the hypothesis H0 is rejected on the
significance level α if
| |√

1

/2

(14)

⋅

2.3.4 Turning point test
This test is based on the number of turning points (peaks and troughs) in the
series x1,…,xn. The upper turning point xi is the local maximum xi-1 < xi > xi+1 and
the lower turning point xi is the local minimum xi-1 > xi < xi+1, i = 2,…,n-1. Let p
be the number of upper and lower turning points in the series. It can be shown
that
2

2
3

16

(15)

,

29
90

(16)

.

Variable p has the asymptotic normal distribution and the hypothesis H0 is
rejected on the significance level α if
|

2
16

2 /3|

/2

29 /90

(17)

.

2.3.5 Median test of randomness
This test is based on the sample median of the series x1,…,xn. Each observation
is compared with the median of the series and assigned “+” to those samples
larger than the median and “–“ to the samples less than the median. Assume that
the ordered series has n samples, n1 of “+”, n2 of “–“, n3 of observations equal to
median and n = n1 + n2 + n3. If n1 ≠ n2, then one observation equal to median is
assigned to “+” or “–“ in order to fulfill n1 = n2. The numbers of runs of to “+”
and “–“ are denoted r1, r2 and then total number of runs is r = r1 + r2.
The hypothesis H0 is rejected on the significance level α if
|

1 |
1 ⁄ 2

1

/2

⋅

(18)

The test based on signs of differences, Kendall’s rank correlation coefficient test
and Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient test are recommended (Cipra [15])
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for linear trend detection in a given series. On the contrary, if there is a
possibility of presence of periodic component in the data, the turning point test
and median test of randomness are recommended.

3 Results and discussion
The first step of the data analysis using statistical tests implemented in software
CIRDA involved tuning in of the kernel size for the regression of data. In
general, the larger the kernel size, the stronger the suppression of the small
fluctuations and vice versa. There is no rule for determination of the kernel size,
because the size always depends on the character of the flow and phenomena,
which is to be studied. Therefore in our case seven sizes of kernel were tested in
the range 0.1 to 10 times the basic kernel size on three test cases. The first case
were 2 cycles from one measurement, where no significant difference was
expected; the second case was comparison of flow in tracheal cross-sections A
and B, where major differences were expected; and the third case was
comparison of cross-sections E and G, where completely different flow
characteristics are present. The best agreement of the software results with
expected values was achieved using kernel with 0.5 size of the basic kernel size.
This size was used for comparison of all data files.
The sample results are presented in fig. 3. In the upper part are presented
compared data sets. Both graphs include eight overlapped cycles plotted on a

Figure 3:

Comparison of measurement in points L above the left principal
bronchus in trachea cross-section A (on the top left) and B (on the
top right); subtracted velocities with linear regression (bottom).
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dimensionless horizontal axis and regression of the cycle. Original sinusoidal
course of the velocity induced by breathing mechanism is influenced by passage
of the air through larynx and following airways during inhalation and by mixing
of air from daughter branches during exhalation. Passage of a vortex through the
measuring volume appears in the PDA velocity record as a wavelet (successive
drop and increase or reverse) in the velocity course. The bottom part of fig. 3
contains calculated difference of velocities.
Table 1:

A

B

C

D

E

F
G

0 mm
R 4.4 mm
L 4.4 mm
F 4.4 mm
B 4.4 mm
0 mm
R 4.8 mm
L 4.8 mm
F 4.8 mm
B 4.8 mm
0 mm
R 3 mm
L 3 mm
F 3 mm
B 3 mm
0 mm
L 2.3 mm
R 2.3 mm
F 2.3 mm
B 2.3 mm
0 mm
R 3.5 mm
L 3.5 mm
F 3.5 mm
B 3.5 mm
0 mm
R 2 mm
L 2 mm
F 2 mm
B 2 mm
0 mm

Comparison of breathing patterns.

0.5 liter & 4s vs.
1liter & 4s
0 1 1 0 1
0 1 1 0 1
0 1 1 0 1
0 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 0 1
0 0 0 0 1
0 1 1 0 1
0 0 0 0 1
0 1 1 0 1
0 1 1 0 1
0 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1 1
0 1 1 0 1
0 1 1 0 1
0 0 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 1
0 1 1 1 1
0 1 1 0 1
1 1 1 0 1
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1 1
0 1 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 1
NED
0 0 0 0 1
0 1 1 1 1
0 1 1 1 1
0 1 1

1 1

1liter & 4s vs.
1.5 liter & 3s
0 1 1 0 1
0 1 1 0 1
0 1 1 0 1
0 1 1 0 1
1 1 1 0 1
0 1 1 0 1
0 1 1 0 1
0 1 1 0 1
0 1 1 0 1
1 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 1
0 1 1 1 1
1 0 0 0 1
0 1 1 0 1
1 0 0 0 1
0 1 1 0 1
0 1 1 1 1
0 1 1 1 1
0 1 1 0 1
0 1 1 1 1
NED
0 1 1 1 1
NED
0 1 1 1 1
0 1 1 0 1
0 1 1 0 1
0 1 1 1 1
0 1 1 1 1
0 1 1

1 1

0.5liter & 4s vs.
1.5 liter & 3s

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0

1 1 1
0 0 1
1 1 0
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 0
0 0 1
1 1 1
1 1 0
1 1 1
0 0 1
NED
1 1 0
0 0 0
1 1 1
0 0 0
1 1 1
0 0 0
1 1 0
1 1 1
1 1 1
0 0 1
NED
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 0
1 1 0
1 1 0
1 1 1

0 1 1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1

1 1

NED (not enough data) – due to complicated conditions in some measuring points was not possible
to acquire sufficient number of data points for relevant statistical analysis
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The result of statistical analysis consists of five digits, which correspond to
the outcome of the signs of differences, Kendall’s, Spearman’s, turning point and
median test respectively. The first three digits answer the supposition about the
existence of a linear trend and the last two represent the result of search for
existence of periodical trend in the data. Number 0 stands for failure to reject the
null hypothesis, that the two data sets are independent and identically distributed
on the significance level α = 0.05; number 1 stands for rejection of the null
hypothesis.
All data files were primarily tested for inter-cycle variability. Every data
record contains five to eight subsequent cycles; second and last but one cycle
were used for testing. All data records except those with not enough data (NED)
gave the same result – failure to reject the null hypothesis from all tests.
Interpretation is that the flow behaviour is repeated every cycle with sufficient
accuracy. Therefore all cycles from one data record were condensed into one
dimensionless cycle (overlapped) and the following comparisons were
performed on the dimensionless cycle.
Comparison of the influence of three breathing patterns mentioned in section
2.1 is presented in table 1. It is apparent that the change in flow is more reflected
in middle of trachea (cross-section A) than in following airways, where the effect
of geometry is essential.
The least influenced cross-section by the breathing pattern change is crosssection C, possibly because of the length of the left principal bronchus which
helps to create similar flow patterns especially during the expiration phase. The
results also proved that the most sensitive test is the median test, reflecting
response to changes of periodical nature; on the contrary the test based on signs
of differences, reflecting changes of linear nature, is the least sensitive to
breathing pattern change.
Comparison of velocity behavior in corresponding points in different crosssections of the model is presented in table 2. Points for comparison were selected
on a basis of supposition where the specific particle flowing out from the one
cross-section would enter the second cross-section assuming laminar flow.
The flow in right bronchus is significantly different from the flow in trachea.
The test based on signs of differences is insensitive to the different flow, whereas
median test gives rejection of the null hypotheses in all cases. Some similarity
can be expected in cross-sections of the same branch and surprisingly in crosssections B and C; however this claim is supported only by turning point test.

4 Conclusions
Presented statistical tools allow unbiased comparison of different data sets.
Application of the tests on velocity data measured by PDA in realistic model of
human airways proved essential influence of the lung geometry on the flow. Our
results showed that the velocity profile in the left lung preserves basic shape for
resting conditions breathing regime. For the more rapid breathing, the flow
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1.5 liter
&3s

1 liter
& 4s

0.5 liter
& 4s

Table 2:

O
R
L
F
B
O
R
L
F
B
O
R
L
F
B

581

Comparison of flow in different locations. Column headers denote
compared cross-sections, row labels denote measuring points: O tube axis, R – right, L – left, F – front, B – back (see fig. 1).
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

A-B
1 0
1 1
0 0
1 1
1 1
1 0
1 1
1 0
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

B-E
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
NED
NED
0 1 1 1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

B-C
1 1
1 0
1 1
1 0
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 0
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

E-F
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
NED
0 1 1 1
0 1 1 1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

C-D
1 1 1
1 1 0
1 1 1
1 1 0
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 0
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 0
1 1 1
NED
0 1 1 1
0 1 1 1
0 1 1 1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

NED (not enough data) – due to complicated conditions in some measuring points was not possible
to acquire sufficient number of data points for relevant statistical analysis

changes quickly during the passage through the airways, and statistical tests
found significant differences in almost all measuring points. The statistical tests
are also useful for detection of inter-cycle variability in velocity course. It should
be noted that the most difficult part of the process is the interpretation of the
results. In the first step of the statistical analysis the kernel size should be
adjusted. Different choices of the size give different results due to suppression or
amplification of small fluctuations. However, each setting provides specific
information which can be useful for specific purpose. Usability of the statistical
tools is not limited for measurements in human lungs models, but can be
extended to any flow measurements, for comparison of irregularly and regularly
sampled data and also for comparison of numerical simulations with
experiments.
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